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FY2019 Integrated Report | Letter from the CEO
eDreams ODIGEO is one of the world’s largest online travel
companies and one of the largest European e-commerce
businesses. Under our four leading online travel agency
brands (eDreams, GO Voyages, Opodo, Travellink) and the
metasearch engine Liligo, we offer our customers tailored
travel plans which offer the best prices and the greatest
convenience. In today’s competitive travel environment,
we are letting people search further and faster than ever
before, with access to choice from our 660 airline and
2.1 million hotel partners. We interact with 18 million
customers across 46 markets every year.
This success eDreams ODIGEO is proud to celebrate and
share with its 1,500+ employees. Our diverse, multicultural
workforce is one of our main assets, with 68 nationalities,
45 languages being spoken and a 49-51% gender balance.
Over the past year, we have implemented a series of
initiatives and actions to offer even more transparency and
equality across the company.
As a sustainable business we are fully committed to
improve the social, environmental, ethical and corporate
governance (ESG) impact of our business in those societies,
geographies and communities in which we operate. We have successfully reduced the carbon
footprint generated by our electricity consumption by 7% and the one generated by our employees
business flights by 13%. At the beginning of the fiscal year 2020, we have changed to a more
environmentally conscious energy supplier which only sources 100% green energy.
From a business performance perspective, the fiscal year we have just closed has also been a year
of significant progress for eDreams ODIGEO. For the past four years, we have worked tirelessly to
ensure our business is effectively set up to deliver long-term, sustainable growth. This hard work
has enabled us to meet and frequently exceed our targets for 17 consecutive quarters, achieve
adjusted EBITDA CAGRs of 7% since in 2015, reduce our net leverage ratio by 38% to 2.3x, become
the number one rated travel app in Europe, and a leader in mobile, as well as being exceptionally
strong in AI and machine learnings.

Over the last two years, we have completed the transformation of our company and become one of
the leading e-commerce players. We have successfully developed and tested a unique subscription
programme offering called Prime across several key markets to great effect and we established Prime
so we can continue to provide a market-leading, differentiated proposition to customers.
Prime is a revolutionary product in the online travel booking sector. It gives us the ability to move away
from an entirely transactional client relationship so that we are able to engage with our customers
throughout the full travel journey. The results in the markets in which we have launched Prime have
indicated the clear benefits a subscription model offers and has lots of room for growth. We will
continue to refine the product’s core proposition, expand to other products and services and roll out
across new geographies to ensure we can give our customers peace of mind on best prices while
reducing the time they spend comparing offers.
Over the last few years we have set ourselves up to deliver long-term value on behalf of shareholders.
We have shifted from a flight centric model to a model centred on delivering a diverse array of bestin-class travel products. As part of this we adopted an innovative and customer-centric approach,
making an active decision to increase price transparency ahead of our competitors for the benefit of
customers. We have worked to achieve our goal diversifying revenues while enabling consumers to
find the best and most convenient travel options. By leveraging our leading market position in flights
to attach other products such as flight ancillaries and dynamic packages, diversification revenues have
become our largest source of revenue. They now account for 44% of our total revenues in fiscal year
2019, up from 27% in 2015, while customers now buy 72 additional products per 100 flight bookings, up
from 25 in fiscal year 2015, and this progress is the first of many steps in our diversification evolution.
Looking ahead, our ability to build differentiated content and products means we are well placed to
benefit from the attractive OTA market opportunities. With the commitment and hard work of our
strong, dynamic team and through the combination of our market leading mobile penetration and
revolutionary Prime offering, we have established an ideal platform from which to launch our next
phase of growth, and unique AI and machine learning capabilities.
We now look forward to continue to develop new opportunities to unlock value.
Thank you to our team for their everyday contribution which makes us stronger as a company, and to
all our stakeholders for their continued support.
Dana Dunne, CEO
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€40.2M

11.2M

€533M

€119.6M

44%

72%

Adjusted
Net Income

Bookings

Revenue
Margin

Adjusted
EBITDA

Diversification
Revenue

Product
Diversification

(From €436M)

(From €90.5M)

(From 27% of total)

(From 25%)

CAGR +32%
(From €18.4M)

39%

CAGR +4%

(From 9.7M)

CAGR +5%

CAGR 19%

Ratio

46

+1,500 660 218,000+ 1.7 Billion
Monthly searches
Airlines

Flight routes

30%
Mobile
Bookings

CAGR +7%

-19pp

Markets

2.1M+

18M

Hotels

Customers

Employees

(49% female)

(From 18%)

European OTA

flight market share

Acquisition cost

per booking index

CAGR and comparative figures presented based on FY15/FY19
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2.1 PURPOSE, MISSION AND VALUES

Culture and Values
We are among the biggest online travel companies, serving customers throughout the world. Having clear
corporate values helps to unite our staff around one common goal.

Our Purpose
“To help people discover their world through travel.” We aim to help customers reach their destination
and return, uniquely combining best prices and the greatest convenience in the shortest possible time.
People are unique so we enable them to travel
to their world. We, at eDreams ODIGEO offer
people the possibility to travel, to visit the parts
of the world they want to explore. We open the
door to new experiences, as everyone has their
own personal idea of where they want to travel
to. We are enablers, we help them explore, their
world, in their way, we help them do it in an
easier way. We connect people and open the
door to new experiences for them.

TO HELP PEOPLE
DISCOVER THE
WORLD THROUGH
TRAVEl

The position that we have reached today as one of world’s largest online travel companies and one of
the largest European e-commerce businesses, with commercial activities in 46 markets, is the result of
the efforts and dedication of our employees.
Our Company culture is driven by the following four corporate values:

WE FLY HIGH

Our Mission

Aspire to make eDO
the most successful
online travel
one-stop shop
Work with passion
for our Company,
customers and for
travel

We are passionate about travel. We aim to make travel easier, more accessible and better value for our
customers through our consumer insight, innovative technology and market leadership.

Innovate with our
customer in mind

Look out the
window and learn,
and improve
continuously

WE SET THE PATH

We have a clear strategy to achieve this – we use industry leading technology and data, capitalising on
our air travel and customer expertise, and maximising the strength of the airline and hotel brands that sell
through our site.

WE ARE
PASSIONATE
ABOUT TRAVEL

We have access to a huge wealth of consumer insight
and data, providing our user experience experts with the
right insights to develop products that directly benefit
our customers throughout their journey with us. From
designing new mobile features to safer ways of booking
online, our customer-centric approach is applied in all
that we do, and all that we create.
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Take initiative, be a
self-starter, speak up
with new ideas

Iterate fast:
try, fail, learn

WE JOURNEY TOGETHER
Share openly what
works and what does
not, always contribute
constructively

Work without
boundaries, we
achieve more
together

Contribute
to the fun

WE EXPLORE…
GROW AND DISCOVER!
Stay hungry for learning
and grow others –> learn
and grow others

A2. BUSINESS MODEL,
PERFORMANCE & TRATEGY

Take tough decisions,
using facts and data,
and get things done

We value and deliver
results and recognize
each other’s contribution
based on merit
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Celebrate and
cultivate our
diversity

2.2 INDUSTRY OUTLOOK

Europe continues to lead the online penetration

Travel is a highly attractive market in Europe & Globally

European market expected to continue having the highest online penetration by 2022, while in Europe, as well as globally, most growth continues to be
facilitated by the online channel.
Europe

The global market is large and growing reaching $1.4 trillion in 2018, two
times the size of the next largest e-commerce segment, and we see no signs
of this slowing down. Online bookings continue to outpace the overall market
in all countries, with an expected 9% CAGR global growth over the next three
years.

APAC

53%

53%

49%

55%

44%

European market expected
to continue having the highest
online penetration by 2022

42%

Online travel penetration, Percent

2014
... and ONLINE continues to OUTPACE

Online
travel

Apparel

2018 (f) 2022 (f)

2022 (f)

Source: Phocuswright , European Online Travel Overview 2018 & Phocal Point

THE OVERALL MARKET
in all countries:

9% CAGR

global growth expected over

European travel market expected to reach $358 Billion by 2021

the next 3 year

80% OF THE GROWTH WILL BE DRIVEN BY THE ONLINE CHANNEL

Global travel market, USD Billion

2x

1,637

size of the
next largest

segment

1,401

CAGR
+5%

$358 Billion European travel market
expected by 2021, CAGR of 2%
Total European travel, USD Billion

799

759

38

Offline

642

358

Breakdown Online vs Offline, Percent

+9%

2022 (f)

Source: Statista. Phocuswright, European Online Travel Overview 2018 & Phocal Point

Offline

20%

Online

80%

320

Online

2018

... of which 80% of the growth
will be driven by the online
channel at a 6% CAGR

+2%

838

A2. BUSINESS MODEL,
PERFORMANCE & TRATEGY

LATAM

M.EAST

+13 p.p.

Travel is the biggest
e-Commerce
segment...

Software
& apps

US

2018

Growth

2021(f)

Growth 2018-21

Source: Phocuswright , European Online Travel Overview 2018 & Phocal Point
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41%

Intermediaries dominate travel shopping
Intermediaries like us will continue to dominate the market given 80% (*) of EU travellers shop for travel online.

OTA

Type of online
websites&apps
typically used when
comparing and
choosing leisure
travel products (**)

General Search
Travel Review Websites
Metasearch
Travel Provider

0%

60%

(*) Question Which of the following, if any, have you done online(via computer or mobile device) for your leisure travel in the past 12 months? Select all that apply. Base: European Travelers: (France
N=989; Germany N=985; U.K. N=956)
(**) Question: What type(s) of online websites/apps do you typically use when comparing and choosing leisure travel products, such as airline tickets or hotel rooms? Select all that apply. Base:
Online travel shoppers: French travelers ( N=725); German travelers (N=762); U.K. travelers (N=730)
Source: Estimate from European Consumer Travel 2018 Phocuswright survey for France, Germany and UK markets

Size of the mobile market expected to continue growing at double digit rates for the next 4 years
eDO best positioned to fuel this growth opportunity. 39% of our bookings already done on average in FY19 via mobile devices, 11pp ahead of industry average
at 28%.

64%

64

39

CAGR

+13%

Source: Phocuswright , European Online Travel Overview 2018 & Phocal Point
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2.3 GEOGRAPHIES AND BRANDS

Strong presence in
46 markets
Argentina
Australia
Austria
Brazil
Canada
Chile
China
Colombia
Czech Rep
Denmark
Finland
France
Germany
Greece
Hong Kong
Hungary
Iceland
India
Indonesia
Italy
Japan
Mexico
Morocco

261 WEBSITES AND APPS
IN 20 LANGUAGES
AND 30 DIFFERENT
CURRENCIES ON ONE
CENTRAL PLATFORM

New!

We are operating five leading brands:

A2. BUSINESS MODEL,
PERFORMANCE & TRATEGY

Netherlands
New Zealand
Norway
Peru
Philippines
Poland
Portugal
Qatar
Romania
Russia
Saudi Arabia
Singapore
South Africa
South Korea
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Taiwan
Thailand
Turkey
UAE
UK
USA
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2.4. FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE

Reflecting the completion of the shift in the revenue model and our focus on high quality sustainable
business, Bookings were down 5% while Revenue Margin increased 5%, outperforming initial revenue
guidance of €509 million, as we achieved higher revenues on fewer bookings. Adjusted EBITDA was up
1% to €119.6 million in FY19, outperforming initial guidance of €118 million, with performance reflecting
investments made during the year. In line with our guidance, Adjusted EBITDA grew 37% in 4Q FY19.

Product

44%

72%

€237M

Net

leverage:
Revenue
Revenue
Product
Diversification Diversification Diversification
growth

Ratio (from 27%)

Ratio (from 25%)

Diversification
Revenue

From 3.7 to
2.3x -38%

From €116.4M

Interest

Mobile

CAGR 6% CAGR 8% CAGR 21%

flight

Spain+Italy

Bookings
(From 18%)

Germany,
Nordics, UK

Rest of
the World

Debt

Mobile

39%

19%CAGR

Expense
Pro-Forma:

-37% since
March 2015

Geographies

Additionally, we have also continued to successfully diversify our offering for the benefit of customers
towards mobile, which represents on average 39% of our bookings for the period. Diversification
Revenues continue to drive growth as the largest revenue contributor, with revenues increasing by
32% in FY19, and represent 44% of our total revenues. This impressive growth more than offset our
intentional reduction in Classic Customer Revenue which has decreased to account for 37% of the
Group’s Revenue Margin in FY19 down from 45% in FY18. As an intended consequence of our revenue
model shift, Product Diversification Ratio and Revenue Diversification Ratio have increased to 72% and
44% in FY19 from 39% and 25% in FY15, a remarkable 47 and 17 percentage point expansion in only 4 years,
respectively. Notably, both dynamic packages and ancillaries continue to report strong Revenue Margin
growth. Continued investment in mobile resulted in accumulated mobile downloads up 43% in FY19, with
mobile now representing 39% of total flight bookings, exceeding the industry average.
In FY 2019 Gross Leverage Ratio remained relatively flat at 3.7x in March 2019 vs 3.6x in 2018, still providing us
with ample headroom against our leverage covenant.

Business Review
FY15

FY18

FY19

CAGR

Bookings (´000)

9,724

11,740

11,182

4%

Revenue margin
(in € million)

436.0

508.6

533.0

5%

Adjusted EBITDA
(in € million)

90.5

118.3

119.6

7%

Adjusted Net Income
(in € million)

13.4

32.3

40.2

32%

Net Leverage Ratio, despite
one-time refinancing costs related to the
refinancing, was only up from 2.1x in 31st
March 2018 to 2.3x in 31st March 2019

CAGR presented based on FY15-FY19

eDreams ODIGEO had a solid set of results in the fiscal year 2019 and strong 4Q as guided.
These results reflect the strategic progress made by the business as it continues to achieve
its KPIs.

A2. BUSINESS MODEL,
PERFORMANCE & TRATEGY

Additionally, the Company hosted an Extraordinary General Shareholders Meeting on the 26th February
2019. The purpose of the EGM was to seek shareholder permission for the Company to undertake an
acquisition of its own shares for up to 10% of the total shares over the next 5 years. The EGM was well
attended by shareholders having had a quorum of 57%, while the action proposed by the Company received
strong shareholder support with almost 100% of the votes in favor of giving the Company a mandate to
complete a repurchase of shares should the Board of Directors choose to.
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Product

Geography

Diversification Revenue is already 20% larger than our Classic Customer Revenue.

Revenue diversification drives growth in the Rest of the World markets, 21% CAGR over the
past 4 years.

Diversification
32%

Rest of the world
2%

-14%
236.5

178.5

230.1

227.1

CAGR

116.4

FY15

Top 6

Classic customer

195.1

CAGR

+19%
FY18

409.6

FY15

FY18

418.1

+2%

FY15

FY19

98.9

CAGR

381.7

-4%

FY19

16%

FY18

114.9

CAGR

+21%

54.4

FY15

FY19

FY18

FY19

Revenue Margin (in € million)

FY15

FY18

FY19

CAGR

Diversification

116.4

178.5

236.5

19%

Revenue Margin (in € million)

FY15

FY18

FY19

CAGR

Classic Customer

230.1

227.1

195.1

(4%)

Top 6

381.7

409.6

418.1

2%

Classic Supplier

66.3

77.8

74.3

3%

France

167.7

142.3

138.2

(5%)

Advertising & Meta

23.1

25.2

27.1

4%

Spain + Italy

88.2

120.9

111.4

6%

Total

436.0

508.6

533.0

5%

Germany, Nordics & UK

125.9

146.4

168.5

8%

Flilght

348.3

405.5

421.6

5%

Rest of the world

54.2

98.9

114.9

21%

87.6

103.0

111.4

6%

Total

436.0

508.6

533.0

5%

436.0

508.6

533.0

5%

Non-Flight
Total

CAGR presented based on FY15-FY19

CAGR presented based on FY15-FY19

5%

5%

5%

15%

15%

FY15

27%

53%

A2. BUSINESS MODEL,
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12%

22%

19%

14%

FY18

35%

45%

FY19

44%

Diversification

Classic Supplier

Classic Customer

Advertising & Meta

FY15
88%

37%
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FY18
81%

Top 6

78%
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Rest of the world

Financial KPIs

Revenue diversification on track and the largest
contributor to Revenues

Revenue evolution
5%

5%

15%

FY19

44%

FY18

35%

FY15

FY19

+1
+17pp

72%

FY18

56%

FY15

27%

0%

FY18

Product diversification ratio

Revenue diversification ratio

+47pp

25%

0%

100%

100%

Continued strategic progress as evidenced
by our KPIs

39%

FY18

34%

FY15

FY19

+2
+21pp

A2. BUSINESS MODEL,
PERFORMANCE & TRATEGY

55%

FY18

45%

37%

Diversification

Classic Supplier

Classic Customer

Advertising & Meta

80.0

81.0

FY 18

FY 19

51%

0%

100%

19 p.p.

+4pp

59%

FY15

(*) Definitions of Non-GAAP measures on section B4

FY19

100.0

Customer repeat booking rate (Annualised) **

18%

0%

35%

Acquisition cost per booking index

Mobile bookings as share of flight bookings

FY19

14%

100%

(**) Repeat booking rate in line with guidance of short term negative impact post implementation of shift in revenue model
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44%

Summary Income Statement
(in € million)

Revenue margin

4Q19

4Q18

Var
FY19 vs
FY18

FY19

FY18

Var
FY19 vs
FY18

151.4

140.2

8%

533.0

508.6

5%

Variable costs

(90.8)

(93.1)

(2%)

(335.8)

(311.2)

8%

Fixed costs

(20.2)

(17.6)

15%

(77.7)

(79.1)

(2%)

40.4

29.6

37%

119.6

118.3

1%

(0.1)

(3.0)

(98%)

(3.1)

(21.0)

(85%)

EBITDA

40.4

26.6

52%

116.4

97.3

20%

D&A incl. Impairment

(8.5)

(7.3)

17%

(26.1)

(25.5)

2%

EBIT

31.8

19.3

65%

90.4

71.8

26%

Financial result

(7.7)

(12.4)

(38%)

(66.6)

(44.7)

49%

Adjusted EBITDA
Non recurring items

Income tax

(5.2)

(10.5)

(50%)

(14.2)

(7.3)

94%

Net income

18.9

(3.6)

n.a.

9.5

19.7

(52%)

Adjusted net income

18.7

5.6

232%

40.2

32.3

25%

Source: Consolidated financial statements, audited

Highlights FY19
• Revenue Margin increased by 5%, to €533.0 million, principally due to an
increase in Revenue Margin per booking of 10%.
• Variable costs grew 8%, as a result of higher acquisition costs, driven
partly by offline TV campaign broadcasted from April to August 2018, as
well as new variable costs related to the sale of ancillaries.

A2. BUSINESS MODEL,
PERFORMANCE & TRATEGY

• Fixed costs decreased by 2% due to efficient management of systems
leading to lower IT costs and the smaller positive impact of the
application of IFRS 16 Lease accounting.
• Adjusted EBITDA was up 1% to €119.6 million in FY19, outperforming
initial guidance of €118 million, with performance reflecting investments
made during the year. In line with our guidance, Adjusted EBITDA grew
37% in 4Q FY19.
• Non-recurring items decreased by 85% mainly due to the absence of the
provision related to the social plan in France and Italy applied in fiscal
year 2018.

• Net income totalled €9.5 million, which compares with a
profit of €19.7 million in fiscal year 2018, as a result of all of
the explained evolutions of revenue and costs, notably the
financial costs related to the refinancing of our 2021 Senior
Notes for a total amount of €28.5 million (after tax).
• Adjusted Net Income stood at €40.2 million, up 25%, we
believe that Adjusted Net Income better reflects the real
ongoing operational performance of the business and full
disclosure of the Adjusted Net Income can be found in section
B5 within the consolidated financial statements and notes.

• EBITDA growth was very strong, up 20% year-on-year, mainly due to the
decrease in non-recurring items.
• D&A and impairment increased by 2%, relating to the increase in
depreciation caused by new lease accounting as well as additional
software capitalized, offset by the impairment expense in 31st March
2018 due to the write-off of certain software for €2.8 million.
• Financial loss increased due to the costs related to the refinancing of
our 2021 Senior Notes for €31.4 million, the rest broadly in line with FY 18.
Excluding the one-time refinancing costs, interest expenses were down
21% in FY19 vs the same period of last year.
• The FY19 income tax expense is €6.9 million higher than in FY18. This
is caused by the following factors: (a) due to the reorganisation of the
French business a DTL amounting to €11.4 million was released in FY18
(less income tax expense); this one-off positive effect has only been
recognised in FY18, (b) the recognition of a provision for tax contingencies
amounting to €3.0 million and (c) the impact of higher operating profits
in combination with a different country mix in FY19 compared with FY18
totalling €1.5 million.
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Summary Balance Sheet
31st March
2019

31st March
2018

Total fixed assets

1,057.3

1,046.9

Total working capital

(298.7)

(331.4)

Deferred tax

(36.2)

(33.4)

Provisions

(18.5)

(17.1)

Other non current assets /
(liabilities)

2.9

2.6

Other current assets /
(liabilities)

0.0

0.0

(434.3)

(429.1)

148.8

171.5

(285.4)

(257.6)

421.3

410.0

(in € million)

Financial debt
Cash and cash equivalents
Net financial debt
Net assets

• Increase of provisions due to the increase in the provision for the new
services offered by the Group of cancellation and modification available
at any time to the customer, increase in the provisions for tax risks and
offset by the payment of part of the restructuring provision in France and
Italy, initially booked in June 2017.
• The amounts for deferred tax are more or less the same for both years
(31st March 2019: €36.2 million and 31st March 2018: €33.4 million). The
difference is mainly caused by the utilisation of recognised tax losses in
the UK in FY19. As a result, the DTA for those tax losses has reduced which
implies a higher net consolidated DTL as at 31st March 2019.
• As highlighted in the previous quarters, the differences in working
capital are mainly due to the accelerated investment in the evolution
in change of our revenue model and transition to mobile. In much lower
magnitude, the reduced acceptance by our providers of methods of
payment with Working Capital benefits for the Company.
• Increase of financial debt due to the change in financing fees capitalized
over the Senior Debt for €4.8 million, the recognition of new lease
liabilities as a result of the first application of IFRS 16 Leases in 1st April
2018 (€6.4 million as at 31st March 2019) and offset by the decrease in the
accrued interest of the in 2023 Senior Notes vs accrued interest of the
2021 Senior Notes (31st March 2018) by €4.5 million.

Source: Consolidated financial statements, audited

Highlights FY19
Compared to last year, main changes relate to:
• Increase in total fixed assets, due to an increase of software internally
developed and an increase in the assets regarding the right of use of
office leases, capitalized as a result of the first application of IFRS 16
Leases in FY19 (€6.3 million at 31st March 2019).
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Summary Cash Flow Statement
(in € million)

4Q19

4Q18

FY19

FY18

Adjusted EBITDA

40.4

29.6

119.6

118.3

(0.1)

(3.0)

(3.1)

(21.0)

1.7

(1.9)

(3.4)

11.3

114.0

107.0

(23.8)

7.6

Income tax paid

(0.6)

(2.7)

(13.8)

(8.1)

Cash flow from operating activities

155.5

129.0

75.5

108.2

Cash flow from investing activities

(7.3)

(7.6)

(28.8)

(28.9)

148.2

121.4

46.7

79.3

(0.4)

0.0

(0.4)

0.0

Other debt issuance/ (repayment)

(35.9)

(5.3)

(6.7)

(10.9)

Financial expenses (net)

(11.0)

(19.4)

(61.4)

(40.4)

Cash flow from financing

(47.3)

(24.8)

(68.5)

(51.3)

Net increase / (decrease) in cash and cash
equivalents

100.9

96.6

(21.8)

27.9

Cash and cash equivalents at end of period
(net of bank overdrafts)

148.8

171.5

148.8

171.5

Non recurring items
Non cash items
Change in working capital

Cash flow before financing
Acquisition of treasury shares

• In FY19 €5.7 million more income tax has been paid than in FY18. This can be explained as follows: (a)
in FY18 a €1.8 million refund of US income tax from prior years has been received which was not the
case in FY19, (b) €2.5 million more Spanish income tax has been paid following the reorganisation of
the Company’s business in France and the Nordic countries and (c) in FY19 a one-off payment of €1.4
million income tax has been made in connection with the reorganisation of the French business.
• Offset by
o Increase in Adjusted EBITDA by €1.3 million
o Lower non recurring items by €17.8 million
We have used cash for investments of €28.8 million in FY19, broadly in line with the same period last
year at €28.9 million.
Cash used in financing amounted to €68.5 million, compared to €51.3 million in the same period
of last year. The increase by €17.2 million in financing activities mainly relates to higher financial
expenses in relation to refinancing of 2021 Senior Notes and the inclusion of payments done regarding
office leases for €2.3 million in 12M FY19 due to the application of IFRS 16 leases starting on 1st April
2018.

Source: Consolidated financial statements, audited

Highlights FY19
Net cash from operating activities decreased by €32.7 million, mainly reflecting:
• An outflow of €23.8 million in Working Capital in FY19 compared to an inflow of €7.6 million in FY18. In
4Q19 we have seen an improvement vs previous quarter with a €114.0 million inflow in 4Q19 compared
to an inflow of €107 million 4Q18. As highlighted in the previous quarters, the differences are mainly
due to the accelerated investment in the evolution in the change of our revenue model and transition to
mobile. In much lower magnitude, the reduced acceptance by our suppliers of methods of payment with
Working Capital benefits for the Company. In 4Q, the better inflow is due to the impact of Easter holidays
which fell in April 2019 this year vs. end of March 2018 last year, as well as higher proportion in mix of
regular vs low-cost airlines and working capital optimization measures.
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Gross Leverage Ratio

Efficient Debt Management

“We are very pleased with the
strong support we have received
from the financial markets.
This puts the Company in a much
stronger position, with greater
flexibility, and reconfirms
the strategy and performance
of the Company”

In September the Group highly successfully refinanced its debt. This
transaction allows the Company to extend the maturity of its debt to five
years and gain significant flexibility vs its previous financing. In addition, the
favourable pricing terms of the new Senior Notes allowed the Company to
reduce the interest of its debt by 300 basis points compared to its previous
8.50% Senior Notes due 2021.
Company secured a €12.7 million saving in annual interest, and a significant
improvement of future Free Cash Flow generation for the Company.
The Company has also refinanced its Super Senior Revolving Credit Facility,
increasing the size to €175 million from the current €157 million, extending its
maturity at the same time.

CFO, David Elízaga

In the fiscal year 2019 Gross Leverage Ratio remained relatively flat at 3.7x
in 31st March 2019 vs 3.6x in 2018, still providing us with ample headroom
against our leverage covenant. In addition, and despite one-time refinancing
costs related to the refinancing, Net Leverage Ratio was only up from 2.1x in
31st March 2018 to 2.3x in 2019.

(Total Gross Financial Debt / LTM Adjusted EBITDA)

7
6

6.0x

5
4

3.7x

2.3x

Mar-19

Headroom

3
2
1
0

Ratio-cap

Successful Refinancing
80 basis points below average market yields for B2 rated bonds

Rating Details

-300

basis

points

80

Principal
(€ Million)

Basis

Points

8.5%

below

5.5%

average

6.3%

eDreams ODIGEO
New Bond Coupon

Moodys:B2
S&P: B

425

Average Yield B2 Rated
Fixed Bonds in 2018

Source: Phocuswright , European Online Travel Overview 2018 & Phocal Point
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Maturity

Moodys:B1
S&P: B
Outlook: Stable

Corporate Family
Rating

2023 Notes

eDreams ODIGEO
Old Bond Coupon

Rating
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2.5 eDO ACHIEVEMENTS OVER PAST 4 YEARS

Business

Financial

Customer/

Operational

·From transactional
relationship to longterm end to end
relationship including subscription.

·No.1 customer
satisfaction.

·Complete
transformation of
company.

·Adjusted EBITDA
growth of 7% per
year.

·From almost
exclusively flights
to diverse array of
travel products.
Now 44%
diversification .

·Highest share of
mobile bookings
in Europe.

·One of the leading
e-commerce
players.

·EBITDA margins
above 20% .

Model

A2. BUSINESS MODEL,
PERFORMANCE & TRATEGY

Product

·No.1 travel app in
Europe.

·17 consecutive
quarters meeting
and/or exceeding
our target.

Debt
·37% reduction in
interest expense.
·Net leverage ratio
reduced by 38%
to 2.3x
. (1.4x
reduction).
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FROM

TO

Transaction

Subscription

Desktop

Mobile

Flight only

Travel

Booking

End to end
journey focus

OTA

Technology driven
leading ecommerce
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2.6 STRATEGY, INNOVATION, FUTURE AND
OBJECTIVES

The results of our Prime market testing through more than 25,000 interviews and 1,000 A/B tests and
the successful execution of our second annual renewal, have indicated the clear benefits a subscription
model offers to both the business and our customers and our subscription offering has lots of room
for growth. We will continue to test and refine the product’s core proposition, expand to other products
and services and rollout across new geographies to ensure we can give our customers peace of mind on
best prices while reducing the time they spend comparing offers.

Our top strategic priorities in FY20 and onwards

Moving from transaction to subscription model and engaging with the customer
throughout the full travel journey.

Reached 300K subscribers within
18 months of launching
25,000
Customer
Interviews

1,000 A/B
tests

Multiple
Devices
Channels
Countries
Continuous

Subscription
renewal

Improvement
based on all the
learnings to date

From the customers perspective it allows us to guarantee the best prices, provide 24/7 priority
customer service and deliver exclusive offers, as well as granting access to additional discounts on
other products and services.
This extended relationship translates into an undisputable business case. It delivers more stable
revenues, the possibility to increase share of wallet, lower marketing costs and greater customer
insight due to higher repeat rates.

Innovative Travel Subscription Model
Over the last 2 years we have successfully developed and tested a unique subscription offering called
Prime across several key markets to great effect. We established Prime so we can continue to provide a
market-leading, differentiated proposition to customers.

Benefits
of
subscription

Prime is a revolutionary product in the online travel booking sector. It gives us the ability to move away
from an entirely transactional client relationship so that we are able to engage with our customers
throughout the full travel journey.
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Customer

Company

Fly for the lowest prices

More stable revenue stream

Priority customer service (24/7)

Preferential customer relationship, access, involvement

Exclusive offers

Possibility to increase share of higher wallet

Additional discounts on other products and
services (coming)

Lower marketing costs

Closed user group

More intelligence and knowledge about the customer
due to higher repeat rates

A. | B. | C.
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Our subscription offering has lots of room for growth

Enhancing relationship with customers throughout the full travel journey. Our goal is to remove pain
points and change the focus of the dialogue away from price.

Product
· Continue to test and refine core proposition
· Expand to other products and services

Pain

eDO

points

Geography
Continue to test and rollout product across
geographies

solutions
We personalise
results/offerings/
experience via AI/ML

Why do I have to waste
so much time
searching

Customer segment
Starting to test and develop more segmented
propositions across various customer segments

With Prime you get
best prices

Am I getting the
best price

Automatic check in &
boarding card

I don’t know when I
need to check in

Unique end to end journey management

Cancelation for
any reason…

I can’t get
flexibility

By extending this relationship we greatly enhance customer retention and remove the need to
constantly reacquire customers. Through removing all unnecessary customer pain points, we are able
to change the focus of the dialogue away from price and better engage with customers pre and post
booking.

Is my flight on
time

Full flight status and
notifications

Augmented reality
app feature to check if
luggage is allowed

Do I need to check
my bag

Multiple
transportation
offerings

How do I get to the
airport

What to do in
destination

Google
Metas
Direct

Tours, excursions, etc.
coming soon

OTA

Supplier

Continuous reacquire
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By building travel relationships with customers
We can better engage with customers pre and post booking

We take care of all the customer
stress points

Notifications
Mobile
boarding cards

Increase and optimize touchpoints

Reduce customer time searching

Going beyond flight
only related features

Customers have peace of
mind on best prices and can
reduce time comparing offers

Bag
checker

By building travel relationship with customers, customers have peace of mind on best prices
and can reduce time comparing offers.
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Leading mobile & Artificial Intelligence
The mobile market is expected to continue growing at double digit rates over the next four years to €64
billion by 2022. Our scale and strategic focus uniquely position us to leverage the growth opportunity
presented by this additional source of revenue.
Having identified shifting consumer preferences from an early stage, we have been able to put a greater
focus and more resources into mobile than our competitors. Our dedicated mobile team consists of 40
expert developers which far exceeds industry norms.
Having the most valued travel app is a priority for us as it will deliver lower ongoing marketing costs,
higher customer satisfaction, increased repeat rate and unique features, functionality and experience.
This has enabled mobile to account for 39% of our total bookings, well ahead of the 28% industry
average.

eDO

best positioned

Leveraging AI to drive superior customer experience
Example of personalized search results on mobile

Deep learning models powering our sort
order & driving personalization of search
results page
Increased convenience for customers to
find their perfect trip and higher
engagement despite the limited screen
space
Delivering up to 10% conversion uplift

to fuel this growth opportunity
Size of the mobile market expected to continue
growing at double digit rates for the next 4 years
Total European Mobile travel market, €Bn

… and mobile bookings well ahead of
industry average and expanding
· 40 developers dedicated full time to
mobile, the size of most EU OTAs IT teams for the
whole organization.

64%
39

64

… Relevant for all

steps in the funnel

and throughout the travel journey

· +43% number of accumulated downloads
of our app in FY19.

CAGR

+13%

· +40% Net Revenue Margin driven by the app in
FY19.

· 39% of our bookings already done via mobile
devices, 11pp ahead of industry average at 28%.

4.6
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Diversify & Grow
We have successfully diversified our revenues in a very short period, by leveraging our leading market
position in flights to attach other products such as flight ancillaries, dynamic packages, hotels and car
rentals.

With the market opportunity continuing to expand rapidly – the Global Flight ancillaries market reached
$93 billion Gross sales in 2018 and the Global Hotels market rose to $521 billion Gross sales in 2018 there is a huge opportunity for us across a number of products such as Dynapacks, Ancillaries and other
new innovative Revenue Diversification products like Cancellation For Any Reason.

Diversification revenues have become our largest source of revenue: They now account for 44% of our
total revenues at the end of 2019, up from 27% in 2015.

FY19

CAGR

25

72

+30%

Market
Size

FY15

$93Bn

Products
sold per 100

flight bookings

Revenue

Margin

€118Mn

€237Mn

+19%

27%

44%

5pp

Market
Opportunity

Additional

Revenue

from revenue

A2. BUSINESS MODEL,
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Market Dynamics

diversification

Gross sales
in 2018

Gross sales
in 2018

eDO around 2% market share

eDO below 1% market share

Source: IdeaWorks Company.com

Share of company
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$521Bn

Each 1% market share is a $1Bn
addressable market opportunity for us

Source: Phocuswright, Phocal Point

Each 1% market share is a $5.2Bn
addressable market opportunity for us

$1.0Bn

$5.2Bn

· Ancillaries revenues has more than
doubled from 2010 to 2018.

· Fragmented market with smaller online
penetration vs flights.

· Some airlines book more than 40% of their
passenger revenue from ancillaries.

· Our scale in flights give us large cross
selling advantage.

· Circa 50% of ancillaries are booked post
booking.

· Online hotel standalone market in Europe
highly consolidated, with important barriers
of entry.

· Ability to book ancillaries when booking a
flight ticket is gaining importance.

· 2/3s of online hotel bookings transacted
via OTAs.

A. | B. | C.
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4 strategic priorities to accelerate our growth and capitalize on
market opportunity

Drive more
traffic &
bookings

Improve the
Customer
Experience

Strategic
Priorities
M&A

A2. BUSINESS MODEL,
PERFORMANCE & TRATEGY

Drive more traffic & bookings:
• Increase and optimize the number of touch points for the customers
• Leverage our position in Ancillaries, to further cross-sell additional products and services.
Improve the Customer Experience:
• Retail better and smarter.
• Adopt a flexible merchandising approach such as (Bundling, free products) as well as optimize
our in-funnel conversion for ancillary products.
Increase our inventory:
• Build on FY19 success in internally developed products e.g Cancellation for Any Reason.
• Best-in-class product range meeting key customer needs.
• Launch/grow new partnerships.
• Increase shares of own inventory hotels.
M&A:
• Bolt-on to fast-track strategy and improve product and/or processes (ie: Budgetplaces).

Increase our
inventory
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In summary

Outlook
We expect FY20 to be a much better year than FY19, but it will still not reflect all our underlying potential
as we have major markets with less than 12 months with the new revenue model.

eDO to revolutionize the Online Travel Booking sector

Moving from transaction to subscription model and engaging with the customer
throughout the full travel journey

FROM

TO

OUR GOAL

Flight centric

Subscription model Engaging
with the customer throughout
the full travel journey

Leverage our leading market
position in flight business to
attach other products

· Decision making based on price.
- With customer wasting too much
time on searching.
- Having lots of stress/pain points.
· Industry built for individual
transactions.

From 2Q onwards we expect growth in Bookings, Revenue Margin and Adjusted EBITDA, in line with our
full year guidance. There will be quarterly variations, due to the timing of changes we made in the last
fiscal year.

· Fly for the lowest prices.
· Enhancing relationship throughout
the full travel journey to remove
pain points and change the focus of
y from the price.
the dialog awa
Activated
tr ough our unique
subscription model “Prime” and
higher app usage
. .

·Offering lower flight prices made
possible by:
- Higher attachment of hotels and
ancillaries.
- Growing scale organically and
through M&A.
- Higher repeat rates driven by
NEW subscription model “Prime”.

·Building differentiating content
and products like ground
transportation, tours and
in-destination activities.

A2. BUSINESS MODEL,
PERFORMANCE & TRATEGY

Outlook FY 2020

· Move from transactional to
subscription model with more
stable revenues through “Prime”
and app usage.

· Moving from transaction to
subscription model.

·

In 1Q, reflecting the seasonality and investments we made to complete successfully the shift in the
revenue model in FY19, we expect low single digit revenue margin growth, reduction in bookings and
solid adjusted EBITDA growth rates.
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Bookings
4% to 7%
vs FY19

Revenue

Margin

4% to 7%
vs FY19
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EBITDA
€130 to

€134 million
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Governance
3 .1
3.2
3.3
3.4

eDreams ODIGEO corporate governance structure
Ethical framework and main policies applied by the group
Risk management
Sustainability and CSR management
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eDreams ODIGEO continuously strives to achieve best practice in
corporate governance, basing itself on the recommendations of Spain’s
Code of Good Corporate Governance for Listed Companies. We are
committed to transparency, and publish information on our corporate
website, of interest to all of our stakeholders, from investor presentations
and financial statements, to governance reports and policies, to nonfinancial environment and social information. As a listed Company, we
have to comply with specific regulations and standards, including those
related to transparency and internal controls in financial and corporate
governance reporting, in addition to risk management and monitoring
practices. The Company performs a corporate risk assessment on an
annual basis to help foresee potential strategic, governance, or regulatory
risks, and implements measures to mitigate against these risks and
minimise potential negative impacts.

DREAMS ODIGEO
CONTINUOUSLY STRIVES TO
ACHIEVE BEST PRACTICE IN
CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

eDreams ODIGEO’s corporate governance policies and procedures
are designed to help the Company achieve its general objectives and
protect the interests of its shareholders.
The by-laws of eDreams ODIGEO relating to corporate governance were
drawn up for the Company’s IPO in April 2014. Some of these rules have
been adapted in recent years to stay aligned with amendments to the
Spanish Companies Act, and with Luxembourg legislation. They are set out
in the following documents:
Company by-laws (updated in February 2019)
Internal Rules of Procedure of the Board of Directors
Regulations for the General Shareholders’ Meeting
Internal rules of conduct relating to the securities market (updated in
November 2016)

These documents are available for consultation in the “Investors/Corporate
Governance” section of the Company’s website: http://www.edreamsodigeo.
com/investors/corporate-governance/rules-of-organization/

A3. CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

3.1 eDreams ODIGEO corporate governance structure

3.3 Risk management

3.2 Ethical framework and main policies applied by the group

3.4 Sustainability and CSR management
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3.1 EDREAMS ODIGEO CORPORATE
GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE

The General Shareholders’ Meeting also has authority to take decisions on
certain business transactions, the result of which may be equivalent to the
liquidation of the Company, as well as on the remuneration policy of the
Board of Directors.

GENERAL SHAREHOLDER’S
MEETING

Audit
Committee

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Remuneration
and Nomination
Committee

Secretary

Internal
Audit Dept

the appropriation of results; the appointment of external auditors; the
authorisation of the acquisition of treasury stock; and the supervision of the
Board’s activities. Both Luxembourg law and the Company by-laws confer
upon the General Shareholders’ Meeting the exclusive power of adopting
other important resolutions, such as by-law modifications and mergers.

CEO

Board of Directors
The Board of Directors is the highest representative, administrative,
managerial and controlling body at eDreams ODIGEO, setting out the
Company’s general guidelines and economic objectives. The Board carries
out the Company’s strategy (steering and implementing Company policies),
supervision activities (controlling management) and communication
functions (serving as a link to shareholders).
In this regard, the Board of Directors is the body responsible for policies on:
Remuneration and Hiring, Business Conduct on Security Markets, Corporate
Social Responsibility, Risk Management and Control and Corporate Governance.

The Chair of the Board of Directors is a Non-Executive
Independent Director.

CSM

Structure of the Board Of Directors
General Shareholders’ Meeting
The General Shareholders’ Meeting is the highest body representing
eDreams ODIGEO share capital.
It exercises its powers exclusively in the spheres of corporate law and
the Company’s by-laws. Its powers include: the appointment of Board
members; the review and approval of the annual financial statements;

A3. CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

The profile of the current Board members, men and women, responds to
the needs of the Company, without any explicit or implicit obstacles having
been placed on the selection of female directors.
The Board proactively supports increasing the number of females on the Board,
when choosing between male and female candidates with the same skill and
professional quality in order to achieve a more balanced representation in the
Board. Currently, 2 out of nine members are women (22%).

3.1 eDreams ODIGEO corporate governance structure

3.3 Risk management

3.2 Ethical framework and main policies applied by the group

3.4 Sustainability and CSR management
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Bios Board Members
PHILIP CLAY WOLF
Chair
(Independent Director)
Born in New York, USA in 1956, Philip
is a globally renowned travel guru; he
is the retired founder and Chairman
of PhoCusWright Inc., an independent
travel, tourism and hospitality
research firm specializing in the impact
of technology and innovation on one of
the world’s largest Industries.
The pioneer of Travel 2.0, he founded
PhoCusWright in 1994 and grew
the firm into the research authority
on how travellers, suppliers
and intermediaries connect. He is the architect of the annually
acclaimed PhoCusWright Conference; the event’s provocative
Center Stage themes are relied upon as industry bellwethers,
quickly becoming accepted wisdom each year. He is a magna
cum laude graduate of Duke University and holds an MBA from
Vanderbilt University. In addition to eDreams ODIGEO, he serves as a
board director for companies on two continents:
• USA: Hopper (www.hopper.com).
• Germany: TrustYou (www.trustyou.com) and
Blacklane (www.blacklane.com) and
bd4travel (www.bd4travel.com).
Philip was appointed Independent Director for the first time by the
Shareholders Meeting held on 8th April 2014, and subsequently reelected for a period of three fiscal years in the Shareholders’ General
Meeting held on 28th July 2017.

A3. CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

AMANDA WILLS
(Independent Director)

ROBERT APSEY GRAY
Vice-Chair
(Independent Director)

Born in Liverpool in 1962, Amanda is an
award winning and highly respected UK
travel industry executive. Starting her
tourism career at Airtours PLC, where she
became the first woman appointed to
the Board of the United Kingdom Leisure
Group. She subsequently spent over 13
years as Managing Director of the Virgin
Holidays Group joining in September 2001.
During this time under her leadership
the Company experienced exponential
growth in both revenues and profit and
became the market leader in long haul
holidays. Her guidance led to an introduction of industry firsts in both
products and services with an acquisition led strategy that penetrated new
markets both in the UK and USA. During her tenure as Managing Director
Virgin Holidays won many industry accolades.

Born in New Mexico, USA in 1957,
Robert was Chief Executive Officer
of PR Newswire, the global leader
in innovative communications and
marketing services until July 2016.
From 2009-2015 he was Executive
Director and CFO of UBM plc, a
U.K. B2B media group listed on the
London Stock Exchange. Before
joining UBM’s Board in 2009, he was
CFO of Codere S.A. Previously he
served in a number of investment
banking roles with J.P. Morgan & Co.
and Deutsche Bank. He is a graduate
of Dartmouth College (BA) and Harvard Business School (MBA).

She was recognized and honoured in the UK for her commitment to charity
work and was awarded as Commander of the Order of the British Empire
(CBE) by the Queen in 2014.

Robert was appointed Independent Director for the first time by
the Shareholders Meeting held on 8th April 2014, and subsequently
re-elected for a period of three fiscal years in the Shareholders’
General Meeting held on 28th July 2017.

As at 31st March 2019, Mr. Gray held 10,000 eDreams ODIGEO shares.

Amanda is also a Non-Executive Director of:
• Urbanologie Global Limited, a UK travel lifestyle website.
• AirPartner Global Limited, a private jet charter and consultancy business.
Amanda was appointed for the first time as Independent Director by the
Board of Directors on the 22nd July 2015 for a period of three years and
ratified by the Shareholders, on the meeting held on the 20th July 2016.
She was subsequently re-appointed for a period of three years in the
Shareholders’ General Meeting held in September 2018.
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Bios Board Members
DANA PHILIP DUNNE
CEO
(Executive Director)

DAVID ELIZAGA
CFO
(Executive Director)

LISE FAUCONNIER
Proprietary Director
(AXA LBO FUND IV)

Born in New York in 1963, Dana
is the Chief Executive Officer at
eDreams ODIGEO.

Born in Madrid in 1973; David is the
Chief Financial Officer of eDreams
ODIGEO.

Previously, he served as Chief
Commercial Officer of EasyJet
Plc; being responsible for sales
(the significant majority of which
were online), marketing, yield
management, the contact centres,
and customer proposition.

Prior to joining eDreams ODIGEO,
he was Chief Financial Officer
of Codere SA, and before that
he occupied various positions
at Codere S.A., Monitor Group
and Lehman Brothers. He holds
degrees in Business and Law
from Universidad Pontificia de
Comillas—ICADE.

Born in Paris in 1965, Lise joined
Ardian in 1998. Before joining Ardian,
she worked as an Investment
Manager at Euris. As a Managing
Director at Ardian, she notably led
investments in Newrest, ODIGEO
and Camaieu. She is also a board
member of Linedata, a Company
listed on Euronext. She began
her career at Clinvest as a project
manager in mergers, acquisitions and
restructuring department.

Prior to this he was the Chief
Executive Officer and Head of AOL
Europe Sarl., a Division of AOL LLC. He has a proven track record at
high profile, international telecoms and media companies.
Before AOL he served as President of key business units at Belgacom
and US West, two of the most successful Telcos in Europe and the US.

As at 31st March 2019, he held 470,994 eDreams ODIGEO shares.
David was appointed for the first time as Executive Director by
the Shareholders, in the meeting held on the 20th July 2016. He
was subsequently re-appointed for a period of three years in the
Shareholders’ General Meeting held in September 2018.

Lise was appointed as Proprietary
Director (affiliated with the Ardian funds) for the first time by the
Shareholders Meeting held on 18th March 2014, and subsequently
re-elected for a period of three fiscal years in the Shareholders’
General Meeting held on 28th July 2017.

Dana has an MBA from Wharton Business School and a BA in
economics from Wesleyan University. He has dual citizenship
(American and British).
As at 31st March 2019, he held 1,385,507 eDreams ODIGEO shares.
Dana was appointed as Executive Director in July, 2015, and
subsequently re-appointed by the shareholders of the Company in
the Shareholders’ General Meeting held in September 2018.
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Bios Board Members
BENOÎT VAUCHY
Proprietary Director
(LUXGOAL 3 SARL)
Born in Paris in 1975, Benoît joined
the Group in 2011 as Non- Executive
Director of Opodo Limited and also
previously served as the Chairman
of the Group’s Audit Committee. He
is currently a Partner and a member
of the Investment Committee and
Executive Committee at Permira.
He currently serves on the board
of Permira Holding Limited as
well as the holding companies of
Vacanceselect Group, Exclusive
Group and Synamedia. He previously
served on the board and was the
Chairman of the Audit Committee at NDS Group Ltd. Prior to joining
Permira in 2006, he spent most of his career in leveraged finance
including at J.P.Morgan in London.
Benoit was appointed as Proprietary Director (affiliated with the
Permira funds) for the first time by the Shareholders Meeting held on
18th March 2014, and subsequently re-elected in the Shareholders’
General Meeting held on 28th July 2017.

PEDRO LÓPEZ
Proprietary Director
(LUXGOAL 3 SARL)

DANIEL SETTON*
Proprietary Director
(AXA LBO FUND IV)

Born in Madrid in 1978, Pedro joined
Permira in 2006 and since 2016; he
serves as Head of the Madrid office.
He covers investment opportunities
across several sectors and is a
member of the Financing Group, having
worked on a number of transactions
including Cortefiel, Magento, Maxeda,
Schustermann & Borenstein and
Universidad Europa. He also spent
several months on secondment in the
London office in 2010.

Born in Paris in 1983, Daniel joined
Ardian in 2007. Since joining, he
has been involved in more than
10 transactions across France,
Belgium, the UK and Spain.
He notably participated in the
acquisition of Opodo Ltd and was
nominated Board Member until
2014; he also took part in the
formation of eDreams ODIGEO
in 2011.

Prior to joining Permira, Pedro spent four
years at J.P. Morgan in London, where he worked in the M&A department
and in debt capital markets and leveraged finance. Pedro has degrees in
Business Administration and Law from Universidad Carlos III, Spain.
Pedro was appointed as Proprietary Director (affiliated with the Permira
funds) for a period of three fiscal years by the shareholders of the
Company in the Shareholders’ General Meeting held on 28th July 2017.

Daniel currently holds the position
of Managing Director in the Ardian
Buyout team and is responsible for Buyout financing globally.
He is a graduate from HEC.
Daniel was appointed as Proprietary Director (affiliated with the
Ardian funds) for a period of three fiscal years in the Shareholders’
Extraordinary Meeting held on 26th February 2019.

*Changes in the Board during the year.

During FY19, Daniel Setton replaced Philippe Poletti as
Non-Executive Proprietary Director (representing Ardian). Philippe
Poletti formally notified the Board of Directors of his resignation as NonExecutive Proprietary Director and member of the Board of eDreams
ODIGEO, S.A. on 12th November 2018.
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The Audit Committee, in accordance with its regulations, meets whenever it is convened by the Board of
Directors, the Committee itself, or by its Chair. The Committee must hold at least four ordinary meetings
per year. During fiscal year 2019 (1st April 2018 to 31st March 2019), the Audit Committee met five times,
with only one member delegating his votes by proxy for one of the five meetings.
Depending on the agenda of the Committee, members of the management team and external advisors
may also attend these meetings. External auditors are asked to attend the meetings of the Committee
at least twice a year.

Robert Apsey Gray
Chair
Independent Director
5 years on the Committee

Benoît Vauchy
Member
Proprietary Director
5 years on the Committee

Philip Clay Wolf
Member
Independent Director
5 years on the Committee

The Company Secretary keeps Minutes of all Audit Committee meetings, which are available to all
members of the Board of Directors.
The Audit Committee prepares an annual report on its activities. The report for the fiscal year 2019
covered the following areas:

Audit Committee
As of 31st March 2019, the Audit Committee is formed by three Non-Executive Directors; the Chair of the
Committee is a Non-Executive Independent Director.
The Articles of Association and Internal Rules of Procedure of the Board of Directors state that
the primary purpose of the Audit Committee is to assist the Board of Directors in fulfilling its
supervision responsibilities relating to the integrity of the financial statements. It reports periodically
to the Board of Directors on various activities including but not limited to: the adequacy and the
effectiveness of the internal control systems; the Company’s risk management system; and a number
of policies and procedures including corporate social responsibility. The Audit Committee also
makes recommendations for the appointment, compensation, and retaining of the external auditors,
performing a periodic evaluation of their impartiality.

• Roles and responsibilities of the Audit Committee.
• Composition of the Audit Committee.

Audit Committee
Activity Report
FY19

• Activities and meetings of the Audit Committee .
• Activities and items discussed by the Audit Committee .
• Meetings held .

• Incidents and proposals for improving the Company’s rules of governance, if any.

The Audit Committee hierarchically oversees the Internal Audit department. The Audit Committee
informs the Board of Directors about its activities in the Board meetings usually held immediately after
each Audit Committee meeting.
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Only members of the Committee have the right to attend Committee meetings. However, other
individuals such as the Chief Executive, the Chief People Officer and external advisers may be invited to
attend all or part of any meeting, as and when appropriate and necessary.
The Company Secretary keeps Minutes of all Remuneration and Nomination Committee meetings, which
are available to all members of the Board of Directors.
The Remuneration and Nomination Committee prepares an annual report detailing its activities. The
report for the fiscal year 2019, covered the following areas:

• Roles and responsibilities of the Remuneration and Nomination Committee.
• Composition of the Remuneration and Nomination Committee.
• Activities and meetings of the Remuneration and Nomination
Committee during the fiscal year 2019.

Remuneration and
Nomination

• Activities and items discussed by the Remuneration and
Nomination Committee.

Committee Activity
Report FY19

• Meetings held.
• Incidents and proposals for improving the Company’s rules of governance, if any.

Remuneration and Nomination Committee
As of 31st March 2019, the Remuneration and Nomination Committee is formed by three Non-Executive
Directors; the Chair of the Committee is a Non-Executive Independent Director.
Among the primary responsibilities of the Remuneration and Nomination Committee are: making
proposals for the appointment and removal of Directors, and reviewing the application of the Director
Remuneration Policy – to make proposals, together with the CEO, as to the individual remuneration of
Directors and to advise on any benefit or long-term incentive schemes.
Amanda Wills
Chair
Independent Director

Philip Clay Wolf
Member
Independent Director

Director Remuneration Policy
The Director Remuneration Policy seeks to ensure adequate remuneration commensurate with the dedication
and responsibility assumed, and in accordance with the remuneration paid on the market at comparable
domestic and international companies, taking into account the long-term interest of all of the shareholders.
The Annual Director Remuneration Report is made available to the shareholders upon the call to the
Annual General Shareholders’ Meeting, and is submitted to a consultative vote thereat, as a separate item
on the agenda.

Lise Fauconnier
Member
Proprietary Director

Both documents are available on our corporate website.

The Remuneration and Nomination Committee, in accordance with its regulations, meets whenever it is
convened by the Board of Directors, the Committee itself, or by its Chair. The Committee shall meet at
least two (2) times per annum and at such other times as it sees fit. During the fiscal year 2019 (1st April
2018 to 31st March 2019), the Remuneration and Nomination Committee met on six occasions.
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Remuneration Structure

eDreams ODIGEO Senior Management Team (CSM)

Executive Directors: The Executive Directors receive an annual base salary, payable monthly, for their
executive duties at the Company. The purpose of this element is to reflect the market value of the role,
attract talent and reward skills and experience. The total remuneration of the Executive Directors
is made up of various components, primarily consisting of: (i) base salary, (ii) short-term variable
remuneration (bonus); (iii) and Long Term Incentive Plan; The Executive Directors are not paid a fee for
their service on the Board of Directors.

eDreams ODIGEO’s Senior Management team consists of the Company’s CEO, Dana Dunne and other key
executives reporting to the CEO – the CEO Staff Members (CSM). Together they set the strategy, direction
and goals for the whole Company and ensure that all key departments are aligned. As a team they embody
the key values that were at the heart of the creation of our brands.
The eDreams ODIGEO CSM is composed of the following key positions:

Independent Directors: Independent Directors are remunerated with respect to their effective
dedication, qualification and responsibility, without constituting an impediment to their independence.
Along these lines, the remuneration of the Independent Directors consists primarily of a fixed fee. They
are not entitled to incentive plans.

Chief Executive Officer
Dana Philip Dunne

Proprietary Directors: Proprietary Directors, candidates put forward by a Principal Shareholder Group,
are not paid a fee for their service on the Board of Directors.
Chief Customer Service
Gerkus Goedkoop

Board Cash Remuneration (thousands of €)

Chief Trading
Andreas Adrian

Chief Marketing
Frederic Esclapez

Chief Financial
David Elízaga

Chief Technology
Carsten Bernhard

FY19 vs FY18*
Independent Directors

Executive Directors (Executive Duties)

Proprietary Directors

240 vs 284

1,599 vs 1,581

N/A

Chief Vacation Products
Quentin Bacholle

Chief Retail
Christoph Dieterle

Senior Management Remuneration (thousands of €)
FY19 vs FY18*

* Full detail of Board Members Remuneration is detailed in the Annual Remuneration Report FY19

FY 19

FY 18

4,397

4,089

* Excluding the two executive directors
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3.2 ETHICAL FRAMEWORK AND MAIN POLICIES
APPLIED BY THE GROUP

• Compliance with the Business Code of Conduct and other laws, policies, rules and regulations that
set the framework for ethical business behaviour.
• Making recommendations on ethical issues.
• Interpretation of the Code of Conduct in the resolution of any questions, including when disciplinary
measures are involved.

Relevant policies
In keeping with our commitment to act with integrity in all of our business dealings, we have a
number of relevant Company policies that reinforce the need to behave ethically, respect human rights,
and comply with all applicable laws, in particular anti-corruption laws that prohibit active or passive
bribery. Relevant policies include:
• Our Group Business Code of Conduct & Gifts & Hospitality Policy: Set out the basic principles to
ensure all of our employees, contractors, and suppliers act ethically, honestly, with integrity,
avoiding any form of corruption, and with respect for applicable laws, and for human rights.

• Facilitating employee reporting of compliance risks detected.
• Ensuring there is a clearly defined case management process as well as escalation and reporting
process of the results obtained from the investigations performed.
• A quarterly summary report is shared with the Audit Committee and Executive Management.

• Our Group Procurement Policy & Significant Outsourced Suppliers Policy contains specific
sections referring to the due diligence steps that should be followed during the supplier selection process.

a. Compliance Committee
eDreams ODIGEO Compliance Committee, was set up to review, address, and respond to any concerns
raised by employees relating to business conduct and ethics, and compliance in general.
The Compliance Committee is formed by the Chief People Officer, the General Counsel, the Group Director
Internal Audit, and meets on a quarterly basis, or ad-hoc for important issues. It is responsible for:

COMMITMENT TO ACT
WITH INTEGRITY

• Overseeing the Compliance Program: which aims to provide employees with a more transparent
structure of the key areas of compliance relevant to eDreams ODIGEO, assigning business subject
matter experts for each area, updating Group Policies, and complementing them with online
compliance training courses.
• Ensuring relevant policies are communicated widely, suggesting any amendments deemed
necessary, and dealing with employee concerns.
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b. Business Ethics
The Company has two main codes of conduct issued to employees on joining,
and available for further consultation on the Corporate intranet as well as
the Corporate website. Employees are required to read them and sign as
acknowledgement.

policy, making themselves available to anyone with ethical concerns, questions
or complaints. All concerns, questions, and complaints will be taken seriously
and handled promptly, in confidence, and professionally.
We expect all of our employees and suppliers to maintain the principles
of integrity and standards of behaviour set out in our Business Code of
Conduct. The main areas covered by the Code are:

Internal Regulations for Conduct in the Securities Markets:
The Internal Regulations (amendment approved by the Board on 11th November
2016), form part of the Company’s corporate governance system and set out the
standards of performance that Company employees must observe and respect
with regards to Securities Markets. As a publicly-traded Company, it is the duty
and intention of the Company and the eDreams ODIGEO Group to behave at all
times with the utmost diligence and transparency, reducing to a minimum any
risk of conflict of interest, and ultimately ensuring that investors receive proper
and timely information, for the benefit of the integrity of the market.

• Promoting equal employment opportunities, with overall respect for
human rights, and the interests of those our activities can affect.
• Prohibiting discriminatory practices (gender, age, disability, ethnic origin,
family status, race, religion and sexual orientation), and harassment
(sexual, physical or verbal), of any form.
• Ensuring the confidentiality of information is respected by eDreams
ODIGEO employees and third parties.
• Ensuring integrity in our services, efficiently managing possible
conflicts of interest.

Business Code of Conduct
At the heart of all our corporate values is our Group Business Code of Conduct,
which outlines our ethical values and the most relevant policies to help foster
ethical behaviour in all our operations and among all our employees.

• Protecting eDreams ODIGEO’s intellectual property rights.

A business can only be truly successful when it balances commercial
objectives with responsible and ethical behaviour. At eDreams ODIGEO
we believe ethical behaviour is fundamental to building a successful
relationship with our customers, shareholders, suppliers, team members
and the community at large.

• Ensuring transparency in all information reported.

Our Group Business Code of Conduct is designed to provide a frame of
reference for ethical conduct, drafting business principles and commitments to
eDreams ODIGEO’s stakeholders, and defining expectations of team members in
their daily decision-making and in their relationships with other stakeholders.

• Preventing health and safety risks and respecting employees’ rights.

• Data protection of personal information.

• Preventing corruption and bribery.
• Ensuring fair market competition and fairness towards consumers.

• Environmental protection and sustainability.
• Acting with respect in all situations.

The Chief Executive Officer and management at all levels of eDreams ODIGEO
are committed to ensuring adherence to this Code, advocating an “open door”
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III. Our Commitment to prevent Bribery, Fraud, Corruption, and
Money Laundering
eDreams ODIGEO is committed to winning business through fair and honest
competition in the marketplace. We are committed to the highest standards
of ethics, complying with obligations under international anti-corruption
and anti-money laundering laws. We maintain management control
systems and disciplinary procedures that discourage bribery and corrupt
practices, and will not adopt practices that might be considered improper in
our relations with customers, suppliers, competitors, authorities, etc.

On a periodic basis, Company-wide refresher communications are sent
out to remind the employees of their commitment to maintain the highest
ethical standards.

During FY19, more than 1400 employees received online compliance
training in Ethics & Business Integrity, and IT Security & Confidential
Information related curricula. Additionally specific targeted courses were
provided to 69 employees.

c. Reporting Channels

In the event that a fraud has been committed, the Company will promptly
take such action as is appropriate to remedy the situation, clarify individual
responsibilities, take appropriate disciplinary and legal actions, and leverage
lessons learned in order to improve the internal controls wherever needed.

We have made available a series of reporting channels and procedures
to enable employees to raise any concerns relating to infringements, or
non-compliance with the Business Code of Conduct, in an anonymous and
confidential manner.

IV. How do we spread this message throughout the Company

eDreams ODIGEO has an open-door policy that allows employees the
freedom to approach any member of management with ethical questions or
concerns without fear of retaliation.

Our commitment to high standards of ethical conduct is reinforced in the
eDreams ODIGEO Business Code of Conduct, eDreams ODIGEO Gifts and
Hospitality and the Procurement and Outsourcing Policies, as well as via
targeted online training courses provided to employees.
The Compliance Training Program was defined to cover the following areas:
Data Governance, Legal, Ethics and Behaviours and IT Security, and includes
specific courses in; Code of Conduct, Anti-Bribery, Anti-Money Laundering,
Ethical Behaviour, Preventing Conflicts of Interest, Gifts & Hospitality, IT
Security, PCI, & Confidential Information, and GDPR. All courses are delivered
with the relevant Group Corporate policies, which are required to be read and
signed in acknowledgement.
Group policies are applicable to all persons anywhere in the world employed
or otherwise engaged by eDreams ODIGEO, including seconded and temporary
employees, third party contractors, and any other person or organization
representing or acting on behalf of eDreams ODIGEO.
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The Company has several channels through which employees can raise
queries and concerns that may constitute a breach to our Business Code of
Conduct, in a confidential manner via the corporate website, intranet HUB,
and a generic email address. (compliancecommittee@edreamsodigeo.com).
The option to report anonymously is always made available to the employee.
The Compliance Committee is responsible for investigating and following
up – in strict confidentiality – all communications received via the internal
whistleblowing channel. The Company prohibits retaliation against any
employee for reports made in good faith, and it also protects the rights of
the employee being investigated.
During the Fiscal Year, we have not received any reports through any of the
channels relating to anything significant or any concerns related to Human
Rights violations.
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“AT DREAMS ODIGEO, WE
VALUE INTEGRITY, HONESTY,
TRANSPARENCY, RESPECT, TRUST,
AND PROFESSIONALISM. OUR
REPUTATION IS BUILT ON, AND
AFFECTED BY, THE DECISIONS
AND ACTIONS EACH AND EVERY
ONE OF US TAKES EVERY DAY”
DANA DUNNE, CEO
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3.3 RISK MANAGEMENT

THREE LINES OF DEFENCE AND COMBINED ASSURANCE
REGULATORS
EXTERNAL AUDIT

The Company Risk Management process involves the identification,
measurement, and prioritization of risks. It is an exercise that enables
the Company to assess how significant each risk is in relation to the
achievement of overall goals, and anticipate, control, and manage the most
relevant risks via adequate procedures, and contingency plans to mitigate
the impact of risk materialization. Risks are assigned owners responsible
for valuation, mitigation, and action plans.
The Corporate Risk Map aggregates all critical strategic, compliance (legal,
regulatory, and tax), financial reporting, and market risks with a potential
impact on Group Strategic Objectives. It takes into consideration all brands
across all geographies and markets, and is a fundamental element in the
Group’s decision-making processes.
The Corporate Risk Map prioritizes risks according to impact (financial,
operational, regulatory and reputational) and likelihood of occurrence
(based on the quality of the following factors: internal controls and
processes, people, technology and audit & fraud history).

1st line
of Defence

Line and
support
management

Tax risks are incorporated within the umbrella of the Corporate Risk Map
in the same way as any other risk, and scored and prioritized according to
probability and impact.

SENIOR
MANAGEMENT

GOVERNING BODY/BOARD/
AUDIT COMMITTEE

2nd line
of Defence

3rd line
of Defence

Group
Internal Audit
Department

Governance, Risk and
Compliance
Finance and Controlling
Security Office
Data Protection Officer
Human Resources

The Risk Assessment exercise is prepared with the input of all key
stakeholders in the business, and where necessary with advice from
external experts (legal and tax specialists).
Has ownership, responsibility
and accountability for assessing,
controlling and mitigating risks
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effective risk management practices by the 1st line
and assists risk owners in reporting risk-related
information throughout the organisation

Provides assurance to the Group’s governing body
and senior management on the organisation’s
effectiveness in assessing and managing risks
and related internal control systems, including the
manner in which the 1st and 2nd lines operate
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The following bodies are responsible for maintaining and supervising the
eDreams ODIGEO Internal Control framework:

Board of Directors
The Board of Directors has the ultimate responsibility for ensuring there is
an adequate internal controls framework and risk management process in
place. They are responsible for approving the risk control and management
policy, as well as the periodic monitoring of the internal information and
control systems.

Group Internal Audit Department
The Audit Committee is assisted by the Internal Audit Department to
fulfil these risk management responsibilities. The Group Internal Audit
department reports to the Audit Committee, and assists it in its mandate
of monitoring the effectiveness of the Company’s internal control and risk
management systems. This is achieved through internal controls, financial
and operational reviews, which result in periodic reports on deficiencies
detected and the actions plan proposed to remediate them.

Governance, Risk & Compliance Department
Audit Committee

The main responsibilities of the Governance, Risk & Compliance department are:

One of the primary duties of the Audit Committee is to support the Board of
Directors in its supervisory duties.
The Audit Committee is responsible for supervising the Internal Control
System. Among its functions with respect to the internal control and
reporting systems, as Delegated Committee of the Board of Directors, are:
• To manage and report the main risks identified as a consequence of
monitoring the efficiency of the Company’s internal controls through
Internal Audit.
• To ensure the independence and effectiveness of the Internal Audit
function; propose the selection, appointment, reappointment, and removal
of the Head of Internal Audit; propose the department’s budget; receive
regular reports on its activities; and verify that senior management takes
into account the findings and recommendations of its reports.

• Maintenance and update of the internal controls framework over
financial reported information with input from control owners.
• Advice and assessment of the relevance, and degree of compliance
with Group Policies and Procedures (with oversight from the
Compliance Committee).
• Monitoring compliance with internal controls over Financial
Statements.
• Training of Finance personnel on internal controls and best practice.
• Supporting the Group Internal Audit Department with testing
procedures.
• Follow up on corrective actions proposed by the Group Internal Audit.

• To establish and supervise a mechanism whereby staff can report,
confidentially and, if appropriate, anonymously, potentially significant
irregularities within the Company that they detect, in particular financial
or accounting irregularities.
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Finance & Controlling Function, Security Office, and Data Protection Officer(DPO)
Risk is managed on a continuous basis by the Company Chief Executive Officer and the Heads of each
corporate functional area, in accordance with their respective scope of activity.
The functional teams within eDreams ODIGEO, primarily Finance & Controlling headed by the Chief
Financial Officer (a member of the Board), the Security Office headed by the Head of IT Security, and the
DPO (reporting to General Counsel), also play a critical role as they are responsible for the documentation,
maintenance, and update of the various procedures & controls that govern their operations, and for
identification of the tasks to be carried out, as well as assigning ownership for them.

Main risks that may affect our business, financial condition and results of operations.
Risks Related to the Travel Industry (Outside Company control):
• General economic and political conditions in the core countries in which we operate (such as Brexit).
• Changes in current laws, rules and regulations and other legal uncertainties.

• Innovation, product diversification, the ability to keep up with rapid technological and industry trends, and
the success of execution of these changes.
• Dependence on significant third party supplier relationships for; content, commissions, incentive
payments, advertising and metasearch revenue, systems, processing, and fees.
• Competitive landscape of the travel industry, rapidly changing market, with many players.
• Adverse tax events.
• Human capital retention of highly skilled personnel and ability to attract and retain executives and other
qualified employees.
• Evolving customer demand, self-sufficiency, fee sensitivity, and increased awareness due to the evolution
of social media.
• Reliance on the value and strength of our brands, and increased costs of maintaining and enhancing brand
awareness.
• The ability to successfully grow the business via merger or acquisition, and the optimization of cost and the
efficiency of integration of new businesses.
• Exposure to risks associated with booking and payment fraud.

• The occurrence of events affecting travel safety, such as natural disasters and political and social
instability.
• Deterioration in the financial condition or restructuring of operations of one or more of our major suppliers.

• Protection of our Intellectual Property and against infringement of third party intellectual property rights.
• International operations involving additional risks and our exposure to these risks will increase as
we further expand our international operations.

• Conditions required for obtaining and maintaining certain licenses or accreditations, especially IATA.
• Exposure to seasonal fluctuations and impact on comparability of quarterly and yearly results.

Risks Related to Our Financial Profile:

• Dependence on the level of Internet penetration.
• Impairment of goodwill and other intangible assets.
• Significant leverage and financial products subject to restrictive debt covenants.

Risks Related to Our Business:

• Risks associated with currency fluctuations.

• Failures in technology due to system interruption or cyberattack, and the effectiveness of response plans.
• Processing, storage, use and disclosure of personal data, and prevention of data breach, and potential
liabilities arising as a result of governmental and/or industry regulation.
• Changes in search engine algorithms and search engine relationships.
• Intense competition for advertising and metasearch revenue.
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Risks that have materialized during the fiscal year include:

Risks are tracked and reported on a continued basis as part of the weekly CSM meetings the CEO has
with all direct reports. In the event of materialization of a major risk, the Board would be notified timely,
on an ad-hoc basis either via call or meeting.

• Events affecting travel safety and reducing travellers’ appetite for travel included;
• The Boeing 737-Max crashes of Lion Air in October 2018, and Ethiopian Airlines in March 2019,
which also resulted in the withdrawal of this model of aircraft, adversely affecting the
operations of a number of carriers.
• Terrorist attacks such as the multiple bombings in Sri Lanka.
• Meteorological events such as the Indonesia earthquake and tsunami in September 2018,
California wildfires in July & August 2018, and Tropical Cyclone Idai in Mozambique in March 2019.
• Continued political and social instability in Africa and the Middle East.
• Rising oil prices in the final quarter of the fiscal year which have put increased financial pressure
on carriers.
• Reduced content availability, and crisis management with the liquidation of carriers such as WOW
(Iceland), Germania (Germany), Flybmi (UK), Jet Airways (India), and Cobalt (Cyprus).
• Continued commercial and intellectual property disputes with Ryan Air, as well as
crisis management required as a result of the multiple flight cancellations resulting from industrial
action of pilots and cabin staff.
• Increased contractual complexities with Meta Search partners.

The Board & Audit Committee are updated on a quarterly basis by the CEO & Senior Management
team on business and operational risk challenges, by the General Counsel on changes in the legal &
regulatory risk environment, and by the Head of Internal Audit on risks arising from changes in the
internal control environment.
On an annual basis the Audit Committee is provided with a detailed session by the Group Tax Officer on
the tax environment, and by the General Counsel on the legal & regulatory environment.
A formal Group Risk Assessment exercise is performed on an annual basis, involving all Senior
Management team risk owners. This is shared with the Senior Management team, Audit Committee and
Board of Directors who will review, and provide further input where relevant, and serves as one of the
main drivers in determining the Internal Audit planned activities.
For risk areas that require specialist knowledge (such as tax and local legal or regulatory matters)
external advisors may be used to provide expert assessment.
Periodic updates are performed by Internal Controls & Compliance to obtain updates of the status and
continued relevance of the key risks and mitigating measures implemented to address them.

• GDS Surcharge: As part of efforts to drive direct bookings, Lufthansa introduced a €16 distribution
fee on all GDS bookings in 2015, and IAG (British Airways and Iberia) implemented a similar charge
in 2017. Most recently, in April 2018, Air France-KLM rolled out its own fee (€11 one way or €22
roundtrip) for flights not booked directly with its airlines, though the group has established
agreements with Expedia, Travelport and Amadeus allowing their customers to avoid the surcharge.
• Significant increases in regulatory environment and consumer regulation in some of the geographic
locations, in particular in the UK and France.
Each of the risks is assigned to a Senior Management owner in the business responsible for managing
it on an ongoing basis, and reporting on key risk indicators used to measure the level of risk, business
initiatives currently in place, and where necessary, business action plans for the future to further
mitigate the risk.
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3.4 SUSTAINABILITY AND
CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
MANAGEMENT
eDreams ODIGEO is one of the world’s largest online travel companies and
one of the largest European e-commerce businesses, recognized for its
quality, independence and integrity. The Company has established a strong
brand and reputation based on its pioneering spirit, empathy with the
customer, focus on service, and constant commitment to innovation through
cutting edge technologies.
As a global Group, the Company strongly believes in Corporate Social
Responsibility delivered in a context in which the business operations
positively impact the environment and the local communities where it
operates.
The Corporate Social Responsibility (‘CSR’) policy is designed to promote a
culture of social responsibility across the Group.
All current and future initiatives developed under the Corporate Social
Responsibility umbrella will aim to generate long-term value to the Company,
its customers, its stakeholders and to the wider society in which we operate.
The CSR policy is aligned with the eDreams ODIGEO Business Code of Conduct,
in which behavioural patterns are consistent with eDreams ODIGEO values.

b) Integrity and a culture of ethical behaviour in the areas of human
rights, equal opportunities, labour practices, and the environment.
c) Transparency and reliability in presentation of information and
communication with shareholders, investors, employees, customers,
suppliers, and other Stakeholders.
d) Commitment with the respect of the environment and its
sustainability; adding a social value to our activity.
The Board of Directors of eDreams ODIGEO is responsible for approving the
policy and monitoring compliance. This current Corporate Social Responsibility
Policy was approved by the Board of Directors in June 2017.
The CSR Committee, a permanent internal body composed by Facilities
Director, Head of Internal Comms and GRC Manager, presents an annual
statement to the Board of Directors detailing the degree of progress in
compliance with the CSR policy.
The Board of Directors of eDreams ODIGEO is responsible for approving the
policy and monitoring compliance. This current Corporate Social Responsibility
Policy was approved by the Board of Directors in June 2017.
The Corporate Social Responsibility Policy and the Annual Statement (from
now on within the Non-Financial Information section of the Integrated
Annual report) are available on the corporate website.

The Principles Governing the CSR policy are:
a) Compliance with applicable law in the countries and territories in
which it does business, basing its relations with the competent public
authorities in each jurisdiction on fidelity, reliability, professionalism,
collaboration, reciprocity, and good faith.
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Click Below to access the annual reports submitted to the CNMV and available on the
Corporate Website:

Audit Committee Activity Report FY19

A3. CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

Remuneration and Nomination
Committee Activity Report FY19

Director Remuneration Policy
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4.1 EMPLOYEES

Diversity and Inclusion

OVER

OVER

68

1,500
Employees

34.8

Nationalities

72%

Average Age

SPEAK
OVER

Millenials

45

Languages

95%
Permanent

contracts

+6%

-21%

Length of

Days lost

service
(vs FY18)

to sickness
(vs FY18)

OVER

57,000h

of training

Our people are at the heart of our Company’s purpose to shape the future of travel.
eDreams ODIGEO’s workforce of over 1,500 people, from over 68 different nationalities
is driven by one clear mission: making travel easier, more accessible, and better value
for our 18 million customers worldwide. We strive to ensure that our knowledge,
expertise and leadership translate into value for our customers and contribute to the
success of our stakeholders.
The complexity of our industry calls for the most qualified and accomplished workforce,
equipped with the talent and skills to support our aspirations as a global technology leader
in the travel sector. We have the privilege of attracting such talent; and we also work hard to
ensure that eDreams ODIGEO continues to be a strong employer and recruiter. The variety
and flexibility of our work culture, as well as the geographic breadth of our operations,
naturally embrace diversity and inclusion while fostering collaboration and innovation.
At eDreams ODIGEO, we welcome and celebrate differences, and work hard to ensure
that our corporate environment is based on equality of opportunity, fairness,
respect and dignity for all our employees. We view differences based on gender,
age, race, culture, ethnicity, sexual orientation and disabilities as strong assets not
only to enrich our corporate culture and values, but more importantly as a business
imperative in today’s complex, global and interconnected world.
Multiculturalism is the backbone of our Company, creating an environment of respect,
tolerance and openness, where everyone fits in, contributes and thrives. Different
perspectives and opinions only make our work environment richer and more interesting. We
are proud of our diversity, despite our offices only being located across Europe; we speak
more than 45 languages and are made up of 68 different nationalities. We acknowledge
this great advantage and invest in ensuring that we leverage its full potential: cultural
awareness is explicitly outlined as the primary core competency required of our employees.
We firmly believe that a diverse and inclusive workforce is critical to the success of our
Company, our customers, our employees, our shareholders, our suppliers and more
generally, of all the communities in which we operate.
The average age of our millennial workforce is 34.84 compared with 34.55 last
year, and we are firm believers in the quality of employment, with over 95% of our
employees on permanent contracts, 99% of which are full time.
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At eDreams ODIGEO, we strive to be as inclusive as possible. The Group
professionally integrates people with different capabilities, in compliance
with the Law on General Disability (LGD) through the outsourcing of activities
to special employment Centres.

The 2018-2020 Equality Plan tackles different aspects which are key to a
more equal work environment; the main ones we are focusing on being:
• Inclusive, non-sexist communication.
• Assessment to verify there are no salary gaps based on gender.
• Reduction of the gender gap within IT.

Equality
Gender equality is extremely important to eDreams ODIGEO. We have
achieved a global workforce balance of 49.3% female and 50.7% male
across our different locations.
We are firmly committed to the establishment and development of policies
for equal treatment and opportunities between men and women, and against
direct or indirect discrimination based on gender. We proactively encourage
and promote measures to achieve real equality within our organisation
establishing equal opportunities between men and women as a strategic
principle within our Corporate and Human Resources Policies.
In each and every one of the areas of activity affecting our employees,
from selection to promotion, to salary policy, training, work conditions and
employment, occupational health, the organisation of work time and worklife balance, we apply the principle of equal opportunities between men and
women, paying special attention to indirect discrimination, understood as
“Situations in which an apparently neutral step, criterion or practice, puts a
person of a gender at a particular disadvantage with respect to people of the
opposite sex.”
During FY18, eDreams ODIGEO implemented its Plan for Equal Opportunities
(following Spanish Organic Law 3/2007, of 22nd March, for the effective
equality between men and women), and put in place monitoring systems, to
track and improve real equality between men and women in the Company
and, by extension, in society as a whole. To help achieve this objective,
an Equal Opportunities Committee was set up, made up of Company
representatives and employees.
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In addition, eDreams ODIGEO recruitment policies are based on the skills
and professional background required for a position, and job offers are
gender-neutral; this ensures that the best candidate is selected for the
vacancy without any bias. Professional executive search firms employed by
eDreams ODIGEO are also required to provide a comprehensive and diverse
list for all recruitment initiatives.
A harassment protocol was formally communicated during FY2019 to all
employees.

Fair Wages and Compensation

our corporate
environment is
based on equality
of opportunity,
fairness, respect and
dignity for all our
employees

Every employee has the right to fair compensation for his/her work. The
Company is committed to remunerating employees in line with the labour
market best practices and local legislation.
Equal pay is an area that we monitor closely, working to ensure that our
salary ranges are designed to avoid discrimination based on gender.
eDreams ODIGEO managers are aware of their responsibilities in this regard,
and there are specific processes in place across the Company to support
equality in pay. We believe that when you strive to succeed and go the extra
mile, your individual and collective performance will strongly contribute to
our common goals and Company performance. In addition to a competitive
market salary, we offer our employees different forms of variable bonus
compensation based on both individual and Company performance.
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Freedom of association /
Collective bargaining

In addition to the fixed and variable compensation, the Company offers a flexible compensation plan
to employees, allowing them to redistribute up to 30% of their gross annual salary on the following
products: medical insurance, kindergarten, restaurant and transport tickets. Over 30% of employees
made use of the flexible plan in fiscal year 2019.
Non Child Labor

Flexible Work Culture - Healthy Work/Life Balance
Our working schedule has been designed with our employees’ well-being in mind, encouraging a
healthy work/personal life balance, and promoting an eDreams ODIGEO culture of flexibility, openness,
accountability and trust. For the schedule to be successful, we count on all to ensure business continuity
when/where needed and continue to deliver results effectively.
• From Monday to Thursday employees are given flexibility in start, lunch, and finishing times, as to how
they complete an 8.5 hour working day.
• On Fridays we offer employees an intensive schedule 6 hour work day, giving them the flexibility
to begin the weekend earlier and enjoy their personal lives. Some teams implement a rotation
among team members on Friday afternoons to ensure proper support both to other locations and to
customers.
This flexibility successfully contributes to our efforts to reinforce the attractiveness of our Company and
its work environment in the market. We strongly believe that it fits perfectly with our ambition to promote
a culture of flexibility, openness, accountability and trust within the Company, and increase employee
engagement, motivation, and loyalty.

Commitment to Human Rights, Anti-Slavery, Ethical Principles, & Employee Freedom
of Association
Slavery, child labour, and human trafficking are abuses of a person’s freedoms and rights. We are totally
opposed to such abuses in our direct operations, our indirect operations, and our supply chain as a whole.
As a Company we endeavour to ensure that slavery and human trafficking do not take place in any part
of our business or our supply chains. We fully comply with the UK Modern Slavery Act requirements, and
require all of our main significant outsourced suppliers to provide certifications of compliance on an
annual basis, reflecting this commitment in our annual Responsible Business Conduct (UKMSA) statement
available on our corporate website.
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Human Rights Policy

Fair Wages

Non - discrimination

Anti – Slavery and
human trafficking

Employee Concern Reporting & Escalation Procedure
eDreams ODIGEO has an open door policy that gives our employees the freedom to raise ethical
questions or concerns without fear of retaliation. We proactively encourage our employees to maintain
the highest standards of ethics and integrity and have made available multiple channels (including an
anonymous channel), for employees to voice any concerns they may have on related matters.
The eDreams ODIGEO Compliance Committee can be reached through a confidential email sent to
compliancecommittee@edreamsODIGEO.com. Employees have the choice of several options via which to
raise concerns, safe in the knowledge that their confidentiality will always be guaranteed.
During the fiscal year FY19 we have not received any complaints relating to Human Rights violations.
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Employee Freedom of Association

Employee Health & Safety

We are committed to ensuring freedom of association. Works councils have
been established in all Company entities with a significant headcount (with
over 90% of employees being represented). The right to associate freely
and bargain collectively is communicated actively at a local level via emails,
notification boards, and screens in canteens.

We are firmly committed to a safe work environment, and have a Health
and Safety Committee focused on continuous improvement of our work
environment, and facilitating the exchange of views of its members on issues
relating to the prevention of occupational risks.

The continuous dialogue between the Company and the employee
representatives is articulated through the Company Committee and Trade
Unions with whom the Company maintains fluid communication, with
periodic meetings addressing issues relating to working conditions, equality,
prevention of occupational hazards, career path, etc.

eDreams ODIGEO has put in place measures to stimulate a healthy work
environment for employees, contractors, authorised visitors, and anyone else
who may be affected by our operations, to optimise physical, psychological
and social conditions, and reach levels of occupational safety beyond the
minimum required to comply with regulations.
Programmes and procedures in line with these standards are developed and
implemented at local levels following the approval of the Health and Safety
Committee and the General Manager/Site Manager.

“Winning the Business Vision’s Best Company
to Work for (Europe) award for the second
consecutive year is probably even more
important than winning it for the first time,
as it shows that the path set in 2017 is still
paying off and our aim for excellence not only
does not stop, but it makes us keep improving
as a Company and keep everyone rowing in
one direction.”
Chief People Officer

eDreams ODIGEO collaborates with organizations specialized in health,
safety and risk prevention and actively participates in the major conferences,
congresses and forums organized domestically and internationally.
In FY19 these measures included:
• Annual medical check-ups (including blood and urine tests).
• In our Spanish office locations (which account for > 90% of our
employees):
• Teams trained in first aid and the use of a defibrillator.
• Training for employees on specific health issues (i.e. correct posture
at the desk, “mum to be” training).
• Placement of Fitballs on each floor in all buildings + poster on how
to use them.
• Evacuation drills in our three Barcelona offices. Over the last month we
have carried out 4 evacuation drills: one in Diputacion, one in Bailén and
two in Zona Franca (one for the day shift and another for the night shift).
There were no significant health and safety incidents during fiscal year 2019.
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“We empower our employees to fulfil
their potential and strive for excellence
by providing a combination of knowledge
sharing tools, coaching and mentoring
activities, as well as customised training
programmes, tailored to specific roles and
career levels”
Learning and Development Director
Developing our talent: Employee Training
At eDreams ODIGEO, we continuously invest in the development of our employees at all levels and
through a variety of training formats.
We have a dedicated Learning & Development team of 4 experienced employees dedicated full time to
servicing the Company’s training needs. The trainings are delivered in a variety of ways; from face to face
group or personalized sessions, to online in house developed, and off-the-shelf specialized interactive
courses, to a dedicated library of training literature and materials.
During FY19 we have invested over €300k on outsourced learning suppliers, to complement our in-house
developed courses and materials.
A Global Onboarding Programme is provided to facilitate the integration and improve the engagement
and sense of belonging of the new hires, both within their specific location and to the eDreams ODIGEO
team as a whole. The Company has also implemented a self-paced online on-boarding course that is
available to all new hires from all locations from their first day in the Company. During the fiscal year 2019,
all new hires, 474 starters, were eligible to attend the Global Onboarding Programme.
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The main areas of training held during the fiscal year 2019 were:
• Develop Your Skills: aiming to support all employees improve their skills and behaviours to
excel at their current jobs. A range of courses are available covering the following themes: People
Management, Performance Conversation Workshops, Social Styles, Self-Management, Presentation
Skills, Giving and Receiving Feedback, Objective Setting, Influencing Skills, Feedback Sessions,
Fostering Ownership, Be your own CEO, Train the Trainer. Engagement is an integral part of our
Leadership Training Programme, and specific training is offered for managers on a regular basis,
both face-to-face and in the form of webinars, to provide them with the capability to build high
performing and healthy teams, as well as to address performance issues and development of skills
and capabilities.
• Learn & Grow (IT, Product & Data Science): Tailored and structure programmes that provide
structured and individual growth and builds technical and business capabilities to ensure that the
IT, Product & Data Science teams can effectively support the business strategy. The IT, Product &
Data Science Training Plans consist of; Inspirational Talks from specialist guest speakers, technical
workshops with world-class technology experts, internal technical workshops, conferences, ongoing knowledge sharing (eDO Datathon, Big Data Spain, etc.), online learning on O’Reilly, GCP
(Google Cloud Platform) learning plan.
• Learn From Teams and Colleagues: Other relevant teams that previously did not have open and
centralised access. This contributed to cross-functional collaboration and learning from others, as
well as to the personal development of all our internal trainers on technical topics.
The internal trainers come from a variety of departments, and are subject matter experts on
important topics that need to be shared with other teams in order to support the work towards
common goals across teams.
• eDreams ODIGEO online Compliance Training Programme: is an important tool in promoting
and fostering an ethical culture across eDreams ODIGEO, and delivers the compliance message to
employees in a more engaging, interactive, and didactic manner, creating awareness, increasing
transparency, reducing risk, and aligning employee conduct with our Company standards. The
main areas of compliance covered are: Conducting Business with Ethics and Values, Confidential
Information, Communication (Internal and External), PCI Data Standard, Gifts, Anti-Money
Laundering, Competition, Corruption and Data Protection.
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• Variety of language classes: Business English is offered, as this is
the main vehicular day-to-day language used in the Company.
Spanish language classes are available to facilitate the integration of
newcomers from other countries. In addition to traditional face-toface classes, online classes are provided for employees with specific
needs or working schedules (shifts or reduced hours). Courses are also
available in other languages.
• Call Centre Specific Training Courses, for internal employees, falling
into 4 broad categories; Call Centre Processes, Call Centre Systems,
eDreams Products, & Diversity Training.

Training Hours FY19
1,632
Learn & Grow (Pilot

We are strongly committed to a culture of knowledge sharing and growing
together as a team, and have implemented a number of initiatives to
facilitate this:

2,826
Learn From Teams and Colleagues

in IT&Product)

27,511
Call Centre Specific

11,443

Training Courses

Language
Courses

• Monthly town halls during which initiative leads present progress made
on our key initiatives as a Company.

All of these combined activities have helped eDreams ODIGEO create a
highly talented and knowledgeable workforce, recognized externally for
its expertise.
3,728

Employees trained FY19

eDreams ODIGEO online
Compliance Training

889

Develop Your

1,453

Programme

10,592

Develop Your
Competencies

Competencies

Performance appraisal and objective setting processes

eDreams ODIGEO online
Compliance Training
Programme

502
Call Centre Specific

All of our employees receive annual and six-monthly performance and
career development appraisal reviews via our eDO Perform Platform.
Our aim is to constantly improve our performance as a Company,
nourish personal development, and offer employees courses tailored
to the development of personal competencies.

Training Courses

234

529
Learn From Teams

Language
Courses

210

and Colleagues

Learn &
Grow (Pilot in
IT&Product)
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Teamwork and cross-functional collaboration
eDreams ODIGEO’s employees, working together in an optimal
manner, is critical to the Company’s success. We are proud of
our dynamic, healthy and collaborative working environment, as
evidenced by the successful redesign of our workplace environment
to state of the art contemporary offices in order to foster employee
well-being, collaboration and creativity.
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• Monthly global team town halls (live attendance at headquarters or via
webcasting) during which the CEO and other Company leaders present
strategic initiatives and Company-wide projects. Each session has a
20-minute slot followed by a Q&A to the leaders either “live” in the
physical session or via WhatsApp.

• Every Friday: 30-45 minute information sessions, also known as
#eDOTalks, during which employees introduce their specific expertise or
initiatives they have worked on, and explain how it helps the team make a
difference in the market. The idea is to help understand each other’s work
better, as well as to promote internal expertise and talents.
• Skip-level lunches with CSM (for high performers) or with CSM-1 (a new
initiative to help people at eDO connect more with the eDO way and
culture, our business and people, as well as giving the opportunity to
better get to know each other and the projects we are working on).
• An annual hackathon to impulse innovation, inspiring eDoers to develop
in teams any idea aligned with any of our current strategies over a 24
hour period.
• Themed social events that helped share and discover the traditions of
the many diverse cultures of our teams. (Oktoberfest, St.Patrick’s Day,
eDO’s Got Talent...).
• A budget (and process) to recognize high performing teams and enable
them to organise activities to celebrate achievements, as well as share
the secret of their success.
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“WE BELIEVE THAT ONE OF THE KEYS TO CREATING A POSITIVE
WORKING ENVIRONMENT IS BY FOSTERING COLLABORATION
THROUGHOUT THE BUSINESS, AND MAKING SURE OUR PEOPLE
ARE ALWAYS LEARNING. NO MATTER THE ROLE, WE ENCOURAGE
A CULTURE WHERE PEOPLE ARE NOT AFRAID TO TRY, FAIL AND
LEARN – ENABLING PEOPLE TO DEVELOP IDEAS AT PACE”
DANA DUNNE, CEO
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Employee engagement

We continue to implement actions to build a positive work environment at all levels and locations
throughout the Company.

An engaged workforce is a strategic priority for eDreams ODIGEO and we continue to implement
actions to build a positive work environment at all levels and locations throughout the Company. We
fundamentally believe that achieving true engagement of the workforce is an on-going process that
requires involvement from senior leaders, people managers and employees.
eDreams ODIGEO has been running global engagement surveys since 2015, giving employees the
opportunity to provide feedback. The first survey to be introduced was the People Engagement Survey in
2015. A second wave of this survey was launched one year later in 2016.
In the fiscal year 2017, we launched a new format of global survey called the eDOTogether Survey based on the Organisational Health Index Survey developed and facilitated by the consultants McKinsey.
This was introduced with the purpose of assessing different Company practices such as leadership,
accountability, execution, innovation, work environment, motivation, and external orientation. The
results of this survey gave input to key initiatives that were launched to better align key components
and practices across the Company.

We believe strong communication to be an essential factor in employee engagement and maintain
constant communication with our employees to keep them informed about the business and about
the information relevant to the Group, principally via our corporate intranet and in-house TV channel.
Other activities to enhance the Company-wide communications are: weekly newsletter, ad hoc mailing,
screensavers, dedicated welcome page on Google Chrome, Quarterly Financial Updates, monthly Global
Team Information Updates and info sessions on key strategic initiatives, weekly 45-minute knowledge
sharing sessions, monthly social drinks, 1-day Annual Workshop for Senior Leaders, etc.
Testament to the success and effectiveness of the measures with which eDreams ODIGEO prioritises
employee well-being, development, loyalty, and engagement, are an increase in the average length of
service (+6%), and a significant reduction in work days lost to sickness (-21%), between fiscal years
FY18 and FY19. Furthermore the technology sector in which we operate typically has a high voluntary
attrition rate due to the high demand for and mobility of its skilled technicians, and we have achieved a
reduction in the voluntary attrition rate (-1%), between fiscal years FY18 and FY19, and strive to further
reduce this rate in the future with continued focus on our employees.

eDreams ODIGEO Survey Participation
Rates (%)
March 2019

May 2018

March 2017

88%

85%

60%

Average length of service table
Female
Male

FY19

FY18

% Variation

4.57
3.44

4.30
3.25

+6.1%
+5.7%

At the moment of this report we are awaiting the results of the March 2019 survey, but are convinced
that the comments provided by employees as well as the active participation of teams to develop and
start implementing subsequent action plans - both at team and Company level, have had a positive
impact on Company health and on the overall employee engagement level.
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Distribution of employees by Job category

Employment Contract type by category

Job Category

FY19

FY18

2

2

47

50

2. People Managers

199

3. Individual contributor
3. Individual contributor - Call Centre

0. Executive Board Member
1. Senior Management

Grand Total

FY19
Job Category

FY18

Interns

Permanent

Temp.

FY19 Total

Interns

Permanent

Temp.

FY18 Total

0. Executive Board Member

-

2

-

2

-

2

-

2

219

1. Senior Management

-

47

-

47

-

50

-

50

833

834

2. People Managers

-

197

2

199

1

216

2

219

423

516

16

811

6

833

10

814

10

834

1,504

1,621

8

375

40

423

10

420

86

516

24

1,432

48

1,504

21

1,502

98

1,621

3. Individual contributor
3. Individual contributor Call Centre
Grand Total

Distribution of employees by gender and age
Gender diversity by contract type and age diversity FY19 vs FY18
FY19
Age

Female

Male

1. <30

193

174

2. [30<50)

520

3. [50+)
Grand Total

FY19 Total

FY18

FY18 Total

Female

Male

367

227

225

452

560

1,080

552

547

1,099

29

28

57

34

36

70

742

762

1,504

813

808

1,621

FY19

Total number and distribution of employment contract by type
FY19
Contract Type

Female

Male

Permanent

1,422

10

Temporary

48

Interns
Grand Total

FY19 Total

FY18

FY18 Total

Female

Male

1,432

1,495

7

1,502

-

48

97

1

98

24

-

24

21

-

21

1,494

10

1,504

1,613

8

1,621
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FY18

Interns

Permanent

Temp.

FY19 Total

Interns

Permanent

Temp.

FY18 Total

Female

13

701

28

742

13

745

55

813

1.<30

12

166

15

193

11

182

34

227

2.[30<50)

1

508

11

520

2

531

19

552

3.[50+)

-

27

2

29

-

32

2

34

Male

11

731

20

762

8

757

43

808

1.<30

9

159

6

174

7

200

18

225

2.[30<50)

2

547

11

560

1

527

19

547

3.[50+)

-

25

3

28

-

30

6

36

24

1,432

48

1,504

21

1,502

98

1,621

Grand Total
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Dismissal by gender and age

Average remuneration by gender

FY19
Age

Female

Male

1. <30

12

10

2. [30<50)

67

FY18

FY18 Total

Female

Male

22

15

15

30

41

108

71

51

122

6

12

18

10

9

19

85

63

148

96

75

171

3. [50+)
Grand Total

FY19 Total

Gender

FY19

FY18

Female

33,761

32,052

Male

49,764

46,364

FY19

FY18

1. <30

29,891

28,024

2. [30<50)

44,548

42,404

69,105

60,477

Average remuneration by age
Dismissal by job category

Age

Job Category

FY19

FY18

0. Executive Board Member

0

0

1. Senior Management

3

1

2. People Managers

11

25

102

83

32

62

148

171

FY19

FY18

799,466

787,454

1. Senior Management

168,124

152,933

2. People Managers

58,502

55,822

3. Individual contributor

38,792

37,158

3. Individual contributor - Call Centre

22,135

21,462

3. Individual contributor
3. Individual contributor - Call Centre
Grand Total

3. [50+)

Average remuneration by job category
Job Category
0. Executive Board Member
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Average Remuneration For Similar Work Positions*

Department

Customer Services

Finance

IT Department

Marketing
Retail & Product

Revenue Management

Vacation Products

Days lost due to sick leave

Job Position / Role

Salary Gap**
Average Remuneration
Female/Male

Travel Agent

(1%)

Customer Service Representative

1%

Employee Call Centre Agent

3%

Customer Care Agent

9%

Sales Representative

2%

Call Centre Team Lead

3%

Finance Administrator

1%

Software Engineer

(1%)

Software Developer

2%

Lead Engineer

(4%)

Senior Software Engineer

5%

CRM Executive

0%

Product Owner

(5%)

UX Designer

(1%)

Data Scientist

7%

SEM Executive

(3%)

Revenue Analyst

(4%)

Manual Fraud Analyst

(1%)

Lodging Sales Contractor

0%

FY19
Female

Male

9,870

4,650

FY19 Total

FY18

FY18 Total

Female

Male

12,347

6,062

18,409

2019

2018

475

236

Employees (women) who have received occupational safety training and “mums to
be” training

2

6

Employees who have received fire extinguishing training

5

-

Employees who have received first aid training

8

2

Employees who have received defibrillator training

26

-

Employees who have received emergency procedures training

38

55

Employees who have received training in handling of heavy loads

17

-

Sick leave

14,520

Employee Health & Safety

Employees who have received DSE (Display Screen Equipment) training

* Analysis includes all departments with job positions/roles with 10 or more incumbents.				
** A positive percentage means that female average compensation is greater than male average compensation.
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Health and Safety Indicators

FY19

FY18

Male

Female

Male

Female

Accidents during working hours

0

3

0

2

Accidents on the way to/from work

7

5

2

Traffic accidents on the way to/from work

6

13

Minor traffic accidents

6

Serious traffic accidents
Total lost work days

Lost work days by type of injury

FY19

FY18

Male

Female

Male

Female

Neck/Back/Shoulders

1

4

0

2

11

Multiple parts of the body

1

1

1

5

1

3

Lower extremities (Wrist/Ankle/Feet)

2

3

1

25

8

2

13

Upper extremities

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

140

201

31

547

Percentage of employees covered by collective bargaining agreements

Accident rates

FY19

Lost work days due to accidents
(#accidents/#employees) *100,000
Lost work days due to accidents on the way to/from work
(#accidents/#employees) *100,000

483.7

427.9

1,201.4

832.6

Accident rate (during working hours)
(#accidents during working hours /(#employees * hours worked in the
period)) *1,000,000
Serious injury rate (during working hours)
(#days of accidents during the period/(#employees * hours worked in the period))
*1,000
Average work days lost due to accidents occurring during working hours (days)

A4. OUR STAKEHOLDERS

FY18

Country

% of Employees
covered FY19

% of Employees
covered FY18

Spain

100%

100%

France

100%

100%

Italy

100%

100%

0%

0%

87%

85%

Rest of Europe
2.7

2.4

0.03

0.03

5.8

7.3
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Total employees covered
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Typology of courses run by hours
1. Senior
Management

Area

2. People
Managers

3. Individual
contributor

3. Individual
contributor - Call Centre

Grand
Total

222

1,051

26,239

27,511

Call Centre Training
Language Courses

134

1,388

9,266

655

11,443

Develop Your Competencies

944

3,238

6,067

343

10,592

eDreams ODIGEO online
Compliance Training Programme

135

520

2,018

1,056

3,728

Learn From Teams and Colleagues

38

432

2,286

70

2,826

Learn & Grow (Pilot in IT & Product)

109

209

1,301

13

1,632

1,360

6,009

21,989

28,375

57,732

1. Senior
Management

2. People
Managers

3. Individual
contributor

3. Individual
contributor - Call Centre

Grand
Total

1,360

6,009

21,989

28,375

57,732

49

199

833

423

1,504

27.76

30.19

26.40

67.08

38.39

Grand Total

Total average of hours per employee
Area
Total Hours of training
Employees per category
Average hours of training per employee/
job category
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4.2 CUSTOMERS

To maximize user experience, we put the customer at the centre of
product development and strategic decisions. Applying customer focus is
central to our lean product development approach. Involving customers at
all stages of the product life cycle, enables customer-focused, data-centric
product decisions that increase the objectivity, desirability, and the overall
success of the end-product.

Our customers are at the centre

18M
customers

We have a dedicated team of user experience (UX) experts who strive to
continuously enhance customer satisfaction by designing products that are
easy to use, meet the expectations of customers and drive business goals,
while balancing technical constraints. Good customer experience correlates
with increased customer loyalty and satisfaction, reflected in repeat
bookings, a reluctance to switch, and likelihood to recommend. Investing
in UX helps reduce the cost of customer acquisition and support costs,
increasing customer retention and ultimately market share.

A4. OUR STAKEHOLDERS

At eDreams ODIGEO we gather knowledge about our customers
through iterative research, design and analysis. We aim to gain a deep
understanding of the modern traveller by studying their behaviours and
attitudes, to better meet and anticipate their needs. We focus not only on
addressing traveller pain-points, but on discovering new opportunities
and ways to delight and engage customers in meaningful ways. We
perform a host of user research methodologies such as usability tests,
surveys, focus groups, user workshops, a/b tests, eye tracking, and more.
We follow an agile product development life cycle, wherein we consider the
customer at every step—from discovery to delivery, and beyond.
We appreciate the value of user experience and have invested in the
construction of a state-of-the art usability lab and a world-class
multidisciplinary design, research and insights team. We invite customers
and prospective customers alike to our usability lab to participate in various
studies that occur multiple times per week. eDreams ODIGEO embodies a datainformed culture whereby knowledge about our customers is widely shared,
analyzed and taken into consideration when making decisions so as to ensure
that we deliver travel experiences that customers love.

Customer Strategy
“We are dedicated to further developing our diversification
strategy in order to meet our travellers needs at all stages of
their travel experience, and are investing heavily in the post
sales phase.”
Dana Dunne, CEO during the PhoCusWright Conference 2019 Amsterdam
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Everything that we do in eDO, we do for our customers. The customer journey below shows the different
touch points we have with the customer and helps illustrate our product strategy.

Customers book with us because we provide strong value and
choice, in the most convenient way
<100
00 seconds
on

forr userrs to book a dire
ect flight

8 vs 3
1. Inspire
& plan

2. Search

3. Compare
& select

4. Order

options perr day
with airline

5. Pre-travel 6. Travel

We give
customers the
best choice

7. Post-travel

€134

cheaper than airlines
on average across all
common routes

We make it
eas
siest to boo
ok

Th y can
They
customize
every
y elementt
of their trip
rip

>6,000

product features
changes launched
allow ourr customers
they want

24/7
We offer
Customerr service
better
across alll major
service
markets

We save
customers
money

A key strategic focus area for us is in building customer loyalty and satisfaction, and in turn driving repeat
business from our customers, by excelling in the development and delivery of services we provide.

“We provide consumers with the tools to search further and faster than anywhere else online,
comparing millions of options in a matter of seconds to provide a personalised service.”

We use industry leading technology and data, capitalising on our air travel and customer expertise,
and maximising the strength of the airline and hotel brands that sell through our site.

We developed a 3-step strategy to deliver market-leading customer service
Proactive Care
Our customers can access the best deals in regular and charter flights, low-cost airlines, hotels, car rental,
dynamic packages, holiday packages and travel insurance, to enrich the travel experience, making it easier,
more accessible, and better value.

Providing seamless customer experience by actively addressing known issues at root cause. Proactively
providing our customers with relevant and timely information.

Self-care
Bringing relevant information and self-care capabilities to our customers’ fingertips.
Turning self-care info customers’ preferred interaction method.

Assisted care
Increasing availability and quality of service provided by our Travel Agents (TAs).
Upskilling and empowering our TAs to better up-sell and cross-sell.
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Customer retention and loyalty

During fiscal year 2019 our User Research team launched and ran multiple
activities that included:

As part of our continual quest to make our customers happier, we use
different surveys to measure customer satisfaction and help us identify
areas for improvement:
• Our marketing strategy is built on deep, large-scale insights into who
our customers are and what they want.
• Data-driven segmentation has allowed us to take a much more targeted
approach towards attracting customers.
• We are deeply focused on continuing to build strong customer retention
in the future via focus on improved customer care, and engagement.

Customer Engagement
eDreams ODIGEO have a dedicated User Research team, who manage a
series of activities across our main markets (ES, DE, UK, IT and FR) to gather
knowledge from our customers and evaluate engagement levels.
These insights help us to learn fast and enable our Product Owners,
Developers and UX Designers to be cost and time effective during the
ideation, iteration, improvement and implementation phases of eDreams
ODIGEO products and services.

we can create
3,000 plans in 10
seconds
A4. OUR STAKEHOLDERS

• Email surveys: to better understand customer behaviours and
preferences towards our products and services.
• Usabilla surveys: Usabilla is a tool that allows us to collect feedback
directly from the customer at almost any point in the booking process.
We launch ‘exit surveys’ for a better understanding of our customer’s
motivation towards that specific area or product. The NPS (Net
Promoter Score) is also run every month through this tool.
• Lab testing sessions: participants were invited to our UX Lab to try our
new ideas, concepts and prototypes. The insights and learnings
gathered from here help us to implement improvements efficiently and
with a lower risk of failure.
• Workshops/focus groups: Where we invite a group of participants
to discuss and share their opinions with us about new concepts and
strategies.
• Guerrilla testing sessions: Used in cases where fast and relatively
large sample responses are needed to validate a concept or proposals.
• Remote user interview sessions by phone: used to discover our
customer issues, motivations and needs. This method allows us to connect
with customers located in different locations where motivations and
realities may be different. The outcome of these interviews are developed
into opportunities to improve customer engagement.
• Forum threads and posts on our Opodo UK Online Community: We
continuously receive customer feedback from our online customer’s Opodo
community in the UK, a portal where we invite our customers to express their
opinion through polls, forum discussions and chat-based focus groups.
• Diary studies: We tracked app usage over a period of time to learn the
user’s motivations & behaviours at each stage of the travel journey.
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Net Promoter Score Methodology

Branding

The NPS is a measure of customer willingness to support our business and promote our brands,
products and services to others. It ranges from -100 to +100 and is one of the main key performance
indicators helping us better understand customers and respond to their needs.

During fiscal year 2019, we have continued to build on our business objective of re-energising our
consumer brands, rolling out an ambitious global strategy with a 360º approach across core channels:
TV and print advertising, PR and social media outreach, onsite merchandising, CRM, SEM, affiliate and
retargeting initiatives.

Since fiscal year 2018, eDreams ODIGEO has been using the methodology of Net Promoter Score (NPS),
to determine levers for improvement, and it links customer satisfaction through this score to the
Company’s performance system.
The Company has improved customer service through stronger processes, agent development and
coaching, as well as more data-driven decisions. These efforts combined have given agents more
opportunities to truly help customers with their queries and have altogether led to key improvements,
resulting in significantly higher ratings given by customers to our agents, a drastic reduction of refund
time, and doubling telesales figures.
eDreams ODIGEO will be closely monitoring the evolution of the NPS score and other performance
indicators, and continuously implement action plans in order to ensure that the Company delivers on the
right items and clearly enhances the customer experience and thereby advocacy.

TV campaigns for the eDreams brand in Spain and France were followed up by a bespoke measurement
framework that allowed us to weigh and scale traffic and bookings impact, track consumer awareness,
whilst benchmarking our brand performance against competitors.
This year we have delivered a strong positioning focused on empowering our customers, to travel more
and live out their dreams of exploring thanks to a truly personalised experience.
We believe this approach allows us to create consistency in our channel mix and our consumer-facing
brands. It enables us to design products and features that are essential to our customers, whilst making
our brands the clear market leaders. Our brands are the clear choice when it comes to the customer and
their travel booking needs.

Customer Market orientation and innovation

Lastly, throughout the fiscal year, eDreams ODIGEO’s brand awareness has continued to grow in the global
travel sector and we continue to add best-in-class talent to our team especially in the engineering and
product management divisions. Our teams are now fully integrated across all our consumer brands under
the eDreams ODIGEO umbrella operating, under the various brand names, in a truly unified approach.

“We are very happy and extremely proud of winning the “Best Flight Booking Website”
award for a fourth year in a row. The judging panel was particularly impressed with
our focus on technology and innovation, so one step closer to our ambition of being
recognized among the world’s top e-commerce companies!”

“Customer satisfaction has increased substantially. We are currently ranked number one
in customer satisfaction as per Trustpilot, when compared to any other OTA or European
airline, and an ever increasing number of our customers are electing to use our mobile
app, which has a ranking of 4.6 out of 5 stars in the app stores.”

Group Communications Director
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Dana Dunne, CEO
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Our products
We offer a multi-platform experience with an ever
increasing range of innovative products and features to
make the booking experience for our customers easier and
more intuitive. We cover the entire customer journey across
all devices allowing our customers to search for inspiration
for their next trip, making the booking experience as smooth
and seamless as possible and offering a range of additional
products and services in our MyTrips area after the booking
process has been completed. We strive to provide the best
product experience, which for our customers does not
end on completion of the booking, offering our App users
free check-in, providing real-time flight notifications, gate
numbers and live baggage belt information to make their
travel as easy as possible.

At eDreams ODIGEO the protection of customer data is taken
very seriously. During the fiscal year 2019 we ensured PCI
compliance, a robust cyber-security control environment
and prepared for the May 2018 GDPR legislation.
Methodologies
Agile and Kanban methodologies allow us to work in a
more autonomous, lean, and quality- focused manner.
These are key to managing the ever-changing environment
around us. Teams at eDreams ODIGEO enjoy the support of
agile coaches and mentors. Our emphasis is on learning,
innovation, collaboration, and a focus on the needs of the
customer. We are creating a work environment that inspires
individuals, teams, and the Company as a whole to tackle
the challenges of tomorrow.

Testing

Our intelligence

Testing is a key step in ensuring an excellent customer
journey. The Company’s user experience (UX) experts apply
various methods and tools to test and learn from all of the
exciting features developed by our teams. Testing and data
analysis have proved to be one of the most powerful ways of
identifying exciting opportunities and therefore growing our
product offering, and our business.

Aggregating and understanding data is crucial in our business.
Our dedicated Business Intelligence team focuses on providing
the Company with easy self-service access to the required
data. eDreams ODIGEO embeds scientists throughout the
Company working on deploying machine learning solutions, to
continually improve customer experience, support business
decision making, optimize and automate processes or identify
new business opportunities, in real time, and positively
impact business results. Every day, these talented experts,
recruited from all over the world, develop and implement new
algorithms across the Company.

Our data
Bookings and searches help us better understand, and even
predict, customer behaviour. We personalise interactions
with our customers at every touchpoint (from Facebook ads
to emails) and propose products and offers that are most
relevant for them. Through the implementation of cutting-edge
machine-based learning (MBL) technology, the Company has
been able to offer customers more personalised options for
their trips. Our system makes around two billion personalised
predictions per day to be exact.
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Innovation
On a daily basis employees at eDreams ODIGEO innovate
for customers in many ways. Our product development
pods consist of multi-disciplinary teams including product,
business, and technical competence, working together in an
agile way.
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On top of the daily innovation delivery the Company has held
two Hackathons, plus a Datathon. The objective of promoting
these events is to increase the awareness of development
capabilities and to encourage development teams to raise
a project from scratch in a limited timeframe, proposing
innovative concepts, products and services taking them
through design, development, business rationale and more.
First-class technology
Our technological platform is based upon market leading
languages and technologies, set up in a way to provide
scale, performance, and the flexibility to improve. The
overall platform is separated into more than 80 different
business services using a micro service approach.

“WE ARE FOCUSED ON THE
CONTINUED APPLICATION
OF MACHINE BASED
LEARNING TECHNIQUES
IN ORDER TO TAILOR
AND PERSONALIZE THE
TRAVEL EXPERIENCE OF
OUR CUSTOMERS”
DANA DUNNE, CEO
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Innovation and competitive advantage

• Critically, we believe the only way to generate great ideas is to generate more ideas. We are able to
work with a much larger bank of ideas than our competition, using our market-leading
technological scale and capabilities to refine on a greater scale and produce an even better result
the next time around.

Competitive advantage throughout our development process

Large
development
scale

We are continuously testing
our new features with
customers to reach the best
and most effective ideas

Our large development scale
allows us to produce a huge
range of new ideas for
products and features

Our millions of customers trust us with their private information whenever they use our sites. We take the
responsibility of maintaining the security and privacy of our customers’ data extremely seriously.
eDreams ODIGEO, as part of its commitment to the privacy and security of data of employees and customers,
has updated a number of Group Policies (Procurement & Outsourcing, IT Security, Business Code of
Conduct…) to reflect the additional requirements from new legislation such as the GDPR Directive, updated
contractual clauses, and provided specific online training to employees, to ensure safe, confidential, and
appropriate processing of personal data throughout each stage of the data life cycle, from collection and
processing through to removal or safeguarding the data once the relationship has been terminated.

Quickest
delivery

Best
ideation

Customer Data Protection

We have the agility to bring
these ideas to market more
quickly than competitors

We have a cutting-edge product development process that makes it difficult for competitors to keep up.
• The scale of the Company’s technological organisation and the agility of the teams at eDreams
ODIGEO means that we are fundamentally better positioned to roll out a huge number of products
and services to our customers on a regular basis.
• Thanks to this agility and efficiency, we have been able to drastically reduce the time it takes us to
deliver a product, from ideation to release onto the market, and we still have further opportunities
for improvement to be world-class in product release efficiency.

Security forms an essential part of the design, development and exploitation of all processes and systems,
in particular, those that process information. All of eDreams ODIGEO systems include procedures for
authentication and administration of authorisations and access and are designed to guarantee that the use
of these does not affect the security of the data handled.
eDreams ODIGEO has been working actively toward the new General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
enforcement. We perform recurring reviews of the compliance of all our systems and processes pertaining
to personal private information, with the support of specialized teams, and under the direction of our Data
Protection Officer, are committed to continual improvement and refinement of these processes.
During the fiscal year ended March 2019, eDreams ODIGEO had not received any legal claims relating to
customer privacy violations from third parties or data breaches, theft or loss of customer data. eDreams
ODIGEO has received five requirements for information from regulatory authorities. Satisfactory
responses were provided for all 5 without any follow up requests from the regulatory bodies concerned.

• As a result of this scale and speed, we not only give our customers better access to a greater range
of products, but we are also able to test our ideas with real users more often and more rigorously
than the competition. Our scale and agility allow us to produce and test enough ideas that we only
keep those we believe have real potential, and the sheer number of ideas we are able to produce
means we can test on a huge volume of customers and learn all the time.
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4.3 SUPPLIERS AND PARTNERS

Relevant policies
In keeping with our commitment to act with integrity in all of our business
dealings, we have a number of relevant Company policies that reinforce the
need to behave ethically, respect human rights, and comply with all applicable
laws, in particular anti-corruption laws that prohibit active or passive bribery.
Relevant policies include (see more detail in Section 3. Ethics):

Our supply chains
We compare prices across providers and offer customers the best options
for their travel needs. We are capable of combining many different flights
from many different airlines to provide our customers with the cheapest
and most suitable travel options.

• Group Business Code of Conduct.
• Group Gifts & Hospitality Policy.
• Group Procurement & Significant Outsourced Suppliers Policy.

How do we get our inventory?
We can either connect to the airline directly using technology or paying a
fee, buy from the GDS (Global Distribution System, centralized platform
where airlines include content), source inventory via white labels (selling
another Company’s product), or collaborate with partner companies.

Supplier certifications

Our main products are Flights, Dynamic Packages (flight + hotel), and
products such as insurance, rental car, additional luggage, plane seats that
add value to the customers travel experience.
To offer our customers the most suitable products, we work closely with
aggregators, airlines, tour operators, hotels, car rental companies and
destination services supply partners.

During the fiscal year 2019, our existing contact centre suppliers based in
Morocco, India, China, Egypt, and Bulgaria, provided certificates confirming
their commitment to compliance with the Modern Slavery Act, adherence
to internationally recognized human and employee rights, the prohibition
of child labour and forced labour, observing and promoting ethical business
conduct, adherence to legal standards and environmental rules (based on
the Ten Principles of the UN Global Compact).

By the end of fiscal year 2019 we had aggregated over 660 airlines
complemented with an offering of over 2.1 million properties.
In addition to our content suppliers, the Company also has outsourced
contact centres located in Morocco, India, China, Egypt, and Bulgaria.
When contracting external resources or independent experts, we take
into account competence, technical capacity, and risk management,
always taking into consideration the commitment to prevent corruption
and respect human rights. This can take a variety of forms: service level
agreement conditions, certifications such as the ISAE3402, SSAE16, UK MSA,
and so on, depending on the activity being outsourced.

A4. OUR STAKEHOLDERS

On an annual basis, the Company publishes a “Responsible Business Conduct
(UK MSA)”, statement (based on the definitions set out in the UK Modern Slavery
Act 2015 guided by the UN Universal Declaration of Human Rights - Articles 23
and 24- relating to labour conditions) which details the steps that the group and
its subsidiaries have taken to ensure that slavery and human trafficking are not
taking place in any of our supply chains or any part of our business.

Zero Tolerance
We are totally opposed to any form of discrimination or human rights’
abuse in our direct operations, our indirect operations, and our supply chain
as a whole. As a Company we endeavour to ensure that slavery and human
trafficking do not take place in any part of our business or our supply chains. We
have a zero-tolerance policy towards violations of the laws banning forced
labour, slavery and human trafficking, and on discrimination of any type.
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4.4 SOCIETY

• Internal auction for two charities Fundació Ludàlia & Banc de Recursos in March 2019 - whereby
over a hundred items were bid for.

As one of the leading employers in Barcelona, eDreams ODIGEO is committed to the local communities
and where possible takes measures to preserve the quality of the local environment at all locations in
which it operates.
We understand and value that society and the environment are important issues for our employees and
where possible endeavour to facilitate and promote channels for them to proactively manage these areas
in the following ways:
• CSR Community at eDO, set up by a group of employees in FY19 to help eDO implement actions
promoting corporate social responsibility. These actions focus around three pillars:
• Sustainability, under the label “eDOGreen”.
• Solidarity.
• Well-being.

• Milan team played in a charity football tournament at the Arena Civica of Milan. Part of the budget
for the tournament was donated to DOSCA, the association of blood donors from the San Carlo
hospital.
• Colleagues participated in the eDreams Half Marathon and the London Marathon to raise funds for
various charities including; Save the Children and Proactive Open Arms charities.
• Liligo committed to a solidarity “Wash in 5’ Challenge”, consisting of publishing a selfie after a
shower of less than 5 minutes to raise funds for water filters around the Indian territory.

Sports and recreation
• Fostering the eDreams ODIGEO team culture via sports events for employees (e.g. running, open water
swimming, indoor football, basketball, beach volley).

• GO!Teams, GO!Team is an initiative launched by and for eDreams ODIGEO employees to enable an open
and connected culture. Go Teams organize a number of social and charitable initiatives.
Some of the main highlights for FY19 include:
• An on-going volunteer collaboration with the charity group Pont Solidari (http://pontsolidari.org/): in
the fiscal year 2019 over 1,215 items of IT equipment were donated to this charity.

• Negotiation of discounts with local gyms and sports facilities or instructors to promote a good work-life
balance for employees.
• eDreams as main sponsor for the eDreams Barcelona Half Marathon, the eDreams Copa Marnaton and
the eDreams Swim & Run. (http://edreamsmitjabarcelona.com/; http://www.marnatonedreams.
com/en/home.html).
• Organisation of a cycling race open to all internal employees in the French Pyrenees.

• A number of employee-led initiatives such as:
• An initiative at our Spanish offices in collaboration with the SEUR Foundation called: “Bottle tops
for a new life”, where employees recycle bottle tops with the objective of helping children with
serious health problems.
• Participation in the collection of basic food essentials for the Barcelona Food Bank.
• Toys collection in December 2018/January 2019.
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Associations

Awards and recognitions

eDreams ODIGEO is committed to fair competition and trade
practices in the sector in which it operates and is currently a
proactive member of the following trade associations across Europe:

I.

• EU: The European Technology & Travel Services Association (‘ETTSA’).
eDreams ODIGEO is a board member of ETTSA and will assume the
Chairmanship of the organisation later in 2019.

II. Type of award: The Portuguese airline TAP organised the annual TAP Awards to honour those who promote
and sell Portugal as a top destination all over the world. eDreams ODIGEO was recognized by our
business partner in the two categories Top Sales France and Top Sales Europe.
Date of award: March 2019.
Legal entity receiving the award: eDreams ODIGEO.

• Italy: Netcomm, Italy’s leading e-Commerce trade association.

• France: Les Entreprises du Voyage (‘EDV’), representing Travel
Agents in France; ‘La Fédération du e Commerce et de la vente a
distance’ (‘FEVAD’), France’s leading e-Commerce trade association; &
‘Syndicat des Entreprises du Tour Operating’ (‘SETO’), an association
representing French tour operators.

III. Type of award: the award as “the distributor with the highest growth in volume of business and
passengers during the 2018 tax year” from our partner Plus Ultra Líneas Aéreas.
Date of award: January 2019.
Legal entity receiving the award: eDreams ODIGEO.
IV. Type of award: CFI.co has awarded eDreams ODIGEO “Best Online Travel Partner – Global 2018.” For the
third year in a row, CFI.co magazine (Capital Finance International) has awarded eDreams ODIGEO as
the Best Online Travel Partner Global. The readers and the judging panel nominate individuals and
organisations’ performances that are worthy of special recognition.
Date of award: June 2018.
Legal entity receiving the award: eDreams ODIGEO.

• Spain: Adigital - a trade association for digital businesses &
‘Asociación Corporativa de Agencias de Viajes Especializadas’
(‘ACAVE’), the Association representing Catalan travel agencies.

• Germany: DRV, (German Travel Association), the leading special
interest group of the German tourism industry.
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Type of award: The British Travel Awards (www.britishtravelawards.com) has awarded Opodo “Best
Flight Booking Website” for the 4th year in a row. The British Travel Awards is a proudly independent
organisation, verified by leading global business practitioners Deloitte.
Date of award: November 2018.
Legal entity receiving the award: Opodo.

V.
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Type of award: “Best Company to work for in Europe” by Business Vision / (BV).
Date of award: April 2018.
Legal entity receiving the award: eDreams ODIGEO.
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Energy Use & Emissions
Two main factors were identified as a result of our internal assessment on how eDreams ODIGEO’s
operations impact on the environment: energy consumption at our data centres, and our office buildings
across the different locations. Our three outsourced data centre suppliers are well positioned to support
the eDreams ODIGEO sustainability agenda, with serious commitment to providing the Company with
services based on energy efficient infrastructures that reduce overall emissions. All 3 data centre
suppliers are ISO 14001 Environmental Management Standard certified.
Because we lease our office spaces and data centre, we are limited in our ability to directly address the
source of our energy use.
CO2 Emissions Scope 2 and Scope 3
We have successfully reduced the carbon footprint generated by our electricity consumption by 7%
from FY18 to FY19 and the carbon footprint generated by our employees business flights by 13% from
FY18 to FY19. See table/diagram below:

C02 Emissions

4.5 THE ENVIRONMENT

FY19

FY18

800.000

eDreams ODIGEO recognizes that businesses have a responsibility towards the environment.
Although our core activities have a relatively low impact, by virtue of the fact that we are primarily
an online business, we are nevertheless committed to finding ways in which we can reduce any
environmental footprint we may leave. Where possible, we incorporate sustainability practices, both in
the office and when work takes us away from the office, in procurement and purchasing processes, in
the use of energy and water, waste management, travel, and in each of our business processes.
The Workplace Team is responsible at a local level for the optimisation of the use of resources in our
office buildings.

600.000

615,954

659,238

400.000

200.000

134,801

0

Scope 2 (Offices and
Call Centres)

155,010

Scope 3 (Employee Air
Travel Business Trip)

eDreams ODIGEO did not purchase renewable energy during fiscal year FY19. However, early FY20, we
changed to a more environmentally conscious energy supplier which only sources 100% green energy.
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Water Use & Waste
Our highest source of water consumption comes from the outsourced data centres,
which as previously mentioned are fully committed to sound environmental
management and sensible water consumption and waste minimization processes.
Water consumption that is directly under our control, at our office buildings in kitchens,
toilets, etc. is relatively low, and thanks to the continuous improvement measures,
overall consumption has remained stable despite the increase in office space leased
and in the number of employees.
The consumption in M3 for the fiscal year of eDreams ODIGEO sites was 6,432 M3 (4%
more vs FY18), as a consequence of expanding office space at our Spanish locations.
Waste impact directly under our control is limited to our office operations, and is
managed in accordance with regulations in each local country.

Energy and water consumption

Waste management

• Switching off laptops, PCs, and any other electrical devices,
such as monitors, before leaving the office.

• Raising awareness among employees to minimise waste
through specific Zero Waste talks.

• Switching off TV screens and any equipment in meeting rooms.

• Launch of a CSR G+ community to communicate with
employees and enable all to share and submit ideas and
volunteer to help set up initiatives.

• Maximising the use of natural light.
• Replacing incandescent bulbs with LEDs.

Recycling bins are installed at all of our locations to facilitate the recycling of organics,
plastics, cans and light packaging, paper and other waste.

• Automatic switching off of lights at certain hours.

• Recycling of electronic appliances and office furniture via
donation to charity.

• Use of energy saving stickers.

• Buying mugs for employees & removing plastic cups.

We actively promote a paperless office and strive to keep paper consumption at our
premises to a minimum, using automated badge-based printing systems to restrict
consumption, and monitor and identify areas for improvement.

• Green message on signatures.

• Replacing plastic and paper cartons with biodegradable
materials.

The Group has not been subject to any claims or actions relating to its
environmental impact.

• Use two outsourced data centre suppliers that provide services
based on energy and water efficient infrastructures that
reduce overall emissions.

Environmental-friendly practices

• Installing air diffusers in the taps to reduce the water flow
and consumption.

During FY19, in line with our objective of creating a greener and sustainable work
environment, #eDOGreen was created, an internal social networking group sharing
and promoting environmentally-friendly practices. We are raising awareness to
reduce energy and water consumption, recycling habits, and food waste, through
communication campaigns among employees, talks from specialists, surveys, etc.

• Adapting room temperature to the weather.

• Using tap water responsibly.
• Avoiding the use of bottled water in favour of water
fountains.

• Separating and collecting waste: implementing a proper
infrastructure to facilitate waste separation for recycling
(general waste, packaging and organic).
• Special recycling bins for: capsule caps, batteries, electric
and electronic devices, plastic caps.
• Sending used paper for recycling.
• Recycling paper of confidential bins.

• Implementing motion sensor taps in washrooms.

The following are examples of environmentally-friendly practices implemented at
all eDreams ODIGEO locations:
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Travel
• Avoiding business travel in favour of video and audio
conferences whenever possible (as outlined in the
eDreams ODIGEO Travel Policy). Encouraging employees to
walk and cycle.
• Promoting the use of carpooling and public transportation.

Business processes

• Reducing the use of paper.
• Setting all printers to grayscale, two sided and ECO mode
by default.
• Reducing printing to the minimum by implementing badgebased printing systems.
• Reusing waste paper (from the printer) whenever possible,
making use of the blank side for notes.
• Raising awareness, among users, of the environmental and
economic cost of printing.
• Using chat instead of mobile phones.

Tables related to environmental sustainability
FY19

FY18

% Variation

1,759,869

1,883,539

(7%)

Number of employees

1,504

1,621

Electricity Consumption per employee

1,170

1,161

Water Consumption top eDreams ODIGEO sites (m3)

6,346

6,069

Number of employees

1,504

1,621

0.77

0.71
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Electricity consumption top
eDreams ODIGEO sites (Kw)

Water Consumption per employee
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4%

4.6 SHAREHOLDERS AND INVESTORS

As of 31st March 2019 the shareholder structure of eDreams ODIGEO was as follows:
Shareholder

The Investor Relations department

Number of Shares

% Share Capital

43,714,913

39.8%

Treasury shares

0

0.0%

Board Members

1,866,501

1.7%

Permira

32,011,388

29.2%

Ardian

18,720,320

17.1%

Bybrook Capital LLP

5,448,710

5.0%

UBS Group AG

7,957,220

7.3%

109,719,052

100%

Free Float

In recent years the Board of Directors has placed great emphasis on keeping a policy of active and
transparent communication and contact with shareholders, institutional investors and proxy advisors.
In accordance with the recommendations of the Good Governance Code of Listed Companies, the Board
has published this policy on its website.
It is of vital importance for eDreams ODIGEO to maintain effective and straightforward communication
with all stakeholders in the capital markets, ensuring transparency with regard to Company performance.
The Investor Relations department maintains an open dialogue with the financial community, including
current and potential investors (whether institutional or retail), research analysts, debt holders, credit
rating agencies and other participants such as the CSSF (Luxembourg Financial Sector Supervisory
Commission) and the CNMV (National Securities Market Commission), and strives to build long-term
relationships based on credibility and trust.
Our Investor Relations department acts as a permanently open and transparent channel through
which we can communicate with shareholders and institutional investors and attend to their queries
and requests for information. We aim to communicate effectively and proactively, delivering relevant
information in a consistent and timely manner.
The Investor Relations department is part of the Group Finance department, with its Head of Investor
Relations reporting to the Chief Financial Officer.

TOTAL

UBS Group AG:
7.3%
Bybrook Capital
LLP: 5.0%

Free Float (1):
39.8%

Ardian: 17.1%

During the fiscal year 2019, the Investor Relations team significantly increased its activity, hosting
meetings with over 200 investors between roadshows and attendance at 12 investor conferences held
in cities such as New York, Boston, Chicago, San Francisco, Los Angeles, London, Edinburgh, Frankfurt,
Paris, Barcelona and Madrid.
The corporate website http://www.edreamsodigeo.com/ constitutes the main official channel of
communication between eDreams ODIGEO and the shareholders, institutional investors and the general
public. Under a specific section called “Investors”, they can find all the information required by the laws
and regulations of the securities markets. This is updated on a continual basis.

Permira: 29.2%

Board Members:
1.7%

As of 31st March 2019, the Company does not have Treasury shares.
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The stock market since Management change

eDreams ODIGEO Open: 1.02 | High: 5.60 | Low: 1.02 | Close: 2.67
24/10/2014 – 31/03/2019

eDreams ODIGEO shares, since our lowest point in October 2014 and the management change
thereafter, performed better than any other Global OTA, the IBEX 35, the benchmark Spanish stock
market index, and the Global Online Travel Peer index[1]. eDreams ODIGEO’s share price during that
period increased by 161%, outperforming by 172% and 115%, the IBEX 35 and the Global Online Travel
index, respectively.

600

500

In addition, since the announcement of our strategic review back in October 2017, while most of the
Global OTAs have experienced negative share price performance from then till now, eDreams ODIGEO
maintained a solid share price performance and outperformed by 21% and 17%, the IBEX 35 and the
Global Online Travel index, respectively.

24TH March
2014

12nd October
2017

eDreams ODIGEO

161%

11%

Global OTAs

46%

(6%)

Ibex 35

(11%)

(10%)

Booking.com

73%

(5%)

Ctrip

73%

(17%)

(51%)

(54%)

Expedia

65%

(16%)

Lastminute

48%

57%

On the Beach

69%

2%

From

Despegar

Our market capitalisation as of 31st March 2019 was €293 million. The average daily trading volume in
the fiscal year 2019 was 210,188 shares (down 7% vs the same period last year). The proportion of our
stock in free float is 40%.
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[1] Global OTAs Peer Index includes: Booking.com, Ctrip, Despegar, Expedia, Lastminute and On the Beach.
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A5.

Non financial information statement
(Spanish law 11/2018) & GRI indicators
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Content

Description

GRI Standards indicator

Location/Chapter, pages/Observation

Business model

A brief description of the group’s business model, including its business environment, organization and structure, the markets
in which it operates, its objectives and strategies, and the main factors and trends that may affect its future evolution

102-2, 102-4, 102-6, 102-7, 102-15, 102-10

A.2 (6-25), A.3.3 (39-42)

Policies applied by the
group

Policies applied by the group, including the due diligence procedures applied to identify, assess, prevent and mitigate
significant risks and impacts, and to verify and control, as well as the measures that have been adopted

103-2, 103-3, 102-16

A.3.2 (35-38), A.3.3 (39-42), A.3.4 (43)

Main risks related to those issues linked to the group’s activities, including, where relevant and proportionate, its commercial
relations, products or services that may have negative effects in those areas, and how the group manages those risks,
explaining the procedures used to identify and evaluate them in accordance with the national, European or international
reference frameworks for each subject. This should include information on the impacts that have been identified, giving a
breakdown of these impacts, in particular on the main risks in the short, medium and long term

Main risks

102.15, 102-11, 102-30

A.3.3 (39-42), A.6.2 (79)

The current strategic view of the company considers that the
environmental implications of an Online Travel Agency are very limited
and mainly concentrated on direct impacts which are properly managed

Infomation on ENVIRONMENTAL MATTERS

Pollution

Current and foreseeable impacts of the Company’s activities on the environment and, as the case may be, on health and safety

102-15, 102-29, 102-31

A.3.3 (39-42), A.3.4 (43), A.4.5 (68-70)

Procedures for environmental assessment or certification

102-11, 102-29, 102-30

A.4.5 (68-70), A.4.3 (65), A.4.1 (46-58)

Resources dedicated to environmental risk prevention

102-29

A.4.3 (65), A.4.5 (68-70), A.3.4 (43)

Applying the principle of precaution

102-11

A.4.3 (65), A.4.5 (68-70), A.3.4 (43)

Amount of provisions and guarantees for environmental risks

307-1

A.4.3 (65), A.4.5 (68-70), A.3.4 (43)

103-2, 302-4, 302-5, 305-5,
305-7

A.4.5 (68-70)

416-1

A.4.5 (68-70)

103-2, 301-1, 301-2, 301-3, 303-3, 306-1, 306-2,
306-3

A.4.5 (68-70)

Measures to prevent, reduce or repair CO2 emissions that seriously impact the environment
Measures to prevent, reduce or repair emissions that generate atmospheric pollution (including noise and light pollution)

Circular economy and
waste prevention and
management

Waste prevention, recycling, reuse and other forms of waste recovery and elimination measures
Actions to combat food wastage

Sustainable use of
resources

Non material to the business

Consumption and supply of water in compliance with local limitations

303-1, 303-2,
303-3

A.4.5 (68-70)

Consumption of raw materials and measures in place to ensure more efficient use of raw materials

301-1, 302-2,
302-3

A.4.5 (68-70)

302-1, 302-2, 302-3,
302-4,
302-5

A.4.5 (68-70)

Direct and indirect energy consumption and measures in place to improve energy efficiency and use of renewable energies
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Climate change

Important aspects relating to the greenhouse gas emissions generated by the Company’s activities (including both goods and
services)

305-2
305-3

A.4.5 (68-70)

102-15, 103-2, 201-2,
305-5

Non material at this point but in the near future we will reconsider the implications of travel and climate change not only in terms of risks but also
tourism impacts

103-2

A.4.5 (68-70)

Measures put in place to conserve or restore biodiversity

304-1, 304-2,
304-3

A.4.5 (68-70)

Impact caused by activities and operations in protected areas

304-1, 304-2,
304-3

Not applicable

102-7, 102-8,
405-1

A.4.1 (46-58)

Total number and distribution of employment contract by type

102-8

A.4.1 (46-58)

Annual average of open-ended contracts, temporary contracts and part-time contracts by gender, by age, by job category

102-8

A.4.1 (46-58)

Number of dismissals by gender, by age, by job category

401-1

A.4.1 (46-58)

405-2, 102-38

A.4.1 (46-58)

Salary gap

405-2

A.4.1 (46-58)

Remuneration for similar work positions or average remuneration at the Company

202-1

A.4.1 (46-58)

102-35, 102-36, 201-3

A.4.1 (46-58), A.3.1 (26-37)

Implementation of job disconnection policies

402-1

A.4.1 (46-58)

Disabled employees

405-1

A.4.1 (46-58)

Organization of working hours

102-8

A.4.1 (46-58)

Absenteeism in hours

403-2

A.4.1 (46-58)

Measures to improve the work-life balance of employees and to ensure an appropriate balance between mother and father

401-3

A.4.1 (46-58)

Occupational health and safety conditions

103-2

A.4.1 (46-58)

Workplace accidents, especially frequency and severity, as well as occupational diseases, broken down by gender.

403-2,
403-3

A.4.1 (46-58)

102-43, 402-1,
403-1

A.4.1 (46-58)

Measures in place to adapt to the consequences of climate change
Goals for reducing greenhouse gas emissions in the medium and long term and measures put in place to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions
Protecting biodiversity

Information on SOCIAL and EMPLOYMENT matters
Employment

Total number and distribution of employees by gender, by age, by country and job category

Average remuneration and trends, broken down by gender, by age, by job category

Average remuneration of board members and executives (including variable pay, per diem allowances, compensation and
severance, payments to long-term pension and savings schemes and any other remuneration, broken down by gender)

Work organization

Health&Safety

Labor relations

Enabling and organizing dialog with employees (including procedures for reporting, consulting and negotiating with
employees)
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Percentage of employees covered by collective bargaining agreement, by country

102-41

A.4.1 (46-58)

List of collective agreements (especially in the field of occupational health and safety)

403-1,
403-4

A.4.1 (46-58)

Policies implemented in the field of training

404-2

A.4.1 (46-58)

Total number of training hours by job category.

404-1

A.4.1 (46-58)

Accessibility

Universal accessibility for people

103-2

A.4.1 (46-58)

Equality

Measures put in place to champion equal treatment and opportunities between women and men

103-2

A.4.1 (46-58)

Equality plans (Chapter III of Organic Law 3 of March 22, 2007, on the effective equality between women and men)

103-2

A.4.1 (46-58)

Measures put in place to foster employment

103-2,
404-2

A.4.1 (46-58)

Protocols against sexual and gender-based harassment

103-2

A.4.1 (46-58)

Policy against discrimination in all its forms and, as the case may be, integration of protocols against sexual and gender-based
harassment

103-2

A.4.1 (46-58)

Protocols against discrimination in all its forms and, as the case may be, to ensure the proper management of diversity

103-2,
406-1

A.4.1 (46-58)

414-2

A.3.2 (35-38), A.4.1 (46-58), A.4.3 (65)

Preventing the risk of committing human rights breaches and, as the case may be, measures to mitigate, manage and repair
possible abuses committed

410-1, 412-1,
412-2

A.3.2 (35-38), A.4.1 (46-58), A.4.3 (65)

Reports of cases where human rights have been breached

102-17, 419-1,
411-1

A.3.2 (35-38), A.4.1 (46-58), A.4.3 (65)

103-2,
408-1

A.3.2 (35-38), A.4.1 (46-58), A.4.3 (65)

103-2, 205-2, 205-1,
205-3

A.3.2 (35-38), A.4.1 (46-58), A.4.3 (65)

103-2

A.3.2 (35-38), A.4.1 (46-58), A.4.3 (65)

103-2, 201-1, 203-2,
415-1

A.4.4 (66-67)

The impact of the Company’s business on employment, local development and the natural environment

203-1, 203-2, 204-1, 413-1,
413-2

A.3.3 (39-42)

Relations with agents from the local communities and forms of dialog with such associations and people

102-43, 413-1

A.4.4 (66-67)

Training

Information on respect for HUMAN RIGHT
Implementation of due diligence processes on the subject of human rights

Promoting and observing the fundamental conventions of the International Labor Organization governing respect for freedom
of association and the right to collective bargaining, eliminating discrimination in the workplace and when hiring, eradication
of forced labor and the effective eradication of child labor
Information on the FIGHT against CORRUPTION and BRIBERY
Measures put in place to prevent corruption and bribery
Anti-money laundering measures
Contributions to foundations and non-profit entities
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Information on SOCIETY
Company commitments to
sustainable development

Subcontracting and
suppliers

The impact of the Company’s business on employment, local development and the natural environment

203-1, 203-2, 204-1, 413-1,
413-2

A.3.3 (39-42), A.3.4 (43), A.4.4 (66-67)

Relations with agents from the local communities and forms of dialog with such associations and people

102-43, 413-1

A.4.4 (66-67)

Association or sponsorship actions

102-13, 203-1,
201-1

A.4.4 (66-67)

103-3

A.4.3 (65)

102-9, 308-1, 308-2, 407-1, 409-1,
414- 1, 414-2

A.4.3 (65)

Oversight systems, audits and troubleshooting processes

308-1,
308-2,
414-2

A.4.3 (65)

Measures to improve the health and safety of consumers

416-1, 416-2,
417-1

A.4.2 (59-64)

Reporting and whistleblowing systems and grievances received and resolved

418-1

A.3.2 (35-38)

Profits obtained by country

201-1

B.3 Note 13 (107-109), A.2.4 (11-17)

Taxes paid on profits

201-1

B.3 Note 13 (107-109), A.2.4 (11-17)

Public subsidies and aid received

201-4

B.3 Note 13 (107-109), A.2.4 (11-17)

Inclusion of a procurement policy that champions social issues, gender equality and environmental protection
Making its social and environmental responsibility values part of its relations with suppliers and subcontractors

Consumers

Tax information
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6.1 ABOUT THIS REPORT

6.2 MATERIALITY

6.3 CONTACT

The Consolidated Management Report, that contains non-financial
statements, runs from page 2 to 80. It was drawn up by the Board of
Directors on 19th June 2019.

eDreams ODIGEO’s materiality analysis is based on the annual Group
Risk Assessment prepared by Group Internal Audit with Senior
Management, reviewed by the Audit Committee, and approved by the
Board, applying an integrated approach focused on significant areas
where the business has a direct or indirect impact.

www.edreamsodigeo.com

The Consolidated Financial Statements run from page 81 to 135 and were
also drawn up by the Board of Directors on June 19th, 2019. Additional
Reports included in chapter A6.4 (Corporate Governance Report
which forms part of the Management Report and Annual Directors’
Remuneration Report included) available at
www.edreamsodigeo.com
eDreams ODIGEO has prepared an integrated model for reporting
financial, social, environmental and governance information (ESG), based
on the International Integrated Reporting Framework of the International
Integrated Reporting Council (IIRC) as well as the Sustainability
Reporting Standards of the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI). The report
also meets the requirements of European Directive 2014/95/EU of the
European Parliament and of the Council, as transposed into Luxembourg
law on 23rd July 2016, and into Spanish law by Act 11 28th December, 2018.

The risk assessment analysis evaluating both impact and probability
of occurrence, revealed that the most material issues for eDreams
ODIGEO are those relating to Cyber/IT security and changes in legislation,
regulation and legal and political environment. A more detailed
description is reported in chapter A.3.3 of this Report.

For further information please contact
Investor Relations Office
26-28 Hammersmith Grove
London , W6 7BA
United Kingdom
investors@edreamsodigeo.com

This Annual Integrated Report FY 2019 includes material aspects of
traditional financial information and increasingly, key non financial
information, as required by the local country and European legislation,
as well as by increasing demand for transparency from society and the
rest of stakeholders as a whole.

The Company has elected to prepare the non financial information
statement for the year closed 31st March, 2019, at a group consolidated level.
In addition to compliance with Spanish Corporate Governance rules, the
Company is subject to the Luxembourg Transparency Laws, i.e. pursuant to
the Directive 2004/109/EC of 15th December 2004 on the harmonization of
transparency requirements in relation to information about issuers whose
securities are admitted to trading on a regulated market (the “Transparency
Directive”), which has been implemented in Spain, listed companies are
entitled to choose to be subject to the relevant transparency provisions of
the Member State in which the issuer has its registered office (Luxembourg)
or in which it has its securities admitted to trading (Spain).
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6.4 OTHER PUBLICLY AVAILABLE REPORTS

A6. APPENDIX

Annual Report of Corporate Governance FY19

Annual Report of Corporate
Governance (Spanish) FY19

Annual Directors Remuneration
Report FY19

Annual Directors Remuneration
Report (Spanish) FY19

Report and External Auditors
Independence & EY letter FY19

Remuneration and Nomination
Committee Activity Report FY19

Audit Committee Activity
Report FY19

Responsible Business
Conduct Statement FY19

6.1 About this report

6.3 Contact

6.2 Materiality

6.4 Other publicly available reports
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Statements and Notes
B1. Audit Report
B2. Consolidated Financial Statements
Consolidated Income Statement
Consolidated Statement of Other Comprehensive Income
Consolidated Balance Sheet Statement
Consolidated Statement of Changes in Equity
Consolidated Cash Flow Statement
B3. Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements
B4. Glossary of definitions
B5. Reconciliation of APM & Other Defined Terms
B6. Responsibility Statement
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Ernst & Young
Société anonyme
35E, Avenue John F. Kennedy
L-1855 Luxembourg

B.P. 780
L-2017 Luxembourg

Tel: +352 42 124 1

R.C.S. Luxembourg B 47 771
TVA LU 16063074

www.ey.com/luxembourg

Key audit matters

Independent auditor’s report
To the Shareholders of
eDreams Odigeo S.A.
4, rue du Fort Wallis
L-2714 Luxembourg

Key audit matters are those matters that, in our professional judgment, were of most significance in our audit
of the consolidated financial statements of the current period. These matters were addressed in the context
of our audit of the consolidated financial statements as a whole, and in forming our opinion thereon, and we
do not provide a separate opinion on these matters.
1. Recoverability of goodwill and brands

Description

Report on the audit of the consolidated financial statements
Opinion
We have audited the consolidated financial statements of eDreams Odigeo SA. and its subsidiaries (the
“Group"), which comprise the consolidated statement of financial position as at 31 March 2019, and the
consolidated statement of profit and loss and other comprehensive income, the consolidated statement of
changes in equity and the consolidated statement of cash flows for the year then ended, and the notes to
the consolidated financial statements, including a summary of significant accounting policies.
In our opinion, the accompanying consolidated financial statements give a true and fair view of the
consolidated financial position of the Group as at 31 March 2019, and of its consolidated financial
performance and consolidated cash flows for the year then ended in accordance with International
Financial Reporting Standards ("lFRS") as adopted by the European Union.
Basis for opinion
We conducted our audit in accordance with EU Regulation N° 537/2014, the Law of 23 July 2016 on the
audit profession (the “Law of 23 July 2016”) and with International Standards on Auditing (“ISAs”) as
adopted for Luxembourg by the “Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier” (“CSSF”).
Our responsibilities under those Regulation, Law and standards are further described in the “Responsibilities
of the “réviseur d’entreprises agréé” for the audit of the consolidated financial statements” section of our
report. We are also independent of the Group in accordance with the International Ethics Standards Board
for Accountants’ Code of Ethics for Professional Accountants (IESBA Code) as adopted for Luxembourg by
the CSSF together with the ethical requirements that are relevant to our audit of the consolidated financial
statements in Luxembourg, and we have fulfilled our other ethical responsibilities under those ethical
requirements. We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a
basis for our opinion.

As at March 31, 2019, the Group reported goodwill and brands account for EUR 947 million, representing
73% of total assets. In accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards, as adopted by the
European Union, the Group is required to perform an impairment test to assess whether goodwill and
intangible
Assets with indefinite useful lives might be impaired and such test did not result in an impairment since the
recoverable amount of the cash generating unit determined based on discounted future cash flows per unit
exceeded the carrying amount of goodwill and intangible assets with indefinite life. The assumptions and
results of the tests performed are disclosed in Note 17 and 18 of the consolidated financial statements. This
annual impairment test was significant to our audit because the assessment process is complex and
requires management judgment and is based on assumptions of future cash inflows and discounted rates.
Our answer
As a result, our audit procedures consisted, among others, in assessing the 2019 budget and 2020-2024
financial projections and reconciling the input used to determine the value in use calculation with the budget
and financial projections. In particular, we evaluated the recoverability of goodwill and brand balances
recorded for the cash generating units by reviewing the profitability of the operations, management’s
forecasts, the underlying assumptions and local economic developments. Additionally, we involved our
valuation experts to assist with our evaluation of the assumptions and methods that were used by the Group
to carry out its impairment test, including discount rate and the model that calculates future cash flows. We
evaluated the adequacy of the Group’s disclosures included in Note 17 and 18 about those assumptions to
which the outcome of the impairment test is most sensitive.
2. Revenue recognition from sales of travel services
Description
As described in Note 4.4 of the consolidated financial statements, the main activity of the Group is the
intermediation in the sale of online travel flights and other travel-related services. Accordingly, the Group
generates its revenue from mediation services and records its sales for the commission obtained (service
fees).
These sales are made through different channels associated with specific IT systems, as well as different
collection and payment platforms. Due to the large volume of transactions recorded during the period
analyzed, its atomization, the diversity of channels, IT systems involved and nature of collections and
payments, as well as the relevance of the amounts involved, we have considered this area a key audit
matter of our audit.

A member firm of Ernst & Young Global Limited

A member firm of Ernst & Young Global Limited
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In connection with our audit of the consolidated financial statements, our responsibility is to read the other
information and, in doing so, consider whether the other information is materially inconsistent with the
consolidated financial statements or our knowledge obtained in the audit or otherwise appears to be
materially misstated. If, based on the work we have performed, we conclude that there is a material
misstatement of this other information, we are required to report this fact. We have nothing to report in this
regard.
Responsibilities of the Board of Directors and of those charged with governance for the
consolidated financial statements
The Board of Directors is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of the consolidated financial
statements in accordance with IFRSs as adopted by the European Union, and for such internal control as
management determines is necessary to enable the preparation of consolidated financial statements that
are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.
In preparing the consolidated financial statements, the Board of Directors is responsible for assessing the
Group’s ability to continue as a going concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters related to going concern
and using the going concern basis of accounting unless management either intends to liquidate the Group or
to cease operations, or has no realistic alternative but to do so.
Those charged with governance are responsible for overseeing the Group’s financial reporting process.
Responsibilities of the “réviseur d’entreprises agréé” for the audit of the consolidated financial
statements
The objectives of our audit are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the consolidated financial
statements as a whole are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue a
report of the “réviseur d’entreprises agréé” that includes our opinion. Reasonable assurance is a high level
of assurance, but is not a guarantee that an audit conducted in accordance with EU Regulation N°
537/2014, the Law of 23 July 2016 and with the ISAs as adopted for Luxembourg by the CSSF will always
detect a material misstatement when it exists. Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are
considered material if, individually or taken together, they could reasonably be expected to influence the
economic decisions of users taken on the basis of these consolidated financial statements.
As part of an audit in accordance with EU Regulation N° 537/2014, the Law of 23 July 2016 and with ISAs
as adopted for Luxembourg by the CSSF, we exercise professional judgment and maintain professional
skepticism throughout the audit. We also:
• Identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the consolidated financial statements, whether

due to fraud or error, design and perform audit procedures responsive to those risks, and obtain audit
evidence that is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion. The risk of not detecting a
material misstatement resulting from fraud is higher than for one resulting from error, as fraud may
involve collusion, forgery, intentional omissions, misrepresentations, or the override of internal control.

• Obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design audit procedures that

are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the
effectiveness of the Group’s internal control.

• Evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting

estimates and related disclosures made by the Board of Directors.

• Conclude on the appropriateness of management’s use of the going concern basis of accounting and,

based on the audit evidence obtained, whether a material uncertainty exists related to events or
conditions that may cast significant doubt on the Group’s ability to continue as a going concern. If we
conclude that a material uncertainty exists, we are required to draw attention in our report of the
“réviseur d’entreprises agréé” to the related disclosures in the consolidated financial statements or, if
such disclosures are inadequate, to modify our opinion. Our conclusions are based on the audit
evidence obtained up to the date of our auditor’s report. However, future events or conditions may cause
the Group to cease to continue as a going concern.

• Evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the consolidated financial statements,

including the disclosures, and whether the consolidated financial statements represent the underlying
transactions and events in a manner that achieves fair presentation.

• Obtain sufficient appropriate audit evidence regarding the consolidated financial information of the

entities or business activities within the Group to express an opinion on the consolidated financial
statements. We are responsible for the direction, supervision and performance of the group audit. We
remain solely responsible for our audit opinion.

We communicate with those charged with governance regarding, among other matters, the planned scope
and timing of the audit and significant audit findings, including any significant deficiencies in internal control
that we identify during our audit.
We also provide those charged with governance with a statement that we have complied with relevant
ethical requirements regarding independence, and to communicate with them all relationships and other
matters that may reasonably be thought to bear on our independence, and where applicable, related
safeguards.
From the matters communicated with those charged with governance, we determine those matters that were
of most significance in the audit of the consolidated financial statements of the current period and are
therefore the key audit matters. We describe these matters in our auditor’s report unless law or regulation
precludes public disclosure about the matter.

Report on other legal and regulatory requirements
We have been appointed as “réviseur d’entreprises agréé” by the General Meeting of the Shareholders on 2
July 2016 and the duration of our uninterrupted engagement, including previous renewals and
reappointments, is 3 years.
The Group management report, which is the responsibility of the Board of Directors, is consistent with the
consolidated financial statements and has been prepared in accordance with applicable legal requirements.
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• Obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design audit procedures that

are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the
effectiveness of the Group’s internal control.

• Evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting

estimates and related disclosures made by the Board of Directors.

• Conclude on the appropriateness of management’s use of the going concern basis of accounting and,

based on the audit evidence obtained, whether a material uncertainty exists related to events or
conditions that may cast significant doubt on the Group’s ability to continue as a going concern. If we
conclude that a material uncertainty exists, we are required to draw attention in our report of the
“réviseur d’entreprises agréé” to the related disclosures in the consolidated financial statements or, if
such disclosures are inadequate, to modify our opinion. Our conclusions are based on the audit
evidence obtained up to the date of our auditor’s report. However, future events or conditions may cause
the Group to cease to continue as a going concern.

• Evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the consolidated financial statements,

including the disclosures, and whether the consolidated financial statements represent the underlying
transactions and events in a manner that achieves fair presentation.

The accompanying corporate governance report is the responsibility of the Board of Directors. The
information required by article 68ter paragraph (1) letters c) and d) of the law of 19 December 2002 on the
commercial and companies register and on the accounting records and annual accounts of undertakings, as
amended, is consistent with the consolidated financial statements and has been prepared in accordance
with applicable legal requirements.
We confirm that the audit opinion is consistent with the additional report to the audit committee or equivalent.
We confirm that the prohibited non-audit services referred to in EU Regulation No 537/2014 were not
provided and that we remained independent of the Group in conducting the audit.
Other matter
The corporate governance statement includes the information required by article 68ter paragraph (1) of the
law of 19 December 2002 on the commercial and companies register and on the accounting records and
annual accounts of undertakings, as amended.

• Obtain sufficient appropriate audit evidence regarding the consolidated financial information of the

entities or business activities within the Group to express an opinion on the consolidated financial
statements. We are responsible for the direction, supervision and performance of the group audit. We
remain solely responsible for our audit opinion.

Ernst & Young
Société anonyme
Cabinet de révision agréé

We communicate with those charged with governance regarding, among other matters, the planned scope
and timing of the audit and significant audit findings, including any significant deficiencies in internal control
that we identify during our audit.
We also provide those charged with governance with a statement that we have complied with relevant
ethical requirements regarding independence, and to communicate with them all relationships and other
matters that may reasonably be thought to bear on our independence, and where applicable, related
safeguards.

Bruno Di Bartolomeo

From the matters communicated with those charged with governance, we determine those matters that were
of most significance in the audit of the consolidated financial statements of the current period and are
therefore the key audit matters. We describe these matters in our auditor’s report unless law or regulation
precludes public disclosure about the matter.

Report on other legal and regulatory requirements
We have been appointed as “réviseur d’entreprises agréé” by the General Meeting of the Shareholders on 2
July 2016 and the duration of our uninterrupted engagement, including previous renewals and
reappointments, is 3 years.
The Group management report, which is the responsibility of the Board of Directors, is consistent with the
consolidated financial statements and has been prepared in accordance with applicable legal requirements.
A member firm of Ernst & Young Global Limited

Luxembourg, 20 June 2019
A member firm of Ernst & Young Global Limited
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Consolidated Income Statement
For the year closed 31st March 2019

Consolidated Statement of Other Comprehensive
Income for the year closed 31st March 2019

(Thousands of euros)

(Thousands of euros)
Notes

12 Months ended
31st March 2019

12 Months ended
31st March 2018

Revenue

551,320

512,090

Cost of sales

(18,307)

(3,516)

8

533,013

508,574

Personnel expenses

9.1

(64,026)

(81,796)

Depreciation and amortization

10

(26,059)

(22,120)

Impairment loss

10

-

(3,138)

-

(269)

20.2

1,866

(3,581)

11

(354,419)

(325,880)

90,375

71,790

Revenue Margin

Gain / (loss) arising from assets disposals
Impairment Loss on bad debts
Other operating income / (expenses)
Operating profit / (loss)

12 Months ended
31st March 2019

12 Months ended
31st March 2018

9,520

19,723

(894)

(4,941)

(894)

(4,941)

8,626

14,782

8,626

14,782

-

-

Consolidated profit / (loss) for the year (from the income statement)		
				
Income and expenses recorded directly in equity			
			
Exchange differences			
		
Total recognized income and expenses			
			
a) Attributable to shareholders of the Company		
b) Attributable to minority interest			

Financial and similar income and expenses
Interest expense on debt

12

(45,781)

(42,331)

Other financial income / (expenses)

12

(20,854)

(2,412)

23,740

27,047

(14,220)

(7,324)

9,520

19,723

-

-

9,520

19,723

-

-

9,520

19,723

Profit/(loss) before taxes
Income tax

13

Profit / (loss) for the year from continuing operations
Profit for the year from discontinued operations net of taxes
Consolidated profit/(loss) for the year
Non-controlling interest - Result
Profit and loss attributable to shareholders of the Company
Basic earnings per share (Euro)

6

0.09

0.18

Basic earnings per share (Euro) - Fully diluted basis

6

0.08

0.17
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Consolidated Balance Sheet Statement
as at 31st March 2019
(Thousands of euros)

ASSETS

Notes

Non-current assets

31st March
2019

31st March
2018

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES

Notes

Shareholders’ equity			

31st March
2019

31st March
2018

Goodwill

14

720,624

721,071

Share capital		

10,972

10,866

Other intangible assets

15

320,038

313,145

Share premium		

974,512

974,512

Tangible assets

16

13,848

8,868

Other reserves		

(565,046)

(587,376)

Non-current financial assets and others

19

5,690

6,367

Profit and loss for the period		

9,520

19,723

13.5

23

185

(8,655)

(7,761)

1,060,223

1,049,636

421,303

409,964

-

-

421,303

409,964

Deferred tax assets
		
Current assets

Foreign currency translation reserve		
22

			
Non-controlling interest			

Trade receivables

20.1

70,679

68,729

					

Other receivables

20.3

8,540

13,452

Non-current liabilities			

Current tax assets

13.4

14,948

10,790

Non-current financial liabilities		

24

423,274

414,975

21

148,831

171,507

Non-current provisions		

25

7,194

4,141

242,998

264,478

Deferred revenue		

28

12,580

19,174

1,303,221

1,314,114

Deferred tax liabilities		

13.5

36,237

33,578

479,285

471,868

Cash and cash equivalents		
TOTAL ASSETS

			
Current liabilities			
Trade and other payables

27

361,702

383,920

Deferred revenue			

28

11,557

10,912

Current provisions		

25

11,340

12,941

Current taxes payable		

13.4

7,035

10,361

24

10,999

14,148

402,633

432,282

1,303,221

1,314,114

Current financial liabilities		
		
TOTAL EQUITY AND LIABILITIES			
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Consolidated Statement of Changes in Equity
for the year ended 31st March 2019

Consolidated Cash Flow Statement
for the year ended 31st March 2019

(Thousands of euros)

(Thousands of euros)

Closing balance at 31st March 2018
Total recognized income / (expenses)

Share
Capital

Share
Premium

Other
Reserves

Treasury
Shares

Profit &
Loss for
the period

Foreign
currency
translation
reserve

10,866

974,512

(587,376)

-

19,723

(7,761)

409,964

Net profit / (loss) 				

-

-

-

-

9,520

(894)

8,626

Depreciation and amortization				
Impairment and results on disposal of non-current assets (net)			

Capital Increases / (Decreases)
106

-

(106)

-

-

-

-

Acquisition of treasury shares (see Note 22.4)

-

-

-

(375)

-

-

(375)

Transactions with treasury shares (see Note 22.4)

-

-

(375)

375

-

-

-

106

-

(481)

-

-

-

(375)

(see Note 22.1)

Operations with members or owners
Payments based on equity
instruments (see Note 23)

-

-

3,377

-

-

-

3,377

Transfer between equity items

-

-

19,723

-

(19,723)

-

-

Changes in accounting policies
(see Note 3.2.1)

-

-

(288)

-

-

-

(288)

Other changes

-

-

(1)

-

-

-

(1)

Other changes in equity

-

-

22,811

-

(19,723)

-

3,088

10,972

974,512

(565,046)

-

9,520

(8,655)

421,303

Closing balance at 31st March 2019

Notes

Total
Equity

Share
Premium

Other
Reserves

Treasury
Shares

10,678

974,512

(602,300)

-

-

-

Capital Increases / (Decreases)

188

-

(188)

Operations with members or owners

188

-

(188)

instruments

-

-

Transfer between equity items

-

Other changes
Other changes in equity

Closing balance at 31st March 2017
Total recognized income / (expenses)

Profit &
Loss for
the period

Foreign
currency
translation
reserve

-

10,474

(2,820)

390,544

-

19,723

(4,941)

14,782

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

4,643

-

-

-

4,643

-

10,474

-

(10,474)

-

-

-

-

(5)

-

-

-

(5)

-

-

15,112

-

(10,474)

-

4,638

10,866

974,512

(587,376)

-

19,723

(7,761)

409,964

Total
Equity

Payments based on equity

Closing balance at 31st March 2018
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12 Months ended
31st March 2018

9,520

19,723

10

26,059

22,120

10

-

3,138

(2,851)

12,058

14,220

7,324

-

269

Other provisions				
13.1

Income tax				
Gain or loss on disposal of assets				
Finance (income) / loss				

12

66,635

44,743

Expenses related to share based payments 					

23

3,377

4,643

(3,885)

(5,397)

Changes in working capital				

(23,805)

7,598

Income tax paid				

(13,807)

(8,069)

75,463

108,150

(28,870)

(29,863)

(58)

(507)

Payments / proceeds from disposals of financial assets			

119

1,481

Net cash flow from / (used) in investing activities				

(28,809)

(28,889)

(375)

-

421,812

-

(428,482)

(10,921)

Interest paid				

(35,074)

(37,785)

Other financial expenses paid (incl. Bond call premium)			

(26,369)

(2,621)

9

9

(68,479)

(51,318)

(21,825)

27,943

171,502

143,501

(846)

58

148,831

171,502

Other non-cash items				

Net cash from operating activities					
Acquisitions of intangible and tangible assets				
Acquisitions of financial assets				

22.4

Acquisition of treasury shares				
Share
Capital

12 Months ended
31st March 2019

Borrowings drawdown				
Reimbursement of borrowings				

Interest received				
Net cash flow from / (used) in financing activities				

24.3

Net increase / (decrease) in cash and cash equivalents			
Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of period						
Effect of foreign exchange rate changes				
Cash and cash equivalents at end of periodss
Cash at the closing:
Cash

21

148,831

171,507

Bank facilities and overdrafts

24

-

(5)

148,831

171,502

Cash and cash equivalents at end of period
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B3. Notes to the Consolidated Financial
Statements
1. GENERAL INFORMATION
eDreams ODIGEO (formerly LuxGEO Parent S.à r.l.) was set up as a limited liability company (société à
responsabilité limitée) formed under the Laws of Luxembourg on Commercial Companies on 14th February
2011, for an unlimited period, with its registered office located at 4, rue du Fort Wallis, L-2714 Luxembourg
(the “Company” and, together with its subsidiaries, the “Group”). In January 2014, the denomination of the
Company changed to eDreams ODIGEO and its corporate form from S.à r.l. to S.A. (“Société Anonyme”).

2.2 Senior Management appointments
Marcos Guerrero, who served as Chief Retail & Product Officer has left the business after 4 years.
Management has decided on the appointment of Christoph Dieterle as Chief Retail & Product Officer.
Christoph Dieterle joined eDreams through the acquisition of Budgetplaces in 2017 and his first position
within the Company was to oversee the Technology and Product team of ODIGEO Connect.
This management change is effective from June 2018.
Juanjo Durán stepped down as Chief Marketing Officer.

2. SIGNIFICANT EVENTS DURING THE PERIOD ENDED 31st MARCH 2019

Frédéric Esclapez has been appointed as our new Chief Marketing Officer. Frédéric joined eDreams in October
as our Strategic Governance Director. Of French nationality, Frédéric previously was the head of marketing
for one of Rakuten’s businesses. Prior to Rakuten, Frédéric Escaplez spent over 10 years working for Bain
& Company, a global top management consulting firm, and was located in Tokyo, Paris and Washington
D.C. At Bain Frédéric was the leader of its Private Equity practice in Tokyo, assessing digital and non-digital
businesses, and developing and implementing strategic and operational improvement programmes for a
variety of companies.

2.1 Debt Refinancing

This management change is effective from December 2018.

eDreams ODIGEO and its direct and indirect subsidiaries (collectively the “Group”) headed by eDreams
ODIGEO, as detailed in Note 34, is a leading online travel company that uses innovative technology
and builds on relationships with suppliers, product know-how and marketing expertise to attract and
enable customers to search, plan and book a broad range of travel products and services.

On 14th September 2018 the Group priced an offering of €425 million Senior Secured Notes (“2023 Notes”) due
2023 at a coupon of 5.5%. The debt offering was well received, allowing to price at the tight end of the guidance,
further demonstrating the bond market’s support for the Company, its management team and its strategy.
This transaction allows the Group to extend the maturity of its debt to five years and gain significant flexibility
versus its previous financing. In addition, the favourable pricing terms of the 2023 Notes will allow the Group
to reduce the coupon of its bond by 300 basis points compared to its existing 8.50% Notes due 2021 and save
more than €12 million in annual interest resulting in a significant improvement of its Free Cash Flow generation.

2.3 Relevant shareholders
HG Vora communicated to the Company that on 10th July 2018 they had crossed or reached the 5%
threshold of voting rights attached to shares. On 21st August 2018 HG Vora reduced its participation to
below the 5% threshold of voting rights attached to shares.
Bybrook Capital LLP communicated to the Company that on 21st August 2018 they had crossed or
reached the 5% threshold of voting rights attached to shares.

The Company has also refinanced its Super Senior Revolving Credit Facility, increasing the size to €175 million
from the previous €157 million, extending its maturity at the same time.

UBS Group AG communicated to the Company that on 20th August 2018 they had crossed or reached the
5% threshold of voting rights attached to shares.

The Group will guarantee the 2023 Notes, and the 2023 Notes will be secured by certain assets of Group. The
settlement date for the offering was 25th September 2018.

2.4 eDreams ODIGEO address change

The net proceeds of the offering along with existing cash on the balance sheet, have been used following
settlement, to redeem for cancellation all of the outstanding euro-denominated 8.50% 2021 Notes issued by
eDreams ODIGEO in 2016, this is in accordance with the terms of such Notes and to pay commissions, fees and
other expenses associated with the offering and the redemption.

On 1st October 2018, eDreams ODIGEO changed the location of its registered office to 4, rue du Fort
Wallis, L-2714 Luxemburg.

2.5 Capital increase
On 22nd August 2018 the Board of Directors resolved to issue share capital of €44,966.70 represented by
449,667 ordinary shares, at €0.10 each.
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On 20th November 2018 the Board of Directors resolved to issue share capital of €37,754.60 represented
by 377,546 ordinary shares, at €0.10 each.
On 20th February 2019 the Board of Directors resolved to issue share capital of €23,484.10 represented
by 234,841 ordinary shares, at €0.10 each.
As a result of the new shares’ issuance, the Company’s share capital amounts to €10,971,905.20 and is
represented by 109,719,052 shares with a face value of €0.10 per share.

3. BASIS OF PRESENTATION
3.1 Statement of compliance
These consolidated financial statements have been prepared in accordance with International Financial
Reporting Standards as adopted by the European Union, and the figures are expressed in thousands of euros.

3.2 New and revised International Financial Reporting Standards

2.6 Change in composition of Board of Directors

The Group has decided to adopt the new IFRS 16 Leases as of 1st April 2018. See note 3.2.3. The Group has not
early adopted any other standard, interpretation or amendment that has been issued but is not yet effective.

On 21st November 2018, the Board of Directors accepted Mr. Philippe Poletti’s resignation as Proprietary
Director. For the replacement of Mr. Poletti, the Board of Directors of the Company proposed the
appointment of Mr. Daniel Setton, subject to the approval of the General Shareholders Meeting, in
accordance with the Articles of Association of the Company.

The Group applies, for the first time, IFRS 9 Financial Instruments and IFRS 15 Revenue from Contracts
with Customers. The nature and effect of these changes are disclosed in note 3.2.1 and note 3.2.2,
respectively.

2.7 Extraordinary General Shareholder Meeting

Several other amendments and interpretations apply for the first time, but do not have an impact on the
Consolidated Financial Statements of the Group:

On 26th February 2019 the Extraordinary General Shareholder Meeting approved the Board of Directors
proposal for the acquisition of the Company’s own shares subject to the following conditions:
• The maximum number of shares to be acquired may not exceed 10% of the total number of shares
composing the issued share capital at the time of the acquisitions.
• As a result of those acquisitions, the Company’s holding of its own shares may not exceed at any time
the 10% of the total number of shares composing the share capital. This percentage applies to a number
of shares adjusted, where appropriate, according to the operations that could impact the share capital
subsequent to the date of the General Meeting where this resolution is adopted.
• The acquisition price per share shall not be lower than its par value or higher than 5% above the listing
price or any other price associated to the shares at the time of acquisition.
• The acquisition of its own shares by the Company may not have the effect of reducing the net assets of the
Company below the aggregate of the subscribed capital and the reserves which may not be distributed,
under the law of the articles of association of the Company.
• The authorization will be valid for a period of five years.
• The authorization shall not limit any legally available authorisation.
Additionally, the Board of Directors proposal for the appointment of Mr. Setton as Proprietary Director
of the Company in replacement of Mr. Poletti (see Note 2.6) was also approved.

•
•
•
•

IFRIC 22 Foreign Currency Transactions and Advance Consideration (issued on 8th December 2016).
Annual Improvements to IFRS Standards 2014- 2016 Cycle (issued on 8th December 2016).
Amendments to IAS 40: Transfers of Investment Property (issued on 8th December 2016).
Amendments to IFRS 2: Classification and Measurement of Share-based Payment Transactions (issued on
20th June 2016).
• Amendments to IFRS 4: Applying IFRS 9 Financial Instruments with IFRS 4 Insurance Contracts (issued on
12th September 2016).

Standards, amendments and interpretations that may be adopted early in accounting periods starting
on or after 1st April 2018, issued by the IASB and adopted by the European Union, for which the Group has
not considered early adoption:
•
•
•
•
•
•

IFRIC Interpretation 23 Uncertainty over Income Tax Treatments.
Prepayment Features with Negative Compensation - Amendments to IFRS 9.
Long-term interests in Associates and Joint Ventures - Amendments to IAS 28.
First-time Adoption of International Financial Reporting Standards – Amendments to IFRS 1.
Plan Amendment, Curtailment or Settlement - Amendments to IAS 19.
Annual IFRS Improvements Process IFRS 3 Business Combinations - Previously held interests in a joint
operation.
• Annual IFRS Improvements Process IFRS 11 Joint Arrangements - Previously held interests in a joint operation.
• Annual IFRS Improvements Process IAS 12 Income Taxes - Income tax consequences of payments on financial
instruments classified as equity.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Annual IFRS Improvements Process IAS 23 Borrowing Costs - Borrowing costs eligible for capitalization.
Definition of a Business - Amendments to IFRS 3.
Definition of Material - Amendments to IAS 1 and IAS 8.
The Conceptual Framework for Financial Reporting.
IFRS 17 Insurance Contracts.
Sale or Contribution of Assets between an investor and its Associate or Joint Venture - Amendments to
IFRS 10 and IAS 28.

As indicated above, the Group has not considered an early application of the standards and
interpretations detailed above.

3.2.1 IFRS 9 Financial Instruments
IFRS 9 Financial Instruments replaces IAS 39 Financial Instruments: Recognition and Measurement for
annual periods beginning on or after 1st January 2018, bringing together all three aspects of the accounting
for financial instruments: classification and measurement; impairment; and hedge accounting.
The Group has applied IFRS 9 retrospectively, with the initial application date of 1st April 2018. In
accordance with the transitional provisions in IFRS 9, comparative figures have not been restated. The
only impact for the Group has come from the change in the accounting for impairment losses for financial
assets (trade receivables), replacing IAS 39’s incurred loss approach with a forward looking expected
credit loss (ECL) approach.
The Group has applied the standard’s simplified approach and has calculated ECL’s based on lifetime expected
credit losses. The Group has established a provision matrix that is based on the Group’s historical credit loss
experience, adjusted for forward-looking factors specific to the debtors and the economic environment.
As at 1st April 2018, the adoption of the ECL requirements of IFRS 9 has resulted in a decrease of €0.33
million in Trade Receivables (due to an increase of the bad debt impairment), decrease of €0.04 million of
deferred tax liabilities and decrease of €0.29 million in Retained Earnings.

3.2.2 IFRS 15 Revenue from Contracts with Customers
IFRS 15 supersedes IAS 18 Revenue and related Interpretations and it applies to all revenue arising from
contracts with customers, unless those contracts are in the scope of other standards. The new standard
establishes a five-step model to account for revenue arising from contracts with customers. Under IFRS 15,
revenue is recognized at an amount that reflects the consideration to which an entity expects to be entitled in
exchange for transferring goods or services to a customer.
Application of IFRS 15 Revenue from Contracts with Customers has not had any impact on the Group’s revenue.

A summary of the Group’s Revenue Recognition accounting policy is included in Note 4.4.

3.2.3 IFRS 16 Leases
IFRS 16 Leases replaces IAS 17 Leases for annual periods beginning on, or after 1st January 2019. The
Group has opted for the voluntary early application as of 1st April 2018.
The Group has chosen to apply the modified retrospective approach, therefore the comparative
information has not been restated and there has been no impact to equity.
The offices in London, Paris, Luxembourg and Sydney are outside the scope of IFRS 16 as we have nonexclusive rights to the space allocated and the lessors have substantive substitution rights.
The Group has discounted future cash flows according to IFRS 16 with a discount rate obtained from
the interest rate lessee, as there was insufficient information to obtain the implicit interest rate of the
leases. To obtain the discount rate to be applied, the benchmark curve of bonds issued by companies
with a similar rating to that of the Group has been set and it has been adjusted with the quoted spread
of the live bonds of the Group, as well as the guarantee effect of the leased asset.
Regarding the term of the leases, for those contracts in which at a certain time, their extension depends
on the lease, the Group Management has estimated the period for which it considers reasonably certain
that it will maintain these leases.
As at 1st April 2018, the application of IFRS 16 Leases has resulted in an increase of €8.6 million in Tangible
Assets (for the right-of-use of the Group offices in Barcelona, Madrid, Berlin, Hamburg, Budapest and
Milan) and €8.6 million increase in Lease Liabilities. The impact in Profit and Loss during the twelve-month
period has been €2.5 million of additional expense in Depreciation of Tangible Assets, €0.2 million of
additional financial expenses and €2.6 million reduction in rent charges. In the Cash Flow Statement, the
payments regarding these leases have been classified under of Reimbursement of Borrowings for €2.3
million and Interest Paid for €0.2 million.
The reconciliation between the operating lease commitments disclosed at 31st March 2018 and the lease
liabilities recognized at 1st April 2018 is as follows:
Operating lease commitment at 31st March 2018

7,941

Non-lease components of the contract (other expenses)

(933)

Other operating lease outside scope IFRS 16

(208)

Subtotal

6,800

Discounted using the incremental borrowing rate at 1st April 2018 (average 3.32%)
IPC increase impact
Extension and termination options reasonably certain to be exercised
Lease liabilities recognized at 1st April 2018

6,314
520
1,722
8,556
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3.3 Use of estimates and judgements

4. SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES

In the application of the Group’s accounting policies, the Board of Directors are required to make
judgements, estimates and assumptions about the carrying amounts of assets and liabilities that are not
readily apparent from other sources. The estimates and associated assumptions are based on historical
experience and other factors that are considered relevant. Actual results may differ from these estimates.

The consolidated financial statements have been prepared on the historical cost basis except for certain
properties and financial instruments that are measured at revalue amounts or fair values, as explained
in the accounting policies below. Historical cost is generally based on the fair value of the consideration
given in exchange for assets. The principal accounting policies are set out below.

These estimates and assumptions mainly concern the measurement of intangible assets other than
goodwill, the measurement of the useful life of fixed assets measurement of internally generated assets,
purchase price allocation and allocation of goodwill, impairment testing of the recoverable amount,
accounting for income tax, analysis of recoverability of deferred tax assets and accounting for provisions
and contingent liabilities.

4.1 Basis, scope and methods of consolidation

3.4 Changes in consolidation perimeter
On 9th April 2018 eDreams SRL merged as absorbing entity with eDreams Corporate Travel SRL.
On 17th April 2018 the company eDreams Limited was dissolved.
There have been no other changes in the consolidation perimeter since 31st March 2018.

3.5 Comparative information
The Directors present, for comparative purposes, together with the figures for the year ended 31st
March 2019, the previous period’s figures for each of the items on the annual consolidated statement
of financial position, consolidated income statement, consolidated statement of other comprehensive
income, consolidated statement of changes in equity, consolidated cash flow statement and the
quantitative information required to be disclosed in the consolidated financial statements.

3.6 Working capital
The Group had negative working capital as of 31st March 2019 and 2018, which is a common
circumstance in the business in which the Group operates and considering its financial structure. It does
not present any impediment to its normal business.
The Group’s Super Senior Revolving Credit Facility is available to fund its working capital needs and
Guarantees (see Note 24).

The consolidated financial statements incorporate the financial statements of eDreams ODIGEO and
entities controlled by the Company (its subsidiaries) up to 31st March each year. Control is achieved where
the Company has the power to govern the financial and operating policies of an entity so as to obtain
benefits from its activities.
The results of subsidiaries acquired or disposed of during the year are included in the consolidated income
statement from the effective date of acquisition and up to the effective date of disposal, as appropriate.
Total comprehensive income of subsidiaries is attributed to the owners of the Company and to the noncontrolling interests, even if this results in the non-controlling interests having a deficit balance.
When necessary, adjustments are made to the financial statements of subsidiaries to bring their
accounting policies in line with those used by the Group. All intra-group transactions, balances, income
and expenses are eliminated in full on consolidation.
Changes in the Group’s ownership interests in subsidiaries that do not result in the Group losing control over
the subsidiaries are accounted for as equity transactions. The carrying amounts of the Group’s interests and
the non-controlling interests are adjusted to reflect the changes in their relative interests in the subsidiaries.
Any difference between the amount by which the non-controlling interests are adjusted and the fair value of
the consideration paid or received is recognized directly in equity and attributed to owners of the Company.
All entities directly or indirectly controlled by the Company have been consolidated under the full
consolidation method.

4.2 Business combinations
Acquisitions of businesses are accounted for using the acquisition method. The consideration transferred in
a business combination is measured at fair value, which is calculated as the sum of the acquisition date fair
values of the assets transferred, liabilities incurred and the equity interests issued by the Group in exchange
for control of the acquiree. Acquisition-related costs are generally recognized in profit or loss as incurred.
Goodwill is measured as the excess of the sum of the consideration transferred, the amount of any noncontrolling interests in the acquiree, and the fair value of the acquirer’s previously held equity interest
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in the acquiree over the net of the acquisition date amounts of the identifiable assets acquired and the
liabilities assumed.
When the consideration transferred by the Group in a business combination includes assets or liabilities
resulting from a contingent consideration arrangement, the contingent consideration is measured at its
acquisition date fair value and included as part of the consideration transferred in a business combination.
Changes in the fair value of the contingent consideration that qualify as measurement period adjustments
within the first 12 months are adjusted retrospectively, with corresponding adjustments against goodwill.

4.3 Goodwill
Goodwill arising on an acquisition of a business is not amortized but carried at cost as established at
the date of acquisition (see above) less accumulated impairment losses, if any.
For the purposes of impairment testing, goodwill has been allocated to each market and the level at
which the business is managed, the operating decisions are made and the operating performance is
evaluated.
The carrying value of the assets allocated to markets is tested for impairment annually, or more frequently
when there is indication that the unit may be impaired. If the recoverable amount of these assets is less than
their carrying amount, the impairment loss is allocated first to reduce the carrying amount of any goodwill
allocated to the unit and then to the other assets of the unit prorated based on the carrying amount of each
asset in the unit.
Any impairment loss of goodwill is recognized directly in profit or loss in the consolidated income
statement and is not subsequently reversed.

4.4 Revenue recognition
See in the Glossary of Definitions annex the definitions of terms (specific in the sector) in order to better
understand the Group revenue recognition accounting principles.

providers based on the volume of supplies mediated by the Group through the GDS systems.
In addition to the above travel-related revenue generated under the agency and principal models,
the Group also generates revenue from non-travel related services, such as fees for the supply of
advertising services on our websites, commissions received from credit card companies and charges on
toll call and services.
The Group recognizes revenue when (i) there is evidence of a contractual relationship in respect of
services provided, (ii) the separate performance obligations in the contract are identified, (iii) the
transaction price is determinable and collectability is reasonably assured, (iv) the transaction price is
allocated to the separate performance obligation, and (v) the services are provided to the customer
(performance obligation satisfied). The Group has evidence of a contractual relationship when the
customer has acknowledged and accepted the Group’s terms and conditions that describe the service
rendered as well as the related payment terms. The Group considers revenue to be determinable when
the product or service has been delivered or rendered in accordance with said agreement.
Revenue is recognized at the fair value of the consideration received or receivable and represents
amounts receivable for services provided in the ordinary course of business net of VAT and similar taxes.
Where the Group acts as a disclosed agent (i.e. bears no inventory risk and is not the primary obligor in
the arrangement), revenue is recognized on a “net” basis, with revenue representing the mediation fees
and commissions. Such revenue comprises the supply of mediation services in respect of scheduled air
passengers, hotels, car rentals and most of the travel packages. For Direct Connects, the Group usually
passes reservations booked by customers to the travel supplier and revenue represents the service
fee charged to the customer. The Group has limited, if any, ability to determine or change the services
supplied and the customer is responsible for the selection of the service supplier. Booking is then
secured when no further obligation is supported by the Group.
Where the Group acts as a disclosed agent, additional income (travel supplier over-commissions) may
be accrued based on the achievement of certain sales targets during a certain agreed period. The Group
therefore accrues such income where it is considered highly probable that agreed targets will be met and
the amount to be received is quantifiable. Where it is probable that the agreed targets will be met, revenue
is recognized based on the percentage of total agreed over-commissions achieved at reporting date.

All revenue of the Group is revenue from contracts with customers.
The Group makes travel and travel related services available to customers and travellers directly through
its websites. The Group generates its revenue from the mediation services regarding the supply of (i) flight
services including air passenger transport by regular airlines and LCC flights as well as travel insurance in
connection with, (ii) non-flight services, including non-air passenger transport, hotel accommodation, Dynamic
Packages (including revenue from the flight component thereof) and travel insurance for non-flight services.
Our revenue is earned through service fees, commissions, incentive payments received from suppliers and in
specific cases, margins. The Group also receives incentives from its Global Distribution System (GDS) service

In other cases where the Group acts as a principal and purchases travel services for onwards
supply or is the primary obligor in the arrangement, revenue is recognized on a “gross” basis. The
revenue comprises the gross value of the service supplied to the customer, net of VAT, with any
related expenditure charged as cost of sales. Such revenue comprises sales in respect of certain
hotel accommodation by a designated company of the Group, whereby the company buys hotel
accommodation from hoteliers for onwards supply to its customers at a price determined by the Group
company. In this case, the Company has primary responsibility for the hotel accommodation.
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Reporting revenue on a “gross” versus “net” basis depends on whether the Company is considered
to act as Principal or as Agent in its transactions. The Company has to assess whether the Company
controls the services before they are provided to the customer. In performing this assessment, the
Company considers the contractual relationship between the parties as well as other relevant facts
and circumstances. This analysis is performed using various criteria such as, but not limited to, whether
the Group is primarily responsible for fulfilling the promise to provide the specified good or service, the
Group has inventory risk or has discretion in establishing price, or has discretion in supplier selection.
Basis of Revenue Recognition
The table below summarizes the revenue recognition basis for the Group’s income streams.
Income stream

Basis of revenue recognition

Scheduled flight mediation services

Date of booking

Airline incentives

Accrued based on meeting sales targets

GDS incentives

Date of booking

Hotel mediation revenue

Date of booking

Car mediation revenue

Date of booking

Dynamic Packages mediation revenue (including the flight portion thereof)

Date of booking

Vacation package revenue

Date of departure

Advertisement services revenue

Date of display

Metasearch

Date of click or date of purchase

Insurance mediation revenue

Date of booking

Cancellation and Modification for any reason

Accrued based on service period

Prime product

Accrued based on service period

For flight mediation services, net revenue is recognized upon the completion of the booking as the Group
does not assume any further performance obligation to its customers after the flight tickets have been
issued by the airline.
Additionally, the Group uses Global Distribution System (GDS) services to process the booking of travel
services for its customers. Under GDS service agreements, the Group earns revenue in the form of an
incentive payment for each segment that is processed through a GDS service provider. This revenue is
recognized at the time the booking is processed.
The Group also receives incentives from airlines for its mediation services, which it recognizes at the
time of booking.
In the event of the cancellation of a booking, commissions earned are reversed. For flight services
whereby the Group acts as a principal, cancellations do not impact revenue recognition since revenue is
recognized upon the departure date, when the service is actually supplied.
In case of commissions for mediation services regarding hotel accommodation, Dynamic packages, car

rental and packaged products, net revenue is recognized at the date of booking. However, a provision
is recognized to cover the risk of cancellation of the bookings made with departures after closing date.
This provision has been calculated to cover the loss on commissions in accordance with the historical
average cancellation rate by market (see Note 20, “Provision for booking cancellation”).
The Group generates other revenue, which is primarily comprised of revenue from advertising and
metasearch activities. Such revenue is derived primarily from the delivery of advertisements on the
various websites the Group operates and is recognized at the time of display or over the advertising
delivery period, depending on the terms of the advertising contract, as well as for searches, clicks and
purchases generated by our metasearch activities.
The revenue recognition policy for advertising revenue is at the date of publication over the delivery
period.
Regarding metasearch services, the revenue is recognized, depending on the particular agreement, at
the date of click or date of purchase.
Regarding insurance mediation revenue, it is recognized at the date of booking, as it is when the Group
provides its mediation service.
For the supply of the new services launched in the previous year of Cancellation or Modification for any
reason, the service fee regarding this service is accrued based on the period during which the customer
has the option to cancel or modify the booking.
For the Prime product, the revenue is accrued on a linear basis during the life of the product.
However, if the judgments regarding revenue are inaccurate, actual revenue could differ from the
amount the Group recognizes, directly impacting our reported revenue.
The timing of revenue recognition, invoicing and cash collections results in invoiced trade receivables,
accrued income (contract assets) and deferred revenue (contract liabilities) on the Consolidated Balance
Sheet. Generally, invoicing occurs subsequent to revenue recognition, resulting in contract assets.
However, we sometimes receive advances before revenue is recognized, resulting in contract liabilities.

4.5 Cost of sales
Cost of sales primarily consists of direct costs associated with the supply of travel services as principal
with the aim to generate revenue, for example relating to the supply of certain hotels. The cost of sales
is generally variable in nature and is primarily driven by transaction volumes.

4.6 Operating profit
Operating profit consists of revenue margin, after deducting personnel expenses, other operating
income/ expenses, depreciation and amortization and charges net of reversals to provisions.
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4.7 Financial result
Finance result consists of income and expenses relating to the Group’s net financial debt during the
accounting period, including gains and losses on the corresponding interest rate and foreign exchange rate
hedges.

The lease liability is measured at amortized cost using the effective interest method, or it is remeasured
when there is a change in future lease payments arising from a change in an index or rate, if there is a
change in the Group’s assessment of whether it will exercise a purchase, extension or termination option.

4.8 Leasing

When the lease liability is remeasured in this way, a corresponding adjustment is made to the carrying
amount of the right-of-use asset, or is recorded as profit or loss if the carrying amount of the right-ofuse asset has been reduced to zero.

As mentioned in Note 3.2.3, the Group has opted for the voluntary early application of IFRS 16 Leases as
of 1st April 2018.

The Group presents right-of-use assets in “Tangible Assets” and lease liabilities under “Financial
Liabilities” in the Consolidated Balance Sheets.

At inception of a contract, the Group assesses whether a contract is, or contains a lease, based on the
following characteristics:

The Group has elected not to recognize right-of-use assets and lease liabilities for short-term leases
that have a lease term of 12 months or less, and leases of low-value assets. The Group recognizes the
lease payments associated with these leases as an expense on a straight-line basis over the lease term.

• The contract involves the use of an identified asset, that is physically distinct or represents substantially
all of the capacity of a physically distinct asset. If the supplier has a substantive substitution right,
then the asset is not identified.
• The Group has the right to obtain substantially all of the economic benefits from use of the asset
throughout the period of use.
• The Group has the right to direct the use of the asset, that is, the Group has the decision-making rights that
are most relevant to changing how and for what purpose the asset is used.
The Group recognizes a right-of-use asset and a lease liability at the lease commencement date. The
right-of-use asset is initially measured at cost, which comprises the initial amount of the lease liability
adjusted for any lease payments made at or before the commencement date, plus any initial direct
costs incurred and an estimate of costs to dismantle and remove the underlying asset or to restore the
underlying asset or the site at which it is located, less any lease incentives received.
The right-of-use asset is subsequently depreciated using the straight-line method from the
commencement date to the earlier of the end of the useful life of the right-of-use asset or the end of the
lease term. The estimated useful lives of right-of-use assets are determined on the same basis as those
of tangible assets. In addition, the right-of-use asset is periodically reduced by impairment losses, if
any, and adjusted for certain remeasurements of the lease liability.
The lease liability is initially measured at the present value of the lease payments that are not paid at
the contract start date, discounted using the interest rate implicit in the lease or, if that rate cannot be
readily determined, the Group’s incremental borrowing rate. Generally, for its office leases, the Group
uses its incremental borrowing rate as the discount rate.

4.9 Foreign currencies
In preparing the financial statements of each individual group entity, transactions in currencies other
than the Euro (foreign currencies) are recognized at the rates of exchange prevailing at the dates of the
transactions. At the end of each reporting period, monetary items denominated in foreign currencies
are converted at the rates prevailing on that date. Non-monetary items carried at fair value that are
denominated in foreign currencies are converted at the rates prevailing at the date when the fair value
was determined. Non-monetary items that are measured in terms of historical cost in a foreign currency
are not retranslated.
Exchange differences on monetary items are recognized in profit or loss in the period in which they arise.
For the purposes of presenting the consolidated financial statements, the assets and liabilities of the
Group’s foreign operations are translated into Euros using exchange rates prevailing at the end of each
reporting period. Income and expense items are translated at the average exchange rates for the period,
unless exchange rates fluctuate significantly during that period, in which case the exchange rates at the
dates of the transactions are used. Exchange differences arising, if any, are recognized and accumulated in
equity.
Goodwill and fair value adjustments on identifiable assets and liabilities acquired arising on the
acquisition of a foreign operation are translated at the closing rate of exchange. Exchange differences
are recognized in equity.
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4.10 Retirement benefits costs
Defined contribution plans
Based on the provisions of the Collective Agreement applicable to different Group companies, the Group has
a defined contribution plan with employees. A defined contribution plan is a plan whereby the Group makes
fixed contributions to a separate entity and has no legal, contractual or constructive obligation to make
additional contributions if the separate entity does not have sufficient assets to meet the commitments
undertaken. Once the contributions have been paid, the Group has no additional payment obligations.
Contributions are recognized as employee benefits when they accrue. Benefits paid in advance are
recognized as an asset to the extent that there is a cash refund or a reduction in future payments.
Defined benefit plans
Defined benefit plans establish the amount of the benefit the employee will receive on retirement,
normally based on one or more factors such as age, years of service and remuneration.
The liability recognized in the balance sheet is the present value of the obligation in respect of
defined benefits on the balance sheet date less the fair value of the plan assets, and adjustments
for unrecognized past service costs. The obligation in respect of defined benefits is measured by
independent actuaries using the projected unit credit method. The present value of the defined benefit
obligation is determined by discounting the estimated future cash outflows, using the interest rates on
high quality business bonds denominated in the same currency as what will be used to pay the benefits,
with maturity periods similar to those of the corresponding obligations.
In countries where there is no market for such bonds, the market rates of government bonds are used.
Actuarial gains or losses arising from adjustments based on experience and changes in the actuarial
assumptions are charged or credited to other comprehensive income in the period in which they arise.
Past service costs are recognized immediately in the result, unless they arise as a result of changes in the
pension plan and they are subject to the continuity of employees in service during a specified time (vesting
period). In this case, past service costs are amortized using the straight-line method over the vesting period.

4.11 Share-based payment arrangements
Equity-settled share-based payments to employees are measured at the fair value of the equity
instruments at the grant date.
The fair value determined at the grant date of the equity-settled share-based payments is expensed
on a straight-line basis over the vesting period, based on the Group’s estimate of the value of the

equity instruments that will eventually vest, with a corresponding increase in equity. At the end of each
reporting period, the Group revises its estimate of the number of equity instruments expected to vest.
The impact of the revision of the original estimates in Equity-settled shared-based payments, if any,
is recognized in profit or loss such that the cumulative expense reflects the revised estimate, with a
corresponding adjustment to the equity-settled employee benefits reserve.

4.12 Taxation
Income tax represents the sum of current tax and deferred tax.
Current tax
The current tax is based on the taxable profit for the year in the relevant countries. Taxable profit may
differ from the profit reported in the consolidated income statement due to income or expenses that
are taxable or deductible in other years and items that are permanently exempt or permanently nondeductible for taxation purposes. The Group’s liability for current tax is calculated by using the tax rates in
the relevant countries that have been enacted or substantively enacted by the end of the reporting period.
Deferred tax
Deferred tax is recognized on temporary differences between the carrying amounts of assets and
liabilities in the consolidated financial statements and the corresponding tax bases used in the
computation of the taxable profit according to the taxation rules in the relevant countries. Deferred tax
liabilities are generally recognized for all taxable temporary differences. Deferred tax assets generated
by tax losses carried forward and tax credits carried forward are only recognized to the extent that it is
probable that these tax losses and tax credits will be offset against taxable profits respectively against
income tax due during the testing period taking into account local limitations regarding the utilization of
the tax losses and tax credits.
Deferred tax assets are generally recognized for all deductible temporary differences to the extent that
it is probable that taxable profits will be available against which those deductible temporary differences
can be offset. No deferred tax assets and liabilities are recognized if the temporary difference arises
from goodwill or from the initial recognition (other than in a business combination) of other assets and
liabilities in a transaction that affects neither the taxable profit nor the accounting profit.
The carrying amount of deferred tax assets is reviewed at the end of each reporting period and reduced
to the extent that it is no longer probable that sufficient taxable profits will be available to allow all or
part of the deferred tax asset to be recovered.
Deferred tax assets and liabilities are measured at enacted or substantively enacted tax rates that
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apply or are expected to apply in the period in which the temporary difference shall crystallize.
Deferred tax assets and liabilities are only offset if there is a legally enforceable right to set off the
amounts recognized and the Group Company intends to settle the net figure, or realize the asset and
settle the liability simultaneously.

4.13 Intangible assets

Where no internally-generated intangible asset can be recognized, development expenditure is
recognized in profit or loss in the period in which it is incurred.
Subsequent to initial recognition, internally-generated intangible assets are reported at cost less
accumulated amortization and accumulated impairment losses, on the same basis as intangible assets
that are acquired separately.
Intangible assets acquired in business combinations

Intangible assets acquired separately
Intangible assets with finite useful lives that are acquired separately are carried at cost less
accumulated amortization and accumulated impairment losses. Amortization is recognized on a
straight-line basis over their estimated useful lives as follows:
Useful life (Years)
Brands

2-5

Trademarks and domains

10

Software

3-5

Other intangible assets

Subsequent to initial recognition, intangible assets acquired in a business combination are reported
at cost less accumulated amortization and accumulated impairment losses, on the same basis as
intangible assets that are acquired separately.

Indefinite

Licenses

Software of the group common platform

Intangible assets acquired in a business combination and recognized separately from goodwill are
initially recognized at their fair value at the acquisition date (which is regarded as their cost).

7
3-5

The estimated useful life and amortization method are reviewed at the end of each reporting period,
with the effect of any changes in estimates being accounted for on a prospective basis.
Internally-generated intangible assets - research and development expenditure
Expenditure on research activities is recognized as an expense in the period in which it is incurred.
An internally-generated intangible asset arising from the Group’s development of its website operating
platform and related back office systems is recognized if, and only if, all of the following have been
demonstrated:
• An asset is created that can be identified (such as software and new processes).
• It is probable that the asset created will generate future economic benefits.
• The development cost of the asset can be measured reliably.
The revenue associated with the capitalization of internally-generated intangible assets is classified in
the profit and loss statement according to the nature of the development cost of the asset.

With regard to trademarks, the royalty-based approach has been adopted: this involves estimating
the value of the trademark by reference to the levels of royalties demanded for the use of similar
trademarks, based on revenue forecasts drawn up by the Group.
This approach is based on a qualitative analysis of the trademark in order to ensure that the
assumptions selected are relevant. The discount rate used is based on the weighted average cost of
capital (WACC) for the target acquired.
Derecognition of intangible assets
An intangible asset is derecognized on disposal, or when no future economic benefits are expected
from use or disposal. Gains or losses arising from derecognition of an intangible asset, measured as the
difference between the net disposal proceeds and the carrying amount of the asset, are recognized in
profit or loss when the asset is derecognized.

4.14 Tangible assets
Property, plant and equipment are stated at cost less accumulated depreciation and accumulated
impairment losses.
Depreciation is recognized so as to write off the cost or valuation of assets using the straight-line
method. The estimated useful lives and depreciation method are reviewed at the end of each reporting
period, with the effect of any changes in estimates accounted for on a prospective basis.
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Assets held under finance leases are depreciated over their expected useful lives on the same basis as
owned assets or, where shorter, the term of the relevant lease.

Useful life (Years)
General installations / Technical facilities

5-8

Furniture

5-8

Computer hardware

3-5

Transport equipment

4

Other items of property, plant and equipment

5

If the recoverable amount of an asset is estimated to be less than its carrying amount, the carrying
amount of the asset is reduced to its recoverable amount. An impairment loss is recognized immediately
in profit or loss.
Where an impairment loss subsequently reverses, the carrying amount of the asset is increased to
the revised estimate of its recoverable amount, but so that the increased carrying amount does not
exceed the carrying amount that would have been determined had no impairment loss been recognized
for the asset (or cash-generating unit) in prior years. A reversal of an impairment loss is recognized
immediately in profit or loss.

4.15 Provisions
Any gain or loss arising on the disposal or retirement of an item of property, plant and equipment is
determined as the difference between the sales proceeds and the carrying amount of the asset and is
recognized in profit or loss.

Provisions are recognized when the Group has a present obligation (legal or constructive) as a result
of a past event, it is probable that the Group will be required to settle the obligation, and a reliable
estimate can be made of the amount of the obligation.

Derecognition of tangible assets
Tangible assets are derecognized on disposal, or when no future economic benefits are expected
from use or disposal. Gains or losses arising from derecognition of a tangible asset, measured as the
difference between the net disposal proceeds and the carrying amount of the asset, are recognized in
profit or loss when the asset is derecognized.
Impairment of tangible and intangible assets other than goodwill
At the end of each reporting period, the Group reviews the carrying amounts of its tangible and
intangible assets to determine whether there is any indication that those assets have suffered an
impairment loss (see methodology used in note 17). If any such indication exists, the recoverable
amount of the asset is estimated in order to determine the extent of the impairment loss (if any).

The amount recognized as a provision is the best estimate of the consideration required to settle the
present obligation at the end of the reporting period, taking into account the risks and uncertainties
surrounding the obligation. When a provision is measured using the cash flows estimated to settle the
present obligation, its carrying amount is the present value of those cash flows (where the effect of the
time value of money is material).
When some or all of the economic benefits required to settle a provision are expected to be recovered
from a third party, a receivable is recognized as an asset if it is virtually certain that reimbursement will
be received and the amount of the receivable can be measured reliably.
When it is only possible that the Group will be required to settle the obligation, the contingency is
disclosed in the note for Contingencies.

Where it is not possible to estimate the recoverable amount of an individual asset, the Group estimates
the recoverable amount of the cash-generating unit to which the asset belongs.
Recoverable amount is the higher of fair value less costs to sell and value in use. In assessing value in
use, the estimated future cash flows are discounted to their present value using a pre-tax discount rate
that reflects current market assessments of the time value of money and the risks specific to the asset
for which the estimates of future cash flows have not been adjusted.
In calculating the discount rate, a specific risk premium has also been considered in certain cases in line
with the specific characteristics of each market and the inherent risk profile of the projected cash flows
of each of the markets.
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4.16 Financial instruments

liquid investments that are readily convertible to cash and are subject to an insignificant risk of changes
in value.

Financial assets and financial liabilities are recognized when a group entity becomes a party to the
contractual provisions of the instrument.

Restricted cash deposits

Loans and receivables

Restricted cash deposits are stated at cost which approximates to their fair value and are classified as
“non-current financial assets”.

Loans and receivables are non-derivative financial assets with fixed or determinable payments that
are not quoted in an active market. Loans and receivables are measured at amortized cost using the
effective interest method, less any impairment.

4.17 Financial liabilities and equity instruments

Interest income is recognized by applying the effective interest rate, except for short-term receivables
when the recognition of interest would be immaterial.
Effective interest method
The effective interest method is a method of calculating the amortized cost of a debt instrument and of
allocating interest income over the relevant period. The effective interest rate is the rate that exactly
discounts estimated future cash receipts (including all fees and points paid or received that form an
integral part of the effective interest rate, transaction costs and other premiums or discounts) through
the expected life of the debt instrument, or, where appropriate, a shorter period, to the net carrying
amount on initial recognition.
Impairment of trade receivables
The Group applies the simplified approach to Expected Credit Losses for trade receivables and contract
assets (“accrued income”), as required by IFRS 9. The Group recognizes a loss allowance based on
lifetime Expected Credit Losses. The Group has established a provision matrix by type of customer that
is based on its historical credit loss experience, adjusted for forward-looking factors specific to the
debtors and the economic environment.
Derecognition of financial assets
The Group derecognizes a financial asset only when the contractual rights to the cash flows from the
asset expire, or when it transfers the financial asset and substantially all the risks and rewards of
ownership of the asset to another entity. If the Group neither transfers nor retains substantially all the
risks and rewards of ownership and continues to control the transferred asset, the Group recognizes
its retained interest in the asset and an associated liability for amounts it may have to pay. If the
Group retains substantially all the risks and rewards of ownership of a transferred financial asset, the
Group continues to recognize the financial asset and also recognizes a collateralized borrowing for the
proceeds received.
Cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents comprise cash in hand and short-term deposits and other short-term highly

Classification as debt or equity
Debt and equity instruments issued by a Group entity are classified as either financial liabilities or
as equity in accordance with the substance of the contractual arrangements and the definitions of a
financial liability and an equity instrument.
Equity instruments
An equity instrument is any contract that evidences a residual interest in the assets of an entity after
deducting all of its liabilities. Equity instruments issued by the Group are recognized at the proceeds
received, net of direct issue costs.
Other financial liabilities
Other financial liabilities are initially recognized at the fair value of the consideration received.
Other financial liabilities (including borrowings) are subsequently measured at amortized cost using the
effective interest method.
The effective interest method is a method of calculating the amortized cost of a financial liability and of
allocating interest expense over the relevant period. The effective interest rate is the rate that exactly
discounts estimated future cash payments (including all fees and points paid or received that form an
integral part of the effective interest rate, transaction costs and other premiums or discounts) through
the expected life of the financial liability, or (where appropriate) a shorter period, to the net carrying
amount on initial recognition.
Derecognition of financial liabilities
The Group derecognizes financial liabilities when, and only when, the Group’s obligations are
discharged, cancelled or expired. The difference between the carrying amount of the financial liability
derecognized and the consideration paid and payable is recognized in profit or loss.
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4.18 Current / Non-current classification
Current assets are considered to be those related to the normal cycle of operations (which is usually
considered to be one year); assets which are expected to expire, be disposed of or realised in the short
term from year-end; financial assets held for trading (except for financial derivatives to be settled later
than one year); and cash and other equivalent liquid assets. Assets that do not meet these requirements
are qualified as non-current.
Likewise, current liabilities are those related to the ordinary cycle of operations, financial liabilities held
for trading, with the exception of financial derivatives to be settled later than one year, and in general
all obligations that will expire or terminate in the short term. If this is not the case, they are classified as
non-current.

Exchange rate risk: The exchange rate risk arising from our activities has basically two sources: the
risk arising in respect of commercial transactions carried out in currencies other than the functional
currency of each company of the eDreams ODIGEO Group and the risk arising on the consolidation of
subsidiaries that have a functional currency other than the euro.
In relation to commercial transactions, we are principally exposed to exchange rate risk as the Group
operates with the Pound Sterling as well as the Swedish Krona and other Nordic currencies (Norwegian
Krone and Danish Krone). The exchange rate risk arises upon future commercial transactions and on
assets and liabilities denominated in a foreign currency.
However, the volume of our sales and purchases in foreign currency (other than the local currency of
each of the subsidiaries) is of little relevance compared to our total operations.

4.19 Related party transactions

5.2 Travel Industry Risks

The Group performs all its transactions with related parties on an arm’s length basis. Transfer prices
are adequately supported and, therefore, the Group Directors consider that there are no material risks in
this connection that might give rise to significant liabilities in the future.

General economic and political conditions in the core markets in which we operate. The revenue is
directly related to the overall level of travel activity, which is, in turn, largely dependent on discretionary
spending levels. Discretionary spending generally declines during recessions and other periods in which
disposable income is adversely affected.

5. RISK MANAGEMENT
5.1 Financial Risks
Credit risk: Our cash and cash equivalents are held with financial entities with strong credit ratings.
Our credit risk is mainly attributable to business-to-business customer advertising receivables and, to
a lesser extent, customer receivables on corporate travel and business-to-business customers. These
amounts are recognized in the Consolidated Balance Sheet net of provision for doubtful receivables,
which is estimated by our management on a case-by-case basis. There are no meaningful credit risks
since none of our customers’ transactions represent a proportion equal or higher than 10% of the
revenue margin.
Interest rate risk: Most of our financial debt is exposed to fixed interest rates. Of our debt, only the
Revolving Credit Facility bears interest at a variable rate, although to date we have only drawn loans
under the Revolving Credit Facility for intra-month working capital purposes. Therefore, we have no
material exposure to interest rate risk.
Liquidity risk: In order to meet our liquidity requirements, our principal sources of liquidity are cash and
cash equivalents from the statement of financial position, cash flow generated from operations and the
revolving credit facilities under our Revolving Credit Facility Agreement to fund intra-month cash swings
and supplier guarantees.

The occurrence of events affecting travel safety, such as natural disasters, incidents of actual or
threatened terrorism, potential outbreaks of epidemics or pandemics, airplane crashes and political and
social instability.
Deterioration in the financial condition or restructuring of operations of one or more of the major
suppliers. As the Group is an intermediary in the travel industry, a substantial portion of the revenue is
affected by the fares and tariffs charged by our suppliers, including airlines, GDSs, hotels and rental car
suppliers, and the volume of products offered by the suppliers.
Changes in current laws, rules and regulations and other legal uncertainties. The Group operates in
a highly regulated industry. The business and financial performance could be adversely affected by
unfavourable changes in, or interpretations of, existing laws, rules and regulations, or the promulgation
of new laws, rules and regulations applicable to us and our businesses.
Conditions required for obtaining and maintaining certain licenses or accreditations, especially IATA.
Regulatory authorities could prevent or temporarily suspend the Group from carrying on some or all
activities or otherwise penalize if the practices are found not to comply with the then-current regulatory
or licensing requirements or any interpretation.
The Group’s business experiences seasonal fluctuations and comparisons of sequential quarters’
results may not be meaningful.
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Dependence on the level of Internet penetration. A slowing in the growth of Internet penetration, or a
fall, could adversely affect the growth prospects and the business, financial condition and results of
operations.

in metasearch results to generate traffic. Search engines frequently update and change the logic that
determines the placement and display of results of a consumer’s search, such that the purchased or
algorithmic placement of links to the websites can be affected.

5.3 Business Risks

Exposure to risks associated with booking and payment fraud. Liability for accepting fraudulent credit or
debit cards or checks and subject to other payment disputes with our customers for such sales.

Competitive landscape of the travel industry, such as other online travel agents, travel suppliers,
metasearch companies, online portals and search engines and traditional travel agencies and tour
operators.
Evolving customer demand, self-sufficiency, fee sensitivity, increased awareness due to the evolution of
social media.
Innovation and ability to keep up with rapid technological changes, and success of execution of changes.
The success depends on continued innovation and the ability to provide features that make the websites
and mobile apps user-friendly for travellers. The competitors are constantly developing innovations in
online travel-related products and features.
Over reliance on flight activities and exposure to changes in customer patterns with respect to these products.
Failures in technology systems: system interruption or cyberattacks and effectiveness of response
plans, relying on our own and suppliers’ computer systems to attract customers to websites and apps
and to facilitate and process transactions.
Dependence on significant third party supplier relationships for content, commissions, incentive
payments, advertising and metasearch revenue, and fees.
Absence of relationship agreements with certain suppliers, including ones whose products we mediate,
and such suppliers have sought to block our supply of their products using legal and technical means or
sought to otherwise influence or restrict how we distribute their products.
Competition for advertising and metasearch revenue is intense and may adversely affect our ability to
operate profitably.

Human capital retention of highly skilled personnel and ability to attract and retain executives and other
qualified employees is crucial to the results of operations and future growth.
Adverse tax positions. The estimated net result is based on tax rates which are currently applicable, as
well as current legislation, jurisprudence, regulations and interpretations by local tax authorities. Tax
authorities may take positions which differ from the position taken by the Company.
The Group may not be successful in executing initiatives to adopt new business models and practices and to
optimize cost allocation or implementing our strategies, including implementing any strategic transactions
such as mergers, acquisitions and joint ventures, and integrating any acquired businesses.
The international operations of the Group involve additional risks and our exposure to these risks will
increase as we further expand our international operations.
The Group is, and may be in the future, involved in various legal proceedings, the outcomes of which
could adversely affect our business, financial condition and results of operations.
The Group may not be able to protect our intellectual property effectively from copying and use by
others, including current or potential competitors. Additionally, claims by third parties that we infringe
their intellectual property rights could result in significant costs and adversely affect our business and
financial condition.
Processing, storage, use and disclosure of personal data could give rise to liabilities as a result of
government and/or industry regulation, conflicting law requirements and differing views of personal
privacy rights, we are also exposed to risks associated with online commerce security.

5.4 Financial Profile Risks

Reliance on the value and strength of the brands and any failure to maintain or enhance customer
awareness of the brands could have a material adverse effect on the business, financial condition
and results of operations. In addition, the costs of maintaining and enhancing brand awareness are
increasing and the strength of the brands is directly related to the cost of customer acquisition.

Impairments of goodwill and other intangible assets. The statement of financial position includes very
significant amounts of goodwill and other intangible assets. The impairment of a significant portion of
these assets would negatively affect the reported results of operations and financial position.

Changes in search engine algorithms and search engine relationships. Significant and increasing use
of Internet search engines, principally through the purchase of travel-related keywords and inclusion

Intellectual property: Success of the Group to protect effectively from copying and use by others,
including current or potential competitors.
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The Group is subject to restrictive debt covenants that may limit its ability to finance future operations
and capital needs and to pursue business opportunities and activities. Our significant leverage could
affect our financial position and results and our ability to operate our business and raise additional
capital to fund our operations.

5.5 Capital risk management
The Group’s objective in capital risk management is to safeguard its capacity to continue managing its
recurring activities and the capacity to continue to grow through new projects, by optimizing the debtto-equity ratio to create shareholder value.

6. EARNINGS PER SHARE
The basic earnings per share is calculated by dividing the profit attributable to equity holders of the
Company by the average number of shares.
In the earnings per share calculation 31st March 2019 and 2018 dilutive instruments are considered
for the Incentive Shares granted (see Note 23).
The calculation of basic earnings per share and fully diluted earnings per share (rounded to two
digits) for the years ended 31st March 2019 and 2018, is as follows:
12 Months ended
31st March 2019

The Group’s growth is financed mainly through internal cash flows generated by the Group’s recurring
businesses.
The Group’s optimal leverage level is not determined on the basis of its overall debt-to-equity ratio
but with the goal of maintaining moderate levels of debt. With the IPO completion, the Group used the
proceeds from the issuance of new shares to reduce debt.
The Group does not consider the debt-to-equity ratio a suitable indicator for defining its equity policy as
its consolidated equity may be affected by a range of factors which are not necessarily indicative of its
capacity to satisfy its future financial obligations, including:
• The effect of fluctuations in functional currencies other than the euro through currency translation
differences.
• The impairment losses on assets that will not recur and which do not involve a cash outflow when
recognized.
The Group’s capital policy does not set short-term quantitative targets for its indebtedness in
relation to its net equity, but is adjusted to allow the Group to manage its recurring operations and
take advantages of opportunities for growth while maintaining indebtedness at appropriate levels
in the light of its expected future generation of cash flows and in compliance with any quantitative
restrictions contained in its main debt contracts.
None of the Group’s main debt contracts contain specific clauses restricting its debt-to-equity ratio.
The Revolving Credit Facility includes a covenant requiring the eDreams ODIGEO consolidation perimeter
to maintain a gross debt to EBITDA ratio for the rolling twelve months at each quarter end (see Note 24).
At 31 March 2019 the Group complied with all the restrictions imposed by its main debt contracts, and
as its businesses may reasonably be expected to continue operating, the Group does not foresee any
non-compliance in the future.
st

Profit attributable
to the owners of
the parent
(€ thousand)
Basic Earnings per Share
Basic Earnings per Share
fully diluted basis

Average
Basic
Number of Earnings per
shares
Share (€)

12 Months ended
31st March 2018
Profit attributable
to the owners of
the parent
(€ thousand)

Average
Basic
Number of Earnings per
shares
Share (€)

9,520

109,089,858

0.09

19,723

107,843,726

0.18

9,520

114,750,251

0.08

19,723

113,346,722

0.17

7. SEGMENT INFORMATION
The Group reports its results in geographical segments based on how the Chief Operating Decision
Maker (CODM) manages the business, makes operating decisions and evaluates operating performance.
For each reportable segment, the Group’s Leadership Team comprising of the Chief Executive Officer and
the Chief Financial Officer, reviews internal management reports. Accordingly, the Leadership Team is
construed to be the Chief Operating Decision Maker (CODM).
The Group has updated the aggregation of its segments, distinguishing between two main categories:
the top 6 markets in which the Group operates and the rest of the world. It is more relevant to group our
segments in terms of the current presence and maturity of operations in the markets.
Additionally, the Group aggregates Germany, Nordics and the United Kingdom to create the operating
segment “Northern Europe”, as well as Spain and Italy to create the operating segment “Southern
Europe”, as these markets have similar economic characteristics and similar customer behaviour
patterns.
As stated in IFRS 8 paragraph 23, an entity shall report a measure of total assets and liabilities for each
reportable segment if such amounts are regularly provided to the Chief Operating Decision Maker. As
this information is not regularly provided, information regarding assets and liabilities by segments has
not been disclosed in these financial statements.
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The following is an analysis of the Group’s profit & loss by segment:
12 Months ended 31st March 2019

France

Southern
Europe
(Spain+ Italy)

No single customer contributed 10% or more to the Group’s revenue for the year ended 31st March 2019
and 31st March 2018.

Northern
Europe
(Germany+
Nordics+UK)

Total Top 6
Markets

Rest of
the World

TOTAL

1,160,077

879,207

1,619,812

3,659,096

1,073,620

4,732,716

2,447,920

2,507,226

3,622,232

8,577,378

2,604,198

11,181,576

Revenue

141,736

117,194

175,052

433,982

117,338

551,320

Revenue Margin

138,242

111,359

168,468

418,069

114,944

533,013

Variable costs

(82,492)

(72,793)

(103,986)

(259,271)

(76,501)

(335,772)

55,750

38,566

64,482

158,798

38,443

197,241

Gross Bookings
Number of bookings

Marginal Profit

8. REVENUE MARGIN
The Group disaggregates revenue from contracts with customers by source of revenue, as management
believe this best depicts how the nature, amount, timing and uncertainty of the Group’s revenue and
cash flows are affected by economic factors.
The following is a detail of the Group’s Revenue Margin by source:
12 Months ended
31st March 2019

12 Months ended
31st March 2018

Fixed costs

(77,678)

Diversification revenue

236,512

178,524

Depreciation and amortization

(26,059)

Classic revenue - customer

195,105

227,067

Others

(3,129)

Classic revenue - supplier

74,267

77,802

Operating profit / (loss)

90,375

Advertising & Metasearch

27,129

25,181

533,013

508,574

(66,635)

Financial result

23,740

Profit before tax

12 Months ended 31st March 2018

This split of the Revenue Margin by source is similar at the level of each segment.
France

Southern
Europe
(Spain+ Italy)

Northern
Europe
(Germany+
Nordics+UK)

Total Top 6
Markets

Rest of
the World

TOTAL

959,260

4,747,068

1,272,051

943,053

1,572,704

3,787,808

2,828,509

2,916,630

3,615,842

9,360,981

2,378,793

11,739,774

Revenue

144,573

121,990

146,587

413,150

98,940

512,090

Revenue Margin

142,287

120,948

146,396

409,631

98,943

508,574

Variable costs

(76,610)

(75,808)

(95,251)

(247,669)

(63,538)

(311,207)

65,677

45,140

51,145

161,962

35,405

197,367

Gross Bookings
Number of bookings

Marginal Profit

Revenue Margin

Fixed costs

(79,079)

Depreciation and amortization

(22,120)

Impairment and results on disposal
of non-current assets
Others
Operating profit / (loss)
Financial result
Profit before tax

(3,407)
(20,971)
71,790
(44,743)
27,047

Note: All revenues reported above are with external customers and there are no transactions between
segments.
See definitions of Alternative Performance Measures in the “Glossary of definitions” annex.

See definitions of Alternative Performance Measures in the “Glossary of definitions” annex.

9. PERSONNEL EXPENSES
9.1 Personnel expenses

12 Months ended
31st March 2019

12 Months ended
31st March 2018

Wages and salaries

(47,315)

(50,497)

Social security costs

(14,619)

(14,989)

(392)

(624)

(1,700)

(15,686)

(64,026)

(81,796)

Other employee expenses (including pension costs)
Non-recurring personnel exp. (Incl. Share-based compensation)
Total personnel expenses

The non-recurring personnel expenses for the year ended March 2019 correspond mainly to the Sharebased compensation (see Note 23).
The non-recurring personnel expenses for the year ended March 2018 corresponded mainly to the
restructuring provision, linked with the reorganization of the operational structure of the Group
announced on 1st June 2017. Based on this reorganization, core business functions which previously
operated mainly in France and Italy have been terminated locally and carried out at a group level by
resources staffed by the Company at its operational headquarters in Barcelona.
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9.2 Number of employees

11. OTHER OPERATING INCOME / (EXPENSES)
12 Months ended
31st March 2019

12 Months ended
31st March 2018

(326,043)

(295,998)

Professional fees

(8,749)

(8,878)

IT expenses

(10,177)

(10,125)

Rent charges

(1,855)

(4,120)

Taxes

(1,257)

(1,105)

Foreign exchange (losses) / gains

(4,912)

(369)

Non-recurring expenses

(1,426)

(5,285)

(354,419)

(325,880)

The number of employees by category of the Group is as follows:
Average
headcount

Headcount at the end
of the period

12 Months ended
31st March 2019

12 Months ended
31st March 2018

31st March
2019

31st March
2018

Key Management

10

9

9

9

Other Senior Management

44

40

40

43

People Managers

209

229

199

219

Individual Contributor

870

827

833

834

Individual Contributor - Call Center

471

539

423

516

1,604

1,644

1,504

1,621

Total

Total other operating income and expenses

Marketing expenses consist of customer acquisition costs (such as paid search costs, metasearch costs
and other promotional campaigns) and commissions due to agents and white label partners.

10. DEPRECIATION, AMORTIZATION AND IMPAIRMENT
12 Months ended
31st March 2019

12 Months ended
31st March 2018

(5,585)

(4,035)

Amortization of intangible assets

(20,474)

(18,085)

Total Depreciation and amortization

(26,059)

(22,120)

Impairment of tangible assets

-

(212)

Impairment of intangible assets and goodwill

-

(2,926)

Total Impairment

-

(3,138)

Depreciation of tangible assets

Marketing and other operating expenses

Depreciation of tangible assets includes depreciation on right of use office leases first recognized on 1st
April 2018 under IFRS 16 Leases (see Note 3.2.3) for €2.5 million.

Other operating expenses primarily consist of credit card processing costs (incurred only under the
merchant model), chargebacks on fraudulent transactions, GDS search costs and fees paid to our
outsourcing service providers, such as call centers.
A large portion of other operating expenses are variable costs, directly related to volume of bookings or
transactions processed.
IT expenses consist mainly of technology maintenance charges and hosting expenses.
The expense for rent charges in the year ended 31st March 2019 includes only the rents that have been
excluded from the application of IFRS 16 (see Note 3.2.3).

Amortization of intangible assets primarily related to the capitalized IT projects as well as the intangible
assets identified through the purchase price allocation.
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12. FINANCIAL INCOME AND EXPENSE

The Spanish tax group headed by the Company, includes the following Spanish subsidiaries:
12 Months ended
31st March 2019

12 Months ended
31st March 2018

Interest expense on 2023 Notes

(12,077)

-

Interest expense on 2021 Notes

(17,155)

(37,064)

(834)

(1,090)

(15,715)

(4,177)

(45,781)

(42,331)

Foreign exchange differences

(872)

358

Interest expense on lease liabilities

(276)

(56)

(19,735)

(2,780)

29

66

Other financial income / (expenses)

(20,854)

(2,412)

Total Financial Result

(66,635)

(44,743)

Interest expense on SSRCF
Effective interest rate impact on debt
Interest expense on debt

Other financial expenses
Other financial income

As detailed in Note 2.1, on 25th September 2018, the Group has refinanced its debt repaying the 2021
Notes, and obtaining the new 2023 Notes.
Consequently, “Effective interest rate impact on debt” includes the capitalized financing fees of the
2021 Notes written off to financial expenses due to the refinancing (€9.9 million), and the capitalized
financing fees of the previous SSRCF written off to financial expenses due to the refinancing (€3.4
million).
Additionally, “Other financial expenses” includes one-off redemption expenses for the 2021 Notes that
have been paid amounting to €18.1 million.

13. INCOME TAX
At 31st March 2019, the Group applies income tax consolidation in the following countries:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Vacaciones eDreams, S.L.U.
eDreams Inc
eDreams International Network, S.L.
Opodo, S.L.
eDreams Business Travel. S.L.
Traveltising S.A.
Tierrabella Invest, S.L.
Engrande, S.L.U

The Spanish tax group is currently undergoing a tax audit regarding income tax (fiscal years 2015-2018) and
VAT (calendar years 2015-2017). As at the date of these financial statements, the fact finding process of the tax
audit has not yet been completed.
The US tax consolidation headed by eDreams Inc includes the following disregarded subsidiaries:
•
•
•
•

Vacaciones eDreams, S.L.U.
eDreams International Network, S.L.
Viagens eDreams Portugal LDA
eDreams S.r.L.

The French tax group headed by Go Voyages S.A.S. includes the following French subsidiaries:
• Go Voyages Trade S.A.S.
• Liligo Metasearch Technologies S.A.
Being part of a tax group (or in the case of the US, being a disregarded subsidiary) means that the
individual income tax credits and debits are integrated at the level of the controlling company and
therefore the subsidiary companies have to settle their income tax with the head of the tax group.
The subsidiaries that are not included in a tax group pay income tax on a standalone basis to the
relevant tax authorities.

• Spain
• United States
• France
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13.1 Income tax recognized in profit or loss

13.4 Current tax assets and liabilities
31 March
2019

31 March
2018

Deferred Tax

(2,843)

7,679

Current Tax

(11,377)

(15,003)

(14,220)

(7,324)

st

Income tax (expense) / income

31st March
2019

31st March
2018

1,958

412

Other tax receivables (other than income tax)

12,990

10,378

Current tax assets

14,948

10,790

Income tax payable

(3,055)

(5,853)

Other tax payable (other than income tax)

(3,980)

(4,508)

Current tax liabilities

(7,035)

(10,361)

31st March
2019

31st March
2018

23

185

Deferred tax liabilities

(36,237)

(33,578)

Net

(36,214)

(33,393)

st

13.2 Income tax recognized directly in other comprehensive income
No income tax has been recognized directly in other comprehensive income in the years ended 31st
March 2019 and 2018.

Income tax receivable

13.5 Deferred tax balances

13.3 Reconciliation of tax charge
Deferred tax assets

Factors affecting the tax charge for the year, are as follow:
12 Months ended
31st March 2019

12 Months ended
31st March 2018

9,520

19,723

(14,220)

(7,324)

23,740

27,047

297

42

5,173

11,167

Tax basis profit / (loss)

29,210

38,256

% Income rate Current Year

26.01%

27.08%

Expected tax charge income / (expense)

(7,598)

(10,360)

4,225

1,399

142

1,658

(9,898)

(3,147)

-

333

103

2,865

1,547

-

(2,741)

(72)

(14,220)

(7,324)

Profit / (loss) for the year from continuing operations after tax
Income Tax - Expense / Income
Profit / (loss) before tax
Permanent differences:
Dividends distributed between subsidiaries
Disallowed before and others

As explained in note 4.12 Significant accounting policies, the Group offsets deferred tax assets and
liabilities if there is a legally enforceable right to set off the amounts recognized and the Group intends
to settle the net figure or realize the asset and settle the liability simultaneously.

Corrections of tax expense:
Impact of tax rate differences with Parent tax rate
Utilisation of tax losses not recognized
Current year losses for which no deferred tax asset has been recognized
Recognition of tax losses carried forward to other deferred tax assets
Change in deferred tax due to rate change and legislation
Tax credits
Others
Group tax charge income / (expense)

“Disallowed expenses” in the period ended on 31st March 2019 and 31st March 2018 relates primarily to
the effect of non-deductible interest expenses under applicable legislation in certain countries such as
France and Luxembourg.
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Current year movement:
Balance at
31st March
2018

Amounts
recorded in
Profit and
Loss

Change in
tax rate &
Others

Change in
accounting
policy

Translation
differences

Balance at
31st March
2019

11,114

(2,966)

-

-

-

8,148

Other deferred tax

(44,507)

123

-

42

(20)

(44,362)

Total Deferred tax asset /
(liability)

(33,393)

(2,843)

-

42

(20)

(36,214)

Tax losses carried forward

Previous year movement:

amount

Income tax
rate (%)

Total DTA on Tax
Losses

DTA recognized in
the balance sheet

DTA not
recognized in the
balance sheet

eDreams ODIGEO S.A. (LUX)

130,951

27.08%

35,462

-

35,462

Go Voyages SAS (FR)

123,106

33.33%

41,031

-

41,031

Opodo Italia SRL (IT)

3,346

24.00%

803

-

803

Opodo Limited (UK)

62,797

17.00%-19.00%

11,114

11,114

-

Travellink AB (SWE)

4,630

22.00%

1,019

-

1,019

EnGrande SL (ES)

6,659

25.00%

1,665

-

1,665

Tierrabella Invest SL (ES)

15,013

25.00%

3,753

-

3,753

1,082

24.00%

260

-

260

95,107

11,114

83,993

eDreams Corporate Travel (IT)
Balance at
31st March
2017

Amounts
recorded in
Profit and
Loss

14,483

(2,905)

(464)

Other deferred tax

(55,555)

7,719

Total Deferred tax asset /
(liability)

(41,072)

4,814

Tax losses carried forward

Unused Tax Losses previous Year
March 2018
Tax Loss

Change in
tax rate &
Others

Change in
accounting
policy

Translation
differences

Balance at
31st March
2018

-

-

11,114

3,329

-

-

(44,507)

2,865

-

-

(33,393)

347,584

Total

In addition to the unused tax losses carried forward not recognized in the balance sheet, EnGrande
SL and Tierrabella Invest SL also have non recognized deferred tax assets corresponding to interest
expense carried forward of €1.6 million and €5.8 million, respectively.
eDreams ODIGEO S.A. has a recapture obligation under Luxembourg tax rules which approximates the
amount of its tax losses carried forward.

Tax losses carried forward of the Group which are specified in the below table can be offset against
future taxable profits during an indefinite period.

14.

Unused Tax Losses present Year
March 2019

A detail of the goodwill movement by markets for the year ended 31st March 2019 is set out below:

GOODWILL

Gross Goodwil Impairment of Net Goodwil at
Exchange Gross Goodwil at Impairment of Net Goodwil at
at Goodwill at 31st 31st March 2018
rate 31st March 2019 Goodwill at 31st
31st March
st
31 March
March 2018
Differences
March 2019
2019
2018

Tax Loss
amount

Income tax
rate (%)

Total DTA on Tax
Losses

DTA recognized in
the balance sheet

DTA not
recognized in the
balance sheet

eDreams ODIGEO S.A. (LUX)

139,947

27.08%

37,898

-

37,898

Markets

Go Voyages SAS (FR)

143,478

33.33%

47,821

-

47,821

France

397,634

(71,112)

326,522

-

397,634

(71,112)

326,522

Opodo Italia SRL (IT)

3,829

24.00%

919

-

919

Spain

49,073

-

49,073

-

49,073

-

49,073

Opodo Limited (UK)

45,871

17.00% - 19.00%

8,148

8,148

-

70,171

(31,138)

39,033

-

70,171

(31,138)

39,033

Travellink AB (SWE)

3,985

22.00%

877

-

877

58,599

(14,512)

44,087

-

58,599

(14,512)

44,087

eDreams Business Travel SL (ES)

1,582

25.00%

396

-

396

166,057

(10,339)

155,718

-

166,057

(10,339)

155,718

Nordics

58,711

(17,865)

40,846

(447)

58,068

(17,669)

40,399

EnGrande SL (ES)

6,659

25.00%

1,665

-

1,665

Metasearch

8,608

-

8,608

-

8,608

-

8,608

Tierrabella Invest SL (ES)

15,013

25.00%

3,753

-

3,753

Other markets

54,710

-

54,710

-

54,710

-

54,710

101,477

8,148

93,329

2,474

-

2,474

-

2,474

-

2,474

866,037

(144,966)

721,071

(447)

865,394

(144,770)

720,624

Total

360,364

UK
Italy
Germany

Connect (Budgetplaces)
Total
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As at 31st March 2019, the amount of the goodwill corresponding to the Nordic markets has decreased
due to the evolution of the euro compared to the functional currency of these countries, with a balancing
entry under “Foreign currency translation reserve”.

15. OTHER INTANGIBLE ASSETS
Other intangible assets at 31st March 2019:
31st March
2018

Acquisitions /
Amortization

Reclassification

31st March
2019

12,171

87

-

12,258

287,976

-

-

287,976

282

-

-

282

Software

153,176

59

33,845

187,080

The goodwill allocation by markets at 31st March 2018 was as follows:
Gross Goodwil
at
st
31 March
2017

Impairment Net Goodwil at
Exchange Gross Goodwil Impairment of Net Goodwil at
st
of Goodwill
31 March
rate
at Goodwill at 31st
31st March
at 31st March
2017 Differences
31st March
March 2018
2018
2017
2018

Markets

Licenses
Brands
Trademarks and domains

France

397,634

(71,112)

326,522

-

397,634

(71,112)

326,522

Spain

49,073

-

49,073

-

49,073

-

49,073

Software internally developed in progress

26,025

27,221

(33,843)

19,403

70,171

(31,138)

39,033

-

70,171

(31,138)

39,033

Other intangible assets

18,989

-

4

18,993

58,599

(14,512)

44,087

-

58,599

(14,512)

44,087

Other intangible assets in progress

-

(6)

-

166,057

(10,339)

155,718

-

166,057

(10,339)

155,718

6

63,342

(19,274)

44,068

(3,222)

58,711

(17,865)

40,846

498,625

27,367

-

525,992

Metasearch

8,608

-

8,608

-

8,608

-

8,608

(7,509)

(1,335)

-

(8,844)

Other markets

54,710

-

54,710

-

54,710

-

54,710

(255)

(1)

-

(256)

2,474

-

2,474

-

2,474

-

2,474

Software

(92,905)

(18,505)

-

(111,410)

870,668

(146,375)

724,293

(3,222)

866,037

(144,966)

721,071

Other intangible assets

(14,598)

(633)

-

(15,231)

(115,267)

(20,474)

-

(135,741)

(61,740)

-

-

(61,740)

Software

(6,473)

-

-

(6,473)

Other intangible assets

(2,000)

-

-

(2,000)

Total accumulated Impairment

(70,213)

-

-

(70,213)

TOTAL INTANGIBLE ASSETS

313,145

6,893

-

320,038

UK
Italy
Germany
Nordics

Connect (Budgetplaces)
Total

Total gross value
Licenses
Trademarks and domains

Total accumulated amortization

As at 31st March 2018, the amount of the goodwill corresponding to the Nordic markets decreased due to
the evolution of the euro compared to the functional currency of these countries, with a balancing entry
under “Foreign currency translation reserve”.

Brands

“Acquisitions” mainly correspond to the capitalization of the technology developed by the Group which,
due to its functional benefits, contributes towards attracting new customers and retaining the existing
ones.
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16. TANGIBLE ASSETS

Brands
31st March
2019

31st March
2018

Go Voyages

33,690

33,690

eDreams

80,815

80,815

100,000

100,000

Travellink

7,699

7,699

Buildings - lease

Liligo

4,032

4,032

Total

226,236

226,236

Opodo

Tangible assets at 31st March 2019:

The Group performs an impairment test for the brands at year-end (see Note 18).

-

141

-

-

8,579

8,720

General installations / Tech. facilities

3,698

4

(462)

-

-

3,240

Furniture

2,267

102

(11)

-

-

2,358

Transport

1

-

-

-

-

1

12,014

1,165

-

-

13,179

5,753

534

25

-

38

40

-

-

-

23,771

1,986

(448)

-

8,579

33,888

-

(2,452)

-

-

-

(2,452)

(1,134)

(381)

356

-

-

(1,159)

(879)

(305)

11

-

-

(1,173)

(1)

-

-

-

-

(1)

Computer Hardware

(9,037)

(1,508)

(19)

37

-

(10,527)

Computer Hardware - lease

(3,718)

(934)

(14)

(37)

-

(4,703)

(20)

(5)

-

-

-

(25)

(14,789)

(5,585)

334

-

-

(20,040)

(114)

-

114

-

-

-

8,868

(3,599)

-

-

8,579

13,848

General installations / Tech. facilities
Furniture
Acquisitions /
Amortization

Disposals /
Reversals

Reclassification

9,467

1,646

(749)

1,807

12,171

287,976

-

-

-

287,976

282

-

-

-

282

138,450

181

(8,399)

22,944

153,176

Software internally developed in progress

23,144

25,964

(139)

(22,944)

26,025

Other intangible assets

19,257

6

(274)

-

18,989

1,813

-

-

(1,807)

6

480,389

27,797

(9,561)

-

498,625

(5,798)

(2,460)

749

-

(7,509)

(254)

(1)

-

-

(255)

Software

(83,546)

(14,834)

5,475

-

(92,905)

Other intangible assets

(14,082)

(790)

274

-

(14,598)

(103,680)

(18,085)

6,498

-

(115,267)

(61,740)

-

-

-

(61,740)

Software

(6,473)

-

-

-

(6,473)

Other intangible assets

(2,000)

-

-

-

(2,000)

Total accumulated Impairment

(70,213)

-

-

-

(70,213)

TOTAL INTANGIBLE ASSETS

306,496

9,712

(3,063)

-

313,145

Licenses
Brands
Trademarks and domains
Software

Brands

31st March
2019

Buildings - lease

31st March
2017

Total accumulated amortization

Change in
accounting
policy

Total gross value

Other intangible assets at 31 March 2018:

Trademarks and domains

Reclassification

Other tangible assets

st

Licenses

Disposals
/Reversals

Computer Hardware - lease

Software includes the investment in technology used by the Group in its operations which primarily
contributes towards attracting new customers and retaining existing ones.

Total gross value

Acquisitions
/Amortization

Computer Hardware

Software

Other intangible assets in progress

31st March
2018

31st March
2018

Transport equipment

Other tangible assets
Total accumulated amortization
Total accumulated Impairment
TOTAL TANGIBLE ASSETS
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6,312
78

Tangible assets at 31st March 2018:
31st March
2017

Acquisitions
Disposals Reclassification
/Amortization /Reversals

Exchange
rate
Differences

31st March
2018

General installations / Tech. facilities

3,092

689

(81)

-

(2)

3,698

Furniture

2,294

712

(739)

-

-

2,267

1

-

-

-

-

1

13,064

1,027

(2,163)

92

(6)

12,014

3,965

1,788

-

-

-

5,753

Other tangible assets

65

3

(7)

(23)

-

38

Fixed assets under construction

63

-

-

(63)

-

-

22,544

4,219

(2,990)

6

(8)

23,771

-

-

-

-

-

-

(740)

(438)

69

(17)

(8)

(1,134)

(1,201)

(448)

754

9

7

(879)

2

-

-

-

(3)

(1)

Computer Hardware

(9,332)

(1,648)

1,940

-

3

(9,037)

Computer Hardware - lease

(2,221)

(1,497)

-

-

-

(3,718)

(16)

(4)

-

-

-

(20)

(13,508)

(4,035)

2,763

(8)

(1)

(14,789)

-

(116)

-

2

-

(114)

9,036

68

(227)

-

(9)

8,868

Transports
Computer Hardware
Computer Hardware - lease

Total gross value
Buildings - lease
General installations / Tech. facilities
Furniture
Transport equipment

Other tangible assets
Total accumulated amortization
Total accumulated Impairment
TOTAL TANGIBLE ASSETS

17. IMPAIRMENT OF ASSETS
17.1 Measuring methodology
The assets are tested at the market level except Metasearch and Connect (which are their own cash
generating units “CGU”), which is used by management to make decisions about operating matters and
is based on segment information.
The Group has implemented an annual procedure in order to identify the possible existence of
unrecorded impairment losses. The procedure for carrying out the impairment test is as follows:

b) A valuation analysis is carried out, which consists of applying the discounted free cash flow method,
carrying out all the procedures necessary to determine the recoverable value of the assets in each CGU.
This calculation establishes a valuation range which varies mainly according to the discount rate for each
of the CGU.
This analysis is used by Group management to analyse both the recoverability of the goodwill and other
intangible assets and tangible assets belonging to each of the markets.

17.2 Main assumptions used in the financial projections
For each market, the discount rate after taxes has been defined on the basis of the weighted average
cost of capital (WACC).
In calculating the discount rate, a specific risk premium has also been considered in certain cases in line with
the specific characteristics of each market and the inherent risk profile of the projected cash flows of each of
the markets.
In calculating the value of the assets in each different market, the following parameters have been
considered:
• In the first year, adjusted EBITDA was projected using the 2019/2020 budget assumptions approved by the
Board of Directors. See definition of Adjusted EBITDA in the Glossary of definitions annex.
• In the following four years, a scenario of profitability and need for investment in intangible assets and
working capital that is consistent and sustainable in the long term for each market.
• The perpetual growth rate used to extrapolate cash flow projections beyond the first five years has
been estimated at 1.5% for France, Spain and Italy and 1.6% for Germany, UK, Nordics, Other markets,
Metasearch and Connect.
• Capital expenditure level in line with the fact that the business model is not CAPEX intensive. The future
level takes into account the end of ongoing implementation of the middle-back office and the development
of our platform.
These assumptions reflect expected growth in volume and revenue margin per booking for our markets
considering the historical trends and budget assumptions for 2019/2020.

a) A business plan is drawn up for each CGU for the next 5 years in which the main components are the
projected financial statements and the projected investments and working capital. These projections
include management’s best estimates, which are consistent with external information, past experience
and future expectations.
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Post-tax

Pre-tax

31st March
2019

31st March
2018

31st March
2019

31st March
2018

France

9.5%

8.8%

11.7%

9.7%

Spain

9.8%

10.3%

12.8%

12.3%

UK

10.5%

10.3%

12.5%

11.1%

Italy

12.5%

11.8%

16.2%

14.3%

Germany

8.8%

8.5%

10.3%

8.9%

Nordics

10.0%

9.8%

12.8%

11.5%

Other markets

10.8%

10.3%

13.6%

12.0%

Metasearch

9.5%

8.8%

12.1%

10.2%

Connect (Budgetplaces)

9.9%

9.4%

12.4%

10.0%

WACC by market %

31st March 2018
Gross value of
operating assets

Net value of
operating assets

Value in
Use

Exceeding amount
(headroom)

475,945

343,093

427,795

84,702

Spain

42,102

42,102

113,725

71,623

UK

58,152

27,014

39,744

12,730

68,324

53,812

88,879

35,067

159,694

149,355

236,973

87,618

Nordics

56,074

38,209

46,213

8,004

Other markets

12,734

12,734

266,190

253,456

Metasearch

11,663

11,663

53,241

41,578

Connect (Budgetplaces)

5,344

5,344

21,008

15,664

890,032

683,326

1,293,768

610,442

Markets
France

Italy
Germany

17.3 Conclusion on the analysis
As a result of the testing performed by the Group using the methodology and the assumptions described
in Notes 17.1 and 17.2 respectively, the carrying amount of the operating assets does not have to be
impaired.
The table below shows the gross book and net book value of operating assets for every cash generating
unit, the recoverable amount calculated for each CGU (value in use) and the amount by which the CGU’s
recoverable amount exceeds its carrying amount:
31st March 2019
Markets

Gross value of
operating assets

Net value of
operating assets

Value in
Use

Exceeding amount
(headroom)

France

491,475

358,623

468,281

109,658

Spain

41,489

41,489

81,238

39,749

UK

63,932

32,794

45,721

12,927

Italy

72,812

58,300

80,009

21,709

171,390

161,051

279,400

118,349

Nordics

55,139

37,470

42,590

5,120

Other markets

10,964

10,964

207,944

196,980

Metasearch

13,326

13,326

58,328

45,002

2,529

2,529

46,595

44,066

923,056

716,546

1,310,106

593,560

Germany

Connect (Budgetplaces)

17.4 Sensitivity analysis on key assumptions
The Group presents below the sensitivity analysis for the CGU’s where a reasonably possible change in a
key assumption would cause the unit’s carrying amount to exceed its recoverable amount.
The table below shows the changes in main assumptions that, had they been applied, would have
resulted in the value in use equalling the carrying amount of its net operating assets:
% Increase in
WACC

% Decrease in
Perpetual Growth

% Decrease in
Revenue Margin

France

2.4%

(3.4%)

(6.5%)

(13.0%)

Nordics

1.1%

(1.5%)

(2.5%)

(6.7%)

Markets

% Decrease in
Marginal Profit

The table below shows the value assigned to the assumptions of Revenue Margin and Marginal profit as
compound annual growth rates (CAGR) over the explicitly projected period:
Revenue
Margin

Marginal
Profit

France

8.6%

13.8%

Nordics

3.6%

10.6%

Growth/Value in %

The values assigned to the assumptions of discount rate and perpetual growth are disclosed in Note 17.2.
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18. IMPAIRMENT OF BRANDS

These assumptions reflect expected growth in volume and revenue margin per booking for our markets
considering the historical trends and budget assumptions for 2019 / 2020.

18.1 Measuring methodology
The brands have been tested for impairment together with the rest of the CGU assets (see Note 17) as
well as separately brand by brand.
The Group has implemented an annual procedure in order to identify the possible existence of
unrecorded impairment losses. The procedure for carrying out the impairment test is as follows:
a) A business plan is drawn up for each brand for the next 5 years in which the main component is
the revenue margin that will be generated by each brand. These revenue projections are multiplied
by a royalty rate to obtain the revenue corresponding to the brands. These projections include
management’s best estimates, which are consistent with external information, past experience and
future expectations.
b) A valuation analysis is carried out, which consists of applying the discounted free cash flow
method, carrying out all the procedures necessary to determine the recoverable value of the
brands.
This analysis is used by Group management to analyze the recoverability of the brands.

18.2 Main assumptions used in the financial projections
For each brand, the discount rate after taxes has been defined on the basis of the weighted average
cost of capital (WACC). The WACC has been calculated on a market basis (see Note 17.2) and applied a
weighted average according to the contribution of each market in each brand.

Post-tax
WACC by brand %
Go Voyages
eDreams
Opodo
Travellink
Liligo

Pre-tax

31st March
2019

31st March
2018

31st March
2019

31st March
2018

9.5%

8.8%

12.2%

11.3%

10.6%

10.4%

13.8%

13.4%

9.3%

8.9%

11.0%

10.4%

10.2%

9.8%

13.1%

12.6%

9.5%

8.8%

12.2%

11.4%

18.3 Conclusion on the analysis
As a result of the testing performed by the Group using the methodology and the assumptions described
in the Notes 18.1 and 18.2, the carrying amount of the brands does not have to be impaired.
The table below shows the gross value and net value of each brand, the recoverable amount calculated
for each brand (value in use) and the amount by which the brand’s recoverable amount exceeds its
carrying amount:

31st March 2019
Gross value of
brands

Net value of
brands

Value in
Use

Exceeding amount
(headroom)

Go Voyages

95,430

33,690

36,830

3,140

eDreams

80,815

80,815

152,247

71,432

100,000

100,000

156,244

56,244

Travellink

7,699

7,699

8,061

362

Liligo

4,032

4,032

20,074

16,042

287,976

226,236

373,456

147,220

Brands

In calculating the value of each brand, the following parameters have been considered:
• In the first year, revenue margin was projected using the 2019 / 2020 budget assumptions approved

by the Board of Directors.
• In the following four years, a scenario of evolution of volumes and margins has been considered

based on the strategy of the Company and previous experience.

Opodo

• The perpetual growth rate used to extrapolate cash flow projections beyond the first five years has

been estimated at 1.5%.
• Royalty rates have been set at 6.5%, except for the Travellink brand that has a 4% royalty rate.
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19. NON-CURRENT FINANCIAL ASSETS

31st March 2018
Gross value of
brands

Net value of
brands

Value in
Use

Exceeding amount
(headroom)

Go Voyages

95,430

33,690

35,329

1,639

eDreams

80,815

80,815

184,957

104,142

100,000

100,000

153,337

53,337

Travellink

7,699

7,699

9,856

2,157

Liligo

4,032

4,032

12,790

8,758

287,976

226,236

396,269

170,033

Brands

Opodo

18.4 Sensitivity analysis on key assumptions
The Group presents below the sensitivity analysis for the brands where a reasonably possible change in
a key assumption would cause the unit’s carrying amount to exceed its recoverable amount.
The table below shows the changes in main assumptions that, had they been applied, would have
resulted in the value in use equalling the carrying amount of the brand:

Brands
Go Voyages
Travellink

% Increase in
WACC

% Decrease in
Perpetual Growth

% Decrease in
Revenue Margin

% Decrease in
Royalty Rate

1.1%

(1.0%)

(8.5%)

(0.6%)

0.4%

(0.6%)

(4.5%)

(0.2%)

The table below shows the value assigned to the assumptions of Revenue Margin as compound annual
growth rates (CAGR) over the explicitly projected period:
Growth/
Value in %

Revenue
Margin

Go Voyages

8.5%

Travellink

3.6%

31st March
2019

31st March
2018

Non-current loans and receivables

2,786

3,799

Non-current deposits and guarantees

2,494

2,568

410

-

5,690

6,367

Other Non-current assets
Non-current financial assets

During the period ended at 31st March 2019, the Group has refinanced its Super Senior Revolving Credit
Facility, increasing from €157 million to €175 million. Due to this negotiation the financing costs have
been lower (€3.1 million) than the previous 2016 SSRCF (€5.4 million), resulting in a decrease in the
non-current loans and receivables between 31st March 2018 and 2019.
The amount in other long-term assets consists of a €0.4 million tax audit deposit paid by Opodo S.L. in
June 2018 which the Group expects will be refunded by the Tax Authorities.

20. TRADE AND OTHER RECEIVABLES
20.1 Trade receivables
Trade receivables from contracts with customers at 31st March 2019, and 2018:
31st March
2019

31st March
2018

Trade receivables

24,429

29,476

Accrued income

50,168

46,952

Impairment loss on trade receivables and accrued income

(6,014)

(7,551)

Provision for booking cancellation

(982)

(1,171)

Trade related deferred expenses

3,078

1,023

70,679

68,729

Trade receivables

The values assigned to the assumptions of discount rate and perpetual growth are disclosed in Note 18.2.
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An impairment analysis of trade receivables and accrued income has been performed at year-end using
a provision matrix by type of customer, to measure expected credit losses.
The tables below show the credit risk exposure for the Group’s two main types of customer.
Commissions, incentives from BtB
customers and advertising revenue

31st March
2019

1st April
2018

Trade
receivables

Impairment

Trade
receivables

Impairment

34,984

(839)

38,998

(2,068)

Amount invoiced not overdue

8,192

(197)

6,253

(332)

Less than 60 days

2,404

(94)

2,236

(176)

Between 60 to 120 days

1,577

(78)

1,406

(135)

Between 120 to 240 days

784

(57)

2,116

(325)

Between 240 to 365 days

645

(76)

1,391

(353)

More than 365 days

2,413

(1,243)

2,633

(1,731)

Bankruptcy

1,320

(1,320)

530

(530)

52,319

(3,904)

55,563

(5,650)

Accrued income

Total

The Group has two other types of customers, Leisure customers and Global Distribution System (GDS).
For these customers, the impairment calculation has been calculated following a different approach,
depending on the nature of the customer. On 31st March 2019, the accrued income amount for these
types of customers is €12.9 million, the amount invoiced not overdue yet is €2.7 million and the
impairment booked is €0.2 million. On 1st April 2018, the accrued income amount for these customers
was €5.4 million, the amount invoiced not overdue yet was €9.8 million and the impairment booked was
€0.5 million.
In the impairment analysis, the Group has taken into consideration some significant invoices, collected
after the closing of 31st March 2019.

20.2 Valuation allowance
Movements in the valuation allowance are as follows:
12 Months ended
31st March 2019

12 Months ended
31st March 2018

(7,551)

(4,783)

Impact first application IFRS 9 as at 1st April 2018

(329)

-

Increase / Decrease in impairment losses

1,866

(3,581)

-

813

(6,014)

(7,551)

31st March
2019

31st March
2018

5,950

9,603

687

1,053

1,903

2,796

8,540

13,452

31st March
2019

31st March
2018

Cash and other cash equivalents

148,831

171,507

Cash and cash equivalents

148,831

171,507

Valuation allowance opening balance

Amount written off as uncollectible
Valuation allowance closing balance

Metasearch customers

31st March
2019
Trade
receivables

Impairment

1st April
2018
Trade
receivables

Impairment

(96)

2,562

(169)

1,068

(73)

1,286

(85)

Between 90 to 120 days

90

(13)

10

(2)

Between 120 to 150 days

135

(62)

45

(22)

Between 150 to 180 days

187

(133)

10

(8)

Between 180 to 210 days

170

(145)

179

(170)

Between 210 to 240 days

99

(92)

106

(106)

1,247

(1,232)

1,199

(1,195)

82

(82)

-

-

4,489

(1,928)

5,397

(1,757)

Between 0 to 90 days

More than 240 days
Bankruptcy
Total

Advances given trade related
Other receivables

1,411

Accrued income

20.3 Other receivables

Prepaid expenses / Prepayments
Other receivables

21. CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS
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22. EQUITY
Share capital
Share premium
Equity- settled share-based payments
Retained earnings & others
Profit & Loss attributable to the parent company
Foreign currency translation reserve
Total Equity

22.4 Treasury shares
31st March
2019

31st March
2018

10,972

10,866

974,512

974,512

7,305

17,254

(572,351)

(604,630)

9,520

19,723

(8,655)

(7,761)

421,303

409,964

22.1 Share capital
On 22nd August 2018 the Board of Directors resolved to issue share capital of €44,966.70 represented by
449,667 ordinary shares, at €0.10 each.
On 20th November 2018 the Board of Directors resolved to issue share capital of €37,754.60 represented
by 377,546 ordinary shares, at €0.10 each.
On 20th February 2019 the Board of Directors resolved to issue share capital of €23,484.10 represented
by 234,841 ordinary shares, at €0.10 each.
As a result of the new shares’ issuance, the Company’s share capital amounts to €10,971,905.20 and is
represented by 109,719,052 shares with a face value of €0.10 per share.
The detail of significant shareholders is included in Section A Management Report, Note 4.6
Shareholders and Investors.

22.2 Share premium
The share premium account may be used to provide for the payment of any shares, which the Company
may repurchase from its shareholders, to offset any net realized losses, to make distributions to the
shareholders in the form of a dividend or to allocate funds to the legal reserve.

22.3 Equity-settled share-based payments

In February 2019, the Group acquired 142,705 shares at €2.625 per share, for a total of €374,600.62
from employees of the Group that had been granted shares as part of the 2016 LTIP. These treasury
shares were subsequently delivered to employees as part of the 2016 LTIP delivery on 20th February
2019 (see Note 23).
As at 31st March 2019 and 2018, the Group had no treasury shares.

22.5 Foreign currency translation reserve
The foreign currency translation reserve corresponds to the net amount of the exchange differences
arising from the translation of the financial statements of eDreams LLC, Liligo Hungary Kft, Findworks
Technologies Bt, Geo Travel Pacific Ltd and Travellink AB since they are denominated in currencies other
than the euro.

23. SHARE-BASED COMPENSATION
On 12th September 2016, the Extraordinary Shareholders Meeting, on proposal from the Board of
Directors, approved amendments to the Articles of Incorporation of the Company, necessary to execute
a new LTIP: the 2016 LTIP (“Long Term Incentive Plan”) for managers, to ensure that it continues to attract
and retain high quality management and better align the interest of management and shareholders.
The 2016 LTIP is split in half performance shares and half restricted stock units subject to continued
service. Based on operational performance, the new scheme is linked to stringent financial and strategic
objectives.
The 2016 LTIP will last for four years and will vest between August 2018 and February 2022 based on
financial results.
As at 31st March 2019 5,438,468 rights had been granted since the beginning of the plan under the 2016
LTIP, of which 385,575 shares (The First Tranche – First Delivery), 377,546 shares (The First Tranche –
Second Delivery) and 377,546 shares (The First Tranche – Third Delivery) had been delivered as shares in
August 2018, November 2018 and February 2019, respectively.

The amount recognized under “equity-settled share-based payments” in the consolidated balance sheet at
31st March 2019 and 2018 arose as a result of the Long Term Incentive plans given to the employees.

Total maximum dilution of the performance stock rights (“PSRs”) and restricted stock units (“RSUs”)
would represent, if fully vested, 6.32% of the total issued share capital of the Group, over a period of 4
years, and therefore 1.58% yearly average on a fully diluted basis.

As at 31st March 2019, the only Long Term Incentive plan currently in place is the 2016 LTIP detailed in Note 23.

Expected dilution (which takes into account attrition and actual expected achievement of stringent
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Revolving Credit Facility

financial and strategic objectives) for all PSRs and RSUs since the IPO is a 1.1% yearly average over an
8-year period.
The cost of the 2016 LTIP has been recorded in the Income Statement (Personnel expenses) (see Note 9.1)
and against Equity (included in Equity-settled share based payments, see Note 22), amounting to €3.4
million and €4.6 million (of which €3.2 million related to 2016 LTIP and €1.4 million related to Modified 2014
LTIP) in 31st March 2019 and 2018 respectively.

The Group debt and other Financial Liabilities at 31st March 2019 and 2018 are as follows:
31st March 2019

31st March 2018

Current

Non-current

Total

Current

Non-current

Total

2023 Notes

-

418,767

418,767

-

-

-

2021 Notes

-

-

-

-

413,981

413,981

Total Principal

-

418,767

418,767

-

413,981

413,981

Accrued interest - 2023 Notes

1,948

-

1,948

-

-

-

Accrued interest - 2021 Notes

-

-

-

6,426

-

6,426

Total Interest

1,948

-

1,948

6,426

-

6,426

Total borrowing

1,948

418,767

420,715

6,426

413,981

420,407

-

-

-

5

-

5

Lease Liabilities

3,366

4,507

7,873

1,134

994

2,128

Other Financial Liabilities

5,685

-

5,685

6,583

-

6,583

Total other Financial liabilities

9,051

4,507

13,558

7,722

994

8,716

10,999

423,274

434,273

14,148

414,975

429,123

Principal

Other Financial Liabilities

Total Financial liabilities

On May 2017, the Group obtained the modification of the SSRCF from 4th October 2016 increasing the
commitment by €10 million to a total of €157 million.
On September 2018, the Group obtained another modification of the SSRCF increasing the commitment
to €175 million, and extending its maturity until September 2023.

24. FINANCIAL LIABILITIES

Bank facilities and bank overdrafts

On 4th October 2016, the Group also refinanced its Super Senior Revolving Credit Facility (“the SSRCF”),
increasing the size to €147 million from the previous €130 million, and gaining significant flexibility as
well versus the previous terms.

Senior Notes – 2023 Notes

The interest rate of the SSRCF is the benchmark rate (such as EURIBOR for euro transactions) plus a
margin of 3.00%. Though at any time after 30th September 2018, and subject to certain conditions, the
margin may decrease to be between 3.00% and 2.00%.
The SRCCF Agreement includes a financial covenant, the Consolidated Total Gross Debt Cover ratio,
calculated as follows:
Total Gross Debt Cover ratio = Gross Financial Debt / Last Twelve Month Adjusted EBITDA.
The Gross Debt Cover ratio is calculated quarterly and may not exceed 6.
As at 31st March 2019 and 2018, the Gross Debt Cover ratio was 3.7 and 3.6 respectively, so the Company
was in compliance with ample headroom.
At the end of March 2019 and 2018, the Group had not drawn under the SSRCF.
Lease liabilities
Lease Liabilities includes the financial liability for the office leases first recognized on 1st April 2018
under IFRS 16 Leases (see note 3.2.3), for an amount of €6.9 million as at 31st March 2019 (€8.6 million as
at 1st April 2018).
The leased assets gross value and accumulated amortization are detailed in Note 16 Tangible Assets.
The maturity of contractual undiscounted cash flows for leasings as follows:

On 25th September 2018, eDreams ODIGEO issued €425 million 5.50% Senior Secured Notes with a
maturity date of 1st September 2023 (“the 2023 Notes”) (see Note 2.1).
Interest on the 2023 Notes is payable semi-annually in arrears each 1st March and 1st September.
Senior Notes – 2021 Notes
As explained in Note 2.1, the Group has redeemed for cancellation all of the outstanding euro-denominated
8.50% 2021 Notes issued by eDreams ODIGEO in 2016, in accordance with the terms of such notes.

31st March
2019

31st March
2018

Less than one year

3,513

1,209

One to five years

4,661

967

-

-

Total undiscounted lease liabilities

8,174

2,176

Discounting impact (unaccrued interests)

(301)

(48)

Total lease liabilities

7,873

2,128

More than five years
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31st March
2019

31st March
2018

Principal

3,482

921

Interests

278

54

3,760

975

Total cash outflow for leases

24.2 Fair value measurement of debt
31st March 2019

Other financial liabilities

24.1 Debt by maturity date

Level 2 : Internal Level 3 : Internal Fair value
model using
model using
observable non-observable
factors
factors

Cash and cash equivalents

148,831

x

148,831

2023 Notes

420,715

x

473,755

Principal and interest

426,948

x

479,988

(6,853)

x

(6,853)

620

x

620

Financing costs capitalized on 2023 Notes
Amortization of financing costs capitalized on 2023 Notes

The maturity date of the debt at 31 March 2019 and 2018 is as follows:
st

Bank facilities and bank overdrafts

st

< 1 year

1 to 5 years

> 5 years

Total

2023 Notes

-

418,767

-

418,767

Total principal

-

418,767

-

418,767

Accrued interest - 2023 Notes

1,948

-

-

1,948

Total interests

1,948

-

-

1,948

Principal

31st March 2018

Finance lease liabilities

3,366

4,507

-

7,873

Other financial liabilities

5,685

-

-

5,685

Total other financial liabilities

9,051

4,507

-

13,558

10,999

423,274

-

434,273

Cash and cash equivalents

< 1 year

1 to 5 years

> 5 years

Total

2021 Notes

-

413,981

-

413,981

Total principal

-

413,981

-

413,981

Accrued interest - 2021 Notes

6,426

-

-

6,426

Total interests

6,426

-

-

6,426

Principal

Other financial liabilities
Bank facilities and bank overdrafts

-

Total net
book value of
the class

Level 1 :
Quoted prices
and cash

Level 2 : Internal Level 3 : Internal Fair value
model using
model using
observable non-observable
factors
factors

171,507

x

171,507
x

425,960

Principal and interest

431,427

x

436,979

Financing costs capitalized on 2021 Notes

(15,997)

x

(15,997)

4,978

x

4,978

Amortization of financing costs capitalized on 2021 Notes

5

x

5

The book value of current loans and receivables, trade and other receivables and trade and other
payables is approximately their fair value.
Valuation techniques and assumptions applied for the purposes of measuring fair value
The fair values of financial assets and liabilities are determined as follows:
• The fair values of financial assets and liabilities with standard terms and conditions and traded

5

-

-

5

Finance lease liabilities

1,134

994

-

2,128

Other financial liabilities

6,583

-

-

6,583

Total other financial liabilities

7,722

994

-

8,716

14,148

414,975

Total financial liabilities

x

420,408

Bank facilities and bank overdrafts

31st March 2018

-

Balance sheet headings and classes of instruments

2021 Notes

Other financial liabilities

Total financial liabilities

Level 1 :
Quoted prices
and cash

Balance sheet headings and classes of instruments

Other financial liabilities mainly include the Tax Refund amounting to €5.7 million and €6.6 million
at 31st March 2019 and 2018, respectively.

31 March 2019

Total net
book value of
the class

429,123

on active liquid markets are determined with reference to quoted market prices (includes listed
redeemable notes, bills of exchange, debentures and perpetual notes).
• The fair values of other financial assets and liabilities (excluding those described above) are

determined in accordance with generally accepted pricing models based on discounted cash-flow
analysis.
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The market value of financial assets and liabilities measured at fair value in the statement of financial
position shown in the table above has been ranked based on the three hierarchy levels defined by IFRS 13:
• Level 1: quoted price in active markets.

The Cash Flow Statement item “Reimbursement of borrowings” contains the repayment of the 2021
Notes for €425 million, as well as the lease liabilities principal repayment for €3.5 million; for a total of
€428.5 million. In the table above, the cash flows shown for the lease liabilities include principal amounts
for €3.5 million and interest payments for €0.3 million (see Note 24 Leases).

• Level 2: inputs observable directly or indirectly.
• Level 3: inputs not based on observable market data.

24.3 Changes in liabilities arising from financing activities
The reconciliation showing the changes in liabilities arising from financing activities is as follows from
31st March 2018 until 31st March 2019:
31st March
2018

Cash
flows

P&L
accrual

New
leases

Others

31st March
2019

2023 Notes

-

418,164

620

-

(17)

418,767

2021 Notes

413,981

(425,000)

11,019

-

-

-

Total principal

413,981

(6,836)

11,639

-

(17)

418,767

Accrued interest - 2023 notes

-

(10,129)

12,077

-

-

1,948

Accrued interest - 2021 notes

6,426

(23,581)

17,155

-

-

-

-

(834)

834

-

-

-

6,426

(34,544)

30,066

-

-

1,948

420,407

(41,380)

41,705

-

(17)

420,715

5

(254)

249

-

-

-

Lease liabilities

2,128

(3,760)

276

8,655

574

7,873

Other financial liabilities

6,583

(18,062)

18,062

-

(898)

5,685

Total other financial liabilities

8,716

(22,076)

18,587

8,655

(324)

13,558

429,123

(63,456)

60,292

8,655

(341)

434,273

741

(1,585)

1,424

-

(179)

401

-

(375)

-

-

375

-

741

(1,960)

1,424

-

196

401

Financial assets related to the SSRCF

(3,799)

(3,063)

4,076

-

-

(2,786)

Financial assets related to financing activities

(3,799)

(3,063)

4,076

-

-

(2,786)

426,065

(68,479)

65,792

8,655

(145)

431,888

Accrued interest - SSRCF
Total interest
Total borrowing
Bank facilities and bank overdrafts

Total financial liabilities
Other payables related to financial liabilities
Acquisition of treasury share
Total financial liabilities

Total financing activities

The Cash Flow Statement item “Borrowings drawdown” contains the collection of the 2023 Notes for
€425 million, minus the bank fees withheld at the transaction date for €3.2 million; for a total of €421.8
million. In the table above, the cash flows shown for the 2023 Notes also include the financing fees
capitalized and paid during the year for €3.6 million.

The Cash Flow Statement item “Interest paid” contains €10.1 million of interest paid on the 2023 Notes,
€23.6 million of interest paid on the 2021 Notes, €0.8 million of interest paid on the SSRCF, €0.3 million of
interest paid on the bank facilities and bank overdrafts and €0.3 million of interest paid on leases; for a
total of €35.1 million.
The Cash Flow Statement item “Other financial expenses paid (incl. Bond call premium)” includes €18.1
million of the 2021 Notes call premium, €3.6 million of financing fees on the 2023 Notes capitalized and
paid during the year, €3.1 million of financing fees on the SSRCF capitalized and paid during the year and €1.6
million of other expenses paid related to financial liabilities; for a total of €26.4 million.
The reconciliation showing the changes in liabilities arising from financing activities is as follows from
31st March 2017 until 31st March 2018:
31st March
2017

Cash
flows

P&L
accrual

New
leases

Others

31st March
2018

2021 Notes

420,791

(10,000)

3,190

-

-

413,981

Total principal

420,791

(10,000)

3,190

-

-

413,981

6,060

(36,698)

37,064

-

-

6,426

-

(1,090)

1,090

-

-

-

6,060

(37,788 )

38,154

-

-

6,426

426,851

(47,788 )

41,344

-

-

420,407

83

(100)

22

-

-

5

Lease liabilities

1,631

(975)

56

1,416

-

2,128

Other financial liabilities

5,116

(300)

300

-

1,467

6,583

6,830

(1,375 )

378

1,416

1,467

8,716

433,681

(49,163)

41,722

1,416

1,467

429,123

Other payables related to financial liabilities

493

(2,155 )

2,457

-

(54)

741

Total other liabilities

493

(2,155)

2,457

-

(54)

741

Financial assets related to the SSRCF

(4,787)

-

988

-

-

(3,799)

Financial assets related to financing activities

(4,787)

-

988

-

-

(3,799)

429,387

(51,318 )

45,167

1,416

1,413

426,065

Accrued interest - 2021 notes
Accrued interest - SSRCF
Total interest
Total borrowing
Bank facilities and bank overdrafts

Total other financial liabilities
Total financial liabilities

Total financing activities
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The Cash Flow Statement item “Reimbursement of borrowings” contains mainly the repayment of the
2021 Notes for €10 million, as well as the lease liabilities principal repayment for €0.9 million; for a total of
€10.9 million. In the table above, the cash flows shown for the lease liabilities include principal amounts
for €0.9 million and interests payments for €0.1 million (see Note 24 Leases).

The movement of this provision during the year corresponds to the refund to customers of €1.1 million,
the release of €0.3 million for cancellation or modification options not exercised, and the increase in
provision for new bookings under the Modification and Cancellation services of €6.4 million.

The Cash Flow Statement item “Interest paid” contains mainly €36.7 million of interests paid on the 2021
Notes, €1.1 million of interests paid on the SSRCF for a total of €37.8 million.

26. RETIREMENT PLANS

The Cash Flow Statement item “Other financial expenses paid (incl. Bond call premium)” contains mainly
€0.3 million of the 2021 Notes call premium and €2.2 million of other expenses paid related to financial
liabilities; for a total of €2.6 million.

A breakdown of “Provisions for pensions” by Company at 31st March 2019 compared to 31st March 2018 is
set out below:
st
st
Net liability (asset)
France IFC
Italy TRF

25. PROVISIONS
Non - current provisions
Provisions for tax risks
Provisions for pensions and other post employment benefits
Total Non-current provisions

Provisions for pensions and other post employment benefits
Provisions for other employee benefits
Provisions for operating risks and others
Total Current provisions

31 March
2018

137

364

848

855

985

1,219

Note that short term and long term Net Liability (Asset) relating to retirement plans are included in the
item “Provision for pensions and other post-employment benefits” (Note 25).

31st March
2019

31st March
2018

6,244

2,957

950

1,184

7,194

4,141

The Group has pension commitments, both for defined benefit and defined contribution plans, with the
employees of the different companies that make up the Group.

2,195

2,586

Defined contribution plan

35

35

303

6,430

8,807

3,890

11,340

12,941

Current provisions
Provisions for litigation risks

31 March
2019

As at 31st March 2019 there is a provision of €6.2 million for tax risks (€3.0 million on 31st March
2018), which is a mix of indirect tax and income tax risks. In certain cases, the Company applied a tax
treatment, which, if challenged by the tax authorities, may probably result in a cash outflow.
The variation of the year corresponds mainly to the increase in provisions for tax risks booked against
expenses of the period.
As at 31 March 2019, the item “Provisions for other employee benefits” has reduced mainly due to the
settlement of the provision for restructuring in France.
st

The item “Provisions for litigation risks” includes the provision related to the Italian AGCM provision for
consumer protection (see Note 31.6).
The item “Provisions for operating risks and others” mainly includes €6.4 million on the provisions for
Cancellation for any reason and Flexiticket (€1.4 million on 31st March 2018). This is the provision related
to the new services of Cancellation and Modification available at any time to the customer.

Opodo Limited operates a D.C.P for its employees. Plan contributions are recognized in the income
statement when they occur.
Defined benefit plans
A breakdown of the different defined benefit commitments at 31st March 2019, which have decreased
compared to the previous year as a result of the business functions that have been terminated locally, is set
out below:
At 31st March 2019

Zone

Participants and
beneficiaries

Plan Description

France IFC

Eurozone

33

Retirement award due to legal obligation (IFC)

Italy TRF

Eurozone

78

Redundancy award due to a legal obligation (TFR)

111

None of the plans are externally funded.
France includes the plans for 3 companies: Go Voyages, which represents most of the liabilities, Go
Voyages Trade, and Liligo Metasearch Technologies SAS.
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Actuarial assumptions and methodology used
Change in benefit obligation

The main actuarial assumptions used were as follows:

Benefit obligation at beginning of year

12 Months ended
31st March 2019

12 Months ended
31st March 2018

1,219

1,449

108

124

(227)

-

Discount rate

1.50%

Current service cost

Rate of salary increase

2.00%

(Gain) / loss on settlements

Rate of price inflation

1.50%

Benefits paid from plan/company

(115)

(354)

Benefit obligation at end of year

985

1,219

Rate of pension increases

N/A

Mortality Tables

TH/TF 00-02

Disability Tables

N/A

Turnover Tables

Table based on age: 6% to 40 years on average

The breakdown of defined benefit obligation by participant status is as follows:
Defined benefit obligation

31st March
2019

31st March
2018

a. Actives

985

1,219

None of the assets are invested in the Company’s own financial instruments.

Total

985

1,219

The amounts recognized in the balance sheet, income statement and in equity are detailed below:

The expected cash flows for the following year are as follows:

Defined benefit obligation by participant status

There are no plan assets at 31st March 2019 and 2018.

Amounts recognized in the balance sheet:

31st March
2019

31st March
2018

985

1,219

-

-

985

1,219

-

-

985

1,219

Defined benefit obligation
Fair value of plan assets
Funded status
Effect to asset ceiling/onerous liability
Net liability (asset)

Expected employer contributions
Up to 1 year

35

More than 1 year

950

The sensitivity of the defined benefit obligation to changes in assumptions is set out below.
The effects of a change in an assumption are weighted proportionately to the total obligations to
determine the total impact for each assumption presented.

The movement in the obligation for defined benefits is as follows:
Components of defined benefit cost

31st March
2019

Expected cash flows for following year

12 Months ended
31st March 2019

12 Months ended
31st March 2018

108

124

a. Discount rate - 25 basis point

6.0%

(Gain) / loss on settlements

(227)

-

b. Discount rate + 25 basis point

(5.6%)

Total service cost

(119)

124

-

-

a. Salary increase rate - 25 basis point

(5.6%)

(119)

124

b. Salary increase rate + 25 basis point

5.9%

Service cost
Current service cost

Net interest cost
Defined benefit cost included in the P&L account

31st March
2019

Sensitivity analysis: increase/(decrease) of DBO
Discount rate

Salary increase rate

Pension increase rate
a. Pension increase rate - 25 basis point

0.0%

b. Pension increase rate + 25 basis point

0.0%
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27. TRADE AND OTHER PAYABLES

Trade payables
Employee-related payables

31st March
2019

31st March
2018

353,724

375,659

7,978

7,869

-

392

361,702

383,920

Other payables
Total trade and other payables

The following table shows how much of the revenue recognized in the current reporting period relates
to carried-forward contract liabilities.
st
st
31 March
2019

31 March
2018

GDS agreement

3,886

4,023

Cancellation and modification for any reason

2,007

-

5,112

930

11,005

4,953

Others
Total

29. OFF-BALANCE SHEET COMMITMENTS
29.1 Rental commitments

28. DEFERRED REVENUE
31st March
2019

31st March
2018

12,080

16,174

500

3,000

12,580

19,174

GDS agreement

4,003

3,793

Cancellation and modification for any reason

4,979

2,007

Others

2,575

5,112

11,557

10,912

GDS agreement
Others
Total deferred revenue - non current

Total deferred revenue - current

The Group rentals are mainly composed of buildings under non-cancellable lease contracts.
Following the adoption of IFRS 16 leases on 1st April 2018 (see Note 3.2.3), the discounted value of future
payments corresponding to most of these contracts has been booked as Lease liabilities.
However, for contracts that have not been considered as Leases under IFRS 16 (due to their short-term
nature or being outside the scope of IFRS 16), the minimum total non-cancellable future payments is the
following:
<1 year

1 to 5
years

>5 years

Total

Minimum rental payments at March 2019

1,195

1,514

-

2,709

Minimum rental payments at March 2018

2,936

5,005

-

7,941

All deferred revenue of the Group relates to contracts with customers.
As mentioned in Note 4.4, the revenue related to the service of Cancellation or Modification for any reason
service is recognized over the period during which the customer has the option to cancel or modify the
booking. These amounts that have not yet accrued are presented in the balance sheet as deferred revenue.

The consolidated income statement for 31st March 2019 and 31st March 2018 includes rental expenses
totalling €1.9 and €4.1 million respectively.
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29.2 Other off-balance sheet commitments

• Regarding the 2016 LTIP, 256,049 shares (the First Tranche – First Delivery), 256,049 shares (the First

31st March
2019

31st March
2018

1,833

2,145

587

645

2,420

2,790

Guarantees to Package Travel
Others
Total

Tranche – Second Delivery), 256,049 shares (the First Tranche – Third Delivery) have already been
delivered as shares to Key Management in August 2018, November 2018 and February 2019.
• From the shares delivered as part of the 2016 LTIP First Tranche – Second Delivery, 79,049 shares

were purchased by the Group from the Key Management and subsequently delivered to certain
members of the Board as part of the 2016 LTIP First Tranche - Third Delivery (see note 22.4).
Board of Directors

Other guarantees mainly include guarantees for Travel Licensing Bonding and other supplier
guarantees.
All the shares held by eDreams ODIGEO in Opodo Ltd. as well as the receivables under certain intragroup
funding loans relating to the 2023 Notes made to Opodo Limited and Go Voyages by eDreams ODIGEO,
have been pledged in favour of the holders of the 2023 Notes (see Note 24) and the secured parties
under the Group’s super senior revolving credit facility dated 25th September 2018.

30. RELATED PARTIES
30.1 Transactions and balances with related parties
There have been no transactions or balances with related parties during the periods ended on 31st
March 2019 and 2018, other than those detailed below.
Key management
The compensation accrued by the key management of the Group (CSM: “CEO Staff Members”) and during
the years ended 31st March 2019 and 2018 amounted to €4.2 million and €3.9 million, respectively.
The key management has been also granted since the beginning of the plans with 3,507,138 rights of the
2016 LTIP plan at 31st March 2019 (2,729,258 rights of the 2016 LTIP plan at 31st March 2018) to acquire a
certain number of shares of the parent company eDreams ODIGEO at no cost.
The valuation of the rights of the 2016 LTIP amounts to €7.7 million of which €4.8 million have been
recognized at 31st March 2019 since the beginning of the plan (€5.7 million of which €2.5 million
recognized at 31st March 2018) (see Note 23).

During the period ended 31st March 2019 the independent members of the Board received a total
remuneration for their mandate of €240 thousand (€284 thousand during the period ended 31st March 2018).
Some members of the Board are also members of the key management of the Group and, consequently, their
remuneration has been determined for their executive services, not for their mandate as members of the
Board and, therefore part of this information is included in key management retribution section above.
Details of Directors Remuneration are set out below.
• Remuneration for management services during the year ending March 2019 and March 2018 amounted to
€1.6 million and €1.6 million respectively.
• Executive Directors have been also granted since the beginning of the plan with 2,056,343 rights of the
2016 LTIP plan at 31st March 2019 (1,542,258 rights of the 2016 LTIP plan at 31st March 2018) to acquire a
certain number of shares of the parent company eDreams ODIGEO at no cost. The valuation of these rights
of the 2016 LTIP plan amounts to €4.5 million of which €3.0 million have been recognized at 31st March
2019 since the beginning of the plan (€3.3 million of which €1.5 million have been recognized during the
period ended 31st March 2018).
• Regarding the 2016 LTIP, 158,767 shares (the First Tranche – First Delivery), 158,767 shares (the First
Tranche – Second Delivery), 158,767 shares (the First Tranche – Third Delivery) have already been delivered
as shares to the Board members in August 2018, November 2018 and February 2019.
• From the shares delivered as part of the 2016 LTIP First Tranche – Second Delivery, 48,378 shares were
purchased by the Group from the Key Management and subsequently delivered to certain members of the
Board as part of the 2016 LTIP First Tranche- Third Delivery (see note 22.4).
No other significant transactions have been carried out with any member of senior management or
shareholder with a significant influence on the Group.
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31. CONTINGENCIES AND PROVISIONS
31.1 Insurance premium tax
The Group considers that there is a possible risk of reassessment of insurance premium tax in certain
jurisdictions where the Group renders mediation services to its customers regarding the supply of travel
insurance by insurers. This risk is relating to the possible view of local tax authorities that part of the
remuneration received by the Group for the mediation of the travel insurance to its customers in certain
countries should be considered basis for the levy of insurance premium tax. This risk is estimated at
€1.6 million. The Group takes the view that it has sufficient grounds to successfully defend its position
in case of an assessment by local tax authorities. As this risk is considered unlikely to result in a cash
outflow, no liability has been recognized in the balance sheet.

31.2 Dispute with UK tax authorities
The Group has been assessed by the UK tax authorities for an amount of €0.4 million. This concerns
a dispute regarding the qualification for VAT purposes of the contractual relationship between the UK
entity and a UK bed bank. The Group disputes the UK tax authorities’ view that the UK entity should have
paid UK VAT on the margin which it has generated in respect of this contractual relationship relating to
hotel accommodation that is located outside the UK. The Group has appealed against the assessment
with the UK First Tier Tribunal, which has ruled in our favour concerning the interpretation under
English law. However, the UK tax authorities have requested the First Tier Tribunal to raise preliminary
questions to the CJEU regarding the interpretation of the VAT Directive. The First Tier Tribunal has not yet
taken a decision on this matter. As the risk is considered only possible, no liability has been recognized
in the balance sheet.

31.3 License fees
The Group considers that there is a possible risk of reassessment by tax authorities in respect of
license fees charged between entities of the Group for the use of certain self-developed software.
Tax authorities may take the view that there was an undercharge of license fees to the users. This
risk is estimated at a maximum amount of €2.8 million. The Group takes the view that it has sufficient
arguments to defend its position in case of an assessment by tax authorities. As the risk is considered
only possible, no liability has been recognized in the balance sheet.

the French tax authorities may take the view that all the salary cost of all employees should be included
in the taxable basis. This risk is estimated at €0.6 million. The Group takes the view that it has sufficient
arguments to defend its position in case of an assessment by tax authorities. As the risk is considered
only possible, no liability has been recognized in the balance sheet.

31.5 Tax contingencies
The Group companies may be subject to audit by the tax authorities in respect of the taxes applicable to
them for the years that are not statute-barred.
As a result of different interpretations of ruling tax legislation, additional liabilities may arise as a result
of a tax audit. However, the Group considers that any such liabilities (if any) would not materially affect
the consolidated financial statements.

31.6 Investigation by the Italian consumer protection authority (AGCM)
On 18th January 2018, the Italian consumer protection authority (AGCM) rendered three decisions against
Go Voyages SAS, eDreams Srl and Opodo Italia Srl in relation to alleged unfair commercial practices
based on the three following grounds (i) Lack of transparency, (ii) surcharging practice, and (iii) nonauthorized use of premium-rate numbers.
The amounts of fines issued by the AGCM are as follows: Go Voyages SAS (€0.8 million), eDream Srl
(€0.7 million) and Opodo Srl (€0.1 million). A provision for this was booked on the balance sheet for €1.6
million at 31st March 2018, of which the main part has been paid during the current year and only €0.5
million remain on the balance sheet at 31st March 2019 (see Note 25).
An appeal has been lodged before the TAR Lazio in order to challenge the legal grounds invoked by the
AGCM and the amount of fines. In April and May 2019, the appeal judgments were notified. The TAR
reduced the amount of fines as follows: Go Voyages SAS (€0.2 million), eDreams Srl (€0.3 million) and
Opodo Srl (€0.1 million). The TAR Lazio judgments will become final 3 months after their adoption, or can
be subject to an appeal from the AGCM before the Consiglio di Stato.

31.4 Payroll tax
The Group considers that there is a possible risk of assessment by tax authorities in respect of salary
tax (“taxe sur les salaires”) due by the French entity. This tax is due on salary cost in case less than 90%
of the French entity’s turnover (including dividends received) is subject to VAT. The Company considers
that only the salary cost of part of the French entity’s employees are subject to this salary tax, whereas
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32. AUDITOR’S REMUNERATION

The Company has also made a proposal, subject to consultation, to restructure its customer service
functions currently being performed in Berlin and Milan. The Group seeks to carry out this process in
close collaboration with employees in order to find the most suitable solution.

The fees paid to the Group’s auditors are as follows:

Audit Services
Agreed Upon Procedures
Services in connection with the Debt refinancing
Others

12 Months ended
31st March 2019

12 Months ended
31st March 2018

415

568

-

92

411

-

67

79

893

739

This organisational change ensures that eDreams ODIGEO is appropriately structured and better
positioned to continue innovating and providing customers with a seamless travel experience as the
leading one-stop-shop for travel in Europe.

33.3 Relevant shareholders
Sunderland Capital Partners LP communicated to the Company that on 6th June 2019 they had crossed or
reached the 5% threshold of voting rights attached to shares.

33. SUBSEQUENT EVENTS
33.1 Share Liquidity contract
On 29th April 2019, the Company entered into a liquidity contract with GVC Gaesco Beka, Sociedad de
Valores, S.A. (the “Financial Intermediary”) for the purpose of favouring the liquidity and regularity of
the Company’s shares quotation, within the limits established by the Company’s Shareholders General
Meeting and the applicable regulation, in particular, Circular 1/2017, of 26th April, of the Spanish National
Securities Market Regulator (Comisión Nacional del Mercado de Valores) on liquidity contracts (“Circular
1/2017”).
The Financial Intermediary will perform the operation regulated by the liquidity contract in the Spanish
regulated markets, through the market of orders, according to the contracting rules, within the usual
trading hours of these and as established in Rule 3 of Circular 1/2017. For such purpose, upon the
completion of the previous acquisition period, the Company has deposited on the securities account
opened with the Financial Intermediary 70,803 shares (ISIN LU1048328220). To balance the securities
account and the cash account, the Company has contributed 4,085.33 euros to the cash account. The
initial balance on the cash account amounts to €224,091.50. The contract will have a duration of 12
months as of 29th April 2019.

33.2 Operational Optimisation Plan
On 28th May 2019, the Company announced an operational optimization plan to streamline operations to
focus its efforts on its innovation and technology expertise. In line with the new operation structure, the
Company’s traditional customer service activities will be managed by best-in-class partner companies.
In Barcelona, the Group has reached an agreement with an international leader specialized in customer
service solutions, to operate its customer service activities. As part of the agreement, all customer
service team members that currently serve the Company’s customers from this contact centre will have
their roles preserved.
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34. CONSOLIDATION SCOPE
As at 31st March 2019 the companies included in the consolidation are as follows:
Consolidated entities at 31st March 2019
Name

Location /
Registered Office

Line
of business

%
interest

%
control

4, rue du Fort Wallis, L-2714 (Luxemburg)

Holding Parent company

100%

100%

26-28 Hammersmith Grove, W6 7BA (London)

On-line Travel agency

100%

100%

Opodo GmbH

Büschstraße 12 20354 (Hamburg)

Marketing services

100%

100%

Travellink AB

113 79 Rehnsgatan 11 (Stockholm)

On-line Travel agency

100%

100%

Via San Gregorio, 34, 20124 (Milan)

On-line Travel agency

100%

100%

Calle Conde de Peñalver 5, 1 Ext. Izq. 28006 (Madrid)

On-line Travel agency

100%

100%

New Castle, 19801 (State of Delaware)

Holding company

100%

100%

Calle Conde de Peñalver 5, 1 Ext. Izq. 28006 (Madrid)

On-line Travel agency

100%

100%

Calle López de Hoyos 35, 2. 28002 (Madrid)

Admin and IT consulting
services

100%

100%

Via San Gregorio, 34, 20124 (Milan)

On-line Travel agency

100%

100%

Largo Rafael Bordalo Pinheiro, 16 (Lisbon)

On-line Travel agency

100%

100%

Newark) Delaware

On-line Travel agency

100%

100%

Carrer Bailén, 67-69, 08009 (Barcelona)

On-line Travel agency

100%

100%

Calle López de Hoyos 35, 2. 28002 (Madrid)

Creating audiences
advertising campaigns

100%

100%

Level 2, 117 Clarence Street (Sydney)

On-line Travel agency

100%

100%

Go Voyages SAS

11, Avenue Delcassé, 75008 (Paris)

On-line Travel agency

100%

100%

Go Voyages Trade

11, Avenue Delcassé, 75008 (Paris)

On-line Travel agency

100%

100%

Liligo Metasearch Technologies

11, Avenue Delcassé, 75008 (Paris)

Metasearch

100%

100%

Nagymezo ucta 44, 1065 (Budapest)

Admin and IT consulting
services

100%

100%

Sashegyi út 9, 1124 (Budapest)

On-line Travel agency

100%

100%

Calle López de Hoyos 35, 2. 28002 (Madrid)

Holding company

100%

100%

Calle Conde de Peñalver 5, 1 Ext. Izq. 28006 (Madrid)

On-line Travel agency

100%

100%

eDreams ODIGEO S.A.
Opodo Limited

Opodo Italia SRL
Opodo SL

1209 Orange Street, city of Wilmington, County of
eDreams Inc.
Vacaciones eDreams, S.L.U
eDreams International Network, S.L.U
eDreams, S.r.L
Viagens eDreams Portugal LDA

2035 Sunset Lake Road Suite B-2, 19702 (City of
eDreams LLC
eDreams Business Travel, S.L.

for optimizing online
Traveltising, S.A.
Geo Travel Pacific Pty Ltd

ODIGEO Hungary Kft
Findworks Technologies Bt
Tierrabella Invest, S.L.
Engrande S.L.U.
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B4. Glossary of definitions
Non-reconcilable to GAAP measures
Acquisition Cost per Booking Index refers to the most relevant marketing expenses incurred to acquire new
customers (encompassing Paid search, Metasearch and Affiliates), divided by the total number of Bookings.
For any given period, the ratio is expressed as an index 100, in which 100 is the value of Acquisition Cost per
Booking for the 3 months ended on December 2015. The Acquisition Cost per Booking Index provides to the
reader a view of the trend of one of the main variable cost (marketing cost) of the business.
Gross Bookings refers to the total amount paid by our customers for travel products and services
booked through or with us (including the part that is passed on to, or transacted by, the travel supplier),
including taxes, service fees and other charges and excluding VAT. Gross Bookings include the gross value
of transactions booked under both agency and principal models as well as transactions made under
white label arrangements and transactions where we act as a ‘‘pure’’ intermediary whereby we serve
as a clickthrough and pass the reservations made by the customer to the relevant travel supplier. Gross
Bookings provide the reader a view of the economic value of the services that the Group mediates.

Reconcilable to GAAP measures
Adjusted EBITDA means operating profit/loss before depreciation and amortization, impairment and
profit/(loss) on disposals of non-current assets, certain share-based compensation, restructuring
expenses and other income and expense items which are considered by management to not be reflective
of our ongoing operations. Adjusted EBITDA provides the reader a better view of the ongoing EBITDA
generated by the Group.
Adjusted Net Income means our IFRS net income less certain share-based compensation, restructuring
expenses and other income and expense items which are considered by management to not be reflective
of our ongoing operations. Adjusted Net Income provides the reader a better view of the ongoing results
generated by the Group.
EBIT means operating profit/loss. This measure, although it is not specifically defined in IFRS, is generally
used in the financial markets and is intended to facilitate analysis and comparability.
EBITDA means operating profit/loss before depreciation and amortization, impairment and profit/loss on
disposals of non-current assets. This measure, although it is not specifically defined in IFRS, is generally
used in the financial markets and is intended to facilitate analysis and comparability.
(Free) Cash Flow before financing means cash flow from operating activities plus cash flow from
investing activities.

Gross Financial Debt means total financial liabilities considering financing cost capitalized plus accrued
interests and overdraft. It includes both non-current and current financial liabilities. This measure offers
the reader a global view of the Financial Debt without considering the payment terms.
Gross Leverage Ratio means the total amount of outstanding Gross Financial Debt on a consolidated
basis divided by “Adjusted EBITDA”. This measure offers the reader a view of the capacity of the Group to
generate enough resources to repay the Gross Financial Debt.
Net Financial Debt means “Gross Financial Debt” less “cash and cash equivalents”. This measure offers
the reader a global view of the Financial Debt without considering the payment terms and reduced by the
effects of the available cash and cash equivalents to face these future payments.
Net Income means Consolidated profit/loss for the year.
Net Leverage Ratio means the total amount of outstanding Net Financial Debt on a consolidated basis
divided by “Adjusted EBITDA”. This measure offers the reader a view of the capacity of the Group to
generate enough resources to repay the Gross Financial Debt, also considering the available cash in the
Group.
Revenue Diversification Ratio is a ratio representing the amount of Diversification Revenue earned
in a twelve-month period as a percentage of our total revenue. Our management believes that the
presentation of the Revenue Diversification Ratio measure may be useful to readers to help understand
the results of our revenue diversification strategy.
Revenue Margin means our IFRS revenue less cost of sales. Our management uses Revenue Margin to
provide a measure of our revenue after reflecting the deduction of amounts we pay to our suppliers in
connection with the revenue recognition criteria used for products sold under the principal model (gross
value basis). Accordingly, Revenue Margin provides a comparable revenue measure for products, whether
sold under the agency or principal model.

Other Defined Terms
Advertising and Metasearch Revenue represents revenue from other ancillary sources, such as
advertising on our websites and revenue from our metasearch activities. Our management believes that
the presentation of the Advertising and Metasearch Revenue measure may be useful to readers to help
understand the results of our revenue diversification strategy.
Bookings refers to the number of transactions under the agency model and the principal model as well as
transactions made under white label arrangements. One Booking can encompass one or more products
and one or more passengers.
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Classic Customer Revenue represents customer revenue other than Diversification Revenues earned
through flight service fees, cancellation and modification fees, tax refunds and mobile application
revenue. Our management believes that the presentation of the Classic Customer Revenues measure may
be useful to readers to help understand the results of our revenue diversification strategy.
Classic Supplier Revenue represents supplier revenue earned through GDS incentives for Bookings
mediated by us through GDSs and incentives received from payment service providers. Our management
believes that the presentation of the Classic Supplier Revenues measure may be useful to readers to
help understand the results of our revenue diversification strategy.
Top 6 Markets and Top 6 Segments refers to our operations in France, Spain, Italy, Germany, UK and
Nordics.
Customer Repeat Booking Rate (%) refers to the ratio, expressed on a percentage basis, of Bookings
made in a quarter by customers who made a prior Booking in the 12 months prior to that quarter divided
by the total number of Bookings. The ratio is annualized, multiplying by four and by the ratio of the
quarter over the average of last 4 quarters, to eliminate seasonality effects.
Customer Relationship Management (CRM) represents the set of activities that will encourage our
customers to repeat business with us: visit our site again and make another booking. To be successful
we need to understand our customers’ behaviours and needs: we collect, analyse and use data to make
each of those interactions with customers as personalised and relevant as possible.

Flight Business refers to our operations relating to the supply of flight mediation services.
Non-flight Business refers to our operations relating to the supply of non-flight mediation services,
as well as other non-travel activities such as advertising on our websites, incentives we receive from
payment processors, charges on toll calls and Liligo’s metasearch activity.
Non-recurring Items refers to share-based compensation, restructuring expenses and other income
and expense items which are considered by management to not be reflective of our ongoing operations.
Product Diversification Ratio (%) is a ratio expressed on a percentage basis and calculated by dividing
the number of flight ancillary products and non-flight products linked to Bookings (such as insurance,
additional check-in luggage, reserved seats, certain additional service options, Dynamic Packages and
car rental) by the total number of Bookings for a given period.
Variable Costs includes all expenses which depend on the number of transactions processed. These
include acquisition costs, merchant costs and other costs of a variable nature, as well as personnel
costs related to call centers as well as corporate sales personnel. Our management believes the
presentation of Variable Costs may be useful to readers to help understand our cost structure and the
magnitude of certain costs. We have the ability to reduce certain costs in response to changes affecting
the number of transactions processed.
Variable Costs per Booking means variable costs divided by the number of bookings. See definitions of
“Variable costs” and “Bookings”.

Diversification Revenue represents revenue other than Classic Customer Revenue, Classic Supplier
Revenues or Advertising and Metasearch Revenue, earned through vacation products (including car
rentals, hotels and Dynamic Packages), flight ancillaries (including reserved seats, additional checkin luggage, travel insurance and additional service options), travel insurance, as well as certain
commissions, over-commissions and incentives directly received from airlines. Our management
believes that the presentation of the Diversification Revenues measure may be useful to readers to help
understand the results of our revenue diversification strategy.
Fixed Costs includes IT expenses net of capitalization write-off, personnel expenses which are not
Variable Costs, external fees, building rentals and other expenses of fixed nature. Our management
believes the presentation of Fixed Costs may be useful to readers to help understand our cost structure
and the magnitude of certain costs we have the ability to reduce in response to changes affecting the
number of transactions processed.
Fixed Costs per Booking means fixed costs divided by the number of bookings. See definitions of “Fixed
costs” and “Bookings”.
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B5. Reconciliation of APM & Other Defined Terms

Revenue Margin, Revenue Margin per booking, Flight business, Non-flight
business, Diversification revenue

(Thousands of euros, figures for the period ended on 31st March 2019 and 31st March 2018)

EBIT, EBITDA, Adjusted EBITDA

12 Months ended
31st March 2019

12 Months ended
31st March 2018

Revenue

551,320

512,090

Cost of sales

(18,307)

(3,516)

Revenue Margin

533,013

508,574

Top 6

418,069

409,631

BY NATURE:
12 Months ended
31st March 2019

12 Months ended
31st March 2018

90,375

71,790

(26,059)

(22,120)

Impairment loss

-

(3,138)

Gain or loss arising from assets disposals

-

(269)

116,434

97,317

Rest of the World

114,944

98,943

(3,377)

(4,643)

Revenue Margin

533,013

508,574

Restructuring cost

1,682

(12,450)

Strategic brand process

(418)

-

Extraordinary recruiting and termination costs

(250)

(614)

Flight

421,633

405,549

(53)

(2,853)

Non-flight

111,380

103,025

Holding tax not applicable to current corporate structure

(227)

-

533,013

508,574

Other

(486)

(411)

(3,129)

(20,971)

Number of bookings

11,181,576

11,739,774

119,563

118,288

Revenue Margin per booking (euros)

48

43

12 Months ended
31st March 2019

12 Months ended
31st March 2018

Diversification revenue

236,512

178,524

Classic revenue - customer

195,105

227,067

Classic revenue - supplier

74,267

77,802

Advertising & Metasearch

27,129

25,181

533,013

508,574

31st March
2019

31st March
2018

423,274

414,975

10,999

14,148

434,273

429,123

(-) Cash and cash equivalents

(148,831)

(171,507)

Net Financial Debt

285,442

257,616

Operating profit = EBIT
Depreciation and amortization

EBITDA
Long term incentives expenses

Strategic review process

Non-recurring items
Adjusted EBITDA

BY SEGMENTS:

BY PRODUCTS:

Revenue Margin

BY SOURCE:

Revenue Margin

Gross Financial Debt, Net Financial Debt

Non-current financial liabilities
Current financial liabilities
Gross Financial Debt
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Fixed Cost, Variable Cost, Non-recurring items

Adjusted Net Income
12 Months ended
31st March 2019

12 Months ended
31st March 2018

9,520

19,723

3,129

20,971

18,063

596

-

(3,329)

Write off of capitalized financial expenses on the 2021 Notes and previous SSRCF 2

13,294

-

Tax effect of the above adjustments

(3,769)

(5,831)

-

154

40,237

32,284

0.37

0.30

12 Months ended
31st March 2019

12 Months ended
31st March 2018

(77,678)

(79,079)

Non-recurring items (included in EBITDA)

(335,772)

(311,207)

2021 Notes 10M Repayment 1

(3,129)

(20,971)

(416,579)

(411,257)

(64,026)

(81,796)

1,866

(3,581)

Other operating income / (expenses)

(354,419)

(325,880)

Operating cost

(416,579)

(411,257)

Fixed cost
Variable cost
Non-recurring items
Operating cost
Personnel expenses
Impairment Loss on bad debts

Net cash flow from / (used) in investing activities
Free Cash Flow before financing activities

US income tax rate regularization

Loss on tangible assets due to office move
Adjusted net income
Adjusted net income per share (€)

1

One-off redemption expenses for the repayment of the 2021 Notes amounting to €18.1 million, see Note 12.

2

Expenses for the write-off related to the refinancing correspond to:
•

The capitalized financing fees of the 2021 Notes written off to financial expenses due to the refinancing (€9.9 million), see Note 12.

•

The capitalized financing fees of the previous SSRCF written off to financial expenses due to the refinancing (€3.4 million), see
Note 12.

(Free) Cash Flow before Financing

Net cash from operating activities

Net Income

12 Months ended
31st March 2019

12 Months ended
31st March 2018

75,463

108,150

(28,809)

(28,889)

46,654

79,261
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B6. Responsibility Statement
Luxembourg, 19th June 2019

eDreams ODIGEO Société Anonyme
4, rue du Fort Wallis
L – 2714 Luxembourg
Grand Duchy of Luxembourg

In representation of The Board of Directors

RESPONSIBILITY STATEMENT
Philip Wolf
Chairman

We confirm that to the best of our knowledge that:
1. The Consolidated Financial Statements of eDreams ODIGEO as of 31st March 2019 presented in this Annual
report and established in conformity with International Financial Reporting Standards as adopted in the
European Union give a true and fair view of the assets, liabilities, financial position and results of eDreams
ODIGEO and the undertakings included within the consolidation taken as a whole; and
2. The annual accounts of eDreams ODIGEO as of 31 March 2019 presented in this Annual Report and
established in conformity with the Luxembourg legal and regulatory requirements relating to the preparation
of annual accounts give a true and fair view of the assets, liabilities, financial position and results of eDreams
ODIGEO; and
st

3. The management report as of 31st March 2019 includes a fair view of the development and performance of the
business and position of eDreams ODIGEO and the undertakings included within the consolidation taken as a
whole, together with a description of the principal risk and uncertainties they face.

Dana Dunne
CEO

David Elízaga
CFO

eDreams ODIGEO
Société Anonyme
Registered office: 4, rue du Fort Wallis, L-2714 Luxembourg
Grand Duchy of Luxembourg
R.C.S. Luxembourg: B 159.036

19th June 2019
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C.

Other official
reports
C1. eDreams ODIGEO S.A. Annual accounts and report of the Réviseur d’entreprise agréé
C2. Annual Corporate Governance Report
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C1.

eDreams ODIGEO Société anonyme
4, rue du Fort Wallis, L-2714 Luxembourg
R.C.S. Luxembourg: B159.036
Annual accounts and report of the Réviseur d’entreprise agréé as at 31st March 2019
Report of the Réviseur d’Entreprise Agréé
Balance sheet as at 31st March 2019		
Profit and loss accounts as at 31st March 2019
Notes to the annual accounts as at 31st March 2019
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RCSL Nr. : B159036

Annual Accounts Helpdesk :
Tel.
Email

INVLRGP20190507T17222001_001

Page 1/5

Matricule : 2014 2202 981

RCSL Nr. : B159036
Reference(s)

BALANCE SHEET
Financial year from

01

01/04/2018 to

02

31/03/2019 (in

03

EUR

)

eDreams ODIGEO
4, rue du Fort Wallis
L-2714 Luxembourg

ASSETS
Reference(s)

Subscribed capital not called

II.

Subscribed capital called but
unpaid

102

1103

103

104

1105

C. Fixed assets

105

3

106

107

808,00

108

3.873,00

1109

109

1.004.762.874,00

110

1.004.762.874,00

Intangible assets

1111

111

112

1. Costs of development

1113

113

114

II.

2. Concessions, patents, licences,
trade marks and similar rights
and assets, if they were
a) acquired for valuable
consideration and need not be
shown under C.I.3
b) created by the undertaking
itself

3. Goodwill, to the extent that it
was acquired for valuable
consideration

1115

1117

1119

1121

115

117

119

121

116

131

132

4. Payments on account and
tangible assets in the course
of construction

1133

133

134

120

122

4. Payments on account and
intangible assets under
development

1123

123

124

Tangible assets

1125

125

126

1. Land and buildings

1127

127

128

2. Plant and machinery

1129

129

130

The notes in the annex form an integral part of the annual accounts

1135

4

135

1.004.762.874,00

136

1.004.762.874,00

1. Shares in affiliated undertakings

1137

4.1.

137

620.640.364,00

138

620.640.364,00

2. Loans to affiliated undertakings

1139

4.2.

139

384.122.510,00

140

384.122.510,00

3. Participating interests

1141

141

142

4. Loans to undertakings with
which the undertaking is linked
by virtue of participating
interests

1143

143

144

5. Investments held as fixed
assets

1145

145

146

6. Other loans

1147

147

148

1151

151

Stocks

1153

153

154

1. Raw materials and consumables

1155

155

156

2. Work in progress

1157

157

158

3. Finished goods and goods
for resale

1159

159

160

4. Payments on account

1161

161

162

Debtors

1163

5

163

57.279.012,00

164

53.870.211,00

1. Trade debtors

1165

5.1.

165

18.142.518,00

166

12.799.209,00

18.142.518,00

168

12.799.209,00

a) becoming due and payable
within one year

1167

167

b) becoming due and payable
after more than one year

1169

169

2. Amounts owed by affiliated
undertakings

118

1171

5.2.

58.157.909,00

152

54.150.939,00

170

171

38.936.339,00

172

40.135.984,00

a) becoming due and payable
within one year

1173

173

12.892.858,00

174

38.987.547,00

b) becoming due and payable
after more than one year

1175

175

26.043.481,00

176

1.148.437,00

3. Amounts owed by undertakings
with which the undertaking is
linked by virtue of participating
interests

1177

177

178

a) becoming due and payable
within one year

1179

179

180

b) becoming due and payable
after more than one year

1181

181

182

1183

183

200.155,00

184

935.018,00

a) becoming due and payable
within one year

1185

185

200.155,00

186

935.018,00

b) becoming due and payable
after more than one year

1187

187

4. Other debtors

7

Previous year

1131

D. Current assets
I.

101

1107

II.

Previous year

1101

B. Formation expenses

I.

Current year

Current year

3. Other fixtures and fittings, tools
and equipment

III. Financial assets

I.

Matricule : 2014 2202 981

eCDF entry date :

: (+352) 247 88 494
: centralebilans@statec.etat.lu

A. Subscribed capital unpaid
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RCSL Nr. : B159036
Reference(s)

III. Investments

Matricule : 2014 2202 981
Current year

189

190

1. Shares in affiliated undertakings

1191

191

192

2. Own shares

1209

209

210

3. Other investments

1195

195

196

1197

6

197

878.897,00

199

38.477,00

RCSL Nr. : B159036

1199

TOTAL (ASSETS)

201

1.062.960.068,00

Reference(s)

198

280.728,00

200

40.840,00

202

1.058.958.526,00

1301

Previous year

301

486.705.799,00

302

495.531.291,00

Subscribed capital

1303

7

303

10.971.905,00

304

10.865.700,00

II.

Share premium account

1305

7

305

155.755.173,00

306

155.755.173,00

III. Revaluation reserve

1307

IV. Reserves

1309

307

9

309

308

463.171.971,00

310

463.652.777,00

1. Legal reserve

1311

311

312

2. Reserve for own shares

1313

313

314

3. Reserves provided for by the
articles of association

1315

315

316

4. Other reserves, including the
fair value reserve

1429

429

463.171.971,00

430

463.652.777,00

a) other available reserves

1431

431

463.171.971,00

432

463.652.777,00

b) other non available reserves

1433

433

Profit or loss brought forward

1319

319

-134.742.359,00

320

-126.958.291,00

VI. Profit or loss for the financial year

1321

321

-8.450.891,00

322

-7.784.068,00

VII. Interim dividends

1323

323

324

VIII. Capital investment subsidies

1325

325

326

1331

331

332

1. Provisions for pensions and
similar obligations

1333

333

334

2. Provisions for taxation

1335

335

336

3. Other provisions

1337

337

338

B. Provisions

C. Creditors
1. Debenture loans
a) Convertible loans

434

1435

9

435

560.171.534,00

436

543.459.828,00

1437

10.1.

437

426.947.916,00

438

431.426.947,00

1439

439

440

becoming due and payable
within one year

1441

441

442

ii) becoming due and payable
after more than one year

1443

443

444

i)

b) Non convertible loans
i)

1445

10.1.1

445

426.947.916,00

446

431.426.947,00

becoming due and payable
within one year

1447

447

1.947.916,00

448

6.426.947,00

ii) becoming due and payable
after more than one year

1449

449

425.000.000,00

450

425.000.000,00

1355

355

15.729,00

356

79,00

a) becoming due and payable
within one year

1357

357

15.729,00

358

79,00

b) becoming due and payable
after more than one year

1359

359

2. Amounts owed to credit
institutions

9

Current year

I.

V.

The notes in the annex form an integral part of the annual accounts

Matricule : 2014 2202 981

CAPITAL, RESERVES AND LIABILITIES

A. Capital and reserves
E. Prepayments

Page 4/5

Previous year

1189

IV. Cash at bank and in hand
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Reference(s)

3. Payments received on account
of orders in so far as they are
not shown separately as
deductions from stocks

Matricule : 2014 2202 981
Current year

a) becoming due and payable
within one year

1363

363

364

b) becoming due and payable
after more than one year

1365

365

366

1367

367

563.609,00

368

3.500.090,00

a) becoming due and payable
within one year

1369

369

563.609,00

370

3.500.090,00

b) becoming due and payable
after more than one year

1371

371

372

1373

373

374

a) becoming due and payable
within one year

1375

375

376

b) becoming due and payable
after more than one year

1377

377

378

1379

10.2

379

132.513.119,00

1381

381

b) becoming due and payable
after more than one year

1383

383

34.284.576,00

380

107.319.236,00

382

89.596.057,00

384

17.723.179,00

1385

385

386

a) becoming due and payable
within one year

1387

387

388

b) becoming due and payable
after more than one year

1389

389

390

1451

451

131.161,00

452

1.213.476,00

a) Tax authorities

1393

393

66.242,00

394

1.137.313,00

b) Social security authorities

1395

395

222,00

396

266,00

c) Other creditors

1397

397

64.697,00

398

75.897,00

ii) becoming due and
payable after more than
one year

D. Deferred income

01

01/04/2018 to

02

31/03/2019 (in

03

EUR

)

4, rue du Fort Wallis
L-2714 Luxembourg

Reference(s)

7. Amounts owed to undertakings
with which the undertaking is
linked by virtue of participating
interests

becoming due and
payable within one year

PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT

PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT

98.228.543,00

i)

Matricule : 2014 2202 981

eDreams ODIGEO

a) becoming due and payable
within one year

8. Other creditors

Page 1/2

eCDF entry date :

: (+352) 247 88 494
: centralebilans@statec.etat.lu

Financial year from
362

6. Amounts owed to affiliated
undertakings

Tel.
Email

Previous year

361

5. Bills of exchange payable

RCSL Nr. : B159036

Annual Accounts Helpdesk :

1361

4. Trade creditors

INVLRGP20190507T17350801_001
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1701

2. Variation in stocks of finished
goods and in work in progress

1703

703

704

3. Work performed by the undertaking
for its own purposes and capitalised

1705

705

706

4. Other operating income

1713

713

33.611,00

714

972,00

5. Raw materials and consumables and
other external expenses

1671

671

-2.776.353,00

672

-6.268.509,00

602

-230,00

a)

Raw materials and consumables

6. Staff costs
a)

Wages and salaries

b) Social security costs
i)

relating to pensions

ii) other social security costs
1399

399

64.697,00

400

c)

75.897,00

Other staff costs

7. Value adjustments
1401

1403

401

11

403

a)

402

16.082.735,00

404

19.967.407,00

in respect of formation expenses
and of tangible and intangible
fixed assets

b) in respect of current assets
8. Other operating expenses

TOTAL (CAPITAL, RESERVES AND LIABILITIES)

405

1.062.960.068,00

The notes in the annex form an integral part of the annual accounts

406

Previous year

1. Net turnover

b) Other external expenses

10.3.

Current year

11

12

1601

701

65.572.457,00

601

71.872.634,00

603

-2.776.353,00

604

-6.268.279,00

1605

605

-9.979,00

606

-16.783,00

1607

607

-8.891,00

608

-14.807,00

1609

609

-1.088,00

610

-1.976,00

1653

653

1655

655

1613

613

1657

657

-3.065,00

658

-14.984,00

1659

659

-3.065,00

660

-14.984,00

1661

661

1603

1621

12

702

13

621

654

-1.088,00

656

-1.976,00

614

662

-65.947.007,00

622

-68.989.914,00

1.058.958.526,00

11

12

The notes in the annex form an integral part of the annual accounts
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RCSL Nr. : B159036
Reference(s)

9. Income from participating interests

Matricule : 2014 2202 981
Current year

Previous year

1715

715

716

1717

717

718

b) other income from participating
interests

1719

719

720

10. Income from other investments and
loans forming part of the fixed assets

1721

721

722

1723

723

724

1725

725

726

a)

a)

derived from affiliated undertakings

derived from affiliated undertakings

b) other income not included under a)
11. Other interest receivable and similar
income

727

54.696.944,00

728

35.687.048,00

1729

729

54.385.142,00

730

35.377.364,00

1731

731

311.802,00

732

309.684,00

12. Share of profit or loss of
undertakings accounted for under
the equity method

1663

663

664

13. Value adjustments in respect of
financial assets and of investments
held as current assets

1665

665

666

14. Interest payable and similar expenses

1627

a)

derived from affiliated undertakings

b) other interest and similar income

1727

14

Page 2/2

627

-59.758.475,00

628

-40.047.459,00

1629

629

-1.315.013,00

630

-1.258.707,00

1631

631

-58.443.462,00

632

-38.788.752,00

15. Tax on profit or loss

1635

635

-25.115,00

636

16. Profit or loss after taxation

1667

667

-8.216.982,00

668

-7.776.995,00

17. Other taxes not shown under items
1 to 16

1637

637

-233.909,00

638

-7.073,00

18. Profit or loss for the financial year

1669

669

-8.450.891,00

670

-7.784.068,00

a)

concerning affiliated undertakings

b) other interest and similar expenses

15

The notes in the annex form an integral part of the annual accounts
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1. GENERAL INFORMATION
1. GENERAL INFORMATION

The process consisted in the following simultaneous mergers:

eDreams ODIGEO S.A. (the “Company”) was set up as a limited liability company (société à
GEOsimultaneous
Debt Finance mergers:
SCA has been absorbed by LuxGEO S.à r.l. (Merger 1);
responsabilité limitée) on February 14, 2011 for an unlimited period, under the laws ofThe process consisted in the following
eDreams ODIGEO S.A. (the
“Company”)on
was
set up as acompanies.
limited liability
th
LuxGeo S.à r.l. has been absorbed by GEO Travel Finance SCA (Merger 2);
Luxembourg
commercial
On 27company
January(société
2014 theà legal form of the Company
GEO Debt Finance SCA
been
absorbed
bySCA
LuxGEO
S.à r.l.absorbed
(Merger 1);
responsabilité limitée) onchanged
February
14, 2011
for an
unlimited
period,
under the
laws of
- has
GEO
Travel
Finance
has been
by the Company (Merger 3);
from
a limited
liability
company
(société
à responsabilité
limitée) into a public limited
th
LuxGeo S.à r.l. has been
absorbed
Travel
SCAr.l.
(Merger
2);
Luxembourg on commercial
companies.
Onanonyme).
27 January 2014 the legal form of the Company
GEO Debtby
GPGEO
S.à r.l.
and Finance
LuxGEO S.à
were absorbed
by the Company.
company
(société
GEO Travel Finance SCA has been absorbed by the Company (Merger 3);
changed from a limited liability company (société à responsabilité limitée) into a public limited
GEO Debt GP S.à r.l. and LuxGEO S.à r.l. were absorbed by the Company.
company (société anonyme).
As a result of the Merger, the absorbed companies contributed all of their assets and liabilities to
Following the decision taken by the board of Directors held on 22nd August 2018, the registered
eDreams ODIGEO, which consisted mainly of the following as at 1st April:
office has been transferred from 1, boulevard de la Foire to 4, rue du Fort Wallis, L-2714
As a result of the Merger, the absorbed companies contributed all of their assets and liabilities to
Following the decision taken
by the board of Directors held on 22nd August 2018, the registered
Luxembourg.
eDreams ODIGEO, which consisted mainly of the following as at 1st April:
office has been transferred from 1, boulevard de la Foire to 4, rue du Fort Wallis, L-2714
GEO Debt Finance SCA : receivables with the merged entities for €8,588,806, receivable
Luxembourg.
from GoVoyages €1,777,850, bank accounts for €1,689, payables to LuxGEO and GEO
The objects of the Company are to act as an investment holding company and to coordinate the
GEO Debt Finance SCA : receivables
withfor
theamerged
for €8,588,806,
receivable
Travel Finance
total of entities
€10,397,400
and promissory
notes due to OLTD & EVED for
business of any corporate bodies in which the Company is for the time being directly or indirectly
from GoVoyages €1,777,850,
bank accounts for €1,689, payables to LuxGEO and GEO
The objects of the Company
are to act
investment
holding
company
and to coordinate
€14,262.
interested
andastoan
acquire
(whether
by original
subscription,
tender, the
purchase, exchange or
Travel Finance for a- totalLuxGEO
of €10,397,400
and promissory
notes
to OLTD
EVED for fully impaired, shares
business of any corporate
bodies in which
the Company
is forofthe
being
directly
or indirectly
S.à r.l. : shares
held in GEO
Debtdue
Finance
SCA&(€81,000)
otherwise)
the whole
of or any part
thetime
stock,
shares,
debentures,
debentures stocks, bonds
interested and to acquireand
(whether
by originalissued
subscription,
tender,by
purchase,
exchange
orother asset of any kind and to €14,262.
held in Opodo Ltd (€620,640,364), receivables from Amadeus IT Group for €9,247,684
other securities
or guaranteed
any person
and any
LuxGEO
S.à
r.l.
:
shares
held
GEO 5),
Debt
Finance SCA
(€81,000)
fully impaired,
shares
otherwise) the whole of or
any
part
of the
stock, shares,and
debentures,
debentures
stocks, bonds
(seeinnote
receivables
from
Group entities
(€6,640,751),
receivables from the
hold
the
same
as investments
to sell, exchange
and dispose
of the same.
held in Opodo Ltd (€620,640,364),
receivables
from
Amadeus
Group for
€9,247,684
and other securities issued or guaranteed by any person and any other asset of any kind and to
Company for
€4,008,012,
advances
toITmerged
entities
(€1,081,010), bank accounts for
(see note 5), receivables €27,083,
from Group
entities
(€6,640,751),
from the
hold the same as investments and to sell, exchange and dispose of the same.
trade
payables
to Group receivables
entities for €40,315,924,
payable to Amadeus IT
The Company can borrow, incur, raise and secure the payment of money in any way the Board of
Company for €4,008,012,Group
advances
to merged entities
(€1,081,010),
bank and
accounts
for entities for a total
for €4,108,230,
payables
to the Company
to merged
Directors thinks fit, including by way of public offer. It may issue by way of private or public
€27,083, trade payables amount
to Groupof
entities
for €40,315,924,
payableAmadeus
to Amadeus
IT
€96,897,725,
deferred income
for €25,365,134
(see note 11), loans
The Company can borrow,
incur,
raise
and
secure
the
payment
of
money
in
any
way
the
Board
of
placement (to the extent permitted by Luxembourg Law) securities or instruments, perpetual orGroup for €4,108,230, payables to the Company and to merged entities for a total
due to OLTD for €15,723,849.
Directors thinks fit, including
by wayconvertible
of public offer.
It may
issueor
bynot
way
of private
or or
public
otherwise,
or not,
whether
charged
on all
any of the Company’s property amount of €96,897,725, deferred income Amadeus for €25,365,134 (see note 11), loans
GEO Travel Finance SCA : shares held in LuxGEO (€506,645,327), loans granted to the
placement (to the extent(present
permitted
byfuture)
Luxembourg
Law) securities
instruments,
or
and
or its uncalled
capital or
and
to purchase,perpetual
redeem, convert
and pay off those due to OLTD for €15,723,849.
Company and to the merged entities for a total of €65,946,349, loan to GoVoyages for
otherwise, convertible orsecurities.
not, whether
or notalways
charged
on all
any of the
property
Provided
that
theor
Company
willCompany’s
not enter into
any transaction which would
GEO Travel Finance SCA :€11,575,698,
shares held bank
in LuxGEO
(€506,645,327),
granted
the Finance for €3,014,499,
accounts
for €22,729,loans
payable
to GeotoDebt
(present and future) or its
uncalled acapital
and to
purchase,
convert
pay offathose
constitute
regulated
activity
of theredeem,
financial
sectorand
or require
business license under
Company and to the merged
entities
a total
of €65,946,349,
loan to
GoVoyages
for
payables
to for
EVED
and OLTD
for €15,402,523,
tax
debts (€414,244).
securities. Provided always
that the Company
will not
into any transaction
which would
Luxembourg
Law without
dueenter
authorisation
under Luxembourg
Law.
€11,575,698, bank accounts
for
€22,729,
to Geo
Debt
€3,014,499,
GEO
Debt
GP S.àpayable
r.l. : shares
GEO
DebtFinance
Financefor
(€1),
bank account for €1,105, payables to
constitute a regulated activity of the financial sector or require a business license under
payables to EVED and OLTD
for €15,402,523,
tax debts
(€414,244).
merged
entities
for
€15,310,
suppliers
for €6,837.
Luxembourg Law without due authorisation under Luxembourg
Law.
The financial year runs from 1st April to 31st March each year.
GEO Debt GP S.à r.l. -: shares
GEO
Debt
Finance
(€1),
bank
account
for €1,105,
payables
to
LuxGEO GP S.à r.l. : shares held in GEO Travel
Finance,
bank accounts
for €6,656,
merged
entities
for
€15,310,
suppliers
for
€6,837.
suppliers for €6,949, loans due to merged entities for €12,500.
The financial year runs from 1st April to 31st March each year.
LuxGEO GP S.à r.l. : shares held in GEO Travel Finance, bank accounts for €6,656,
The Company eDreams ODIGEO and its direct and indirect subsidiaries form a Consolidation
suppliers for €6,949, loans due to merged entities for €12,500.
Group headed by eDreams ODIGEO ("The Group"). The Company prepared IFRS consolidated
The Company eDreams ODIGEO
and
its direct and
indirect
form 2019
a Consolidation
financial
statements
for the
year subsidiaries
ended 31st March
which can be obtained at its registered
Group headed by eDreams
ODIGEO
("The
Group").
The
Company
prepared
IFRS
consolidated
office.
2. GENERAL PRINCIPLES, ACCOUNTING PRINCIPLES AND
financial statements for the year ended 31st March 2019 which can be obtained at its registered
VALUATION METHODS
office.
On 8th April 2014 eDreams ODIGEO completed its IPO on the Spanish Stock Exchange. 2. GENERAL PRINCIPLES, ACCOUNTING PRINCIPLES AND

VALUATION METHODS

On 8 April 2014 eDreams ODIGEO
completed its IPO on the Spanish Stock Exchange.
2.1. Basis of the preparation
On 14th September 2017, the Extraordinary General Meeting of Shareholders of eDreams ODIGEO
approved the merger by absorption between eDreams ODIGEO as the absorbing company, its
2.1. Basis of the preparation
The annual accounts have been prepared in accordance with the laws and regulations applicable
th
Extraordinary
General
of Shareholders
eDreams
ODIGEO
On 14 September 2017, the
subsidiaries
LuxGEO
S.à.r.l,Meeting
Geo Travel
Finance S.C.A,ofGeo
Debt GP
S.à.r.l, LuxGEO GP S.à.r.l, Geo
in the Grand-Duchy of Luxembourg under a historical cost convention and under a going concern
approved the merger by absorption
between
eDreams
ODIGEO
as the(the
absorbing
company,
its was effective on 14th
Debt Finance
S.C.A, as
absorbed
companies
“Merger”).
The merger
The annual accounts have been prepared in accordance with the laws and regulations applicable
subsidiaries LuxGEO S.à.r.l,
Geo
Travel
Finance
S.C.A,
Geo
Debt
GP
S.à.r.l,
LuxGEO
GP
S.à.r.l,
Geo
st
September 2017 (1 April 2017 for accounting purposes).
in the Grand-Duchy of Luxembourg under a historical cost convention and under a going concern
Debt Finance S.C.A, as absorbed companies (the “Merger”). The merger was effective on 14th
September 2017 (1st April 2017 for accounting purposes).
th
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assumption. The accounting
assumption.
policies and
Thevaluation
accounting
rules
policies
are, besides
and valuation
the ones
rules
setare,
out besides
by the law
the ones set out2.2.3.
by the lawFinancial assets
2.2.3.
Financial assets
of 19 December 2002, determined
of 19 December
and applied
2002, by
determined
the boardand
of directors.
applied by the board of directors.
Shares in affiliated undertakings,
Shares inloans
affiliated
to affiliated
undertakings,
undertakings
loans toand
affiliated
bonds undertakings
held in affiliated
and bonds held in affiliated
The preparation of the annual
The preparation
accounts requires
of the annual
the use
accounts
of certain
requires
criticalthe
accounting
use of certain
estimates.
critical
It accountingundertakings
estimates. It are valued undertakings
at nominal value
are including
valued at the
nominal
expenses
valueincidental
including thereto.
the expenses incidental thereto.
also requires the board of
also
directors
requires
to the
exercise
boardits
ofjudgement
directors toinexercise
the process
its judgement
of applying
inthe
the process of applying the
In case of durable depreciation
In casein
ofvalue
durable
according
depreciation
to the in
opinion
value according
of the board
to of
thedirectors,
opinion of
value
the board of directors, value
accounting principles. Changes
accounting
in assumptions
principles. Changes
may haveinaassumptions
significant impact
may have
on the
a significant
annual
impact on the annual
are valued
lower
they are valued at the lower
adjustments
respect of the
are
financial
made inassets,
respectsoofthat
the they
financial
assets,at
sothe
that
accounts in the period in accounts
which theinassumptions
the period inchanged.
which theThe
assumptions
board of directors
changed.
believes
The board
thatofthe
directors believes
that theare made inadjustments
figure
to be attributed tofigure
them at
to the
be attributed
balance sheet
to them
date.
atThese
the balance
value adjustments
sheet date. These
are not
value adjustments are not
underlying assumptions underlying
are appropriate
assumptions
and thatare
theappropriate
annual accounts
and that
therefore
the annual
present
accounts
the therefore present
the
continued if the reasons continued
for which the
if the
value
reasons
adjustments
for which
were
the value
made,adjustments
have ceasedwere
to apply.
made, have ceased to apply.
financial position and results
financial
fairly.
position and results fairly.
The Company makes estimates
The Company
and assumptions
makes estimates
that affect
and assumptions
the reported amounts
that affect
ofthe
assets
reported
and amounts of2.2.4.
assets and
Loans
2.2.4.
Loans
liabilities in the next financial
liabilities
year.inEstimates
the next financial
and judgements
year. Estimates
are continually
and judgements
evaluatedare
and
continually
are
evaluated and are
are
stated at theirLoans
principal
areamount.
stated atAtheir
valueprincipal
adjustment
amount.
is made
A value
when
adjustment
their reimbursement
is made when their reimbursement
based on historical experience
based and
on historical
other factors,
experience
including
andthe
other
expectations
factors, including
of future
the
events
expectations
that
of futureLoans
events
that
is partly or completely inisdoubt.
partlyThese
or completely
value adjustments
in doubt. These
are not
value
continued
adjustments
if the reasons
are not continued
for
if the reasons for
are believed to be reasonable
are believed
under the
to be
circumstances.
reasonable under the circumstances.
which the value adjustments
which
were
the value
made adjustments
have ceased were
to apply.
made have ceased to apply.

2.2. Accounting principles
2.2. Accounting
and valuation
principles
methods
and valuation methods

2.2.5.

Debtors

2.2.5.

Debtors

Debtors are valued to their
Debtors
nominal
arevalue.
valued
They
to their
are subject
nominaltovalue.
valueThey
adjustments
are subject
where
to value
theiradjustments where their
2.2.1.
Foreign currency
2.2.1. translations
Foreign currency translations
recovery is compromised.
recovery
These value
is compromised.
adjustmentsThese
are not
value
continued
adjustments
if the reasons
are not continued
for which if the reasons for which
they were made have ceased
they to
were
apply.
made
Value
have
adjustments
ceased to apply.
are not
Value
continued
adjustments
if the reasons
are not continued
for
if the reasons for
The Company keeps its books
The Company
in Euro (EUR)
keepsand
its the
books
balance
in Euro
sheet
(EUR)
and
and
the
the
profit
balance
and sheet
loss account
and the profit and which
loss account
the value adjustments
which
were
the value
made adjustments
have ceased were
to apply.
made have ceased to apply.
are expressed in the same
are
currency.
expressed in the same currency.

2.2.6.

Provisions 2.2.6.

Provisions

The transactions expressed
Thein
transactions
currencies other
expressed
than EUR
in currencies
are translated
other into
thanEUR
EURat
are
the
translated
exchangeinto EUR at the exchange
rate effective at the timerate
of the
effective
transaction.
at theFormation
time of theexpenses
transaction.
andFormation
long-termexpenses
assets expressed
and long-term assets
expressed
Provisions
are intended to
Provisions
cover losses
are intended
or debts, to
thecover
nature
losses
of which
or debts,
is clearly
the nature
defined
ofand
which
which,
is clearly defined and which,
in a currency other than EUR
in a currency
are translated
other into
thanEUR
EURat
are
the
translated
exchangeinto
effective
EUR atatthe
theexchange
time of the
effective at theat
time
theof the balanceatsheet,
theof
date
the date
areof
either
the balance
likely tosheet,
be incurred
are either
or certain
likely to be incurred or
butcertain to be incurred but
transaction. At balance sheet
transaction.
date, these
At balance
remainsheet
translated
date, these
at historical
remainrate.
translated at historical rate.
uncertain as their amount
uncertain
or the date
as their
on which
amount
theyorwill
thearise.
date on which they will arise.
Cash in bank and in handCash
is translated
in bank and
at the
in hand
exchange
is translated
rate effective
at theat
exchange
the balance
ratesheet
effective
date.
at the balance sheet
date. may also be created
Provisions
Provisions
to cover
may charges
also be created
which originate
to cover in
charges
the financial
which originate
year under
in review
the financial year under review
Exchange losses and gains
Exchange
are recorded
lossesinand
thegains
profitare
andrecorded
loss accounts
in the profit
of the and
year.loss accounts of the year. or in a previous financialor
year,
in athe
previous
naturefinancial
of whichyear,
is clearly
the nature
defined
ofand
which
which
is clearly
at thedefined
date of and
the which at the date of the
balance sheet are either balance
likely to sheet
be incurred
are either
or certain
likely to be incurred but
or certain
uncertain
to be
toincurred
their but uncertain to their
Other assets and liabilities
Other
are assets
translated
and separately
liabilities are
respectively
translatedat
separately
the lowerrespectively
or at the higher
at the lower or at the
higher
amount or the date on which
amount
theyorwill
thearise.
date on which they will arise.
value converted at the historic
value converted
exchange rate
at the
orhistoric
the value
exchange
determined
rate on
or the
the value
basis determined
of the
on the basis of the
exchange rate effective at
exchange
the balance
ratesheet
effective
date.
atThe
the unrealised
balance sheet
exchange
date. The
losses
unrealised
are recorded
exchange
in losses are
recordedfor
in taxation Provisions for taxation
Provisions
the profit and loss account.
theThe
profit
realised
and loss
exchange
account.
gains
The are
realised
recorded
exchange
in thegains
profitare
andrecorded
loss
in the profit and
loss
Provisions forto
taxation
to the
estimated
Provisions
for taxation corresponding
the taxcorresponding
liability estimated
bytax
theliability
Company
for the by the Company for the
account at the moment of
account
their realisation.
at the moment of their realisation.
financial
are recorded
under The
the caption
debts”.are
Theshown
advance
financial years are recorded
underyears
the caption
“Tax debts”.
advance“Tax
payments
in payments are shown in
assets
of the balance
sheet underitem.
the “Other receivables” item.
the assets of the balancethe
sheet
under
“Other receivables”
Where there is an economic
Where
linkthere
between
is anan
economic
asset and
link
a liability,
betweenthese
an asset
are valued
and a liability,
in total these are valued in total
according to the methodaccording
described to
above
the method
and the described
net unrealised
aboveloss
andisthe
recorded
net unrealised
in the profit
lossand
is recorded in the
profit and
2.2.7.
Creditors 2.2.7.
Creditors
loss account and the netloss
unrealised
account
gains
and the
are net
not unrealised
recognised.gains are not recognised.
Creditors are recorded atCreditors
their reimbursement
are recordedvalue.
at their
When
reimbursement
the amount value.
repayable
When
onthe
account
amount
is repayable on account is
2.2.2.
Formation expenses
2.2.2.
Formation expenses
greater than the amountgreater
received,
than
thethe
difference
amountis
received,
shown as
theandifference
asset andisisshown
writtenasoff
anover
asset
the
and is written off over the
period of the debt based period
on the of
linear
the debt
method.
based on the linear method.
The formation expenses The
are depreciated
formation expenses
over a period
are depreciated
of 5 years. over a period of 5 years.
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2.2.8.

Deferred charges
2.2.8.

Deferred charges
Gross book
Gross book
value value - closing
opening
balance
balance

Accumula
Addition
ted value
/
adjustme
disposal
nts –
for the
opening
year
balance

EUR

EUR
EUR

EUR
EUR

EUREUR

Shares in
affiliated
undertakings

Shares in
affiliated
620,640,364
undertakings -

620,640,364
620,640,364

--

620,640,364
-

-

Closing balance

Closing balance
for the year 620,640,364

620,640,364
620,640,364

--

620,640,364
-

Closing balance
previous year 620,640,364

620,640,364
620,640,364

--

620,640,364
-

Addition
Gross book
/
value disposal
Description
opening
for the
balance
year

This item includes charges
This
recorded
item includes
beforecharges
the closing
recorded
date and
before
attributable
the closing
to adate
subsequent
and attributable to a subsequent
Description
accounting year.
accounting year.

2.2.9.

Deferred income
2.2.9.

Deferred income

This liability item includes
This
income
liability
received
item includes
during the
income
financial
received
year during
but relating
the financial
to a subsequent
year but relating to a subsequent
financial year.
financial year.

2.2.10.

Interest income
2.2.10.
and expenses
Interest income and expenses

Interest income and expenses
Interest
areincome
recognised
and expenses
on a timeare
proportion
recognised
basis
ontaking
a timeinto
proportion
accountbasis
the taking into account
the
for the year
principal amount and theprincipal
applicable
amount
interest
andrate.
the applicable interest rate.
Closing balance
previous year

3. FORMATION EXPENSES
3. FORMATION EXPENSES

EUR

Accumula
Accumula
Accumula
Allocation
ted ted
value
value Allocation
ted value
Net book value
Gross book
adjustme / reversal
adjustme
/ reversal
adjustme
closing value - closing
for the
nts nts
– –
for the
nts –
balance
balance
year
closing
opening
year
closing
balance
balance
balance
EUREUR

Net book value
closing balance

EUR
EUR

EUR

EUR

-

620,640,364
-

-

620,640,364

-

-

620,640,364
-

-

620,640,364

-

-

620,640,364
-

-

620,640,364

Undertaking in which theUndertaking
Company holds
in which
at least
the20%
Company
shareholds
capital
atis
least
the following:
20% share capital is the following:

The movements for the year
The movements
are as follows:
for the year are as follows:

Rate

Gross book
value opening
balance

Gross book
Amortisation
IncreaseAmortisation
Amortisat
Rate
value opening during the ionopening
for the
opening
balance
balance
year
year
balance

Net book
Increase Amortisat
value
during the ion for the
closing year
year
balance

Net book
Registered
value
office
closing balance

Opodo Limited
EUR

EUR

EUR EUR

Incorporation fees

Incorporation
20%
fees
11,127

20%
(10,917)

11,127

Capital increase fees

Capital
20% increase
80,446
fees

20%
(76,783)

Total

Total

(87,700)

91,573

EUREUR

Opodo
100%
Limited

31/03/2019

Profit or loss
for the financial
year (*)
EUR

100%
343,078,943
31/03/201925,944,847
343,078,943

25,944,847

EUR

EUR
EUR

-

(10,917)
(210)

--

80,446

-

(76,783)
(2,855)

808
-

(210)
st
(*) including the results of (*)
theincluding
financialthe
year
results
endingof31the
March
financial
2019.
year ending 31st March 2019.
(2,855)
808

91,573

-

(87,700)
(3,065)

808
-

Opodo Limited
office has
at 26-28
his registered
Hammersmith
officeGrove,
at 26-28
W6Hammersmith
7BA
Grove, W6 7BA
(3,065)Opodo Limited
808 has his registered

4. FINANCIAL ASSETS
4. FINANCIAL ASSETS

EUR

Shareholders’
Profit Shareholders’
or loss
Percentage
Registered
of
Last balance
Percentage of equity
Last balance
for the financial equity
ownership office sheet date
(*)
(*)
ownership
sheet
date year (*)
EUR
EUR EUR

EUR

(London). The financial year
(London).
of the The
entity
financial
runs from
year1stofApril
the entity
from 1st April to 31st March.
to 31st runs
March.

Company
holds2019,
the entire
the Company
share capital
holdsof
the
Opodo
entireLimited
share capital
represented
of Opodo Limited represented
As at 31st March 2019, theAs
at 31st March
by 2,160,184,753 ordinaryby
shares
2,160,184,753
of €0.10 ordinary
each. Theshares
net asset
of €0.10
valueeach.
of the
The
participation
net asset value
is lower
of the participation is lower
than the purchase price value.
than the
However
purchase
theprice
Company
value.has
However
perform
the
itsCompany
review over
hasthe
perform
impairment
its review over the impairment
and there is no indicator and
thatthere
couldislead
no indicator
to an impairment
that could
onlead
the investments,
to an impairment
therefore
on thethe
investments, therefore the
Company decided to keepCompany
the shares
decided
at theto
purchase
keep theprice.
shares at the purchase price.

4.1 Shares in affiliated
4.1 undertakings
Shares in affiliated undertakings
The movements for the year
The movements
are as follows:
for the year are as follows:

4.2 Loans to affiliated
4.2 undertakings
Loans to affiliated undertakings
th
Following the refinancingFollowing
dated 4ththe
October
refinancing
2016 (refer
datedto4Note
October
10.1.1.),
2016
the(refer
Company
to Note
granted
10.1.1.),
loans
the Company granted loans
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automated
automatedand
travelling
distributions
reservations
systemand
used
distributions
by the Group
system
in exchange
used by
for
the Group in exchange for
to Go Voyages SAS, LuxGEO
to Go
Sàrl
Voyages
and Opodo
SAS,Ltd
LuxGEO
for a Sàrl
totaland
amount
Opodo
ofLtd
€435,000,000.
for a total amount
These loans
of €435,000,000. These
loans travelling reservations
bear interest at a rate per
bear
annum
interest
equal
atto
a rate
8.50%
per
plus
annum
a margin
equalofto0.2172%.
8.50% plus
Interests
a margin
areof
payable
0.2172%. Interests incentive
are payable
payments (the incentive
“Incentives”).
payments
The Company
(the “Incentives”).
issues monthly
The Company
invoices to
issues
the Seller.
monthly
As invoices
at
to the Seller. As at
st
st
semi-annually in arrearssemi-annually
on the 1st of February
in arrears
and
onon
the
the
1st1st
ofof
February
August.and
After
onthe
therefinancing
1st of August.
theAfter the refinancing
2019, the amount
of trade
2019,
debtors
the amount
becoming
of due
trade
and
debtors
payable
becoming
within one
dueyear
and payable within one year
31 Marchthe
31 March
st
st
August of
2021.
2021. Loan to the Company’s
amount was downloadedamount
to €425,000,000
was downloaded
and theto
maturity
€425,000,000
of the loans
and the
is 1maturity
theLoan
loans is 1 Augustcorresponds
corresponds
invoices
tounsettled
the Company’s
by theinvoices
Seller and
unsettled
accruedby
Incentives
the Sellernot
andyet
accrued Incentives not yet
origination cost incurredorigination
by the Company
cost incurred
has been
byrecharged
the Company
through
has been
affiliated
recharged
undertakings.
through affiliated undertakings.
invoiced by the Companyinvoiced
to the Seller.
by the Company to the Seller.
st at 31st March 2019 theAs
Amadeus
trade 2019
receivables
the Amadeus
amounttrade
to €18,142,518.
receivables amount to €18,142,518.
at 31st March
March
2017
March 2017
Following the Merger theFollowing
loan withthe
LuxGEO
Merger
S.àthe
r.l. amounting
loan with LuxGEO
to €40,877,489
S.à r.l. amounting
as at 31stto
€40,877,489
as at 31As
has been offset (refer tohas
Note
been
1). offset (refer to Note 1).

September
2018
(refer
Note 10.1.1.),
2018
the(refer
Company
to Note
granted
10.1.1.), the Company granted
Following the refinancingFollowing
dated 25ththe
refinancing
dated
25thtoSeptember
5.2.affiliated
Amountsundertakings
owed by affiliated undertakings
loans to Vacaciones eDreams
loansSLU,
to Vacaciones
Go Voyages
eDreams
SAS andSLU,
Opodo
Go Voyages
Ltd for a total
SAS and
amount
Opodo
ofLtd for a total amount5.2.
of Amounts owed by
€384,122,510.
€384,122,510.
31st March 2019
These loans have been granted
These loans
by way
have
of an
been
offset
granted
and settlement
by way of an
against
offsetthe
andexisting
settlement
loans
against
as at the existing loans as at
EUR
March
Voyage
2018
SAS
granted
and Opodo
to GoLimited
Voyagefor
SAS
a total
and Opodo
amount
Limited
of €384,122,510.
for a total amount of €384,122,510.
31st March 2018 granted to
31stGo
Becoming
Becoming
within one
dueyear
and payable within one year
These loans bear interestThese
at a rate
loans
of bear
5.50%
interest
plus a at
margin
a rateon
ofthe
5.50%
principal
plus aamount.
margin on
Interests
the principal
are amount. Interests
aredue and payable
1st September.
The maturity
and 1st September.
date of the The maturity date of the
payable semi-annually inpayable
arrearssemi-annually
on the 1st March
in and
arrears
on the 1st March
st
st
Trade
receivables
Trade receivables
2023. is
Loan
origination
September
cost
2023.
incurred
Loan origination
by the Company
cost incurred
has beenbyrecharged
the Company has been
recharged
loans is 1 of September loans
1 of
through affiliated undertakings.
through affiliated undertakings.

31st March 2018

31st March 2018
Principal

Go Voyages SAS
Opodo Limited
Total

Go Voyages
227,354,288
SAS
Opodo Limited
156,768,222
Total
384,122,510

31st March 2019
Go Voyages SAS
Opodo Limited
Vacaciones eDreams
Total

5. DEBTORS

31st March 2019
Principal
Go Voyages
197,354,288
SAS
Opodo Limited
156,768,222
Vacaciones30,000,000
eDreams
Total
384,122,510

Interest accrued
PrincipalInterest
Interest
income
accrued
3,248,240
227,354,288
2,183,868
156,768,222
5,432,108
384,122,510

20,093,572
3,248,240
14,133,266
2,183,868
34,226,838
5,432,108

Interest accrued
Principal Interest
Interest
income
accrued
3,966,922
197,354,288
745,968
156,768,222
142,753
30,000,000
4,855,643
384,122,510

15,566,910
3,966,922
11,176,614
745,968
885,065
142,753
27,628,589
4,855,643

Interest income
20,093,572
14,133,266
34,226,838

5.1. Trade debtors 5.1. Trade debtors
This caption is related toThis
the trade
caption
receivables
is related from
to theAmadeus
trade receivables
IT Group S.A.
from Amadeus IT Group S.A.
Prior to the Merger, these
Prior
invoices
to thewere
Merger,
issued
these
by LuxGEO.
invoices were issued by LuxGEO.

31st March 2018
EUR

Go Voyages**

Go Voyages**

86,296

6,681,587
86,296

6,681,587

Opodo Limited*

Opodo Limited*

138,810

7,269,937
138,810

7,269,937

Vacaciones eDreams*

Vacaciones eDreams*

-

5,450,840

eDreams Italy*

eDreams Italy*

2,406

1,394,524
2,406

1,394,524

Opodo Italy

Opodo Italy

62,323

62,323
62,323

62,323

Opodo SL

Opodo SL

18,561

40,781
18,561

40,781

Liligo

Liligo

114,542

114,542
114,542

114,542

eDreams International

eDreams International

154,765

154,765
-

-

-

Current account Go Voyages
Interest income Current account Go Voyages
Interests on loan Go Voyages
Interests on loan Go Voyages
6,795,906
15,566,910 Accrued interests on loan with
Accrued
Go Voyages
interests(prev.
on loan
Geowith
Travel
Go Voyages (prev. Geo Travel
11,176,614 Finance)
Finance)
663,605
885,065 Interest on loan 2021 Notes
Interest
with Goon
Voyages
loan 2021
(see
Notes
Notewith
4.2.)Go Voyages (see Note
4.2.)
3,027,828
27,628,589 Interest on loan 2021 Notes
Interest
with Opodo
on loan
Limited
2021 Notes
(see Note
with4.2.)
Opodo Limited (see Note 4.2.)
-

5. DEBTORS

31st March
31st March
20182019
EUR EUR

5,450,840

5,081,394

-

5,081,394

6,795,906
6,795,906

6,795,906

663,605
663,605

663,605

3,248,240
3,027,828

3,248,240

2,183,868

-

2,183,868

Interest on loan 2023 Notes
Interest
with Opodo
on loan
Limited
2023 Notes
(see Note
with4.2.)
Opodo Limited (see 745,969
Note 4.2.)

745,969
-

-

Interest on loan 2023 Notes
Interest
with Go
onVoyages
loan 2023
(see
Notes
Notewith
4.2.)Go Voyages (see Note
4.2.)
939,094

939,094
-

-

142,753
-

-

1,148,437
1,148,437

1,148,437

24,895,044
-

-

40,135,984
38,936,339

40,135,984

Interest on loan 2023 Notes
Interest
with Vacaciones
on loan 2023
eDreams
Notes with
(see Note
Vacaciones eDreams (see Note
4.2.)
4.2.)
142,753
Becoming due and payable
Becoming
after more
duethan
and one
payable
year after more than one year
Interest on loan between prev.
Interest
Geoon
Travel
loan Finance
betweenand
prev.
GoGeo Travel Finance and Go
Voyages
Voyages
1,148,437
Current account Go Voyages
Current
**
account Go Voyages **
24,895,044
Total

On 9th February 2011, LuxGEO
On 9thS.à.r.l.
February
entered
2011,into
LuxGEO
a global
S.à.r.l.
agreement
entered (the
into “Global
a globalAgreement”),
agreement (the
as “Global Agreement”), as
amended from time to time,
amended
with Amadeus
from time
ITto
Group
time,S.A.
with
(the
Amadeus
“Seller”),
IT which
Group is
S.A.
operating
(the “Seller”),
an which is operating an

Total

38,936,339
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st
* As at 31st March 2019, eDreams
* As at 31ODIGEO
Marchhas
2019,
offset
eDreams
its intercompany
ODIGEO hastrade
offsetreceivable
its intercompany
and its trade receivable
The
and
share
its premium account
The may
share
bepremium
used to provide
accountfor
may
the
bepayment
used to provide
of any shares,
for thewhich
payment
the of any shares, which the
intercompany trade payables
intercompany
against the
trade
intercompany
payables against
current
the
accounts.
intercompany current accounts.
Company may repurchase
Company
from itsmay
shareholders,
repurchase
tofrom
offset
itsany
shareholders,
net realisedtolosses,
offsetto
any
make
net realised losses, to make
distributions to the shareholders
distributions
in the
toform
the shareholders
of a dividend in
orthe
to allocate
form of a
funds
dividend
to the
orlegal
to allocate
reserve.
funds to the legal reserve.
st
st
current
March 2019,
Go Voyages
the current
mainly
account
consists
Go Voyages
of a receivable
mainlyrelated
consists of a receivable related
** As at 31 March 2019, the
** As
at 31 account
the 2021 Notes and 2023the
Notes
2021
refinancing.
Notes and 2023 Notes refinancing.

8. LEGAL RESERVE
8. LEGAL RESERVE
6. CASH AND CASH
6.EQUIVALENTS
CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS

The Company is requiredThe
to allocate
Company
a minimum
is required
ofto
5%
allocate
of its annual
a minimum
net income
of 5% of
to its
theannual
legal net income to the legal
reserve, until this reservereserve,
equals until
to 10%
this
ofreserve
the subscribed
equals to
share
10%capital.
of the subscribed
This reserve
share
maycapital.
not be This reserve may not be
distributed.
distributed.

A detail of the cash and cash
A detail
equivalents
of the cash
is set
andout
cash
below:
equivalents is set out below:
31st March 2019

st st
3131
March
March2018
2019

Cash and cash equivalentsCash and cash equivalents

878,897

280,728
878,897

Total

878,897

280,728
878,897

Total

31st March 2018

9. 280,728
OTHER RESERVES
9. OTHER
AND RESERVES
RESERVESFOR
AND
OWN
RESERVES
SHARESFOR OWN SHARES
280,728

st
As at 31st March 209 the other
As at 31
reserves
Marchconsist
209 the
ofother
available
reserves
reserves
consist
for of
anavailable
amount of
reserves for an amount of
€463,171,971.
€463,171,971.

During the year, eDreamsDuring
ODIGEO
thecreated
year, eDreams
a reserveODIGEO
for own
created
share, aasreserve
on February
for own
2019,
share,
eDreams
as on February 2019, eDreams
ODIGEO purchased 142,705
ODIGEO
own shares
purchased
at 2.625
142,705
perown
share,
shares
for a at
total
2.625
of €374,601.
per share,These
for a total
treasury
of €374,601. These treasury
shares were subsequently
shares
delivered
wereto
subsequently
employees as
delivered
part of the
to employees
2016 LTIP delivery
as part of
onthe
20th2016 LTIP delivery on 20th
7. SUBSCRIBED CAPITAL
7. SUBSCRIBED
AND SHARED
CAPITAL
PREMIUM
AND SHARED PREMIUM
February 2019 (see Note February
23).
2019 (see Note 23).
As at 31st March 2018, theAs
subscribed
at 31st March
share
2018,
capital
the subscribed
of eDreamsshare
ODIGEO
capital
is setofateDreams
€10,865,700
ODIGEO is set at €10,865,700
divided into 108,656,998 divided
shares with
into 108,656,998
a par value of
shares
ten euro
withcents
a par(€0.10)
value of
each,
ten all
euro
ofcents
which(€0.10)
fully each, all of As
which
fully
st
st
at 31
at 31eDreams
March 2019 andAs
2018,
March 2019
ODIGEO
andhas
2018,
no eDreams
treasury shares.
ODIGEO has no treasury shares.
paid up, together with a share
paid up,
premium
together
of with
€155,755,173.
a share premium of €155,755,173.
Board
August 2018,
to increase
the Board
the resolved
Company’s
to share
increase
capital
the Company’s
by €44,967share capital by €44,967
On 22nd August 2018, the On
22ndresolved
10.shares
CREDITORS
through the issue of 449,667
through
shares
the with
issueaof
par
449,667
value of
shares
ten euro
withcents
a par€0.10
valueeach,
of ten
new
euro
shares
cents €0.10 each, new
have been paid up through
have
thebeen
incorporation
paid up through
of available
the incorporation
reserves of the
of available
Company.reserves of the Company.

10. CREDITORS

10.1 Debenture loans
10.1 Debenture loans

th
Board
November
resolved2018,
to increase
the Board
the resolved
Company’s
to share
increase
capital
the Company’s
by €37,755 share capital by €37,755
On 20th November 2018, the
On 20
10.1.1
10.1.1loans
Non-convertible loans
through the issue of 377,546
through
shares
thewith
issuea of
par
377,546
value of
shares
ten euro
withcents
a par€0.10
valueeach,
of ten
new
euro
shares
cents €0.10 each, new
shares Non-convertible
have been paid up through
have
thebeen
incorporation
paid up through
of available
the incorporation
reserves of the
of available
Company.reserves of the Company.
th
On 20th September 2016, On
the20
Group
September
successfully
2016,priced
the Group
an offering
successfully
of €435,000,000
priced an offering
Senior of €435,000,000 Senior
Secured
dueNotes
2021 at
(“2021
a coupon
Notes”)
of 8.50%.
due 2021
The
atdebt
a coupon
offering
of 8.50%.
was The debt offering was
On 20th February 2019, the
OnBoard
20th February
resolved2019,
to increase
the Board
the resolved
Company’s
to share
increase
capital
the Company’s
by €23,484share capital bySecured
€23,484Notes (“2021 Notes”)
oversubscribed,
and increased
oversubscribed,
from the originally
and increased
announced
from the
amount
originally
of 425,000,000,
announced amount
which of 425,000,000, which
through the issue of 234,841
through
shares
thewith
issuea of
par
234,841
value of
shares
ten euro
withcents
a par€0.10
valueeach,
of ten
new
euro
shares
cents €0.10 each, new
shares
reflects
support
thefor
bond
the market’s
Company,support
its strategy
for the
and
Company,
performance
its strategy
under the
andnew
performance under the new
have been paid up through
have
thebeen
incorporation
paid up through
of available
the incorporation
reserves of the
of available
Company.reserves of the Company. reflects the bond market’s
leadership.
leadership.

As at 31st March 2019, theAs
at 31st March
subscribed
share
2019,
capital
the subscribed
of eDreamsshare
ODIGEO
capital
is setofateDreams
€10,971,905
ODIGEO is set at €10,971,905
This transaction
allows the
ThisGroup
transaction
headedallows
by thethe
Company
Group to
headed
extend
bythe
thematurity
Companyoftoitsextend
debt the maturity of its debt
divided into 109,719,052 shares
dividedwith
into a109,719,052
par value of
shares
ten euro
withcents
a par(€0.10)
value of
each,
ten all
euro
of cents
which(€0.10)
fully each, all of which
fully
significant
flexibilitygain
in its
significant
current flexibility in its current
from less than two yearsfrom
to five
less
years
thanand,
twoinyears
addition,
to five
gain
years
and, in addition,
paid up, together with a share
paid up,
premium
together
ofwith
€155,755,173.
a share premium of €155,755,173.
to execute
its
to execute on its
financing. In particular, the
financing.
terms ofInthe
particular,
new Bond
theallows
termsthe
of the
Company
new Bond
allows theon
Company
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strategy to continue
strategy
to reduce
to continue
its debt in
tothe
reduce
future,
its debt
with in
contractual
the future,options
with contractual
to repurchase
options
10%to repurchase10.2
10%Amounts owed
10.2 Amounts
to affiliated
owed
undertakings
to affiliated undertakings
of the nominal amount
of theevery
nominal
yearamount
at a favourable
every year
price.
at a favourable price.
On 25 SeptemberOn
25 the
2018
September
Group successfully
2018 the Group
pricedsuccessfully
and offeringpriced
€425,000,000
and offering
Senior
€425,000,000
Secured
Senior Secured
Notes (“2023 Notes”)
Notes
due(“2023
2023 at
Notes”)
a coupon
dueof
2023
5.5%.
at The
a coupon
debt offering
of 5.5%.was
The well
debt received,
offering was
allowing
well received, allowing
to price at the tighttoend
price
of at
thethe
guidance,
tight end
further
of thedemonstrating
guidance, further
thedemonstrating
bond market’s the
support
bondfor
market’s
the support for the
Becoming due and payable
Becoming
within
due and
onepayable
year
within one year
Company, its management
Company,team
its management
and its strategy.
team and its strategy.
th

th

31st March 2019

31
31ststMarch
March2019
2018

31st March 2018

EUR

EUR
EUR

EUR

Management fees eDreams
Management
International
fees eDreams
for Group
International
services for Group services 1,151,098
This transaction allows
This transaction
the Group to
allows
extend
the
the
Group
maturity
to extend
of its the
debtmaturity
to five years
of its and
debtgain
to five years and gain
Group
(10.2.1)
Credit
:
Facility (10.2.1) :
significant flexibility
significant
versus its
flexibility
previousversus
financing.
its previous
In addition,
financing.
the favourable
In addition,
pricing
the favourable
terms of the
pricing terms
of Credit
the FacilityGroup
eDreams Srl
31,681
2023 Notes will allow
2023the
Notes
Group
will
toallow
reduce
the
the
Group
coupon
to reduce
of its bond
the coupon
by 300 of
basis
its bond
pointsbycompared
300 basisto
points compared toeDreams Srl
Vacaciones eDreams
Vacaciones
SLU
eDreams SLU
2,810,277
its existing 8.50%.its existing 8.50%.

1,158,097
1,151,098

1,158,097

30,514
31,681

30,514

2,706,790
2,810,277

2,706,790

5,121,568

4,932,970
5,121,568

4,932,970

28,372,057

23,092,846
28,372,057

23,092,846

21,515,660
87,380

21,925,583
21,515,660
4,081,561
87,380

21,925,583
4,081,561

1,313,576

1,313,576
-

-

1,288,299
249,360
269,354

2,271,203
1,288,299
249,360
249,360
275,731
269,354

2,271,203
249,360
275,731

9,708

9,623
9,708

9,623

6,650,000

6,650,000
6,650,000

6,650,000

2,091,455
686,254

1,835,449
2,091,455
412,189
686,254

1,835,449
412,189

633,655

314,734
633,655

314,734

89,348
83,422

89,348
83,422
-

-

18,655,291

19,649,407
18,655,291

19,649,407

7,119,102

7,119,102
7,119,102

7,119,102

Loan Go Voyages SAS
Loan
(10.2.4.)
Go Voyages SAS (10.2.4.)

4,315,758

4,315,758
-

-

Loan Vacaciones eDreams
Loan Vacaciones
SLU (10.2.5.)
eDreams SLU (10.2.5.)

8,283,421

8,283,421
8,283,421

8,283,421

2,320,656
2,320,657

2,320,656

19,282,353
-

-

82,385

82,385
-

-

132,513,119

107,319,236
132,513,119

107,319,236

Opodo Limited
Opodo Limited
The Group has redeemed
The Group
for cancellation
has redeemed
allfor
of cancellation
the outstanding
all of
euro-denominated
the outstanding euro-denominated
8.50% 2021
8.50%
2021
Trade
payable (10.2.2.)
Trade payable (10.2.2.)
Notes issued by eDreams
Notes issued
ODIGEO
byineDreams
2016, in ODIGEO
accordance
in 2016,
withinthe
accordance
terms of such
with notes,
the terms
andof
tosuch
pay notes, and to pay Vacaciones eDreamsVacaciones
SLU
eDreams SLU

commissions, feescommissions,
and other expenses
fees and
associated
other expenses
with the
associated
offering and
with
the
the
redemption.
offering and the redemption.

Opodo Limited
Go Voyages SAS

Opodo Limited
Go Voyages SAS

The Group will guarantee
The Group
thewill
2023
guarantee
Notes, and
the
the
2023
2023
Notes,
Notes
and
will
the
be2023
secured
Notes
by will
certain
be secured
assets of
by certain assets of
eDreams International
eDreams International
th
Group. The settlement
Group.
date
The
for
settlement
the offering
date
was
for25
the
offering was
25th September 2018.
September
2018.
st
the
March
of 2018,
the loan
theisdetail
as follows:
of the loan is as follows:
As at 31st March 2018,
As at
31detail

Principal
425,000,000

PrincipalInterest accrued
425,000,000

6,426,947

eDreams Srl
Opodo SL
Opodo Italy

eDreams Srl
Opodo SL
Opodo Italy

Travellink AB

Travellink AB

Short term loan Opodo
Short
Limited
term loan
(10.2.3.)
Opodo Limited (10.2.3.)
Interest accrued Interest expenses Interest expenses
Interest on short term
Interest
loan Opodo
on short
Limited
term loan Opodo Limited
6,426,947
37,063,542
37,063,542
Interest on non-current
Interest
loanon
Opodo
non-current
Limited loan Opodo Limited
Interest on loan Vacaciones
Interest on
eDreams
loan Vacaciones
SLU
eDreams SLU

As at March 31, 2019,
As the
at March
detail31,
of the
2019,
loan
theisdetail
as follows:
of the loan is as follows:

Interest on loan Travellink
InterestAB
on loan Travellink AB
Interest on loan Go Voyages
Interest on
SAS
loan Go Voyages SAS
Current account payable
Current account payable
Loan Opodo LimitedLoan
(10.2.6)
Opodo Limited (10.2.6)

Principal
425,000,000

PrincipalInterest accrued
425,000,000

1,947,917

Interest accrued Interest expenses Interest expenses
Becoming due and payable
Becoming
after
duemore
and payable
than one
after
yearmore than one year
1,947,917
29,231,752
29,231,752

Pursuant to the terms
Pursuant
of theto
Super
the terms
SeniorofFacilities
the Super
Agreement,
Senior Facilities
the Company
Agreement,
and certain
the Company and certain
Long term loan withLong
Travellink
term loan
AB (10.2.7.)
with Travellink AB (10.2.7.)
2,320,657
subsidiaries of thesubsidiaries
Company (together
of the Company
with the(together
Company,with
the “SSRCF
the Company,
Guarantors”)
the “SSRCF
guarantee
Guarantors”)
all
guarantee all
Non-current borrowing
Non-current
Opodo Limited
borrowing
Refinancing
Opodo Limited
2023 Notes
Refinancing 2023 Notes
amounts due to the
amounts
lenders due
and to
other
the finance
lenders parties
and other
under
finance
the Super
parties
Senior
underFacilities
the Super
Agreement
Senior Facilities Agreement
(10.2.8)
(10.2.8)
19,282,353
and related financeand
documents.
related finance documents.
Non-current borrowing
Non-current
Vacaciones
borrowing
eDreams
Vacaciones
SLU - Refinancing
eDreams SLU - Refinancing
2023 Notes (10.2.9) 2023 Notes (10.2.9)

The Company has also
The Company
refinanced
has
itsalso
Super
refinanced
Senior Revolving
its SuperCredit
SeniorFacility
Revolving
extending
Credit its
Facility
maturity
extending its maturity
at the same time. at the same time.
Total

Total
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10.2.1

10.2.1
Group Credit Facility agreement
Group Credit Facility agreement

The interest expense for the year ended 31st March 2019 amounts to €274,065 (2018: €412,189).
On 15th February 2016, the Group Credit Facility agreement was signed. It bears interest
ofinterest expense for the year ended 31st March 2019 amounts to €274,065 (2018: €412,189).
The
On 15th February 2016, the
Group Credit
agreement
waspayable
signed. It
bears interest
of can be added to the principal
EURIBOR
1 yearFacility
+ 400 bps
per annum,
monthly
but interest
10.2.7
Long term loan with Travellink
EURIBOR 1 year + 400 bpsamount.
per annum,
payable
monthly
butAgreement
interest can
be mature
added to
of February of each year and is
The Group
Credit
Facility
will
onthe
14thprincipal
10.2.7
Long term loan with Travellink
of February
each
year and
is
amount. The Group Creditautomatically
Facility Agreement
willfor
mature
on 14thannual
renewed
successive
period.ofThe
interest
expense
for the year ended 31st
On 31st March 2018, Travellink AB and eDreams ODIGEO SA entered into a loan agreement for a
automatically renewed for
successive
annual period.
The interest
expense for the year ended 31st
March,
2019 amounts
to €293,251
(2018: €276,551).
On 31st March 2018, Travellink
AB and eDreams
ODIGEO
SAmaturity
enteredof
into
a loan
foron
a 31st March 2020. The
total amount
of €2,320,656.
The
this
loan agreement
has been set
March, 2019 amounts to €293,251 (2018: €276,551).
st
total amount of €2,320,656.
The maturity
loan has
been+ set
31the
March
2020.
Thebe paid annually on 31st March.
10.2.2
Incentives and payable to Group entities
interest
rate is setofatthis
EURIBOR
1 year
4%on
and
interests
shall
10.2.2
Incentives and payable to Group entities
interest rate is set at EURIBOR 1 year + 4% and the interests shall be paid annually on 31st March.
Trade payables to Group entities mainly correspond to accrued incentives (invoices pending to be
The interest expense for the year ended 31st March 2019 amounts to €89,348 (2018: €0,00).
Trade payables to Groupreceived)
entities mainly
correspond
to Group
accrued
incentives
(invoices
to be
or invoices
from the
entities
not yet
settledpending
by the Company
in relation
the expense for the year ended 31st March 2019 amounts to €89,348 (2018: €0,00).
Thewith
interest
received) or invoices from
the Group
entities
not yet
bythe
theCompany
Companyand
in relation
with
global
agreement
(Note
5.1.)settled
between
Amadeus
IT the
Group S.A.
10.2.8 Non-current borrowing Opodo Limited 2023 Notes
global agreement (Note 5.1.) between the Company and Amadeus IT Group S.A.

10.2.3

10.2.3
Short term loan Opodo Limited
Short term loan Opodo Limited

10.2.4

10.2.4 Loan Go Voyages SAS
Loan Go Voyages SAS

10.2.8

Non-current borrowing Opodo Limited 2023 Notes

The item consists of debt payable towards Opodo Ltd regarding the financial expenses incurred in
Theprevious
item consists of debtrelation
payabletotowards
Opodo
LtdNotes
regarding
financial
in ODIGEO.
refinancing
2023
paid the
by Opodo
Ltdexpenses
on behalfincurred
of eDreams
On 31st March 2017, Opodo Ltd and LuxGEO S.à.r.l. entered into four amendments to four
relation
On 31st March 2017, Opodo
Ltdagreements,
and LuxGEO for
S.à.r.l.
entered
intoof
four
amendments
to fourthese
previous
loan
a total
amount
€6,650,000.
Following
amendments, the
new to refinancing 2023 Notes paid by Opodo Ltd on behalf of eDreams ODIGEO.
loan agreements, for a total
amount
ofwas
€6,650,000.
Following
these
the new rate at EURIBOR + 4%. On 31st
2018amendments,
and the new interest
maturity
date
settled at
31st March
maturity date was settled
at 31st2018,
March
2018Ltd
andand
thethe
new
interest entered
rate at EURIBOR
+ 4%. On
31st
March
Opodo
Company
into a novation
agreement
and acknowledged
10.2.9
Non-current borrowing Vacaciones eDreams SLU 2023 Notes
March 2018, Opodo Ltd and
Company
entered
intoloan
a novation
agreement
and acknowledged
thatthe
they
have four
different
agreements
for which
the Company owes to Opodo Ltd a total
10.2.9
Non-current borrowing Vacaciones eDreams SLU 2023 Notes
that they have four different
loanofagreements
which
the Company
to Opodo
Ltd +a 4%.
total
amount
€6,650,000.for
The
interest
rate is setowes
at EURIBOR
1 year
The item consists of debt payable towards Vacaciones eDreams SLU regarding the financial
amount of €6,650,000. The interest rate is set at EURIBOR 1 year + 4%.
The item
payable towards
eDreams
SLU 2023
regarding
financial
incurred Vacaciones
in relation to
refinancing
Notesthe
paid
by Vacaciones eDreams SLU on
The consists of debtexpenses
On 31st March 2019 the maturity date of the loan has been extended until 31st March 2020.
st
expenses incurred in relation
toof
refinancing
2023 Notes paid by Vacaciones eDreams SLU on
behalf
eDreams ODIGEO.
On 31st March 2019 the maturity
of the
loan
extended
until 31(2018:
March
2020. The
interestdate
expense
for
thehas
yearbeen
amount
to €256,006
€255,333).
behalf of eDreams ODIGEO.
interest expense for the year amount to €256,006 (2018: €255,333).

10.3 Other creditors

On 31st March 2019, Go Voyages SAS and eDreams ODIGEO SA entered into a loan agreement for
10.3 Other creditors The item mainly consists of an accrual for Directors fees to be paid amounting to €47,999.
On 31st March 2019, Go Voyages
SAS andof
eDreams
ODIGEO
entered
loanhas
agreement
a total amount
€4,315,758.
The SA
maturity
ofinto
thisaloan
been setfor
on 31st March 2022. The
The item mainly consists of an accrual for Directors fees to be paid amounting to €47,999.
st
March
2022.
The
a total amount of €4,315,758.
Therate
maturity
loan has
been
setand
on 31
interest
is set of
at this
EURIBOR
1 year
+ 4%
the
interests
shall
be paid annually on 31st March.
interest rate is set at EURIBOR
1 year +expense
4% andfor
thethe
interests
shall31
best paid
annually
on 31st March.
The interest
year ended
March
2019 amounts
to €83,422 (2018: €0,00).
st
The interest expense for the year ended 31 March 2019 amounts to €83,422 (2018: €0,00).

10.2.5

10.2.5
Loan Vacaciones eDreams SL
Loan Vacaciones eDreams SL

11. DEFERRED INCOME
11. DEFERRED INCOME

Pursuant to the Global Agreement, the Seller paid a signing bonus to the LuxGEO on 30th June 2011
On 1st October 2016, Vacaciones eDreams SL, as lender and GEO Travel Finance SCA, as borrower,
Pursuant
theBonus”).
Seller paid
signingBonus
bonusis
toan
the
LuxGEOpayment
on 30th June
2011
(the “Signing
TheaSigning
advance
made
by the Seller on the
On 1st October 2016, Vacaciones
SL,agreement
as lender and
Travel
Finance
as borrower,This loan bears
enteredeDreams
into a loan
for GEO
a total
amount
of upSCA,
to €11,000,000.
interestto
atthe Global Agreement,
(the
Bonus”). The
Signing Bonus
is anfees
advance
payment
made
bychannelled
the Seller on
the its platform during the life of
anticipated
booking
derived
from the
sales
through
entered into a loan agreement
for 1amonth
total amount
of up
€11,000,000.
This
loan
interest
at will mature
March.
This loan
on“Signing
1st
EURIBOR
+ 400 bps
pertoannum,
payable
each
31stbears
anticipated
booking feesthe
derived
from
the sales(10
channelled
through
its platform
the lifewill
of preserve the Signing
st
Global
Agreement
years). If the
threshold
is met, during
the Company
This
loan
will31
mature
on2019
1st amounts to €318,921.
EURIBOR 1 month + 400 bps
per annum,
payable
each
31st March.
March
(2018:
August
2021. The
interest
expense
for the
year
ended
the Global Agreement (10Bonus,
years).otherwise,
If the threshold
is met,itthe
preserve the Signing
it will return
to Company
the Seller will
proportionally.
August 2021. The interest€314,734).
expense for the year ended 31st March 2019 amounts to €318,921. (2018:
Bonus, otherwise, it will return it to the Seller proportionally.
€314,734).
The Group entities issue monthly invoices to the Company reflecting the net amount of Signing
10.2.6
Loan Opodo Limited
The Group entities issue Bonus
monthly
to the
reflecting
the net
amount
ofThe
Signing
toinvoices
which they
areCompany
entitled when
the tickets
are
booked.
Company decreases the
10.2.6
Loan Opodo Limited
Bonus to which they are deferred
entitled when
theby
tickets
are booked.
Company
decreases
income
the same
amount The
to reflect
the part
of the the
Signing Bonus, which has been
On 1st October 2016, Opodo Ltd and GEO Travel Finance S.C.A. entered into a loan agreement
for
a
deferred income by the same
amount
reflect thean
part
of theinSigning
Bonus,
which
has been
realised,
thusto
recognising
income
its profit
and loss
account.
On 1st October 2016, Opodo
Ltdamount
and GEOupTravel
Finance S.C.A.
a loan
agreement
The
total
to €11,000,000.
Theentered
maturityinto
of this
loan
has been for
set aon 1st August 2021.
realised, thus recognising an income in its profit and loss account.
st
total amount up to €11,000,000.
The
maturity
of
this
loan
has
been
set
on
1
August
2021.
The
interest rate is set at EURIBOR 1 year + 4% and the interests shall be paid annually on 31st March.
interest rate is set at EURIBOR 1 year + 4% and the interests shall be paid annually on 31st March.
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As at 31st March 2019, theAs
deferred
at 31st March
income
2019,
amounts
the deferred
to €16,082,735
income compared
amounts towith
€16,082,735
a deferred
compared with a deferred
14. OTHER
income of €19,967,407 inincome
the previous
of €19,967,407
year.
in the previous year.

OPERATING
14. OTHER
EXPENSES
OPERATING EXPENSES

The other operating expenses
The other
are composed
operating expenses
as following:
are composed as following:

12. NET TURNOVER
12. NET TURNOVER
This caption is composedThis
of the
caption
following
is composed
amounts:
of the following amounts:
31 March 2019
EUR

31 31March
March
2018
2019
EUR
EUR

31 March 2018
EUR

Income Amadeus IT Group Income
S.A.
Amadeus IT Group65,310,766
S.A.

68,556,995
65,310,766

68,556,995

Income from affiliated undertakings
Income from affiliated undertakings
261,691

1,188,785
261,691

1,188,785

(1,100,590) 68,645,190
65,572,457

(1,100,590)
68,645,190

st

Expenses Amadeus
Total

Expenses Amadeus
Total

65,572,457

st

st

st

31st March 2019
EUR

31st March
31st March
2018 2019
EUR EUR

31st March 2018
EUR

Non deductible VAT

Non deductible VAT

471,139

215,694
471,139

215,694

Board remuneration

Board remuneration

240,000

284,004
240,000

284,004

26,371,014

26,371,014

Expenses linked to Opodo Ltd*
Expenses linked to Opodo Ltd*

Expenses linked to Vacaciones
Expenses
eDreams
linked
SLU*
to Vacaciones eDreams
38,818,251
SLU*
Penalty fees

Penalty fees

Other operating expenses Other operating expenses
Total
Total

38,818,251

5,448

-5,448

-

41,155
65,947,007

86041,155
68,989,914
65,947,007

860
68,989,914

*These expenses correspond
*These
to expenses
the invoices
correspond
issued byto
affiliated
the invoices
companies
issuedin
byrelation
affiliated
with
companies
the
in relation with the
Global agreement between
Global
the Company
agreement
and
between
the Amadeus
the Company
It Group
and
S.A.
the
(Note
Amadeus
5 and It
Note
Group
10.2.2.).
S.A. (Note 5 and Note 10.2.2.).
Prior year expenses werePrior
charged
year to
expenses
LuxGEO were
Sàrl which
charged
hastobeen
LuxGEO
merged
Sàrl to
which
the Company
has been in
merged
the to the Company in the
current year.
current year.

13. OTHER EXTERNAL
13. OTHER
EXPENSES
EXTERNAL EXPENSES
15. OTHER INTEREST
15. OTHER
RECEIVABLE
INTEREST
ANDRECEIVABLE
SIMILAR INCOME
AND SIMILAR INCOME

The other external expenses
The other
are composed
external expenses
as following:
are composed as following:
31st March 2019
EUR

st st
3131
March
March
2018
2019
EUR
EUR

31st March 2018
EUR

33,358

26,690
33,358

26,690

270

270
-

-

99,160

118,711
99,160

118,711

BNP expenses related to LTI
BNP expenses related to LTI136,272

136,272
-

-

138,899

196,864
138,899

Audit, accounting and tax fees
Audit, accounting and tax fees
380,413

Office rental

Office rental

IT fees

IT fees

Bank fees

Bank fees

31st March 2019
EUR

31st March
31st March
2018 2019
EUR EUR

31st March 2018
EUR

26,756,553
Income/reinvoicing to the Income/reinvoicing
subsidiaries*
to the subsidiaries*

1,150,526
26,756,553

1,150,526

196,864

Interest on loans to affiliated
Interest
undertakings
on loans to affiliated undertakings
(Note 4.2.)
(Note 4.2.)
27,628,589

34,226,838
27,628,589

34,226,838

254,145
380,413

254,145

Unrealized exchange gain Unrealized exchange gain

303,322

9,285
303,322

9,285

69,821
17,275

69,821

8,480

- 8,480

-

Management fees invoicedManagement
by Group
fees invoiced by Group
entities
entities
1,465,996

1,434,776
1,465,996

1,434,776

Other interest and similar income
Other interest and similar income
Total
Total
54,696,944

300,399
35,687,048
54,696,944

300,399
35,687,048

Strategic review process fees
Strategic review process fees

-

2,723,919 -

2,723,919

504,710
2,776,353

342,763
504,710
5,167,689
2,776,353

342,763
5,167,689

Legal fees
Consulting fees

Miscellaneous fees
Total

Legal fees
Consulting fees

Miscellaneous fees
Total

17,275

Realized exchange gain

Realized exchange gain

*These incomes mainly correspond
*These incomes
to themainly
reinvoicing
correspond
to Group
to entities
the reinvoicing
of the redemption
to Group entities
cost ofof the redemption cost of
the 2021 Notes and initialthe
financing
2021 Notes
expenses
and initial
related
financing
to the 2023
expenses
Notesrelated
(Note 16).
to the 2023 Notes (Note 16).
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16. INTEREST PAYABLE
16. INTEREST
AND SIMILAR
PAYABLE
EXPENSES
AND SIMILAR EXPENSES
31st March 2019
EUR

31st March
31st March
2018 2019
EUR EUR

Interest on loan from Group
Interest
entities
on(Note
loan 10.2.)
from Group entities (Note 10.2.)1,315,013

1,258,707
1,315,013

Interest on Senior SecuredInterest
Notes (Note
on Senior
10.1.) Secured Notes (Note 10.1.) 29,231,752

37,063,542
29,231,752

Unrealized exchange loss Unrealized exchange loss

348,192

348,192
-

10,786

-10,786

Refinancing 2021 Notes and
Refinancing
2023 Notes
2021
expenses
Notes *and 2023 Notes expenses
28,024,171
*

28,024,171
-

Realized exchange loss

Realized exchange loss

Financing fees

Financing fees

Total

Total

31st

20. EMOLUMENTS
20.
GRANTED
EMOLUMENTS
TO THEGRANTED
MEMBERSTO
OFTHE
THEMEMBERS OF THE
MANAGEMENT AND
MANAGEMENT
SUPERVISORY
AND
BODIES
SUPERVISORY
AND COMMITMENTS
BODIES ANDIN
COMMITMENTS IN
March 2018
RESPECT
OF RETIREMENT
RESPECT PENSIONS
OF RETIREMENT
FOR FORNER
PENSIONS
MEMBERS
FOR FORNER
OF
MEMBERS OF
EUR
1,258,707BODIES
THOSE
THOSE BODIES
37,063,542

None advance
or credit have
Nonebeen
advance
granted
or credit
to members
have been
of the
granted
boardto
ofmembers
managers.
ofNo
the board of managers. No
compensation
has been allocated
compensation
to members
has been
ofallocated
the boardto
ofmembers
managersofinthe
charge
board
ofof
the
managers
income in charge of the income
statement.
statement.
-

828,561

1,725,210
828,561

1,725,210

59.758.475

40,047,459
59.758.475

40,047,459

21. OFF-BALANCE21.
SHEET
OFF-BALANCE
COMMITMENTS
SHEET COMMITMENTS

*These expenses correspond
*These
to expenses
€18,10M ofcorrespond
redemption
tocost
€18,10M
of theof2021
redemption
Notes and
cost
€9,90M
of the of
2021 Notes and €9,90M of
initial financing expensesinitial
related
financing
to the 2023
expenses
Notesrelated
(Note 10.1.1.).
to the 2023 Notes (Note 10.1.1.).
th
On 12th September 2016, the
On 12
Extraordinary
SeptemberShareholders
2016, the Extraordinary
Meeting, upon
Shareholders
proposal from
Meeting,
the Board
upon proposal from the Board
of Directors, approved amendments
of Directors,to
approved
the Articles
amendments
of Incorporation
to the Articles
of the Company,
of Incorporation
necessary
of the
to Company, necessary to
execute a new LTIP (the 2016
execute
LTIP)
a new
for Managers
LTIP (the 2016
of theLTIP)
Group
forheaded
Managers
by the
of the
Company,
Group headed
to ensure
by the Company, to ensure
that it continues to attract
that
and
it continues
retain highto
quality
attractmanagement
and retain high
andquality
better management
align the interest
and of
better align the interest of
management and shareholders.
management and shareholders.

17. STAFF COSTS 17. STAFF COSTS

During the year, the Company
During
employed
the year,athe
half-time
Company
person
employed
during
a the
half-time
first six
person
months
during
and has
the first six months
and
has
The
new
LTIP is split in half
Theperformance
new LTIP is split
shares
in half
andperformance
half restricted
shares
stockand
units
half
subject
restricted
to stock units subject to
been assisted by staff providing
been assisted
contracted
by staff
services
providing
in order
contracted
for the Company
services intoorder
perform
for the
its Company to perform
its service. Basedcontinued
continued
on operational
service.
performance,
Based on operational
the new scheme
performance,
will be linked
the new
to scheme
stringentwill be linked to stringent
corporate purpose.
corporate purpose.
financial and strategic objectives.
financial and strategic objectives.
The new LTIP will last forThe
four
new
years
LTIP
and
will
will
last
vest
forbetween
four years
August
and will
2018
vest
and
between
February
August
2022 2018
basedand February 2022 based
on financial results.
on financial results.

18. AUDIT FEES 18. AUDIT FEES

st
March
have
2019
been
5,438,468
grantedrights
since have
the beginning
been granted
of the
since
planthe
under
beginning
the
of the plan under the
As at 31st March 2019 5,438,468
As at 31rights
2016 LTIP, of which 385,575
2016
shares
LTIP, of
(The
which
First385,575
Trancheshares
– First(The
Delivery),
First Tranche
377,546–shares
First Delivery),
(The First377,546 shares (The First
The total fees expensed The
by the
total
Company
fees expensed
and dueby
forthe
theCompany
current year
and to
due
the
forauditor
the current
firm are
year to the auditor firm
are – Second Delivery)
Tranche
Tranche
and 377,546
– Second
shares
Delivery)
(The and
First377,546
Trancheshares
– Third
(The
Delivery)
First Tranche
have been
– Third Delivery) have been
presented as follows: presented as follows:
delivered as shares in August
delivered
2018,as
November
shares in 2018
August
and
2018,
February
November
2019, 2018
respectively.
and February 2019, respectively.

31st March 2019
EUR

31st March
31st2019
March 2018
EUR
EUR

31st March Total
2018 maximum dilution of
Total
themaximum
performance
dilution
stockofrights
the performance
(“PSRs”) andstock
restricted
rightsstock
(“PSRs”)
unitsand restricted stock units

Audit fees

Audit fees

107,320

107,320 122,500

EUR
(“RSUs”)
would represent,
(“RSUs”)
if fully would
vested,represent,
6.32% of the
if fully
totalvested,
issued6.32%
share of
capital
the total
of the
issued
Group,
share
overcapital of the Group, over
122,500
a period of 4 years and therefore
a period of
1.58%
4 years
yearly
andaverage
therefore
on 1.58%
a fullyyearly
dilutedaverage
basis. on a fully diluted basis.

Total

Total

107,320

107,320122,500

122,500

22. SUBSEQUENT22.
EVENTS
SUBSEQUENT EVENTS
19. RELATED PARTIES
19. RELATED
TRANSACTIONS
PARTIES TRANSACTIONS

On 29th April 2019, the Company
On 29th April
entered
2019,
into
the
a liquidity
Companycontract
enteredwith
into GVC
a liquidity
Gaesco
contract
Beka, Sociedad
with GVC Gaesco Beka, Sociedad
de Valores, S.A. (the “Financial
de Valores,
Intermediary”)
S.A. (the “Financial
for the purpose
Intermediary”)
of favoring
forthe
theliquidity
purposeand
of favoring the liquidity and
regularity
sharesof
quotation,
the Company’s
within shares
the limits
quotation,
established
within
bythe
thelimits
Company’s
established by the Company’s
All transactions with linked
All transactions
parties have been
with linked
made with
parties
normal
have market
been made
conditions.
with normal market conditions. regularity of the Company’s
Shareholders General Meeting
Shareholders
and theGeneral
applicable
Meeting
regulation,
and the
in applicable
particular, Circular
regulation,
1/2017,
in particular,
of 26
Circular 1/2017, of 26
April, of the Spanish National
April,Securities
of the Spanish
Market
National
Regulator
Securities
(Comisión
Market
Nacional
Regulator
del Mercado
(Comisión
deNacional del Mercado de
Valores) on liquidity contracts
Valores)
(“Circular
on liquidity
1/2017”)
contracts
.
(“Circular 1/2017”) .
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The Financial Intermediary will perform the operation regulated by the liquidity contract in the
Spanish regulated markets, through the market of orders, according to the contracting rules,
within the usual trading hours of these and as established in Rule 3 of Circular 1/2017. For such
purpose, upon the completion of the previous acquisition period, the Company has deposited on
the securities account opened with the Financial Intermediary 70,803 shares (ISIN
LU1048328220). To balance the securities account and the cash account, the Company has
contributed 4,085.33 euros to the cash account.
The initial balance on the cash account amounts to €224,091.50. The contract will have duration of
12 months as of 29th April 2019.
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A. STRUCTURE OFA.OWNERSHIP
STRUCTURE OF OWNERSHIP
A.1 Please completeA.1
thePlease
following
complete
chart on
thethe
following
company’s
chart
share
on the
capital:
company’s share capital:

ANNUALANNUAL
CORPORATE
CORPORATE
GOVERNANCE
GOVERNANCE
REPORT REPORT
FOR
FOR
LISTED COMPANIES
LISTED COMPANIES

Date last
modification

Date last
Share
Capital
modification
(€)

20th February 2019

Share Capital
Number of shares
(€)

Number of voting
Number of shares
rights

Number of voting
rights

109,719,052
109,719,052

109,719,052
109,719,052

109,719,052

th
20109,719,052
February 2019

Please indicate whether
Please
thereindicate
are different
whetherclasses
there are
of shares
different
with
classes
different
of shares with different
associated rights:
associated rights:
YES ☐

YES ☐

NO ☒

NO ☒

A.2 Please detail theA.2
direct
Please
anddetail
indirect
theholders
direct and
of significant
indirect holders
stakesofofsignificant
your
stakes of your
company
year as
closing
of thedate,
fiscal
excluding
year closing
directors:
date, excluding directors:
EIDENTIFICATIONEDETAILS
IDENTIFICATION
OF ISSUER
DETAILS
IFICATION
OF ISSUER
DETAILS
IFICATION
OF
DETAILS OF company as of the fiscal

ISSUER

ISSUER

FISCAL YEAR ENDINGFISCAL YEAR 31/03/2019
ENDING

TAX ID NUMBER

TAX ID NUMBER
N0183514I

31/03/2019

N0183514I

CORPORATE NAME CORPORATE NAME
eDreams ODIGEO S.A.eDreams ODIGEO S.A.

Name or corporate
name of the
significant
shareholder

Name %
orvoting
corporate
rights
name
of theto shares
attributed
significant
Direct
Indirect
shareholder

% voting
rights
through % voting rights through
% voting
rights
total % ofinstruments
financialtoinstruments
financial
attributed
shares
voting
Direct
Direct
Indirect
Indirect
Direct rights Indirect

LuxGoal S.a.r.l

LuxGoal
29.2S.a.r.l

0.0

29.20.0

0.0 0.0

0.029.2

0.0

29.2

AXA LBO Fund IV

AXA LBO
17.1 Fund IV

0.0

17.10.0

0.0 0.0

0.017.1

0.0

17.1

UBS AG

UBS AG
7.3

0.0

7.30.0

0.0 0.0

0.0 7.3

0.0

7.3

Bybrook Capital LLP

Bybrook
5.0 Capital LLP0.0

5.00.0

0.0 0.0

0.0 5.0

0.0

5.0

total % of
voting
rights

Please indicate the most
Please
significant
indicate movements
the most significant
in the shareholder
movements
structure
in the shareholder structure
occurring during the fiscal
occurring
year: during the fiscal year:
Name or corporate

4, Rue du Fort Wallis,4,L-2714
Rue duLuxembourg
Fort Wallis, L-2714 Luxembourgname of shareholder
REGISTERED OFFICES
REGISTERED OFFICES
Grand Duchy of Luxembourg,
Grand Duchy
R.C.S.of Luxembourg, R.C.S.
Bybrook Capital LLP
Luxembourg: B 159.036
Luxembourg: B 159.036

Name
or corporate
Date
of
name
of shareholder
transaction

Date of
Description of transactionDescription of transaction
transaction

The holding increased to over
The5%
holding
of theincreased
share to over 5% of the share
Bybrook
21/08/2018
Capital LLP
21/08/2018
capital
capital

HG VORA CAPITAL

HG
21/08/2018
VORA CAPITAL The holding
21/08/2018
fell below 5% The
of the
holding
share fell
capital
below 5% of the share capital

UBS GROUP AG

UBS
22/02/2019
GROUP AG

Note:

The holding increased to over
The5%
holding
of theincreased
share to over 5% of the share
22/02/2019
capital
capital

Note:

 LuxGoal Group is composed
 LuxGoal
by: Group
Luxgoal
is 2composed
S.à.r.l holding
by: Luxgoal
0.743%2 of
S.à.r.l
voting
holding 0.743% of voting
rights and Luxgoal 3 S.à.r.l
rights
holding
and28.433%
Luxgoal 3ofS.à.r.l
voting
holding
right. 28.433% of voting right.
 AXA Group is composed
 AXA
by: Axa
Group
LBO
is Fund
composed
IV FCPR
by:holding
Axa LBO15.35%
Fund IV
of FCPR
votingholding 15.35% of voting
rights and AXA LBO Fund
rights
IV Supplementary
and AXA LBO Fund
FCPRIVholding
Supplementary
1.71% of voting
FCPR holding 1.71% of voting
rights.
rights.
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Note that the number
Note ofthat
shares
the reported
number of
by shares
each Significant
reported by
Shareholder
each Significant Shareholder
corresponds to the information
corresponds
publicly
to thereported
information
as required
publiclyunder
reported
the as
Luxembourg
required under the Luxembourg
regulation thresholdsregulation
for reporting
thresholds
significant
forholdings.
reporting significant holdings.

A.5 Please indicate,
A.5 Please
as the indicate,
case mayasbe,
therelations
case may
of be,
a commercial,
relations of a commercial,
contractual or corporate
contractual
nature
or corporate
that exist nature
between
that
holders
exist between
of significant
holders of significant
stakes and the company
stakes and
and/or
the its
company
group, and/or
unless they
its group,
are hardly
unlessrelevant
they are hardly relevant
or derive from theor
ordinary
derive from
course
theofordinary
business:
course of business:
A.3 Please complete
A.3the
Please
following
complete
charts
theon
following
the members
chartsof
onthe
thecompany’s
members of the company’s
board of directorsboard
who hold
of directors
voting rights
who hold
on the
voting
company’s
rights on
shares:
the company’s shares:
Name or corporate
Name or
Type
corporate
of
Type of
Name or
corporate
name of the
director

% of voting rights
Name
or
attributed
to
corporate
shares
name of the
director
Direct
Indirect

ofvoting
votingrights
rights
%%of
attributed
to
through
financial
shares
instruments
Direct
Direct

Indirect
Indirect

% voting rights
% of voting rights that can be
total %
total %
through financialtransmitted
of
of
instruments
through financial
voting
voting
instruments
rights
rights
Direct
Direct
Indirect Indirect

name relationships

% voting rights
N/a
that can be
transmitted
through financial
instruments
A.6. Describe
Direct

Dana Philip
Dunne

Dana Philip
1.27
0.0
Dunne

0.0
1.27

0.0
0.0

1.27
0.0

0.0
0.0

0.0
1.27

0.0

David Elizaga

0.43
David Elizaga
0.0

0.43
0.0

0.0
0.0

0.43
0.0

0.0
0.0

0.43
0.0

0.0

Robert Gray

Robert
0.01 Gray 0.0

0.0
0.01

0.0
0.0

0.01
0.0

0.0
0.0

0.01
0.0

0.0

% of voting rights in the
%possession
of voting rights
of in the possession of
1.70 %
the board of directors the board of directors

1.70 %

Details of indirect holding:
Details of indirect holding:
Name or
corporate
name of
director

Name or% of voting
% of votingtotal % of voting
total %
% of voting
Number
Number
% of voting
corporate rights
of voting
rights rights of votingrights
of direct
of direct
rights that can
name ofattributed
attributed rights through
rights
through
voting
voting
be transmitted
director to shares
to shares
financial
financial
rights
rights
through financial
instruments
instruments

N/a

N/aN/a

N/a

N/a

N/a

N/a

N/a

N/a

N/a N/a

namerelationship
relationships
N/a

N/a

% of voting
rights that can Name or
be transmitted corporate name
through financial of the related
director or
N/a
representative

A.4 Please indicate,
A.4as
Please
the case
indicate,
may be,
as relations
the case may
of a be,
family,
relations
commercial.
of a family, commercial.
contractual or corporate
contractual
nature
or corporate
that exist
nature
between
that the
exist
holders
between
of the holders of
significant stakes,
significant
to the extent
stakes,
known
to the
by extent
the company,
known by
unless
the company,
they are unless they are
hardly relevant orhardly
deriverelevant
from theor
ordinary
derive from
course
theofordinary
business:
course of business:

N/a

N/a

N/a

Type of
Brief description
relationship
N/aN/a

Name
or or
Name or
Corporate
Name
Corporate
name of the
of the name
corporate
namename
corporate
corporate
name
company of
of the related company
of the of
of the
the groupofofrelationship/post
the significant
group of
director or
Description of relationship/post
Description
significant
the
the
representative
related
related
significant
significant
shareholder
shareholder
shareholder
shareholder

Lise Fauconnier

AXA LBO
Lise FUND
Fauconnier
IV

Daniel Setton

AXA LBO
Daniel
FUND
Setton
IV

Mr. Daniel Setton servesMr.
asDaniel
Managing
Setton serves as Managing
AXA
Ardian
LBO FUND IV
Ardian
Director and Head of Financing
Directorat
and
Ardian.
Head of Financing at Ardian.

Brief description
N/a

N/a

Ms. Lise Fauconnier serves
Ms. as
Lise
the
Fauconnier serves as the
AXA
Ardian
LBO FUNDManaging
IV
Ardian
Director of Mid
Managing
Cap Buyout
Director
at of Mid Cap Buyout at
Ardian.
Ardian.

Benoit Vauchy
Name or
Type
corporate
of
namerelationship
relationships

N/aN/a

Brief description

theA.6.
relationships,
Describe the
unless
relationships,
insignificant
unless
for the
insignificant
two parties.
for the two parties.
Indirect
that exist between
that
significant
exist between
shareholders
significant
or shareholders
shareholdersrepresented
or shareholders represented
on the Board and
on directors,
the Boardorand
their
directors,
representatives
or their in
representatives
the case of in the case of
0.0
corporate directors.
corporate
Explain,
directors.
as applicable,
Explain, as
howapplicable,
the significant
how the significant
0.0
shareholders are
shareholders
represented.areSpecifically,
represented.
state
Specifically,
those directors
state those directors
0.0
appointed to represent
appointed significant
to represent
shareholders,
significant those
shareholders,
whose those whose
appointment wasappointment
proposed by was
significant
proposed
shareholders
by significant
and/or
shareholders
companiesand/or companies
in its group, specifying
in its group,
the nature
specifying
of such
the nature
relationships
of such
or relationships
ties. In
or ties. In
particular, mention
particular,
the existence,
mention
identity
the existence,
and postidentity
of directors,
and post
or their
of directors, or their
representatives, as
representatives,
the case may as
be,the
of the
caselisted
may company,
be, of the who
listed
are,
company,
in
who are, in
turn, members of
turn,
the members
Board of of
Directors
the Board
or their
of Directors
representatives
or their of
representatives of
companies that hold
companies
significant
thatshareholdings
hold significant
in the
shareholdings
listed company
in theorlisted
in
company or in
group companies group
of these
companies
significant
of shareholders.
these significant shareholders.

st
Note: Data at the end of
Note:
the Data
fiscalatyear
the ended
end of31
the
fiscal year
March
2019.ended 31st March 2019.

Name or corporate
name relationships

Brief description
relationship

Pedro Lopez

LUXGOAL 3
Benoit Vauchy
SARL

Mr. Vauchy is a memberMr.
of the
Vauchy is a member of the
LUXGOAL 3
Investment Committee.Investment
the Executive
Committee. the Executive
Permira
Permira
Holdings Limited
the Permira Holdings Limited
SARL Committee, the PermiraCommittee,
board and the Financingboard
Group.
and the Financing Group.

LUXGOAL 3
Pedro Lopez
SARL

Mr. Lopez is Head of Spain
Mr.offices
Lopez is
and
Head of Spain offices and
covers investment opportunities
covers investment
across opportunities across
LUXGOAL 3
Permira
Permira
the Consumer
Services and Financial Services
SARL the Consumer and Financial
sectors.
sectors.
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the company
indicateiswhether
aware ofthe
the
company
existence
is of
aware
actions
of the
arranged
existence of actions arranged
A.7 Please indicate
A.7 whether
Please indicate
the company
whether
hasthe
been
company
notifiedhas
of been notifiedPlease
of indicate whetherPlease
its shareholders.
between
As appropriate,
its shareholders.
please describe
As appropriate,
them briefly
please describe them briefly
shareholders agreements
shareholders
that affect
agreements
it according
that affect
to theitprovisions
according of
to the provisionsbetween
of
articles 530 and 531articles
of the 530
Capital
andCorporations
531 of the Capital
Act (Ley
Corporations
de Societies
Actde(Ley de Societies de
YES ☐
YES ☐
NO ☒
NO ☒
Capital). As appropriate
Capital).please
As appropriate
describe them
please
briefly
describe
and them
list the
briefly and list the
shareholders boundshareholders
by the agreement:
bound by the agreement:
Please expressly identify
Pleaseany
expressly
amendments
identifyorany
interruptions
amendments
to the
or interruptions
above
to the above
YES ☒
YES ☒
NO ☐
NO ☐
covenants, agreements
covenants,
or arranged
agreements
actions or
during
arranged
the fiscal
actions
year:
during the fiscal year:
Explain

Parties involved

Explain

N/a

% of
share
Parties involved
capital
affected

% of
share
Briefcapital
Description
affected

Expiration
date of the
Brief Description
agreement.
if any

Expiration
A.8 Please indicate A.8
whether
Please
there
indicate
is a natural
whetherperson
there is
oralegal
natural
entity
person
who or legal entity who
date of the
exercises or can exercise
exercises
control
or can
over
exercise
the company
control in
over
accordance
the company
with in accordance with
agreement.
article Market
4 of theAct
Securities
(Ley del
Market
Mercado
Act de
(Ley
Valores).
del Mercado
As
de Valores). As
if any article 4 of the Securities

appropriate, please appropriate,
identify suchplease
natural
identify
personsuch
or legal
natural
entity:
person or legal entity:

There were no new There
significant
were no new significant
shareholder agreementsshareholder
during the agreements during the
fiscal year ended 31st March
fiscal
2019.
year ended 31st March 2019.

Ardian:
- (AXA LBO Fund IV
FCPR
- AXA LBO Fund IV
Supplementary
FCPR
- AXA Coinvestment Fund
III LP)
Permira:
- LuxGOAL 3. SÀRL
Javier PérezTenessa de Block

YES ☐

The only shareholder The
agreement
only shareholder agreement
there has been is the
thereoriginal
has been is the original
Ardian: Agreement prior to listing
Agreement
dating prior to listing dating
back to 3rd April 2014. The
back
original
to 3rd%
April 2014. The original %
- (AXA LBO Fund IV
share
53.4%
capital affected was 53.4%
FCPR of share capital affectedofwas
(Ardian. the
Permira and included the
- AXA LBO(Ardian.
Fund IVPermira and included
founder Javier Perez Tenessa
founder Javier
de
Perez Tenessa de
Supplementary
Block)
FCPR Block)
- AXA CoThe Fund
% figure reported atThe
the%end
figure
of reported at the end of
investment
the percentage
FY19 represents
of
the percentage of
46.238%
46.238%
III LP) FY19 represents
outstanding stock held outstanding
by the two stock held by the two
Proprietary shareholdersProprietary
Ardian andshareholders Ardian and
Permira: Permira Funds.
Permira Funds.
- LuxGOAL
3. SÀRL
Major
Shareholders entered
Major Shareholders
into
entered into
this relationship agreement
this relationship
to take
agreement to take
account of the change inaccount
the capital
of the change in the capital
Javier Pérezstructure and governance
structure
of the
and governance of the
Tenessa de Block
Company as a result of Company
the IPO and
as a result of the IPO and
to incorporate certain provisions
to incorporate
as certain provisions as
necessary in light of the
necessary
change inin light of the change in
status of the Company
status
fromof a the Company
from a
N/A
privately owned to a publicly
privately
traded
owned to a publicly traded
company.
company.

N/a

YES ☐

NO ☒

NO ☒

A.9 Please completeA.9
the
Please
following
complete
chartsthe
onfollowing
the company’s
chartstreasury
on the company’s treasury
stock: As of the fiscal
stock:
yearAs
closing
of thedate:
fiscal year closing date:
Number of direct shares Number
Number of
of direct
indirect
shares
sharesNumber
(*)
total
of indirect
% of share
shares
capital
(*)
total % of share capital

(*} through:

None
None

None
None

None

None

(*} through:

Name or corporate name of
Name
the direct
or corporate name of the direct
Number of direct shares Number of direct shares
holder of the stake
holder of the stake
N/a

N/a

None

None

Total:

Total:

None

None

Please detail the significant
Please
variations.
detail theinsignificant
accordance
variations.
with the provisions
in accordance
of Royal
with Decree
the provisions of Royal Decree
1362/2007. made during1362/2007.
the fiscal year:
made during the fiscal year:

N/A

Date of notice
N/a

Total direct shares
Total
indirect
total %Total
of share
Total
direct shares
indirect
Date of notice
acquired
shares acquired
capital
acquired
shares acquired
N/aN/a

N/a N/a

N/a

total % of share
capital

N/a
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amount
Thehas
free
been
float
calculated
% amount
by has
taking
been
thecalculated
total number
by taking
of
the total number of
A.10 Describe the A.10
termsDescribe
and conditions
the terms
andand
theconditions
duration of
andthe
the duration of the Note: The free float % Note:
A.1) less
issued
the Significant
(stated in A.1)
Shareholders
less the Significant
Shares (stated
Shareholders
in A.2) Shares (stated in A.2)
powers currently inpowers
force given
currently
by the
in shareholders
force given bytothe
theshareholders
board of
to the board of shares issued (stated inshares
and the shares held by Directors
and the shares
(statedheld
in A.3).
by Directors (stated in A.3).
directors in order todirectors
issue, repurchase,
in order toor
issue,
transfer
repurchase,
own shares
or transfer
of the own shares of the
company:
company:
A. 12 Please indicate
A. 12 whether
Please indicate
there is whether
any restriction
there is on
anytherestriction on the
transferability of securities
transferability
and/or
of any
securities
restriction
and/or
to voting
any restriction
rights. Into voting rights. In
[Art. 5 Articles of Association]
[Art. 5 Articles of Association]
particular, please report
particular,
the existence
please report
of anythe
type
existence
of restrictions
of any type
that may
of restrictions that may
AUTHORISED CAPITAL AUTHORISED CAPITAL
make difficult themake
taking
difficult
of control
the taking
of the ofcompany
control through
of the company
the
through the
acquisition of its shares
acquisition
on the Market.
of its shares on the Market.
The authorized
butisunissued
share capital
is twenty
million twenty-eight thousands
The authorized but unissued
share capital
twenty million
twenty-eight
thousands
ninety-four
euros and eighty cents
(20,028,094.80€)
andisthe Board of Directors is
ninety-four euros and eighty
cents (20,028,094.80€)
and the
Board of Directors
authorized
to increase
share capital
of the Company up to thirty-one
authorized to increase the
issued share
capitalthe
of issued
the Company
up to thirty-one
million euros (31,000,000€).
million euros (31,000,000€).
BOARD ISSUED SHARES BOARD ISSUED SHARES

YES ☐

YES ☐

NO ☒

NO ☒

Description of the restrictions
Description of the restrictions
None

Board of Directors
is authorized
in one or more or several
The Board of Directors The
is authorized
to issue shares
in one to
or issue
more shares
or several
up to the capital
limit offrom
the authorized
capital
from
time to time subject to the
tranches up to the limittranches
of the authorized
time to time
subject
to the
following conditions:
following conditions:

None

A.13 Please indicateA.13
whether
Please
the
indicate
general
whether
meetingthe
has
general
resolved
meeting
to adopt
has resolved to adopt

a) expire
Such authorization
willthe
expire
five years (granted
from theon
authorisation
(granted on 12 th
a) Such authorization will
five years from
authorisation
12 th
neutralization measures
neutralization
against measures
a public tender
against
offer
a public
by virtue
tender
of the
offer by virtue of the
September 2016);
September 2016);

provisions of Law 6/2007.
provisions of Law 6/2007.

b) It is permitted to limitb)
orItcancel
is permitted
the shareholders'
to limit or cancel
preferential
the shareholders'
rights to subscribe
preferential rights to subscribe
YES ☐
YES ☐
NO
☒
NO
☒
for the Board Issued Shares
for the
andBoard
issue Issued
the Board
Shares
Issued
andShares
issue the
to such
Board
persons
Issued and
Shares to such persons and
at such price, with or without
at sucha price,
premium
withand
or without
paid up by
a premium
contribution
and in
paid
kind
upor
byfor
contribution in kind or for
cash or by incorporationcash
of claims
or by or
incorporation
capitalization
of of
claims
reserves
or capitalization
or in any other
of reserves
way
or in any other way
allowed by the Law;
allowed by the Law;
As appropriate, pleaseAs
explain
appropriate,
the measures
please explain
approved
theand
measures
the terms
approved
in which
and
thethe terms in which the
c) Issuances of Board Issued
c) Issuances
Shares may
of Board
not inIssued
total exceed
Shares 50%
may of
notthe
in total exceed
issued 50% of the total issued
share capital in accordance
share
with
capital
the following
in accordance
limits:with the following limits:

ineffectiveness of the ineffectiveness
restrictions willof
occur:
the restrictions will occur:

i. They may in total represent
i. Theyupmay
to 50%
in total
of the
represent
total issued
up toshare
50% of
capital
the total
if the
issued
Boardshare capital if the Board
A.14 Please indicate
A.14
whether
Please the
indicate
company
whether
has the
issued
company
securities
has not
issued securities not
of Directors does not limit
ofor
Directors
cancel the
does
shareholders'
not limit or cancel
preferential
the shareholders'
rights;
preferential rights;
ii. They may not in total exceed
ii. They 20%
may not
of the
in total
total exceed
issued share
20% of
capital
the total
if the
issued
Boardshare
of capital if the Board of
Directors limits or cancels
Directors
the shareholders'
limits or cancels
preferential
the shareholders'
rights.
preferential rights.
TRANSFER OF SHARES

traded on a regulated
traded
Community
on a regulated
market. Community market.
YES ☐

YES ☐

NO ☒

NO ☒

TRANSFER OF SHARES

All shares are issued in dematerialized
form and
are freely transferable
accountAll shares are issued
in dematerialized
form andby
are
freely transferable by accountAs appropriate, pleaseAsindicate
appropriate,
the different
please indicate
classes of
theshares
different
and,classes
for each
ofclass
shares and, for each class
to-account transfers. to-account transfers.

of shares, the rights and
of shares,
obligations
the rights
it grants.
and obligations it grants.

A.11 Estimated percentage
A.11 Estimated
floatingpercentage
capital:
floating capital:
39.84capital
%
Estimated floating capitalEstimated floating

39.84 %
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B. GENERAL MEETING
B. GENERAL MEETING

Please describe how it is different from the scheme provided by the LSC.

B.1 Please indicate and, as appropriate, detail, whether there are
Please describe how it is different from the scheme provided by the LSC.
with the scheme
minimums
provided
by the Capital
Reinforced majority other
B.1 Please indicatedifferences
and, as appropriate,
detail, ofwhether
there
are
than as established by article
Corporations
Actminimums
(Ley de Sociedades
Capital;
LSC) with respect to the
differences with the
scheme of
provideddeby
the Capital
Reinforced majority other
201.2 LSC for cases of article
than
as
established
by
article
Other
cases of
quorum
for
assembling
the
general
meeting.
Corporations Act (Ley de Sociedades de Capital; LSC) with respect to the
194.1
LSC
quorum for assembling the general meeting.
YES ☒
YES ☒

NO ☐
NO ☐

% quorum other than as
% quorum other than as
established by article 194
established
by article
193 as
% quorum
other than
LSC for special cases of
% quorum other than as LSC for general cases
established by article 194
article 194 LSC
established by article 193
LSC for special cases of
LSC for general
cases
0% 194 LSC
50%
Quorum required
in 1st call
article
0% 50%
0%
Quorum required in0%
2nd call
Quorum required in 1st call
Quorum required in 2nd call

0%

0%

201.2 LSC for cases of article
% established by194.1
the LSC
company for the adoption
% established by the
of resolutions
66%
company for the adoption
of resolutions

Other cases of
reinforced majority

reinforced majority
66%

N/a
N/a

Please describe the differences
Art. 201.2 LSC requires an absolute majority to adopt a resolution affecting special cases in
Please describe the differences
1st call and. at least, the positive vote from 2/3 of the votes cast in 2nd call, while the
Art. 201.2 LSC requires an absolute majority to adopt a resolution affecting special cases in
Company requires the positive vote of 2/3 in both 1st and 2nd meetings.
1st call and. at least, the positive vote from 2/3 of the votes cast in 2nd call, while the
Company requires the positive vote of 2/3 in both 1st and 2nd meetings.

B.3 Please indicate the rules applicable to the amendment of the
company’s
bylaws.
In particular,
report the
majorities provided for
B.3 Please indicate
the rules
applicable
to the please
amendment
of the
Description of the differences
amendment
of report
the bylaws,
as wellprovided
as, if appropriate,
the rules
company’s bylaws. the
In particular,
please
the majorities
for
Description of the differences
For general cases:
provided for the protection of the shareholders’ rights in the amendment
Art. 193 LSC requires a minimum quorum of 25% of the share capital to validly constitute a the amendment of the bylaws, as well as, if appropriate, the rules
For general cases:
of the bylaws.
Shareholders meeting in 1st call, and below that for 2nd call while the Company requires provided for the protection
of the shareholders’ rights in the amendment

Art. 193 LSC requires a minimum
quorum of 25%
the
share capital
to validly
constitute a
just representation
of of
one
Shareholder
in both
cases.
Shareholders meeting in 1st call, and below that for 2nd call while the Company requires
just representation of one For
Shareholder
in both cases.
special cases:

of the bylaws.

As per the Articles of Association Article 14.8.2, a Shareholders’ Meeting convened to amend
any provisions of the Articles of Association shall not validly deliberate unless at least one
As
per
the
Articles
of
Association
Article 14.8.2, a Shareholders’ Meeting convened to amend
Art. 194 LSC requires a minimum quorum of 50% of the share capital to validly constitute a
half
of
the
capital is represented and the agenda indicates the proposed amendments to the
For special cases:
any provisions of the Articles of Association shall not validly deliberate unless at least one
Shareholders meeting in 2nd call. while the Company does not require any minimum
Articles of Association. If the first of these conditions is not satisfied. a second meeting may
Art. 194 LSC requires a minimum
quorum
of 50%
capital
to validlyconvened
constitute
a (ii) the agenda for the
half of the capital is represented and the agenda indicates the proposed amendments to the
quorum,
provided
thatof
(i)the
theshare
1st call
was properly
and
be duly convened, provided that (i) the first Shareholders’ Meeting was properly convened;
Shareholders meeting in 2nd
call. whilemeeting
the Company
does
not require
anyitem.
minimum
reconvened
does not
include
any new
Articles of Association. If the first of these conditions is not satisfied. a second meeting may
quorum, provided that (i) the 1st call was properly convened and (ii) the agenda for the
and (ii) the agenda for the reconvened meeting does not include any new item. The second
be
duly
convened,
provided
that (i) the first Shareholders’ Meeting was properly convened;
reconvened meeting does not include any new item.
meeting shall validly deliberate regardless of the proportion of the capital represented. At
and (ii) the agenda for the reconvened meeting does not include any new item. The second
both meetings, resolutions, in order to be adopted, must be carried by at least two-thirds of
meeting shall validly deliberate regardless of the proportion of the capital represented. At
the votes cast.
both meetings, resolutions, in order to be adopted, must be carried by at least two-thirds of
B.2 Please indicate and, as appropriate, detail, whether there the
arevotes cast.

differences
the scheme
provided
by the
Capital
B.2 Please indicate
and, as with
appropriate,
detail,
whether
there
are Corporations Act
(Ley
de Sociedades
for the adoption
of corporate
differences with the
scheme
provided by de
the Capital;
Capital LSC)
Corporations
Act
resolutions:
(Ley de Sociedades
de Capital; LSC) for the adoption of corporate
resolutions:
YES ☒
NO ☐
YES ☒

NO ☐
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The to
right
participate
of a Shareholder
in a Shareholders’
to participate
Meeting
in a and
Shareholders’
exercise voting
Meeting and exercise voting
B.4 Please indicate the
B.4 Please
attendance
indicate
details
the at
attendance
general meetings
details at
held
general
in themeetings held inThe
theright of a Shareholder
rights attached to its Shares
rightsare
attached
determined
to itsby
Shares
reference
are determined
to the number
by reference
of Sharestoheld
the by
number of Shares held by
fiscal year to which
fiscal
this year
report
torefers
which and
this those
reportofrefers
the previous
and those
fiscal
of the previous fiscal
such Shareholder at midnight
such Shareholder
(00:00) on the
at day
midnight
falling(00:00)
fourteen
on(14)
the day
daysfalling
beforefourteen
the date(14)
of days before the date of
year:
year:
the Shareholders’ Meeting.
the Shareholders’ Meeting.
Attendance details

Date of general
meeting

Attendance details

% distance voting
% distance voting
% of
% of
Date of general
physical
% by proxy physical
Total
% by proxy
meeting
Electronic
Electronic
presence
presence
Others
Others
voting
voting

Total

30.97%
28th July 2017
1.30%

30.97% 0%

1.30%27.98%

0%
60.25%

27.98%

60.25%

Of
0%
which free 1.30%
float

0% 0%

1.30%10.54%

0%11.84%

10.54%

11.84%

26 September 2018

30.85
26 September0.72%
2018

30.85 0%

0.72%28.79%

0%
60.35%

28.79%

Of which free float

0%
Of which free 0.72%
float

0%

0.72%11.63%

0%12.35%

11.63%

28th July 2017
Of which free float
th

th

0%

B.7 State whether B.7
it has
State
been
whether
established
it hasthat
beencertain
established
decisions
thatother
certain decisions other
than those established
thanby
those
law exist
established
that entail
by law
an exist
acquisition,
that entail
disposal
an acquisition,
or
disposal or
contribution to another
contribution
company
to of
another
essential
company
assetsoforessential
other similar
assets or other similar
corporate transactions
corporate
that must
transactions
be subject
that to
must
the be
approval
subjectoftothe
the approval of the
General Shareholders’
General
Meeting:
Shareholders’ Meeting:
YES ☐

YES ☐

NO ☒

NO ☒

B.8 Please indicateB.8
thePlease
address
indicate
of the the
company’s
address website
of the company’s
and form of
website and form of
60.35% access to information
access
on corporate
to information
governance
on corporate
and other
governance
information
andon
other information on
general meetings, which
general
must
meetings,
be made
which
available
mustto
beshareholders
made available
through
to shareholders through
12.35%
the Company’s website.
the Company’s website.

26th February 2019

29.60%
26th February 2019
0%

29.60% 0%

0% 27.10%

0%
56.70%

27.10%

56.70% Web address: http://www.edreamsodigeo.com/
Web address: http://www.edreamsodigeo.com/

Of which free float

0.01%
Of which free float
0%

0.01% 0%

0% 8.87%

0%8.88%

8.87%

Governance”
to access corporate
information,
Under the section
“Investors/Corporate
Governance”
to access corporate information,
8.88% Under the section “Investors/Corporate
including that referringincluding
to the that
Company’s
Corporate
and General
referring
to the Governance
Company’s Corporate
Governance and General
Shareholders’ Meeting. Shareholders’ Meeting.

B.5 State whether any
B.5 State
point on
whether
the agenda
any point
of the
on General
the agenda
Shareholders’
of the General Shareholders’
Meetings during theMeetings
year hasduring
not been
theapproved
year has not
by the
been
shareholders
approved byfor
the shareholders for
any reason:
any reason:
C. STRUCTURE OFC.THE
STRUCTURE
COMPANY’S
OF MANAGEMENT
THE COMPANY’S MANAGEMENT
YES ☐

YES ☐

NO ☒

NO ☒

C.1 Board of Directors
C.1 Board of Directors

C.1.1 Maximum and minimum
C.1.1 Maximum
number and
of directors
minimum contemplated
number of directors
in the Articles
contemplated
of
in the Articles of
B.6 Please indicateB.6whether
is whether
any statutory
that
Please there
indicate
there restriction
is any statutory
restriction that
Incorporation and number
Incorporation
of directorsand
setnumber
by the General
of directors
Shareholders’
set by theMeeting:
General Shareholders’ Meeting:
establishes a minimum
number aofminimum
shares necessary
attendnecessary
the general
establishes
number oftoshares
to attend the general
meeting:
meeting:

YES ☐

YES ☐

NO ☒

NO ☒

Number of shares necessary
Number
toof
attend
shares
the
necessary
general meeting
to attend the general meeting
There is no statutory restriction
There isestablishing
no statutoryarestriction
minimum number
establishing
of shares.
a minimum number of shares.

15
Maximum number of directors
Maximum number of directors

15

5
Minimum number of directors
Minimum number of directors

5

Number of directors as per
Number
Shareholder’s
of directors as per Shareholder’s
9
meeting
meeting

9

Note: According to the Article
Note:of
According
Association,
to the
Article
Article
5.10,
of Association,
all shares have
Article
equal
5.10,
rights.
all shares have equal rights.
According to the Regulations
According
for the
to General
the Regulations
Shareholders’
for theMeeting,
General Article
Shareholders’
12.7, all Meeting,
shares Article 12.7, all shares
have equal rights.
have equal rights.
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C.1.2 Please complete the
C.1.2
following
Please complete
chart withthe
thefollowing
board members:
chart with the board members:
Name or
corporate
name of the
director

Name or Director
Positio
Date
Director
first
Positio
DateElection
first
Representative
corporate
Category Representative
n on the appointment
Category Date
n onlast
the appointment
procedure Date last
name of the
board
appointment
board
appointment
director

Philip Clay
Wolf

Philip Clay
Independent
Wolf

Robert
Apsey Gray

Robert
Independent
Apsey Gray

Dana Philip
Dunne

Dana Philip
Executive
Dunne

David
Elizaga
Corrales

David
ElizagaExecutive
Corrales

Lise
Fauconnier
Benoit
Vauchy

AXA LBO FUND
Lise

Fauconnier

IV

Daniel
Setton

18/03/2014
Independent 28/07/2017
Chair

Vice
Chair

18/03/2014
Independent 28/07/2017

Voting at
18/03/2014
Shareholders’ 28/07/2017
Meeting

Director

23/01/2015
Executive

26/09/2018
Director

23/01/2015
Shareholders’ 26/09/2018

26/09/2018
Director

Voting at
22/07/2015
Shareholders’ 26/09/2018
Meeting

Director

Vice
Chair

22/07/2015
Executive

AXA LBO FUND
18/03/2014
Director
Proprietary 28/07/2017
Director
IV

Amanda
Independent
Wills

Voting at

18/03/2014
Shareholders’ 28/07/2017

Meeting

Benoit
LuxGoal 3. SÀRL
ProprietaryLuxGoal
Director
3. SÀRL
Vauchy

Amanda
Wills
Pedro Lopez
de Guzman

Proprietary

Chair

Director

Voting at
Meeting

Voting at

18/03/2014
Shareholders’ 28/07/2017

Meeting

18/03/2014
Proprietary 28/07/2017
Director

Voting at
18/03/2014
Shareholders’ 28/07/2017
Meeting

22/07/2015
Independent 26/09/2018
Director

22/07/2015
Shareholders’ 26/09/2018

Voting at
Meeting

Proprietary Director and
Proprietary
member Director
of the Board
and member
of eDreams
of the
ODIGEO.
Board S.A.
of eDreams
(the
ODIGEO. S.A. (the
th
March. 2014.
and18
subsequently
of March. 2014. and subsequently
“Company”). He was initially
“Company”).
appointed
He on
was
the
initially
18th ofappointed
on the
Electionre-elected on the 28th ofre-elected
th
July. 2018. on
Hethe
stated
of July.
his 2018.
resignation
He stated
was that
exclusively
his resignation
due
was exclusively due
28 that
procedure
to new professional obligations
to new professional
at Ardian that
obligations
will no longer
at Ardian
allow
that
himwill
to no
dedicate
longer allow him to dedicate
sufficient time to duties as
sufficient
Directortime
of eDreams
to dutiesODIGEO.
as Director
S.A. of
It became
eDreamseffective
ODIGEO.on
S.A.
the
It became effective on the
Voting at 21st of November 2018. 21st of November 2018.
Shareholders’
Meeting

C.1.3 Please complete the
C.1.3
following
Please complete
charts on the following
board members
chartsand
on the
their
board
status:
members and their status:

Voting at
Shareholders’
Meeting
Voting at
Shareholders’
Meeting

Name of

Voting at
director &
Shareholders’
Position on
Meeting

the
company’s

Voting at
Shareholders’
Meeting
Voting at
Shareholders’
Meeting

Voting at
Shareholders’Dana
Meeting

Philip

28/07/2017
Proprietary 28/07/2017
Director

Voting at
28/07/2017
Shareholders’ 28/07/2017
Meeting

Voting at
Dunne
Shareholders’
Meeting

Daniel
AXA LBO FUND
AXA LBO FUND
20/11/2018
Proprietary
Director
Proprietary 26/02/2019
Director
IV
IV
Setton

Voting at
Extraordinary
20/11/2018
26/02/2019
Shareholders’
Meeting

Voting at
Extraordinary
Shareholders’
Meeting

Pedro Lopez
ProprietaryLuxGoal
Director
3. SÀRL
de Guzman

LuxGoal 3. SÀRL

Number of directors

9
Number of directors

(CEO)

9

Please indicate removals
Please
taking
indicate
place on
removals
the board
taking
of directors
place onduring
the board
the period
of directors during the period
subject to information: subject to information:
Name or corporate
name of director

Status
Name
of director
or corporate
DateStatus
of lastof director
Date of removal
Date of last
at the
name
time
ofof
director
at the time of
appointment
appointment
removal
removal

Philippe Michel
Poletti

Reason for departure

Proprietary
Proprietary
Philippe
Michel
th
2017 21st November
28th July
2018
2017
Director
28 July Director
Poletti
(Ardian)
(Ardian)

Date of removal

21 November 2018
st

Reason for departure

th
th
Mr. Philippe Poletti presented
Mr. Philippe
his resignation
Poletti presented
letter onhis12resignation
letter2018.
on 12
of November
He
of November 2018. He
formally notified the formally
Board of notified
Directors
theofBoard
his resignation
of Directors
as of
non-executive
his resignation as non-executive

David
Elizaga
Corrales
(CFO)

EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS
Name of
director &
Position on
Profile
Profile
the
company’s
Mr. Dana Dunne, born in New
Mr. York
Dana inDunne,
1963, born
is theinChief
New Executive
York in 1963,
Officer
is the
at eDreams
Chief Executive Officer at eDreams
ODIGEO.
ODIGEO.
Previously, he served as Chief
Commercial
OfficerasofChief
EasyJet
Plc; beingOfficer
responsible
for Plc; being responsible for
Previously,
he served
Commercial
of EasyJet
sales (the significant majority
of which
were online),
marketing,
yield
management,
the
sales
(the significant
majority
of which
were
online), marketing,
yield management, the
contact centres, and the customer
proposition.
contact
centres, and the customer proposition.
Prior to this he was the ChiefPrior
Executive
AOL Europe
Sarl.
a Division
to thisOfficer
he wasand
the Head
Chief of
Executive
Officer
and
Head ofof
AOL Europe Sarl. a Division of
AOL LLC. He has a proven track
high
profile, track
international
and media
AOL record
LLC. Heathas
a proven
record attelecoms
high profile,
international telecoms and media
Dana
companies.
companies.
Before AOL he Philip
served as President
key
units
at Belgacom
US West,
of
Before of
AOL
hebusiness
served as
President
of key and
business
unitstwo
at Belgacom
and US West, two of
the most successful
Europe
the US. Telcos in Europe and the US.
the
most and
successful
DunneTelcos in
Dana Dunne has an MBA from
Business
School
a BA in
economics
from
DanaWharton
Dunne has
an MBA
fromand
Wharton
Business
School
and a BA in economics from
Wesleyan University.
dual citizenship
(American
British).
University.
He hasand
dual
citizenship (American and British).
(CEO) He hasWesleyan
st
As at 31st of March 2019, Mr. Dunne
of 1.385.507
March 2019,
eDreams
Mr. Dunne
ODIGEO
heldshares.
1.385.507 eDreams ODIGEO shares.
As at 31held

Mr. Dunne was appointed for
firstwas
timeappointed
as Executive
Director
the
Mr.the
Dunne
for the
first by
time
asShareholders
Executive Director by the Shareholders
nd
nd
Meeting held on 22 July. 2015,
and subsequently
re-appointed
2015, and for
subsequently
a period of re-appointed
three years for a period of three years
Meeting
held on 22 July.
th
th
by the Board during a meeting
on 7 during
of March
2018. His
appointment
was ratified
2018. His
byappointment was ratified by
by held
the Board
a meeting
held
on 7 of March
the shareholders of the Company
in the Shareholders’
GeneralinMeeting
held in September
the shareholders
of the Company
the Shareholders’
General Meeting held in September
2018.
2018.
Mr. Elizaga, born in Madrid inMr.
1973;
Elizaga,
is theborn
ChiefinFinancial
Madrid in
Officer
1973; is
ofthe
eDreams
Chief Financial
ODIGEO. Officer of eDreams ODIGEO.
Prior to joining eDreams ODIGEO,
ElizagaeDreams
was Chief
Financial
Codere
and Officer of Codere SA, and
Prior Mr.
to joining
ODIGEO,
Mr.Officer
Elizagaofwas
ChiefSA,
Financial
before that he occupied various
at Coderevarious
S.A., Monitor
Group
and Lehman
beforepositions
that he occupied
positions
at Codere
S.A., Monitor Group and Lehman
Brothers. Mr. Elizaga holds Brothers.
degrees inMr.
Business
Law
from Universidad
de Universidad Pontificia de
Elizagaand
holds
degrees
in Business Pontificia
and Law from
David
Comillas—ICADE.
Comillas—ICADE.

Elizaga
As at 31 of March
2019, Mr. Elizaga
held
of March
470.994
2019,
eDreams
Mr. Elizaga
ODIGEO
held
shares.
470.994 eDreams ODIGEO shares.
As at 31st
Corrales
(CFO)
st

Mr. Elizaga was appointedMr.
for Elizaga
the first
time
as Executive
Director
by the
Board of Director by the Board of
was
appointed
for the
first time
as Executive
Directors on the 22nd July,
2015 for
period
three
years
ratified
the years and ratified by the
Directors
on athe
22ndofJuly,
2015
for and
a period
of by
three
Shareholders, during the Shareholders,
meeting held during
on the the
20th
July, 2016.
Elizaga
meeting
held Mr.
on the
20thwas
July, 2016. Mr. Elizaga was
subsequently re-appointed for
a period of re-appointed
three years by
the
Board during
a meeting
subsequently
for
a period
of three
years by held
the Board during a meeting held
on 7th of March 2018. His appointment
was ratified
byappointment
the shareholders
of the Company
in
on 7th of March
2018. His
was ratified
by the shareholders
of the Company in
the Shareholders’ General Meeting
the Shareholders’
due held in General
September
Meeting
2018. due held in September 2018.
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2 directors
Total number of executiveTotal
directors
number of executive
% of total board

22.2%
% of total board

2

(LUXGOAL
3 SARL)

22.2%

Prior to joining
Permira, he spent
Prior four
to joining
yearsPermira,
at J.P. Morgan
he spent
in London,
four years
where
at J.P.
heMorgan
workedin London, where he worked
(LUXGOAL
in the M&A 3
department
andininthe
debt
M&A
capital
department
marketsand
andinleverage
debt capital
finance.
markets
Pedroand
hasleverage finance. Pedro has
SARL)
degrees in Business Administration
Law fromAdministration
Universidad Carlos
III, Spain.
degreesand
in Business
and Law
from Universidad Carlos III, Spain.
Mr. López was appointed as Mr.
Proprietary
Director
(affiliated
with the Permira
for with the Permira funds) for
López was
appointed
as Proprietary
Director funds)
(affiliated
a period of three years byathe
shareholders
of thebyCompany
in the Shareholders’
period
of three years
the shareholders
of the Company in the Shareholders’
th
th
General Meeting held on 28 General
July 2017.
Meeting held on 28 July 2017.

EXTERNAL PROPRIETARY
EXTERNAL
DIRECTORS
PROPRIETARY DIRECTORS
Name of
director &
corporate name
of significant
shareholder

Daniel
Setton
(AXA LBO
FUND IV)

Lise
Fauconnier
(AXA LBO
FUND IV)

Benoit
Vauchy
(LUXGOAL
3 SARL)

Pedro
López

Name of
director &
corporate name
Profile
Profile
of significant
shareholder
Mr. Daniel Setton, born in Paris
Mr.in
Daniel
1983,Setton,
joined Ardian
born ininParis
2007.
inSince
1983, joining,
joined Ardian
he hasinbeen
2007. Since joining, he has been
involved in more than 10 transactions
involved in across
more than
France,
10 transactions
Belgium, theacross
UK andFrance,
Spain. Belgium,
He
the UK and Spain. He
participated
the and
acquisition
of Opodo Ltd
and was a nominated Board
notably participated in thenotably
acquisition
of Opodoin Ltd
was a nominated
Board
Daniel
Member until
he also participated
the formation
Member until 2014; he also participated
in 2014;
the formation
of eDreamsin
ODIGEO
in 2011. of eDreams ODIGEO in 2011.

4 directors
Total number of executiveTotal
directors
number of executive
% of total board

4

44.4%
% of total board

44.4%

Setton

Daniel of
currently
holds
the position
of Managing
in the Ardian Buyout team and
Daniel currently holds the position
Managing
Director
in the Ardian
BuyoutDirector
team and
is responsible
for Buyout financing globally.
is responsible
for Buyout
globally.
(AXA
LBO financing
Daniel
is
a
graduate
from HEC.
Daniel is a graduate
from
HEC.
FUND IV)
Setton was
appointed
as Proprietary
Directorfunds)
(affiliated
Mr. Setton was appointed asMr.
Proprietary
Director
(affiliated
with the Ardian
for with the Ardian funds) for
Name or corporate
period
of three years
the shareholders
of the Company in the Shareholders’
a period of three years byathe
shareholders
of thebyCompany
in the Shareholders’
name of director
Extraordinary Meeting held on
Extraordinary
26th February
Meeting
2019. held on 26th February 2019.
Ms. Fauconnier, born in Paris
Ms.
in Fauconnier,
1965, joined born
Ardian
in in
Paris
1998.
in Before
1965, joined
joining
Ardian
Ardian,
in 1998.
she Before joining Ardian, she
worked as
Investment
Manager
at Euris.
a Managing
Director at Ardian, she
worked as an Investment Manager
at an
Euris.
As a Managing
Director
at As
Ardian,
she
Lise
notably led
investments
in Newrest,
and Camaieu.
notably led investments
in Newrest,
ODIGEO,
and Camaieu.
She isODIGEO,
also a board
member She is also a board member
Linedata,
a company
listed
on Euronext.
She began
her career at Clinvest as a project
of Linedata, aFauconnier
company listedofon
Euronext.
She began
her career
at Clinvest
as a project
manager in
therestructuring
mergers, acquisitions,
and restructuring department.
manager in the mergers, acquisitions,
and
department.
Ms.asFauconnier
was
appointed
as Proprietary
Director
(affiliated with the Ardian funds)
Ms. Fauconnier
was
appointed
Proprietary
Director
(affiliated
with the Ardian
funds)
(AXA
LBO
the first time
by the
Meeting
for the firstFUND
time
Shareholders
Meeting
heldShareholders
on 18th March
2014,held
and on 18th March 2014, and
IV)by the for
st
Philip Clay
re-elected
for a years,
period expiring
of three on
(3)31
financial
Marchyears, expiring on 31st March
subsequently re-elected for subsequently
a period of three
(3) financial
2020,
by the shareholders
of the Company
the Shareholders’
General Meeting held
Wolf
2020, by the shareholders of
the Company
in the Shareholders’
GeneralinMeeting
held
on 28th July 2017.
on 28th July 2017.
Mr. Vauchy, born in Paris in 1975,
Mr. Vauchy,
joined the
born
Group
in Paris
in 2011
in 1975,
as Nonjoined
Executive
the Group
Director
in 2011of
as Non- Executive Director of
Opodo Limited and, also previously
Opodo Limited
servedand,
as also
the Chairman
previouslyofserved
the Group’s
as the Audit
Chairman of the Group’s Audit
Hea is
currently
a Partner
and a Committee
member ofand
the Investment Committee and
Committee. He is currently aCommittee.
Partner and
member
of the
Investment
Executive
Committee
at Permira.
He currently
serves
on the board of Permira Holding
Executive Committee at Permira.
He currently
serves
on the board
of Permira
Holding
Limited
as well
the holding companies
of Vacanceselect
Limited as well
as the holding
companies
ofas
Vacanceselect
Group, Exclusive
Group, and Group, Exclusive Group, and
Benoit
Synamedia.
Heboard
previously
served
the board
andAudit
was the Chairman of the Audit
Synamedia. Vauchy
He previously served
on the
and was
the on
Chairman
of the
Committee at NDS Group Ltd.Committee at NDS Group Ltd.
he inspent
most of
his career in leveraged finance
Prior to joining Permira in Prior
2006,to
hejoining
spent Permira
most of in
his2006,
career
leveraged
finance
(LUXGOAL
including at JPMorgan in London.
including at JPMorgan in London.

3 SARL)

Mr.Proprietary
Vauchy was
appointed
as Proprietary
with the Permira funds)
Mr. Vauchy was appointed as
Director
(affiliated
with the Director
Permira (affiliated
funds)
the first time
by the
Meeting
for the first time by the for
Shareholders
Meeting
heldShareholders
on 18th March
2014,held
and on 18th March 2014, and
Robert
st
re-elected
for a years,
period expiring
of three on
(3)31
financial
Marchyears, expiring on 31st March
subsequently re-elected for subsequently
a period of three
(3) financial
Apsey
2020,
by the shareholders
of the Company
the Shareholders’
General Meeting held
2020, by the shareholders of
the Company
in the Shareholders’
GeneralinMeeting
held
Gray
on 28th July 2017.
on 28th July 2017.
Mr. López, born
in Madrid inMr.
1978,
López,
joined
born
Permira
in Madrid
in 2006
in 1978,
and since
joined2016;
Permira
he serves
in 2006asand since 2016; he serves as
Pedro
Head
of the
Madrid office.
He covers
investment
across several sectors
Head of the López
Madrid office. He
covers
investment
opportunities
across
severalopportunities
sectors
and is Group,
a member
of the
Financing
Group, having
worked on a number of transactions
and is a member of the Financing
having
worked
on a number
of transactions
Magento, &
Maxeda,
and Schustermann
& Borenstein and Universidad
including Cortefiel, Magento,including
Maxeda, Cortefiel,
and Schustermann
Borenstein
and Universidad
Europa.
Heon
also
spent several
months
onoffice
secondment
Europa. He also spent several
months
secondment
in the
London
in 2010. in the London office in 2010.

EXTERNAL INDEPENDENT
EXTERNAL
DIRECTORS
INDEPENDENT DIRECTORS
Name or corporate
name of director

Profile

Profile

Mr. Wolf, born in New York. USA
Mr. Wolf,
in 1956,
born
a globally
in New York.
renowned
USA intravel
1956,guru;
a globally
is therenowned
retired travel guru; is the retired
founder and Chairman of founder
PhoCusWright
and Chairman
Inc. an independent
of PhoCusWright
travel,Inc.
tourism
an independent
and
travel, tourism and
hospitality research firm specializing
the impact
technologyinand
hospitalityinresearch
firmofspecializing
theinnovation
impact of on
technology and innovation on
one of the world’s largest Industries.
one of the world’s largest Industries.
The pioneer of Travel 2.0 heThe
founded
PhoCusWright
1994
and grew
the firm into
the and grew the firm into the
pioneer
of Travel 2.0inhe
founded
PhoCusWright
in 1994
research authority on how travellers,
supplierson
and
intermediaries
connect.and
He is
the
research authority
how
travellers, suppliers
intermediaries
connect. He is the
architect of the annually acclaimed
Conference;
event's provocative
architectPhoCusWright
of the annually
acclaimedthe
PhoCusWright
Conference; the event's provocative
Centre Stage
themes
relied upon
industry
becoming
Stageasthemes
arebellwethers,
relied upon quickly
as industry
bellwethers, quickly becoming
Philip
Clay are Centre
accepted wisdom each year.accepted
He is a magna
cum
laude
graduate
Dukecum
University
and
wisdom
each
year.
He is a of
magna
laude graduate
of Duke University and
Wolf
holds an MBA from Vanderbilt
University.
addition
to eDreams
ODIGEO,
he serves
as
holds
an MBA In
from
Vanderbilt
University.
In addition
to eDreams
ODIGEO, he serves as
board director for companiesboard
on two
continents:
director
for companies on two continents:
·
USA: Hopper (hopper.com)
·
USA: Hopper (hopper.com)
·
Germany: TrustYou
Blacklane
(blacklane.com)
and
· (trustyou.com)
Germany: and
TrustYou
(trustyou.com)
and Blacklane
(blacklane.com) and
bd4travel (bd4travel.com) bd4travel (bd4travel.com)
Mr. Wolf was appointed as Independent
for the
first time by Director
the Shareholders
Mr. Wolf wasDirector
appointed
as Independent
for the first time by the Shareholders
th
th
Meeting held on 8 April 2014,
and subsequently
re-elected
2014, and
on the
subsequently
14th Marchre-elected
2017 for on the 14th March 2017 for
Meeting
held on 8 April
st
st
a period of three (3) financialayears,
Marchyears,
2020, expiring
by the shareholders
periodexpiring
of threeon
(3)31
financial
on 31 Marchof2020, by the shareholders of
the Company in the Shareholders’
the Company
Generalin
Meeting
the Shareholders’
held on 28thGeneral
July 2017.
Meeting held on 28thJuly 2017.
Mr. Gray, born in New Mexico,
Mr.
USA
Gray,
in 1957,
born was
in New
Chief
Mexico,
Executive
USA in
Officer
1957, of
was
PRChief
Newswire,
Executive Officer of PR Newswire,
the global leader in innovative
marketing
services untiland
Julymarketing
2016.
thecommunications
global leader in and
innovative
communications
services until July 2016.
From 2009-2015 he was Executive
Director and
UBM plcDirector
a U.K. B2B
media
group
From 2009-2015
he CFO
wasof
Executive
and
CFO of
UBM plc a U.K. B2B media group
listed on the London Stock Exchange.
Before
joining
UBM’s
Board in
2009,joining
he was
CFO Board in 2009, he was CFO
listed on the
London
Stock
Exchange.
Before
UBM’s
Robert
of Codere S.A. Previously heof
served
in S.A.
a number
of investment
rolesofwith
J.P.
Codere
Previously
he served banking
in a number
investment
banking roles with J.P.
Apsey
Morgan & Co.
and Deutsche Bank.
Mr.&Gray
is aDeutsche
graduate Bank.
of Dartmouth
(BA) and
Morgan
Co. and
Mr. GrayCollege
is a graduate
of Dartmouth College (BA) and
Harvard Business
Harvard Business School (MBA).
Gray School (MBA).
st
As at 31 of March 2018, Mr. As
Gray
10,000
MarcheDreams
2018, Mr.ODIGEO
Gray held
shares.
10,000 eDreams ODIGEO shares.
at held
31st of
Mr. Gray was appointed as Independent
for as
theIndependent
first time byDirector
the Shareholders
Mr. Gray wasDirector
appointed
for the first time by the Shareholders
Meeting held on 8th April 2014,
and held
subsequently
re-elected
forsubsequently
a period of three
(3)
Meeting
on 8th April
2014, and
re-elected
for a period of three (3)
st
financial years, expiring on 31
Marchyears,
2020, expiring
by the shareholders
the Company
by the shareholders
in the
of the Company in the
financial
on 31st Marchof2020,
th
th
Shareholders’ General Meeting
Shareholders’
held on 28 General
July 2017.
Meeting held on 28 July 2017.
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Amanda
Wills

Ms Wills, born in Liverpool in 1962, is an award winning and highly respected UK travel
industry executive. Starting her tourism career at Airtours PLC, where she became the
Ms Wills, born in Liverpool infirst
1962,woman
is an award
winning
UK travel
appointed
to and
thehighly
Boardrespected
of the United
Kingdom Leisure group. She
OTHER EXTERNAL DIRECTORS
industry executive. Starting subsequently
her tourism career
at
Airtours
PLC,
where
she
became
the
spent over 13 years as Managing Director of the Virgin Holidays Group
first woman appointed to joining
the Board
of the United
Leisure
in September
2001.Kingdom
During this
timegroup.
under She
her leadership the company
OTHER EXTERNAL DIRECTORS
Please
identify the other external directors and detail the reasons why they cannot be
subsequently spent over 13experienced
years as Managing
Director
of
the
Virgin
Holidays
Group
exponential growth in both revenues and profit and became the market
joining in September 2001.leader
During
this haul
time holidays.
under her
thetocompany
considered as proprietary or independent directors and their relationships, whether
in long
Herleadership
guidance led
an introduction of industry firsts
in
Please
identify the other external directors and detail the reasons why they cannot be
experienced exponential growth
in
both
revenues
and
profit
and
became
the
market
both products and services with an acquisition led strategy that penetrated new
with the company or its executives, or its shareholders:
considered as proprietary or independent directors and their relationships, whether
leader in long haul holidays.markets
Her guidance
ledthe
to an
of industry
firsts in
both in
UK introduction
and USA. During
her tenure
as Managing Director Virgin
both products and servicesHolidays
with anwon
acquisition
led strategy
that penetrated new
with the company or its executives, or its shareholders:
many industry
accolades.
Amanda
Name or corporate name
Committee reporting or proposing the
markets both in the UK and
her tenure
Managing
Director
Ms USA.
Wills During
was recognized
andas
honoured
in the
UK forVirgin
her commitment to charity work
of director
director’s nomination
Holidays wonWills
many industryand
accolades.
was awarded as Commander of the Order of the British Empire (CBE) by the QueenName or corporate name
Committee reporting or proposing the
Ms Wills was recognized and
in the UK for her commitment to charity work
in honoured
2014.
of director
director’s nomination
N/A
N/A
and was awarded as Commander
of the
Order
of the British Empire
Ms Wills
is also
a Non-executive
director(CBE)
of: by the Queen
in 2014.
•
Urbanologie Global Limited, a UK travel lifestyle website
N/A
N/A
Ms Wills is also a Non-executive
director
of:
•
AirPartner
Global Limited, a private jet charter and consultancy business
•
Urbanologie GlobalMs.
Limited,
UK travel
lifestyle
Willsawas
appointed
for website
the first time as Independent Director by the Board of
nd
•
AirPartner Global Limited,
a
private
jet
charter
and
consultancy
business
Directors on the 22 July 2015
for a period
of three years and ratified by the
Ms. Wills was appointed for
the
first
time
as
Independent
Director
by
the
Board
Shareholders, in the meeting held on the 20th July
2016.ofMs. Wills was subsequently
0
Total number of other external directors
nd
2015 for a period
of three
years
andbyratified
by the
Directors on the 22 July re-appointed
for a period
of three
years
the Board
during a meeting held on 7th of
Shareholders, in the meeting
held on
theHer
20th
July 2016. Ms.
was subsequently
March
2018.
appointment
willWills
be ratified
by the shareholders of the Company in
0
Total number of other external directors
th
of
re-appointed for a period ofthe
three
years
by
the
Board
during
a
meeting
held
on
7
00.0%
%
of
total
board
Shareholders’ General Meeting due to be held in September 2018
March 2018. Her appointment will be ratified by the shareholders of the Company in
00.0%
% of total board
the Shareholders’ General Meeting due to be held in September 2018

Total number of executive directors
3
Total number of executive directors
% of total board

Please indicate the variations which as the case may be, have occurred during
the period in the typology of each director:
Please indicate the variations which as the case may be, have occurred during
the period in the typology of each director:
None

3
33.3%

None

C.1.4 Please complete the following chart with the information relating to the
number of female directors during the last four fiscal years, as well as the status of
C.1.4 Please complete the following chart with the information relating to the
such female directors:
number of female directors during the last four fiscal years, as well as the status of
such female directors:
Number of female directors
% of all directors of each type
Please indicate whether any director classified as independent receives from the
company, or from its group, any sum or benefit for a concept other than the director’s
Number of female directors
% of all directors of each type
Please indicate whether any director classified as independent receives from the
FY
2019
FY
2018
FY 2017 FY 2016
FY 2019
FY 2018
FY 2017
FY 2016
remuneration, or maintains or has maintained, during the last fiscal year, a business
company, or from its group, any sum or benefit for a concept other than the director’s
relationship with the company or with any company belonging to its group, whether in
FY 2019
FY 2018
FY 2017 FY 2016
FY 2019
FY 2018
FY 2017
FY 2016
remuneration, or maintains or has maintained, during the last fiscal year, a business
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Executive
the director’s own name or as a significant shareholder, director or senior executive of
relationship with the company or with any company belonging to its group, whether in
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Executive
an entity that maintains or has maintained said relationship.
1
1
1
1
25.00 %
25.00 %
25.00 %
25.00 %
Proprietary
the director’s own name or as a significant shareholder, director or senior executive of
an entity that maintains or has maintained said relationship.
1
1
1
1
25.00 %
25.00 %
25.00 %
25.00 %
Proprietary
33.3%

% of total board

Independent

Independent
As appropriate, please include a motivated declaration of the board on the reasons
why it considers that said director can perform his or her duties as an independent
As appropriate, please include a motivated declaration of the board on the reasons
Other
director.
external
why it considers that said director can perform his or her duties as an independent
female
director.

Name or corporate name
Description of the
of director
relationship
Name or corporate name
Description of the
Motivated declaration
N/A
of director
relationship
N/A

N/A

N/A

Motivated declaration

N/A

1

0

directors
Total

1
Other
external
female
directors
0

1

2

1

1
0

0

0

2

1

33.33%
0

0.0%
2

2

1

33.33%
0

2

Total
2

1

22.22 %

33.33%
0

0.0%
2
22.22 %

33.33%

0.0%
0.0%

2

22.22 %
22.22 %

33.33%

33.33%

33.33%

0.0%

0.0%

22.22 %

22.22 %

33.33%
0.0%
0.0%
22.22 %
22.22 %

N/A
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C.1.5 State whether theC.1.5
company
State has
whether
diversity
the company
policies inhas
relation
diversity
to the
policies
Boardinofrelation to the Board of
Directors of the company
Directors
on suchofquestions
the company
as age,
on gender,
such questions
disability
asand
age,training
gender, disability and training
and professional experience.
and professional
Small and medium-sized
experience. Small
enterprises,
and medium-sized
in accordance
enterprises, in accordance
with the definition set out
with
in the
the definition
Accounts Audit
set out
Act,
in the
willAccounts
have to report
Audit at
Act,
least
willthe
have to report at least the
policy they have implemented
policy they
in relation
have implemented
to gender diversity.
in relation to gender diversity.

C.1.6
Please explainC.1.6
the measures
Pleasetoexplain
which,the
as the
measures
case may
to which,
be, theas
appointments
the case may be, the appointments
committee has agreed committee
in order for
has
the
agreed
selection
in order
procedures
for the not
selection
to suffer
procedures
implicit not to suffer implicit
impairments, which place
impairments,
an obstaclewhich
on the
place
selection
an obstacle
of female
on the
directors
selection
andof
onfemale
the directors and on the
company deliberately searching
company for
deliberately
and including
searching
amongfor
potential
and including
candidates,
among
women
potential candidates, women
who meet the professional
whoprofile
meet the
sought:
professional profile sought:

Yes

Explanation of measures
Explanation of measures

Yes

Should this be the case
Should
describe
this these
be thediversity
case describe
policies,
these
theirdiversity
objectives,
policies,
the their objectives, the
measures and way in which
measures
they have
and way
beeninapplied
which they
and their
haveresults
been applied
over the
and
year.
their results over the year.
Also, state the specific
Also,
measures
state the
adopted
specific
by measures
the Board adopted
of Directors
by the
andBoard
the of Directors and the
appointments and remuneration
appointments
committee
and remuneration
to achieve committee
a balanced to
and
achieve
diverse
a balanced and diverse
presence of directors. presence of directors.

eDreams ODIGEO has approved
eDreamsa ODIGEO
Directorhas
Selection
approved
Policy
a Director
to ensure
Selection
that proposals
Policy tofor
ensure that proposals for
appointment or re-election
appointment
of Directors
or are
re-election
based on
ofaDirectors
prior analysis
are based
of the
onneeds
a prior
ofanalysis
the
of the needs of the
Company’s Board of Directors,
Company’s
that Board
they foster
of Directors,
a diversity
thatofthey
knowledge,
foster a experience
diversity of and
knowledge, experience and
gender, and are free from
gender,
anyand
implicit
are free
bias from
entailing
any any
implicit
kindbias
of discrimination.
entailing any kind
In of discrimination. In
particular, the candidates
particular,
must be the
respectable
candidates
andmust
qualified
be respectable
persons, widely
and qualified
recognized
persons, widely recognized
for their expertise, competence,
for their expertise,
experience,
competence,
qualifications,
experience,
training, qualifications,
availability, and
training, availability, and
commitment
They must
to their
be irreproachable
duties. They must
professionals
be irreproachable
with a personal
professionals with a personal
In the event that the company
In the event
does not
thatapply
the company
a diversity
does
policy.
not apply
explain
a diversity
the reasons
policy. explain the reasons commitment to their duties.
and professional track record
and professional
of respect track
for the
record
laws of
and
respect
good business
for the laws
practices,
and good
and business practices, and
why.
why.
whose professional conduct
whose
and
professional
backgroundconduct
are aligned
and background
with the principles
are aligned
set forth
with in
the principles set forth in
the Business
and withCode
the mission,
of Conduct
vision,
and and
withvalues
the mission,
of the vision,
Group. and values of the Group.
The Company’s DirectorThe
Selection
Company’s
Policy,
Director
establishes
Selection
thatPolicy,
each Director
establishes
Selection
that each Director Selection the Business Code of Conduct
Process will start with Process
an analysis
will of
start
thewith
Board’s
an analysis
needs, bearing
of the Board’s
in mind needs,
severalbearing in mind several
Efforts
to ensure
shouldthat
alsothere
be made
is antoappropriate
ensure thatbalance
there ison
anthe
appropriate
Board of balance on the Board of
factors, among others, the
factors,
diversity
among
of the
others,
Board,
theindiversity
particular,
of the
but Board,
not restricted
in particular,
to, but not restricted to, Efforts should also be made
decision-making
that enriches
and encourages
decision-making
plural and
viewpoints
encourages
on the
plural viewpoints on the
diversity of gender. The
diversity
Company’s
of gender.
Director
The Selection
Company’sPolicy,
Director
entrusts
Selection
the Policy, entrusts the Directors that enrichesDirectors
discussion
its purview.
of matters within its purview.
Remuneration and Nomination
Remuneration
Committee
and Nomination
with the duty
Committee
to ensurewith
thatthe
when
dutynew
to ensure that when new discussion of matters within
director vacancies arise,
director
the vacancies
selection procedures
arise, the are
selection
free procedures
from bias and
are free from bias and
discrimination and do not
discrimination
in any way and
hinder
do the
not selection
in any way
of hinder
female the
directors.
selection
Theof female directors. The The Board has entrusted
The Board
to the has
Remuneration
entrusted to
andthe
Nomination
Remuneration
Committee
and Nomination
the
Committee the
Director Selection PolicyDirector
shall endeavour
SelectiontoPolicy
ensure
shall
thatendeavour
wheneverto
a ensure
vacancythat
occurs
whenever
in
a vacancy occurs in responsibility of ensuring
responsibility
that the aforementioned
of ensuring that
criteria
the aforementioned
are applied in the
criteria
selection
are of
applied in the selection of
the Board of Directors, and
thethe
Board
selection
of Directors,
processand
begins,
the selection
at least one
process
woman
begins,
candidate
at least one woman candidate new directors.
new directors.
will take part, without prejudice
will taketopart,
the without
principles
prejudice
of meritto
and
theability.
principles
In this
of regard,
merit and
theability. In this regard, the
Director Selection PolicyDirector
shall promote
Selection
thePolicy
objective
shallofpromote
having female
the objective
directors
of having
for at female directors for at
When despite the measures
Whenwhich,
despite
asthe
themeasures
case maywhich,
be, have
as been
the case
adopted,
may be,
thehave been adopted, the
least 30% of the total number
least 30%
of Board
of the
members
total number
by 2020.
of Board members by 2020.
number of female directors
number
is of
scarce
female
or nil,
directors
pleaseisexplain
scarce the
or nil,
reasons
pleasethat
explain the reasons that
justify this:
justify this:
The profile of the currentThe
Board
profile
members,
of the current
men and
Board
women,
members,
responds
mentoand
thewomen,
needs ofresponds
the
to the needs of the
Company, without any explicit
Company,
or implicit
without
obstacles
any explicit
having
or implicit
been placed
obstacles
on the
having
selection
beenof
placed on the selection of
Explanation of measures
Explanation of measures
female directors.
female directors.
The number of female directors
The number
in theofCompany
female directors
is not considered
in the Company
to be scarce.
is not considered
At year endto be scarce. At year end
The Board proactively supports
The Board
increasing
proactively
thesupports
number of
increasing
females the
on the
number
Board,
of when
females on the Board, when
March 2019, women comprised
March 2019,
22.2%women
of all directors,
comprised
33.3%
22.2%
ofof
the
allindependent
directors, 33.3%
Directors
of the independent Directors
choosing between malechoosing
and female
between
candidates
male and
withfemale
the same
candidates
skill andwith
professional
the same skill and professional
and 25% of proprietary Directors,
and 25% of proprietary Directors,
quality in order to achieve
quality
a more
in balanced
order to achieve
representation
a more balanced
on the Board.
representation on the Board.
Women comprise 66.6%Women
of the Remuneration
comprise 66.6%
and
of Nomination
the Remuneration
Committee,
and Nomination
chaired by aCommittee, chaired by a
On 22 July 2015, the Board
On 22of July
Directors
2015, appointed
the Board Ms.
of Directors
Amanda appointed
Wills as independent
Ms. Amanda Wills as independent
female director,
female director,
director on an interim director
basis to on
fillan
a vacancy;
interim basis
the appointment
to fill a vacancy;
was ratified
the appointment
by the
was ratified by the
th
th
shareholders at the General
shareholders
Shareholders’
at the Meeting
General held
Shareholders’
on 20 July
Meeting
onthe
20 July 2016, where the
2016, held
where
C.1.7 Please explain the
C.1.7 conclusions
Please explain
of the
the Nominations
conclusions Committee
of the Nominations
regarding Committee regarding
st
shareholders also approved
shareholders
her re-election
also approved
for a three-year
her re-election
period. for
As per
a three-year
1 April 2017,
period. As per 1st April 2017,
verification of compliance
verification
with theofdirector
compliance
appointment
with the policy
director
and,
appointment
in particular,
policy and, in particular,
Ms. Amanda Wills was
Ms.appointed
Amanda as
Wills
Chair
wasof appointed
the Remuneration
as Chair and
of the
Nomination
Remuneration and Nomination
describe how this policy
describe
promotes
how
the
this
objective
policy promotes
of having the
a female
objective
representation
of having a of
female representation of
Committee, a position she
Committee,
has held continuously
a position she
tohas
the held
present
continuously
date.
to the present date.
at least 30% of the Board
at of
least
Directors
30% ofby
the
2020.
Board of Directors by 2020.
nd

nd

The Policy seeks diversity
The
of Policy
knowledge,
seeks experience,
diversity of origin,
knowledge,
nationality,
experience,
and gender
origin,within
nationality, and gender within
the Board of Directors. The
the selection
Board of Directors.
process shall
The promote
selectionaprocess
search for
shall
candidates
promote a
with
search for candidates with
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knowledge and experience
knowledge
in the main
andcountries
experience
and
in sectors
the mainincountries
which theand
Group
sectors
doesinorwhich the Group doesC,1,9
or Please indicate, C,1,9
if any,
Please
the powers
indicate,delegated
if any, the
to powers
the chiefdelegated
executiveto the chief executive
will do business.
will do business.
officer(s):
officer(s):
The Board, and Remuneration
The Board,
and Nomination
and Remuneration
Committee
and proactively
Nominationsupport
Committee
increasing
proactively support increasing Name
the number of females on
the
the
number
Board,of
when
females
choosing
on the
between
Board, when
male and
choosing
female
between
candidates
male and female candidates
with the same skill and
with
professional
the same qualities,
skill and in
professional
order to achieve
qualities,
a more
in order
balanced
to achieve a more balancedDana
Philip
representation in the Board.
representation in the Board.

Name

Brief description

Brief description

The Board of Dana
Directors delegated
The Board
to the
of Directors
CEO, in the
delegated
Board oftoDirectors
the CEO, Meeting
in the Board of Directors Meeting
nd
nd
Philip
held on 2 April
2014, theheld
following
on 2 powers
April 2014,
as permitted
the following
by the
powers
law and
as permitted
the
by the law and the
Dunne
bylaws:
bylaws:

Dunne

1. a business
The sale in
orcash,
purchase
ofthrough
a business
in cash,
The sale or purchase of
either
an asset
or either
share through an asset or share
withnot
a value,
perthan
transaction,
not greater than EUR 2,500,000
transaction, with a value, transaction,
per transaction,
greater
EUR 2,500,000
withof
a maximum
total per
amount
and with a maximum total and
amount
EUR 5,000,000
year.of EUR 5,000,000 per year.
2. Entering into any partnership
or joint
transactions
(i) not
included
2. Entering
intoventure
any partnership
or joint
venture
transactions (i) not included
in the
annual
budget net
but costs
not likely
to generate net costs in excess
in the Group's annual budget
butGroup's
not likely
to generate
in excess
of EUR
6,000,000;
(ii) notannual
included
in thebut
Group's annual budget but
of EUR 6,000,000; or (ii) not
included
in theorGroup's
budget
expected to generate more
revenue
than cost,
the revenue
difference
expected
to generate
more
thannotcost, the difference not
surpassing EUR 6,000,000,surpassing
and in the EUR
case6,000,000,
of (i) and (ii)
amounts
andsuch
in the
case ofnot
(i) and (ii) such amounts not
exceeding 2.5% of Group revenue
for2.5%
the immediately
preceding
financial
exceeding
of Group revenue
for the
immediately preceding financial
year.
year.
3. Concluding agreements
or amendment
of agreements
in the ordinary
3. for
Concluding
agreements
for or amendment
of agreements in the ordinary
course of business relatingcourse
to ad of
hocbusiness
borrowings
in antoamount
greater in an amount not greater
relating
ad hoc not
borrowings
than EUR 5,000,000 per financial
year.
than EUR
5,000,000 per financial year.
4. The granting of any charge,
pledge,
guarantee
or any other
security
of any
4. The
granting
of any charge,
pledge,
guarantee
or any other security of any
type if (i)(a) carried out in the
course out
of business
and (b)course
the value
typeordinary
if (i)(a) carried
in the ordinary
of business and (b) the value
of assets so encumbered or
is encumbered
not greater than
EUR 5,000,000
per than EUR 5,000,000 per
of charged
assets so
or charged
is not greater
financial year and (ii) that
are permitted
financing
agreements
financial
year andby(ii)the
that
are permitted
by the financing agreements
entered into by any Group entered
Company.
into by any Group Company.
5. The drawing down by5.oneThe
or drawing
more Group
companies
loansGroup
undercompanies
any
down
by one orofmore
of loans under any
existing Group or standalone
creditGroup
facilities
granted by credit
external
lenders.
existing
or standalone
facilities
granted by external lenders.
6. The conclusion, amendment
termination
of any agreement
in theof any agreement in the
6. The or
conclusion,
amendment
or termination
ordinary course of business,
that will
or is
likely
to or
generate
ordinary
course
ofreasonably
business, that
will
is reasonably likely to generate
total expenditure by the Group
companies of
amount
greater of
than
total expenditure
byan
the
Group not
companies
an amount not greater than
5% of the yearly revenue target
Group.
5% of for
thethe
yearly
revenue target for the Group.
7. The commencement of
judicial,
regulatoryof
orany
arbitration
7. any
The
commencement
judicial, proceedings
regulatory or arbitration proceedings
of any kind or the conclusion
of any
agreement
as defendant
of any
kindsettlement
or the conclusion
of any
settlementor
agreement as defendant or
plaintiff, and in which the amount
stake
does not
2,000,000.
plaintiff,atand
in which
the exceed
amountEUR
at stake
does not exceed EUR 2,000,000.
8. The recruitment, hiring
removal hiring
or termination
individual
8. and
The the
recruitment,
and the of
removal
or termination of individual
employees of any of Group
companyof(including
any manager),
with the any manager), with the
employees
any of Group
company (including
exception of the Group's CFO
and theof
company
secretary,
unless
a series of
exception
the Group's
CFO and
the company
secretary, unless a series of
removals or terminationsremovals
affecting or
a large
group ofaffecting
employees
is togroup
be
terminations
a large
of employees is to be
carried out in connection
with out
a general
reorganisation
a
carried
in connection
with a (including
general reorganisation
(including a
disposal of) of the Group'sdisposal
businessof)
activities.
of the Group's business activities.
9. The fixing of the individual
and other remuneration
benefits of any
9. The remuneration
fixing of the individual
and other benefits of any
employee (including any manager)
the increase
or decrease
of such
employee and
(including
any manager)
and the
increase or decrease of such
remuneration and other remuneration
benefits, at all
times
in benefits,
accordance
withtimes
the in accordance with the
and
other
at all
relevant budget and general
remuneration
policy
approved
by the Board
of approved by the Board of
relevant
budget and
general
remuneration
policy
Directors from time to time.
Directors from time to time.
10. Approval of payments10.
made
to and of
receipt
of payments
third parties
Approval
payments
made tofrom
and receipt
of payments from third parties
in the ordinary course of business
of the Group
in the ordinary
coursecompanies.
of business of the Group companies.
1.

C.1.8 Please explain, asC.1.8
the case
Please
may
explain,
be, theasreasons
the case
why
may
proprietary
be, the reasons
directors
whyhave
proprietary directors have
been appointed at the request
been appointed
of shareholders
at the request
whose of
shareholder
shareholders
stake
whose
is less
shareholder
than
stake is less than
3% of the capital:
3% of the capital:
N/a

N/a

Please indicate whether
Please
formal
indicate
requests
whether
for presence
formal requests
on the board
for presence
coming from
on the board coming from
shareholders whose shareholder
shareholders
stake
whose
is greater
shareholder
than or stake
equal istogreater
that of
than
others
or equal
who to that of others who
have been appointed as
have
proprietary
been appointed
directorsasatproprietary
their request
directors
have not
atbeen
theirfilled.
request
As have not been filled. As
appropriate, please explain
appropriate,
the reasons
please
whyexplain
they were
the reasons
not filled:
why they were not filled:

Name or corporate name of
Name or corporateExplanation
name of
Shareholder
Shareholder

N/A

N/A

N/A

Explanation

N/A
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C.1.10 Please identify, asC.1.10
the case
Please
may
identify,
be, theas
board
the case
members
may be,
whothe
assume
boardpositions
membersof
who assume positions of
Mr. David Elizaga Corrales Mr. David Elizaga
eDreams
Corrales
Inc
directors or officers atdirectors
other companies
or officers
that
at other
form part
companies
of the that
groupform
of the
partlisted
of the group of the listed
Mr. David Elizaga Corrales Mr. David Elizaga
eDreams
Corrales
Ltd
company:
company:
Mr. David Elizaga Corrales Mr. David Elizaga
eDreams
Corrales
LLC

Name or corporate name NameCorporate
or corporate
name
name
of the
ofentity
the Director
of the Director
of the group

Corporate
Position
name of the Executive
Position
entity of the group
Duties

Yes

eDreams
Director Ltd

Yes Director

Yes

eDreams
Director, LLC
Secretary

Yes Director,
Secretary

Yes

Viagens
Director
eDreams
Portugal - Agência de
Viagens LDA

Yes Director

Yes

Mr. Dana
eDreams
PhilipOdigeo
DunneSA

Mr. Dana Philip Dunne

Mr. Dana Philip
OpodoDunne
Ltd

Director
Opodo Ltd

Yes Director

Yes

Mr. David Elizaga Corrales Mr. David
Tierrabella
Elizaga Corrales
Invest SL

Tierrabella
Director
Invest SL

Yes Director

Yes

Mr. Dana Philip Dunne

Mr. Dana Philip
Opodo
Dunne
SL

Director
Opodo SL

Yes Director

Yes

Mr. David Elizaga Corrales Mr. David Elizaga
Engrande
Corrales
SL

Engrande
Director SL

Yes Director

Yes

Mr. Dana Philip Dunne

Mr. DanaOpodo
Philip GmbH
Dunne

Sole
Opodo
Director
GmbH

Yes
Sole Director

Yes

Mr.eDreams
Dana Philip
Business
DunneTravel eDreams
Director
Business Travel
SL
SL

Yes Director

Yes

Liligo
General
Metasearch
Technologies
Manager SAS

Yes General
Manager

Yes

Mr. Dana Philip Dunne

Mr. David Elizaga Corrales Mr. David
Liligo
Elizaga
Metasearch
Corrales
Technologies SAS
Mr. David Elizaga Corrales Mr. David
ODIGEO
Elizaga
Hungary
Corrales
Kft

ODIGEO
Director
Hungary Kft

Yes Director

Yes

Mr. Dana Philip Dunne

Mr. Dana
Traveltising,
Philip Dunne
S,A

Yes Director

Yes

Mr. Dana Philip Dunne

Mr.
GEO
Dana
Travel
Philip
Pacific
Dunne
Pty Ltd GEO Travel
Director
Pacific Pty Ltd

Yes Director

Mr. Dana Philip Dunne

Mr. Dana
GoPhilip
Voyages
Dunne
SAS

Go
President
Voyages SAS

YesPresident

Yes C.1.11 Please detail, as C.1.11
the case
Please
maydetail,
be, the
as directors
the case of
may
your
be,company
the directors
who of
areyour company who are
members
directors
of of
theother
board
companies
of directors
listed
of other
on official
companies
securities
listed on official securities
Yes members of the board of

Mr. Dana Philip Dunne

Mr. Go
Dana
Voyages
Philip Dunne
Trade SAS

Go Voyages
President
Trade SAS

YesPresident

markets
group,
different
which from
have your
beengroup,
reported
which
to the
have
company:
been reported to the company:
Yes markets different from your

Mr. Dana Philip Dunne

Mr. DanaTravellink
Philip Dunne
AB

Travellink
Director AB

Yes Director

Yes

Mr. Dana Philip Dunne

Mr. Dana
Liligo
Philip
Metasearch
Dunne
Technologies SAS

Liligo
President
Metasearch
Technologies SAS

YesPresident

Yes

Mr. Dana Philip Dunne

Mr. Dana
Opodo
PhilipItalia
Dunne
Srl

Sole
Opodo
Director
Italia Srl

Yes
Sole Director

Yes

Mr. Dana Philip Dunne

Mr. DanaeDreams
Philip Dunne
Inc

eDreams
Director Inc

Yes Director

Yes

Mr. Dana Philip Dunne

Mr.Vacaciones
Dana PhilipeDreams,
Dunne SL Vacaciones
Director
eDreams, SL

Yes Director

Yes

Mr. Dana Philip Dunne

Mr. eDreams
Dana Philip
International
Dunne
Network, SL

Yes
Sole Director

Yes

Mr. Dana Philip Dunne

Mr. DanaeDreams
Philip Dunne
LLC

eDreams
Director, LLC
President

YesDirector,
President

Yes

Mr. Dana Philip Dunne

Mr. Dana
Viagens
PhilipeDreams
Dunne
Portugal - Agência de
Viagens LDA

Viagens
Director
eDreams
Portugal - Agência de
Viagens LDA

Yes Director

Yes Yes

Mr. DanaeDreams
Philip Dunne
Srl

Mr. Dana Philip Dunne

Mr. Dana
Tierrabella
Philip Dunne
Invest SL

Mr. Dana Philip Dunne

Mr. DanaEngrande
Philip Dunne
SL

Traveltising,
Director S,A

eDreams
Sole Director
International
Network, SL

Sole
eDreams
Director
Srl

Yes
Director, CEO,
Daily Manager

Yes Director

Mr. Dana Philip Dunne

Mr. Dana Philip Dunne

eDreams
Director,Odigeo
CEO, SA
Daily Manager

Executive
Duties Mr. David Elizaga Corrales Mr. David
Viagens
ElizagaeDreams
Corrales
Portugal - Agência de
Yes
Viagens LDA

eDreams
Director Inc

Yes
Sole Director

Name or corporate
name of the Director

Name
Corporate
or corporate
name of the
namelisted
of thecompany
Director

Lise Fauconnier

Lise
Linedata
Fauconnier
Services

Amanda Wills

Amanda
AirPartner
WillsPLC

Corporate name
Position
of the
listed company
Linedata
Board
Services
member

Board member

AirPartner
Board PLC
Member

Board Member

C.1.12 Please indicate C.1.12
and, as
Please
appropriate,
indicate explain,
and, as whether
appropriate,
the company
explain, whether
has
the company has
established rules on theestablished
number of boards
rules on
ofthe
which
number
its directors
of boards
may
of which
form part:
its directors may form part:
Yes

The Internal Rules of Procedure
The Internal
of the
Rules
Board
of Procedure
of Directors,
of articles
the Board
6.3of
and
Directors,
6.6 require
articles
that 6.3 and 6.6 require that
each
the
Director
Board of
shall
Directors
inform of
theany
Board
other
of boards
Directors
on of
which
any the
other
said
boards on which the said
Yes each Director shall inform
Director
and theholds
Director
a position,
shall ensure
and the
that
Director
he/sheshall
devotes
ensure
sufficient
that he/she
time devotes sufficient time
Yes Director holds a position,
and effort to perform his/her
and effort
dutiestoinperform
respecthis/her
of the Company
duties in efficiently.
respect of the Company efficiently.

Tierrabella
Director
Invest SL

Yes Director

Engrande
Director SL

Yes Director

Mr. David Elizaga Corrales Mr. David
eDreams
ElizagaOdigeo
Corrales
SA

eDreams
Director
Odigeo SA

Yes Director

Mr. David Elizaga Corrales Mr. David Elizaga
OpodoCorrales
Ltd

Director
Opodo Ltd

Yes Director

require
Boardthe
of approval
Directors.of the Board of Directors.
Yes require the approval of the

Mr. David Elizaga Corrales Mr. David Elizaga
OpodoCorrales
SL

Director
Opodo SL

Yes Director

Yes

Mr. David Elizaga Corrales Mr. David
eDreams
Elizaga
Business
Corrales
Travel eDreams
Director
Business Travel
SL
SL

Yes Director

Yes

Mr. David Elizaga Corrales Mr. DavidTraveltising,
Elizaga Corrales
S,A,

Yes Director

Traveltising,
Director S,A,

Position

Yes

Yes Side-line activities, suchSide-line
as Boardactivities,
of Directors
suchmandates
as Boardoutside
of Directors
the Company
mandates
and
outside
Group,the Company and Group,

The Board will take into
The consideration
Board will take
bestinto
practice
consideration
recommendations
best practice
of 2 recommendations
outside
of 2 outside
mandates for Executive Directors,
mandatesand
for Executive
3 to 4 outside
Directors,
mandates
and 3
for
toNon-Executive
4 outside mandates
Directors.
for Non-Executive Directors.

Mr. David Elizaga Corrales Mr. David
GEO Travel
Elizaga
Pacific
Corrales
Pty Ltd GEO Travel
Director
Pacific Pty Ltd

Yes Director

Yes The Chief Executive Officer
Thehas
Chief
a clause
Executive
thatOfficer
restricts
hashis
a clause
participation
that restricts
as a Non-Executive
his participation as a Non-Executive
Yes Director to one Board of Directors.
Director to one Board of Directors.

Mr. David Elizaga Corrales Mr. David Elizaga
Travellink
Corrales
AB

Yes Director

Yes

Travellink
Director AB

During FY19 none of our Directors
During FY19
exceeded
none ofthe
ouraforementioned
Directors exceeded
guidelines.
the aforementioned guidelines.
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C.1.13 Please indicate the
C.1.13
global
Please
remuneration
indicate the
of the
global
board
remuneration
of directors:
of the board of directors:
Remuneration of the boardRemuneration
of directors (thousands
of the board
of of directors (thousands of
3,382
euros)
euros)

C.1.15 Please indicate whether
C.1.15 Please
any amendment
indicate whether
to theany
board
amendment
regulationtohas
the occurred
board regulation has occurred
during the fiscal year: during the fiscal year:

3,382

Amount of global remuneration
Amount
referring
of global
to rights
remuneration referring to rights
accumulated
by the
directorsoffor pensions (thousands
of
accumulated by the directors
for pensions
(thousands
0
euros)
euros)

YES ☐

YES ☐

NO ☒

NO ☒

0

3,382 (thousands
Global remuneration of theGlobal
boardremuneration
of directors (thousands
of the board of directors
of euros)
of euros)

C.1.16 Please indicate the
C.1.16
selection,
Please indicate
appointment,
the selection,
re-election,
appointment,
evaluation re-election,
and removalevaluation and removal
procedures for directors.
procedures
Please detail
for directors.
the competent
Please bodies,
detail the
thecompetent
formalitiesbodies,
to be the formalities to be
followed and the criteria
followed
to be employed
and the criteria
in each one
to be
ofemployed
the procedures.
in each one of the procedures.

3,382

In accordance with theInprovisions
accordance
of with
the Articles
the provisions
of Association,
of the Articles
the Internal
of Association,
Rules of the Internal Rules of
Note: The figures reported
Note:
represent
The figures
the total
reported
cashrepresent
remuneration
the total
received
cashby
remuneration
the Board ofreceived by the Board of
Procedure of the Board of
Procedure
Directorsofand
thethe
Board
Luxembourg
of Directors
Law,
and
the
the
members
Luxembourg
of theLaw,
Board
theofmembers of the Board of
Directors during FY19 (1,839
Directors
thousands
during FY19
of euros)
(1,839and
thousands
the gross
of profit
euros)ofand
thethe
options
gross profit of the options
Directors shall be appointed
Directors
by theshall
Shareholders'
be appointed
Meeting:
by the Shareholders' Meeting:
exercised by the two Executive
exercised
Directors
by the two
(1,543
Executive
thousands
Directors
of euros)
(1,543
for thousands
the two executive
of euros) for the two executive
Directors. For more information
Directors.
seeFor
disclosure
more information
on the Annual
see disclosure
Remuneration
on the
report.
Annual Remuneration report.
Selection:
Selection:
C,1,14 Please identify the
C,1,14
members
Pleaseofidentify
senior management
the members who
of senior
are not,
management
in turn, executive
who are not, in turn, executive
The Remuneration and The
Nomination
Committee,
applying theCommittee,
Director Selection
is
Remuneration
and Nomination
applying Policy,
the Director
Selection Policy, is
directors, and indicate the
directors,
total remuneration
and indicate the
accruing
total remuneration
in their favouraccruing
during the
in their
fiscalfavour during the fiscal
responsible for: (i) evaluating
the skills,
and the
experience
necessary
in experience
the Board of
responsible
for: expertise
(i) evaluating
skills, expertise
and
necessary in the Board of
year:
year:
Directors to define, consequently,
thedefine,
functions
and abilities
in candidates
who
are in candidates who are
Directors to
consequently,
theneeded
functions
and abilities
needed
to fill each vacancy, andto
tofill
evaluate
the timeand
andto
dedication
in order
for them
to
each vacancy,
evaluate necessary
the time and
dedication
necessary
in order for them to
Name or corporate
Name or corporate
perform their duties; andperform
of (ii) totheir
safeguard
when
filling
new vacancies,
the
selection
duties; that,
and of
(ii) to
safeguard
that, when
filling
new vacancies, the selection
Position(s)
Position(s)
name
name
procedure does not suffer
from implicit
biases
thatfrom
might
hinderbiases
the selection
of female
procedure
does not
suffer
implicit
that might
hinder the selection of female
Directors and takes into account
company´s
andcompany´s
operationalstrategic
objectives.
Directorsthe
and
takes intostrategic
account the
and operational objectives.
Carsten Bernhard
Carsten
Chief Technology
Bernhard Officer Chief Technology Officer
Gerrit Goedkoop

Gerrit
Chief Operating
GoedkoopOfficer andChief
ChiefOperating
CustomerOfficer
Serviceand
Officer
Chief Customer Service Officer

Elena Koefman

Elena
Chief People
Koefman
Officer

Appointment

Appointment

Chief People Officer

Marcos Guerrero

Each Director shall be appointed
by a Shareholders’
Meeting
a term of three
(3) Financial
Each Director
shall be appointed
by afor
Shareholders’
Meeting
for a term of three (3) Financial
Christophe
Chief RetailDieterle
& Product Officer
Chief
(From
Retail
15& June
Product
2018
Officer
to 31 (From
March15
2019)
June 2018 to 31 March 2019)
Years of the Company, subject
tothe
possible
renewal,
by simple
majority
of thebyShareholders’
Years of
Company,
subject
to possible
renewal,
simple majority of the Shareholders’
present
such General
Meeting.at such General Meeting.
present
or represented
Marcos
Former Guerrero
Chief Retail & Product
Former
Officer
Chief
(From
Retail
1st&April
Product
2018Officer
to 15th June
(From
2018)
1st April 2018 to 15th June
2018)or represented at

Juanjo Durán

Juanjo
FormerDurán
Chief Marketing Officer
Former
(From
Chief
1stMarketing
April 2018Officer
to 19th December
(From 1st April
2018)
2018 to 19th December 2018)

Frederic Esclapez
Andreas Adrian

th
th
Frederic
Chief Marketing
EsclapezOfficer (From
Chief
19Marketing
December
Officer
2018 (From
to 31st 19
March
December
2019) 2018 to 31st March 2019)
Meeting deciding on, finalising
ordeciding
ratifyingon,
thefinalising
appointment
of suchthe
Director,
Similarly,
anDirector, Similarly, on an
Meeting
or ratifying
appointment
of on
such
annual basis and upon annual
verification
theupon
Remuneration
Committee,
the
basisbyand
verificationand
by Nomination
the Remuneration
and Nomination
Committee, the
Andreas
Chief Trading
Adrian
Officer
Chief Trading Officer

Quentin Bacholle

Quentin
Chief Vacation
Bacholle
Products Officer
Chief &
Vacation
CountryProducts
Director Officer
France & Country Director France

Guillaume Teissonniere

Guillaume
Group Legal
Teissonniere
Counsel

Group Legal Counsel

Daniel Francis

Daniel
Head ofFrancis
Internal Audit

Head of Internal Audit

Christophe Dieterle

th

st

th

st

The type of Director shall
betype
explained
by the
Board
Directors
the Shareholders'
The
of Director
shall
be of
explained
bybefore
the Board
of Directors before the Shareholders'

Board of Directors will confirm
or,Directors
if applicable,
review the
of eachreview
position.
Board of
will confirm
or, nature
if applicable,
the nature of each position.

The nomination and appointment
procedure
be as follows:
The nomination
and shall
appointment
procedure shall be as follows:


Total remuneration of senior
Total management
remuneration(in
of thousands
senior management
of euros):(in4,397
thousands of euros): 4,397
Note: The numbers reported
Note: The
for FY19
numbers
represent
reported
the for
totalFY19
remuneration
represent the
received
total by
remuneration
the
received by the
members of the CSM during
members
the fiscal
of the
year
CSM
(partial
duringorthe
fullfiscal
year)year
excluding
(partialthe
ortwo
full Executive
year) excluding the two Executive

Directors, plus the remuneration
Directors, plus
of the
theGroup
remuneration
Internal Audit
of theDirector
Group Internal
and Group
Audit
Legal
Director and Group Legal
Director, Cash remuneration
Director,
of 3,144
Cash thousands
remuneration
of euros
of 3,144
andthousands
gross profit
of of
euros
the and
options
gross profit of the options
exercised, 1,253 thousands
exercised,
of euros).
1,253 thousands of euros).

Executive Directors areExecutive
appointedDirectors
by the are
Shareholders’
Considered asMeeting. Considered as
appointed Meeting.
by the Shareholders’
Executive Directors are Executive
the CEO and
other Directors
who,
under
any
title, carry
Directors
are the CEO
and
other
Directors
who,out
under any title, carry out
management roles as officers
within the
Company
or inwithin
companies
under the
management
roles
as officers
the Company
or control
in companies under the control
thereof,
thereof,
Proprietary Directors
those who
have been
appointed
thebeen
Shareholders’
 are
Proprietary
Directors
are those
who by
have
appointed by the Shareholders’
Meeting upon the nomination
of aupon
specific
or,a as
otherwise,
definedor,
in the
Meeting
the Shareholder
nomination of
specific
Shareholder
as otherwise, defined in the
Spanish Corporate Governance
as may be amended
from
to time.
Spanishregulations,
Corporate Governance
regulations,
as time
may be
amended from time to time.
Those directors shall beThose
appointed
fromshall
among
put forward
by AXA LBOput forward by AXA LBO
directors
be candidates
appointed from
among candidates
and LuxGoal 3. Proprietary
lose thisDirectors
status as who
a consequence
of theas a consequence of the
andDirectors
LuxGoal 3.who
Proprietary
lose this status
sale of its stake holding
theybyrepresented
shall they
immediately
salebyofthe
its shareholder
stake holding
the shareholder
represented shall immediately
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will have theappointed
same powers
will have
as other
the Directors
same powers
appointed
as other
by Directors
the Shareholders’
appointed by the Shareholders’
resign. The Board of Directors
resign. The
shall
Board
appoint
of Directors
a new Independent
shall appointDirector
a new as
Independent
a
Director appointed
as a
replacement for this resigning
replacement
Director.
for The
this replacement
resigning Director.
Director
The
shall
replacement
be selected
Director shall be selected
Meeting.
Meeting.
and appointed by the Board
andof
appointed
Directors.by the Board of Directors.
Evaluation
Evaluation


Independent Directors
 Independent
shall be appointed
Directorsbyshall
the Shareholders’
be appointed Meeting,
by the Shareholders’
after
Meeting, after
mustBoard
undertake
an annual
overall and
of Directors
mustevaluation
undertaketoanassess
annualthe
evaluation
to assess the overall and
approval by the Boardapproval
of Directors,
by theupon
Board
proposal
of Directors,
of the upon
Remuneration
proposal and
of the Remuneration The
andBoard of Directors The
individual
performance individual
and effectiveness
of the
and its Committees,
performance
andBoard
effectiveness
of the Boardincluding
and its Committees, including
Nomination Committee. Nomination
The Chair of
Committee.
the BoardThe
of Chair
Directors
of the
shall
Board
be entitled
of Directors
to
shall be entitled
to
consideration of the balance
of skills,ofexperience,
and knowledge
of the and knowledge of the
consideration
the balanceindependence
of skills, experience,
independence
propose to the Remuneration
propose
andtoNomination
the Remuneration
Committee
andcandidates
Nominationfor
Committee
independent
candidates for independent
its diversity, including
gender,
how the
Board works
together
asBoard
a unit,works
and other
Company,
its diversity,
including
gender,
how the
together as a unit, and other
directorships provided directorships
that the Remuneration
provided that
and the
Nomination
Remuneration
Committee
and Nomination
may
Committee Company,
may
factors
and
shall adopt
appropriate
measures
the
factors effectiveness
relevant to the
Board's
effectiveness
and shall
adoptfor
appropriate
measures for the
concurrently, independently
concurrently,
search forindependently
and consider alternative
search for and
candidates
considerfor
alternative
such a candidates for such
a relevant to the Board's
position, in addition to position,
those proposed
in addition
by the
to those
Chair of
proposed
the Board
by the
of Directors.
Chair of the
To Board of Directors.
To
improvement
thereof. The
evaluation thereof.
process The
will evaluation
also take into
consideration
the Board
improvement
process
will also take
into consideration the Board
evaluate the aforementioned
evaluate
status
the aforementioned
of independence,status
the Board
of independence,
of Directors the
will Board of DirectorsSuccession
will
Plans.
Succession Plans.
follow the applicable law
follow
and the
current
applicable
corporate
lawgovernance
and currentrecommendations
corporate governance
and recommendations and
practices, as well as any practices,
other relevant
as well
criteria.
as any other relevant criteria.
The results of the evaluation
shall be
in theshall
minutes
of the meeting
or included
The results
of recorded
the evaluation
be recorded
in the minutes
of the meeting or included
therein as an attachment.
Anyasrecommendations
for improvement
arising
the
therein
an attachment. Any
recommendations
for from
improvement
arising from the
exercise will be
formalized
in an action
evaluation
exercise
will beplan.
formalized in an action plan.
 Other external Directors
 Other
are non-executive
external Directors
Directors
are non-executive
who, in conformity
Directors
withwho,
the in conformity withevaluation
the
provisions of this article,
provisions
cannot of
be this
considered
article, cannot
as beingbeeither
considered
proprietary
as being
or either proprietary or
Every three years, the Board
Directors
be assisted
in performing
evaluation
by
Everyofthree
years,shall
the Board
of Directors
shall bethe
assisted
in performing
the evaluation by
independent Directors. independent Directors.
an external consultant, an
theexternal
independence
of which
shall be verified
the shall
Remuneration
consultant,
the independence
of by
which
be verified by the Remuneration
and Nomination Committee.
and Nomination Committee.
Re-election
Re-election
A Director may be re-elected.
A Director may be re-elected.

C.1.17 Please explain toC.1.17
whatPlease
extentexplain
the annual
evaluation
of the
Board
has led to
to what
extent the
annual
evaluation
of the Board has led to
significant changes in its
internal changes
organization
on theorganization
procedures and
applicable
its
significant
in itsand
internal
on the to
procedures
applicable to its
activities:
activities:
Independent
Directors shall
be re-elected
to the extent
the aggregate time served
Independent Directors shall
only be re-elected
to theonly
extent
that the aggregate
time that
served
them (i.e.
taking
into account,
for the avoidance
doubt,
the by
sum of the time served by
by them (i.e. taking into by
account,
for the
avoidance
of doubt,
sum of theof
time
served
of the self-evaluation
Board of Directors,
Committees
and the
The annual
of theitsBoard
of Directors,
its CEO
Committees and the CEO
thefor
independent
Directors
foraseach
of his/her terms
as andoes
independent
Director) doesThe
not annual self-evaluation
the independent Directors
each of his/her
terms
an independent
Director)
not
performance, was performed
during the
quarter of
the fiscal
year
ended of
March
2019,year ended March 2019,
performance,
wasfirst
performed
during
the first
quarter
the fiscal
a period ofFinancial
twelve (12)
consecutive Financial Years.
exceed a period of twelveexceed
(12) consecutive
Years.
The results of this evaluation
wereofreviewed
by the Board
in the October
Board
The results
this evaluation
were reviewed
by the 2018
Board
in the October 2018 Board
meeting, and as a result
actions
improvewere
the taken
Board’sto efficiency
and Board’s efficiency and
meeting,
andwere
as ataken
resultto actions
improve the
Removal
Removal
effectiveness.
effectiveness.
A Director
may at
be any
removed
from
at any time
by theHowever,
Shareholders’ Meeting. However,
A Director may be removed
from office
time by
theoffice
Shareholders’
Meeting.
This self-evaluation of This
the Board
of Directors
did not
lead
significant
self-evaluation
of the
Board
of to
Directors
did changes
not lead in
to its
significant changes in its
the Board
of Directors
shall not
the removal
of any
independent
Director prior to
the Board of Directors shall
not propose
the removal
of propose
any independent
Director
prior
to
internal organization, orinternal
to the organization,
procedures applicable
its activities.
However,
some
or to the to
procedures
applicable
to its
activities. However, some
the
of theappointed,
term for which
he/she
where
the expiration of the term
forexpiration
which he/she
except
whereappointed,
good causeexcept
is found
by good cause is found by
measures were definedmeasures
in order were
to improve
effectiveness
(agenda,
defineditsin efficiency
order to and
improve
its efficiency
and effectiveness (agenda,
the Board
if any, upon aof
prior
ofNomination
the Remuneration and Nomination
the Board and, if any, upon
a priorand,
recommendation
the recommendation
Remuneration and
timeliness of delivery of timeliness
support documentation,
and training
on specific key
of delivery of support
documentation,
andtopics).
training on specific key topics).
Committee.
Committee.
Please describe the evaluation
processthe
undergone
by process
the Board
of Directors
andBoard
the of Directors and the
Please describe
evaluation
undergone
by the
Director
shall report
and, ifinapplicable,
also resign
those
instances where the credit
Any Director shall reportAny
and,
if applicable,
also resign
those instances
whereinthe
credit
areas assessed, with the
assistance
of an
external
consultant,
as external
regards the
diversityas
ofregards the diversity of
areas
assessed,
with
the assistance
of an
consultant,
and reputation
the Company
damaged
due to his or her behaviour.
and reputation of the Company
might beofdamaged
due tomight
his orbe
her
behaviour.
its composition and competencies,
operation
and composition
of its
its composition
and competencies,
operation
andcommittees,
composition of its committees,
of the Chair
of the Board
of Directors
andBoard
of theofchief
executive
performance
of the
Chair of the
Directors
and of the chief executive of the
Directors
give
up their
place
before
their
tenure
the
Directors who voluntarily
give up who
theirvoluntarily
place before
their
tenure
expires
shall
explain
theexpires shall explainperformance
company and the performance
and
contribution
of eachand
director.
company
and
the performance
contribution of each director.
reasons to the Board of Directors,
reasons to the Board of Directors,
The annual self-evaluation
the Board
of Directors,ofwas
during the
first
quarter during the first quarter
Theofannual
self-evaluation
the performed
Board of Directors,
was
performed
In the
event that
a Director
appointed
in theceases
Shareholders’
Meeting ceases to be a Director
In the event that a Director
appointed
in the
Shareholders’
Meeting
to be a Director
the fiscal year ended
2019year
andended
was performed
questionnaire.
of March
the fiscal
March 2019internally
and wasvia
performed
internally via questionnaire.
for anyDirectors
reason, the
Directors
may fill the
vacancy; awill
Director so appointedofwill
for any reason, the remaining
mayremaining
fill the vacancy;
a Director
so appointed
advisors were not
engaged.
External
advisors were not engaged.
office onlyofuntil
of the
next Shareholder´s
Meeting unlessExternal
the
hold office only until hold
the conclusion
the the
nextconclusion
Shareholder´s
Meeting
unless the
appointment
is confirmed
by the
Shareholders
at the Directors
Shareholders’
appointment is confirmed
by the Shareholders
at the
Shareholders’
Meeting.
so Meeting. Directors so
The process is designed The
to assess
theisoverall
andtoindividual
performance
effectiveness
process
designed
assess the
overall andand
individual
performance and effectiveness
of the Board and its Committees.
It takes
consideration
the balance
of skills, experience,
of the Board
and into
its Committees.
It takes
into consideration
the balance of skills, experience,
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independence and knowledge
independence
of the Company,
and knowledge
its diversity,
of theincluding
Company,
gender,
its diversity,
how the
including
Board gender, how the Board
The results and conclusions
The results
reached,
and including
conclusions
the reached,
recommendations,
including the
haverecommendations,
been
have been
works together as a unit,works
and other
together
factors
as a
relevant
unit, and
toother
the Board's
factorseffectiveness.
relevant to the Board's effectiveness.
incorporated into the document
incorporated
analysing
into the
thedocument
performance
analysing
assessment
the performance
of the Board
assessment
of
of the Board of
Directors and its Committees,
Directors
corresponding
and its Committees,
with the financial
corresponding
year ended
with the
in March
financial
2019,
year ended in March 2019,
The areas of evaluation included:
The areas of evaluation included:
which was approved by the
which
Board
wasofapproved
Directors.by the Board of Directors.


Board's Overall Role andBoard's
Responsibilities:
Overall Role and Responsibilities:
It is a single report that Itcontains
is a single
the report
report that
of the
contains
assessment
the report
of theofstructure,
the assessment
size and
of the structure, size and

Whether the Boardof Directors
Whetherhas
theaddressed
Board of Directors
the appropriate
has addressed
issues the appropriate issues
assessment of the Board,
assessment
the annualofreport
the Board,
on thethe
assessment
annual report
of the
onfunctioning
the assessment
of theof the functioning of the
to duly fulfil its aims, and
to duly
in particular:
fulfil its aims,
(i) have
and
clear
in particular:
responsibilities
(i) have clear responsibilities
and authority ; (ii) understand
and authority
the organization's
; (ii) understand
mission
the organization's
and its
mission and
its and its delegatedBoard
Board
Committees,
and its the
delegated
performance
Committees,
of the the
functions
performance
of the Chairman,
of the functions of the Chairman,
products / programs; (iii)
products
strategy;
/ programs;
(iv) Board(iii)
Plans
strategy;
(v) significant
(iv) Board Plans (v) significant
CEO, and the complianceCEO,
withand
the the
Board
compliance
policies. with the Board policies.
transactions and fundraising.
transactions and fundraising.



Generally, and in light of
Generally,
the responses
and inreceived
light of the
fromresponses
directors received
as a result
from
of directors
the self- as a result of the selfBoard’s Relationship
 withBoard’s
Executive
Relationship
Directors with Executive Directors
assessments and activity
assessments
reports elaborated
and activity
by each
reports
of the
elaborated
Committees,
by each
the of
Board
the Committees,
of
the Board of

Whether the Boardof Directors
Whetherinthe
relation
Boardwith
of Directors
its Executive
in relation
Directors:
with its Executive Directors:
favourably assesses
Director
thefavourably
quality andassesses
efficiency
the
of quality
the functioning
and efficiency
of theof
Board
the functioning
of
of the Board of
(i) have good two-way(i)communication;
have good two-way
(ii) policies
communication;
providing good
(ii) policies providing Director
good
directions on business and
directions
(iii) and
on are
business
evaluated
and (iii)
primarily
and are
onevaluated
the
primarily onDirectors
the
and its Committees
Directors
during
and
the
itsyear.
Committees during the year.
accomplishment of the organization’s
accomplishment
strategic
of the goals.
organization’s strategic goals.



C.1.18 Provide a breakdown,
C.1.18as
Provide
applicable,
a breakdown,
of the business
as applicable,
relationships
of the business
between the
relationships between the
Board's Formal Structures

Board's
and Operating
Formal Structures
Processesand Operating Processes
consultant or any company
consultant
of its group
or any
and
company
the company
of its group
or anyand
other
thegroup
company
company.
or any other group company.

Whether the Board Committees
Whether (i)
theare
Board
those
Committees
that should
(i)reasonably
are those that should reasonably
exist taking into accountexist
the characteristics
taking into account
of thethe
group;
characteristics
(ii) and have
of the group; (ii) and have
N/A
N/A
clear responsibilities andclear
authority.
responsibilities and authority.





C.1.19 State the circumstances
C.1.19 State
under
the
which
circumstances
the resignation
underofwhich
directors
the resignation
is mandatory:
of directors is mandatory:
Composition of the BoardComposition
and Development
of the Board
of Board
andMembers
Development of Board Members

Whether the Board Structure
Whether
is: (i)
thesufficient
Board Structure
taking into
is: (i)
account
sufficient
the taking into accountAccording
the
to the ArticlesAccording
of Association,
to thearticles
Articles10.9
of Association,
and 10.10, a articles
Director10.9
mayand
be removed
10.10, a Director may be removed
number of members of
number
each category;
of members
(ii) of
Board
eachmembers
category;have
(ii) Board members from
have office at any time from
by the
office
Shareholders’
at any time
Meeting.
by the However,
Shareholders’
the Board
Meeting.
of Directors
However, the Board of Directors
necessary skills, stakeholders
necessary
andskills,
diversity;
stakeholders
(iii) the Company
and diversity;
has a(iii) the Company has
a not propose the removal
shall
shall not
of propose
any independent
the removal
Director
of any
prior
independent
to the expiration
Directorofprior
the to the expiration of the
clear recruitment strategy,
clearselection
recruitment
policy
strategy,
and procedures
selection and
policy
(iv)and procedures andterm
(iv) for which he/her was
term
appointed,
for whichexcept
he/herwhere
was appointed,
good causeexcept
is found
where
by the
good
Board
cause
and,
is found by the Board and,
Board Members receive training
Board Members
on key trade
receive
related
training
subjects.
on key trade related subjects.
if any, upon a prior recommendation
if any, upon aofprior
the Remuneration
recommendation
andof
Nomination
the Remuneration
Committee.
and Any
Nomination Committee. Any
Director shall report and,Director
if applicable,
shall report
also resign
and, ifinapplicable,
those instances
also resign
whereinthe
those
credit
instances
and
where the credit and
Board Meetings

Board Meetings
reputation of the Company
reputation
might beof
damaged
the Company
due tomight
his/her
be behaviour.
damaged due to his/her behaviour.

Whether the Boardof Directors
Whetherand
theBoard
BoardCommittees
of Directors have
and Board
met with
Committees have met with
the appropriate frequency,
the information
appropriate has
frequency,
been received
information
sufficiently
has been received sufficiently
C.1.20 Are reinforced majorities,
C.1.20 Areother
reinforced
than those
majorities,
provided
other
by than
law, required
those provided
in any type
by law, required in any type
in advance, and matters
in advance,
have been
and debated
matters with
have reasonable
been debated with reasonable
of decision?
of decision?
dedication.
dedication.

YES ☐




YES ☐

NO ☒

NO ☒

Performance of Individual

Performance
Board Members
of Individual Board Members
As appropriate, please describe
As appropriate,
the differences.
please describe
Explanation
the differences.
of differences:
Explanation
NA
of differences: NA

Whether the Board Members
Whether
are fully
the Board
capable
Members
of performing
are fully
their
capable
rolesof performing their roles
and responsibilities.
and responsibilities.
C.1.21 Please explain whether
C.1.21 Please
specific
explain
requisites
whether
exist,specific
other than
requisites
those exist,
relating
other
to than those relating to
directors, to be appointed
directors,
Chair of
to be
theappointed
board of directors,
Chair of the board of directors,
Feedback to the Chair
 of Feedback
the Board to the Chair of the Board


Whether the Chair of the
Whether
Board the
has Chair
carried
of out
the his
Board
responsibilities
has carried out his responsibilities
adequately.
adequately.

YES ☐

YES ☐

NO ☒

NO ☒

Explanation of requisites
Explanation of requisites
Every three years, the Board
Everyofthree
Directors
years,
shall
the be
Board
assisted
of Directors
in performing
shall bethe
assisted
evaluation
in performing
by
the evaluation by
an external consultant, the
an external
independence
consultant,
of which
the shall
independence
be verified
ofby
which
the Remuneration
shall be verified by the Remuneration
Not applicable
Not applicable
and Nomination Committee.
and Nomination Committee.
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C.1.22 Indicate whether C.1.22
the Articles
Indicate
ofwhether
Association
the or
Articles
the Board
of Association
Regulations
or set
theany
Board
ageRegulations set anyInage
case the Chair is anInexecutive
case thedirector,
Chair is please
an executive
detail director,
the number
please
of meetings
detail theheld
number of meetings held
limit for Directors:
limit for Directors:
where any executive director
where any
wasexecutive
present nor
director
represented
was present
and chaired
nor represented
by the lead
and chaired by the lead
independent director. independent director.
YES ☐
YES ☐
NO ☒
NO ☒
N/A
N/A
C.1.23 Please indicate C.1.23
whether
Please
the bylaws
indicate or
whether
board regulation
the bylawsestablish
or boarda regulation
limited
establish a limited
Please indicate the number
Please
of indicate
meetingsthe
thenumber
variousofboard
meetings
committees
the various
haveboard
held during
committees have held during
mandate for independent
mandate
directors,
for other
independent
than as directors,
established
other
by the
than
regulations:
as established by the regulations:
the fiscal year:
the fiscal year:

YES ☐

YES ☐

NO ☒

NO ☒

Number of meetings of theNumber
audit committee
of meetings of the audit committee
5

5

C.1.24 Please indicateC.1.24
whether
Please
the bylaws
indicate or
whether
the board
the bylaws
of directors
or theregulation
board of directors regulation
nominations
of meetings
and of the nominations and
7
7
establish specific rules establish
for delegating
specific
voting
rules
tofor
thedelegating
board of directors,
voting to the
the board
way of
ofdoing
directors, the way of doing Number of meetings of theNumber
so and, in particular, the
so and,
maximum
in particular,
number of
the
delegations
maximum anumber
director
ofmay
delegations
have, as awell
director may have, as well remuneration committee remuneration committee
as whether the obligation
as whether
to delegate
the obligation
to a director
to delegate
of the same
to a director
type has
of the
been same type has been
established. As appropriate,
established.
please detail
As appropriate,
such rulesplease
briefly.detail such rules briefly.
C.1.26 Please indicate the
C.1.26
number
Pleaseofindicate
meetings
theheld
number
by the
of meetings
Board of Directors
held by the
during
Board of Directors during
Voting by proxy is regulated
Voting in
by the
proxy
Articles
is regulated
of Association
in the Articles
and theofInternal
Association
Rules and
of the Internal Rules
theoffiscal year attended
thebyfiscal
all ofyear
its members.
attended byInall
theofcomputation,
its members.please
In theconsider
computation, please consider
Procedure of the Board of
Procedure
Directors.of the Board of Directors.
attendance by proxies attendance
given with specific
by proxies
instructions:
given with specific instructions:
A Director may, pursuant
A Director
to articlemay,
13.3 pursuant
of the Articles
to article
of Association,
13.3 of the Articles
appoint of
anyAssociation,
other
appoint any other
Director (but not anyDirector
other person)
(but nottoany
act other
as his
person)
representative
to act as
(a his
"Director's
representative (a "Director's
Representative") at a Board
Representative")
Meeting to attend,
at a Board
deliberate,
Meeting
vote
toand
attend,
perform
deliberate,
all his vote
functions
and perform all his functions
on his behalf at that Board
on his
Meeting.
behalfAat
Director
that Board
can act
Meeting.
as representative
A Director can
foract
more
as representative
than one
for more than one
other Director at a Board
otherMeeting
Director provided
at a Board
that Meeting
(withoutprovided
prejudicethat
to any
(without
quorum
prejudice to any quorum
requirements) at least a requirements)
simple majority
atof
least
the a
total
simple
number
majority
of Directors
of the total
of the
number
Company
of Directors
at
of the Company at
the time are physically present
the timeatare
a Board
physically
Meeting
present
held at
in person
a Boardor
Meeting
participate
held in
in person
person in
or participate in person in
a Board Meeting. In any a
case,
Board
Directors'
Meeting.
absences
In any case,
shallDirectors'
be limited
absences
to unavoidable
shall becases
limited
and
to unavoidable cases and
when there is no choicewhen
but to
there
grant
is no
a proxy
choicetobut
a Director's
to grant aRepresentative,
proxy to a Director's
it shall Representative,
be
it shall be
granted with instructions.
granted with instructions.

Number of meetings with the
Number
physical
of meetings
attendance
with
ofthe
at physical attendance
8
of at
least 80% of directors
least 80% of directors
% of in situ attendance in terms
% of inofsitu
theattendance
total votes in terms of the total
100%votes
during the year
during the year

8
100%

Number of meetings with the
Number
physical
of meetings
attendance,
withorthe physical attendance,
8
or
proxies of
with
instructions, of all directors
proxies with specific instructions,
allspecific
directors

8

% of attendance vs. total votes
% of attendance
during the fiscal
vs. total
yearvotes during the
100%
fiscal year

100%

C.1.27
whether
Please
the indicate
individual
whether
and consolidated
the individual
annual
and financial
consolidated annual financial
Pursuant to article 7.10Pursuant
of the Internal
to article
Rules
7.10ofofProcedure
the Internal
of the
Rules
Board
of Procedure
of Directors,
of the
a Board of Directors,
a Please indicateC.1.27
statements presented statements
to the board
presented
for approval
to the
are previously
board for approval
certified:are previously certified:
Director or his Director'sDirector
Representative
or his Director's
may validly
Representative
participate inmay
a Board
validly
Meeting
participate
through
in a Board Meeting through
the medium of video-conferencing
the medium equipment
of video-conferencing
or telecommunication
equipment means,
or telecommunication
except for
means, except for
YES ☐
YES ☐
NO ☒
NO ☒
those meetings where the
those
Board
meetings
of Directors
wheremust
the Board
resolve
of on
Directors
either the
must
convening
resolve on
of either
the the convening of the
General Shareholders Meeting,
General the
Shareholders
approval of
Meeting,
the annual
the approval
accountsoforthe
approval
annualofaccounts
the
or approval of the
annual budget, in which case
annual
Directors
budget,must
in which
attend
case
the
Directors
meetingmust
in person.
attend the meeting in person.
Please identify, as appropriate,
the person(s)
certifyingthe
theperson(s)
individualcertifying
and consolidated
Please identify,
as appropriate,
the individual and consolidated
annual financial statements
of financial
the company,
for drawing
by the board:
annual
statements
of theup
company,
for drawing up by the board:
C.1.25 Please indicate C.1.25
the number
Please meetings
indicate the
the number
Board ofmeetings
Directors the
hasBoard
held during
of Directors has held during
the fiscal year. Furthermore,
the fiscal
please
year.point
Furthermore,
out, as appropriate,
please point
theout,
times
asthe
appropriate,
board hasthe times the board has
C.1.28
any, the
mechanisms
by the Board
of Directors
to Board of Directors to
Please
explain, ifestablished
any, the mechanisms
established
by the
met without the attendance
met without
of itsthe
Chair.
attendance
Please consider
of its Chair.
in the
Please
computation
considerofin the computation
of Please explain, ifC.1.28
avoid that the individual
and that
consolidated
financial
drawn
up by
the board drawn up by the board
avoid
the individual
and statements
consolidated
financial
statements
attendances proxies given
attendances
with specific
proxies
instructions.
given with specific instructions.
are presented at the general
meeting with
exceptions
in the auditors’
report. in the auditors’ report.
are presented
at the
general meeting
with exceptions
Number of board meetingsNumber of board meetings

8

Number of board meetingsNumber
not attended
of board
by the
meetings not attended by the
0
chairman
chairman

8
0

The Audit Committee is the
Thebody
Auditentrusted
Committee
with
is the
addressing
body entrusted
these matters,
with addressing
in such a these
manner
matters, in such a manner
that prior to forwardingthat
the financial
prior to forwarding
statementsthe
to the
financial
Boardstatements
of Directors
tofor
thedrawing
Board of
upDirectors for drawing up
and subsequent submission
and subsequent
to the General
submission
Shareholders’
to theMeeting,
General the
Shareholders’
prior resolution
Meeting,
of the prior resolution of
said Committee is required.
said Committee is required.
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According to the Audit Committee
According Terms
to the Audit
of Reference,
Committee
Article
Terms
6 and
of Reference,
7, the Committee
Article shall
6 and 7, the Committee shall
have the following responsibilities
have the following
in relation
responsibilities
to the preparation
in relation
of economic
to the preparation
and financial
of economic and financial
information:
information:




Evaluate the results of each
Evaluate
external
the audit
results
asof
well
each
asexternal
the management
audit as well
team’s
as the management team’s
responses to the recommendations
responses to
made
the recommendations
therein.
made therein.
Oversee the integrity
 of the
Oversee
financial
the integrity
information
of the
that
financial
the ODIGEO
information
Group must
that the ODIGEO Group must
make public due to its status
makeaspublic
a listed
duecompany.
to its status as a listed company.
Review significant accounting

Review
and
significant
reportingaccounting
issues, including
and reporting
complexissues,
or unusual
including complex or unusual
transactions and highly judgmental
transactions
areas,
and highly
and recent
judgmental
professional
areas, and
and regulatory
recent professional and regulatory
pronouncements, and understand
pronouncements,
their impact
and understand
on the financial
theirstatements.
impact on the financial statements.



The Company reports
 a change
The Company
of auditor
reports
to the
a change
CNMV as
of aauditor
significant
to the
event,
CNMV as a significant event,
accompanied by a statement
accompanied
of any disagreements
by a statement
with
of any
the disagreements
outgoing auditor
with the outgoing auditor
and the reasons for the same.
and the reasons for the same.



The Audit Committee
 ensures
The Audit
thatCommittee
the company
ensures
and the
thatauditor
the company
adhere and
to the auditor adhere to
current regulations on the
current
provision
regulations
of non-audit
on theservices,
provisionthe
of limits
non-audit
on the
services, the limits on the
concentration of the auditor’s
concentration
businessofand,
the in
auditor’s
general,business
all otherand,
regulations
in general, all other regulations
established to safeguardestablished
the independence
to safeguard
of the the
auditors.
independence of the auditors.



In the event of resignation
 In theofevent
the external
of resignation
auditor,ofthe
theAudit
external
Committee
auditor, the Audit Committee
investigates the circumstances
investigates
that may
the circumstances
have given rise that
thereto.
may have given rise thereto.

responsible
Audit Committee
for making
is responsible
a proposal to
forthe
making
Boarda of
proposal
Directors,
to the
for Board of Directors, for
The external auditors have
Theraised
external
no exceptions
auditors have
in the
raised
years
nothat
exceptions
eDreams
inODIGEO
the years
has
that eDreams ODIGEO has The Audit Committee is The
submission to the General
submission
Shareholders’
to the Meeting,
General Shareholders’
in relation to the
Meeting,
appointment
in relation
of the
to the appointment of the
presented financial statements
presented
as afinancial
listed company.
statements as a listed company.
external auditors, and asexternal
the caseauditors,
may be, their
and as
revocation
the case may
or non-renewal.
be, their revocation or non-renewal.
C.1.29 Does the secretary
C.1.29
of the
Does
board
theholds
secretary
the status
of theof
board
director?
holds the status of director?
As per the proposal of the
AsBoard
per the
ofproposal
Directorsofand
thefollowing
Board of the
Directors
positive
and
endorsement
following the
ofpositive
the
endorsement of the
th
Audit Committee, the Company’s
Audit Committee,
General the
Shareholders’
Company’s Meeting
General held
Shareholders’
on 20 July
Meeting
2016 held on 20th July 2016
YES ☐
YES ☐
NO ☒
NO ☒
appointed Ernst & Young,
appointed
SL as theErnst
Company’s
& Young,
Auditors
SL as the
in order
Company’s
to perform
Auditors
the audit
in order
of the
to perform the audit of the
individual and consolidated
individual
annualand
accounts
consolidated
of the Company
annual accounts
and its Group
of theof
Company
companies
andfor
its Group of companies for
a term
ending
of three
31st March
fiscal2019.
years ending 31st March 2019.
If the secretary
is not a
member
of the Board,
please complete
the following table: a term of three fiscal years
If the secretary is not a member
of the Board,
please
complete
the following
table:
Name or corporate name of
Name
the or corporate name
Representative
of the
secretary
secretary
Guillaume Teissonniere

Guillaume Teissonniere

N/a

Representative
N/a

In accordance with the In
current
accordance
legislation
with inthe
force,
current
the legislation
Audit Committee
in force,
has
the
received
Audit Committee
the
has received the
written confirmation of written
the auditors
confirmation
Ernst & of
Young,
the auditors
SL of itsErnst
independence
& Young, SL
vis-à-vis
of its independence
the
vis-à-vis the
Company and its Group of
Company
companies.
and its Group of companies.

During fiscal year 2019 the
During
auditor
fiscal
hasyear
not2019
informed
the auditor
the Audit
hasCommittee
not informed
of any
the issues
Audit Committee
that
of any issues that
may jeopardize their independence.
may jeopardize their independence.
C.1.30 Please indicate, if
C.1.30
any, Please
the mechanisms
indicate, ifestablished
any, the mechanisms
by the company
established
to preserve
by the company to preserve
the independence of thethe
external
independence
auditors,
ofthe
thefinancial
externalanalysts,
auditors,investment
the financial
banks
analysts,
and investment banksInand
addition, the auditor In
has
addition,
ensuredthe
that,
auditor
pursuant
has ensured
to its internal
that, pursuant
procedures,
to its
it has
internal
not procedures, it has not
rating agencies.
rating agencies.
identified circumstancesidentified
that, individually
circumstances
or collectively,
that, individually
could pose
or a
collectively,
significant could
threatpose
to a significant threat to
their independence and therefore
their independence
could assume
and causes
therefore
of incompatibility.
could assume causes of incompatibility.
It is the task of the Audit
It is
Committee
the task to
of liaise
the Audit
with Committee
the external
to auditors
liaise with
in the
order
external
to receive
auditors in order to receive
information on matters information
which may place
on matters
the independence
which may place
of the
the
latter
independence
at risk and
ofany
the latter at risk andThere
any are no special There
conditions
are norelating
special toconditions
relationships
relating
with to
financial
relationships
analysts,with financial analysts,
other matters related to
other
the matters
auditingrelated
process,
to as
thewell
auditing
as such
process,
other as
communications
well as such other communications
investment banks and rating
investment
agencies
banksand
andthese
ratingentities
agencies
operate
and these
fully independently
entities operate fully independently
provided by auditing laws
provided
and theby
technical
auditingrules
lawsofand
auditing.
the technical rules of auditing.
of the Company. The of
information
the Company.
disclosed
The
byinformation
the Company
disclosed
complies
bywith
the Company
the principles
complies with the principles
of transparency and fairness;
of transparency
the information
and fairness;
is true, the
clear,
information
quantifiedisand
true,
complete
clear, quantified
and
and complete and
According to the InternalAccording
Rules of Procedure
to the Internal
of the
Rules
Board
of of
Procedure
Directors,
ofarticle
the Board
10.3.2
of one
Directors,
of
article 10.3.2 one
of
contains
no subjective assessments
contains no that
subjective
are or assessments
may be misleading.
that are or may be misleading.
the key responsibilities the
of the
key Audit
responsibilities
Committeeofisthe
to liaise
Audit with
Committee
external
is to
auditors
liaise with external auditors with
regards to:
regards to:
C.1.31 Please indicate whether
C.1.31 Please
during
indicate
the fiscal
whether
year the
during
Company
the fiscal
has year
changed
the Company has changed
external auditor. As appropriate,
external auditor.
please identify
As appropriate,
the incoming
please
and
identify
outgoing
theauditor:
incoming and outgoing auditor:
a) To receive regular information
a) To receive
from
regular
the external
information
auditor
from
on the external
audit plan
auditor
and on the audit plan and
the results of the implementation
the results thereof,
of the implementation
and check that thereof,
senior management
and check that senior management
YES ☐
YES ☐
NO ☒
NO ☒
takes its recommendations
takes
intoitsaccount.
recommendations into account.
b) To monitor the independence
b) To monitor
of the the
external
independence
auditor, to
ofwhich
the external
end: auditor, to which end:

In the event of disagreements
In the event
with the
of disagreements
outgoing auditor,
with
please
the outgoing
explain the
auditor,
contents
please explain the contents
thereof:
thereof:
N/A

N/A
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C.1.32 Please indicate whether
C.1.32 Please
the audit
indicate
firm performs
whether the
other
audit
works
firmfor
performs
the company
other works
and/orfor the company C.1.35
and/orPlease indicate C.1.35
and, as
Please
appropriate,
indicate detail,
and, aswhether
appropriate,
a procedure
detail, whether
exists fora procedure exists for
its group other than itsauditing
group and,
other inthan
such auditing
case, please
and, declare
in suchthe
case,
amount
please
of declare
fees
the amount of
directors
fees to be able todirectors
have thetonecessary
be able toinformation
have the necessary
to prepareinformation
meetings oftothe
prepare meetings of the
received for said worksreceived
and the for
percentage
said works
it entails
and theofpercentage
the fees billed
it entails
to the
of the
company
fees billed to the company
management bodies with
management
sufficient time:
bodies with sufficient time:
and/or its group:
and/or its group:
YES ☒
YES ☒
NO ☐
NO ☐
YES ☒
YES ☒
NO ☐
NO ☐

Company
Amount of other works other
Amount of other works other
than auditing411
(thousands of
than auditing (thousands of
euros)
euros)

GroupCompany
67

411

Amount of works other than
Amount of works other than
auditing / Total amount auditing / Total
amount
79.2%
17.8% 79.2%
billed by the audit firm (in %)
billed by the audit firm (in %)

Total Group
478

Total

67

478

53.5% 17.8%

53.5%

According to the InternalAccording
Rules of Procedure
of theRules
Board
Directors,ofarticle
7.2, 7.4
and 7.5, article 7.2, 7.4 and 7.5,
to the Internal
ofof
Procedure
the Board
of Directors,
any Director shall haveany
access
to the
corporate
files and
anycorporate
other information
Director
shall
have access
to the
files and of
anythe
other information of the
Company. Each memberCompany.
of the Board
Directors
as a rule
receive ten
(10)asBusiness
Eachofmember
ofshall
the Board
of Directors
shall
a rule receive ten (10) Business
Days (with "Business Days"
defined in
Article
14.12.1
of the Articles
of Association,
Daysbeing,
(withas
"Business
Days"
being,
as defined
in Article
14.12.1 of the Articles of Association,
days on which banks are
generally
open
for business
in Luxembourg,
Madrid, in
Barcelona,
days
on which
banks
are generally
open for business
Luxembourg, Madrid, Barcelona,
Bilbao and Valencia) prior
to any
the Board
Directors
all documents
and
Bilbao
and meeting
Valencia)ofprior
to any of
meeting
of the
Board of Directors
all documents and
transaction papers (if available)
be discussed
duringtothe
of during
the Board
transactiontopapers
(if available)
be meeting
discussed
the of
meeting of the Board of
Directors,
Directors,

The Directors shall be convened
to each
meeting
of the Board
of meeting
Directorsofbythe
notice,
The Directors
shall
be convened
to each
BoardExcept
of Directors by notice, Except
the convening
notice or
the prior consent
inshall
casesbeofspecified
urgency in
which
shall be specified
inwith
the convening
notice or with the prior consent
Note: Non audit-fees atNote:
the Company
Non audit-fees
are linked
at the
to the
Company
refinancing
are linked
services
to the
provided
refinancing services provided in cases of urgency which
of the directors, at leastof
a (10)
ten Business
Daysaprior
written
noticeDays
of Board
Directors
the directors,
at least
(10) ten
Business
prior of
written
notice of Board of Directors
by Ernst and Young, during
by the
Ernst
Fiscal
and Year
Young,
2019.
during the Fiscal Year 2019.
meetings shall be given, meetings
unless applicable
provides
shall be law
given,
unless otherwise.
applicable law provides otherwise.
C.1.33 Please indicate C.1.33
whether
Please
the indicate
auditors’whether
report on
thethe
auditors’
annual report
financial
on the annual financial
held
without
prior
notice,
if (in
accordance
with article
13.2 of the with article 13.2 of the
meeting
may
be duly
held
without
prior notice,
if (in accordance
statements of the previous
statements
fiscal year
of the
presents
previousreservations
fiscal year presents
or exceptions.
reservations
As
or exceptions. As A meeting may be duly A
the Directors
have waived
relevant
convening
Articles
of Association)
all thethe
Directors
have
waived requirements
the relevant convening requirements
appropriate, please indicate
appropriate,
the reasons
please
given
indicate
by the
the
Chair
reasons
of the
given
auditbycommittee
the Chair of the audit committee Articles of Association) all
and formalities either in
writing
or, at either
the relevant
Board
in person
or by
a
and
formalities
in writing
or, Meeting,
at the relevant
Board
Meeting,
in person or by a
to explain the contents to
and
explain
scope the
of such
contents
reservations
and scope
or of
exceptions.
such reservations or exceptions.
Director’s Representative,
Director’s Representative,
YES ☐
YES ☐
NO ☒
NO ☒
The annual Board Evaluation
performed
viaEvaluation
questionnaire
for thisvia
fiscal
year had a for
dedicated
The annual
Board
performed
questionnaire
this fiscal year had a dedicated
section referring to the Directors
rating ofto
the
quality
of information
received
timeliness received and timeliness
section referring
the
Directors
rating of the
qualityand
of information
of receipt of this information
in order
to prepare
for meetings.
of receipt
of this
information
in order to prepare for meetings.
Explanation of reasons:Explanation
N/A
of reasons: N/A
as Please
appropriate
detail,
the company
established
C.1.36
indicate
and,whether
as appropriate
detail, has
whether
the company has established
C.1.34 Please indicate the
number
of indicate
fiscal years
the present
audityears
firm has
been
C.1.34
Please
the number
of fiscal
the present
audit firm has been C.1.36 Please indicate and,
report
and,directors
as the case
may be,and,
resign,
in those
cases
rulestothat
require
to report
as the
case may
be,that
resign, in those cases that
performing the audit ofperforming
the annual the
financial
offinancial
the company
and/or of
itsthe company and/or its rules that require directors
audit statements
of the annual
statements
ofcredit
the company:
mayreputation
damage the
and reputation of the company:
group uninterruptedly. group
Furthermore,
please indicate
the percentage
representing
uninterruptedly.
Furthermore,
please indicate
the percentage representing may damage the credit and
the number of fiscal years
present
firm
the
total number
of of the total number of
the audited
numberby
of the
fiscal
years audit
audited
byof
the
present
audit firm
YES ☒
YES ☒
NO ☐
NO ☐
fiscal years in which thefiscal
annual
financial
statements
have
been audited:
years
in which
the annual
financial
statements have been audited:
Company
Number of uninterrupted fiscal
Number
years
of uninterrupted fiscal years 3
Number of fiscal years audited
Number
by the
of fiscal
present
years
audit
audited by the present audit
firm / Number of fiscal years
firmthe
/ Number
company
ofhas
fiscal
been
years the company
42% has been
audited (in %)
audited (in %)

Group Company

Group

3

3

3

42%

42%

42%

Note: Considered only the
Note:
number
Considered
of years
only
that
theeDreams
number ODIGEO
of yearshas
that
been
eDreams
audited.
ODIGEO has been audited.
Subsidiaries have been audited
Subsidiaries
for 11 years.
have been audited for 11 years.

As stated in the Articles As
of stated
Association
in the10.10,
Articles
a Director
of Association
shall report
10.10,and,
a Director
if applicable,
shall report
also and, if applicable, also
resign in those instancesresign
whereinthe
those
credit
instances
and reputation
where the
of the
credit
Company
and reputation
might beofdamaged
the Company might be damaged
due to their behaviour. due to their behaviour.
C.1.37 Please indicate whether
C.1.37 Please
any member
indicateof
whether
the board
anyof
member
directors
of has
the board
informed
of directors
the
has informed the
company that it has been
company
indictedthat
or aitruling
has been
opening
indicted
an oral
or atrial
ruling
hasopening
been handed
an oraldown
trial has been handed down
against it, for any of against
the criminal
it, foroffenses
any of the
indicated
criminal
in offenses
article 213indicated
of the Capital
in article 213 of the Capital
Corporations Act (Ley de
Corporations
Sociedades Act
de Capital):
(Ley de Sociedades de Capital):

YES ☐

YES ☐

NO ☒

NO ☒
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Name of director

NameCriminal
of director
Cause

N/a

N/a
N/a

Criminal Cause
Observations

N/a

N/a

Observations

o

N/a

Please indicate whetherPlease
the board
indicate
of directors
whetherhas
the analyzed
board of directors
the case, has
If the
analyzed
response
the
is case, If the response is
affirmative please explain
affirmative
in a reasoned
pleasemanner
explainthe
in adecision
reasoned
made
manner
on whether
the decision
or notmade
it on whether or not it
is appropriate for the director
is appropriate
to continue
for the
in his
director
or hertoposition
continue
or,inas
histhe
or her
caseposition
may be,or, as the case may be,
state the actions performed
state the
by the
actions
board
performed
of directors
by the
untilboard
the date
of directors
of this report
until the
or date of this report or
which it is planning on carrying
which itout.
is planning on carrying out.
o
YES ☐
YES ☐
NO ☒
NO ☒
Decision made/ action
performed

Decision made/ action
Reasoned explanation
performed

Reasoned explanation

Exclusivity: CSM may
o not
Exclusivity:
hold any CSM
directmay
or indirect
not holdinterest
any direct
in any
or indirect
other interest in any other
business or activity which
business
may represent
or activity
a conflict
which may
of interests
represent
in arelation
conflicttoof interests in relation to
the Company’s obligations
theand
Company’s
liabilitiesobligations
or in relation
andto
liabilities
its activity
or in
and
relation
that to its activity and that
of eDreams ODIGEO.
of eDreams ODIGEO.


The Board will  take
The into
Boardconsideration
will take best
into practice
consideration best practice
recommendations of 2 outside
mandates for
recommendations
of Executive
2 outside Directors,
mandates and
for Executive Directors, and
3 to 4 outside mandates 3for
Directors.
toNon-Executive
4 outside mandates
for Non-Executive Directors.



The Chief Executive Officer
a clause
that Officer
restricts
hisaparticipation
 Thehas
Chief
Executive
has
clause that restricts his participation
as a Non-Executive Director
one Board of Directors.
as ato
Non-Executive
Director to one Board of Directors.

Confidentiality ando Return
of Documents:
There is
rigorous duty
of is a rigorous duty of
Confidentiality
and Return
of aDocuments:
There
confidentiality both during
the term of the
contracts
andterm
after
confidentiality
both
during the
ofthe
therelationship
contracts and after the relationship
has terminated. In addition,
upon termination
of their
relationship
with
has terminated.
In addition,
upon
termination
of the
their relationship with the
Company, CSM must return
to the Company
documents
and items
in documents
their
Company,
CSM mustany
return
to the Company
any
and items in their
possession relating to the
activities carried
thereby.
possession
relatingout
to the
activities carried out thereby.

o

Non-competition: The
with CSM The
in allcontracts
cases establish
a duty
to establish a duty not to
o contracts
Non-competition:
with CSM
in allnot
cases
compete with respect tocompete
companies
activities
that are similar
in nature
withand
respect
to companies
and activities
that are similar in nature
during the term of their relationship
withof
the
Company.
during the term
their
relationship with the Company.

C.1.38 Please detail theC.1.38
significant
Please
agreements
detail the significant
entered into
agreements
by the company
entered
and
into
which
by the company and whicho
enter into force, whether
enter
amended
into force,
or terminated
whether amended
in case of
or change
terminated
of control
in caseofofthe
change of control of the
company as a consequence
company
of a public
as a consequence
tender offer,of
and
a public
its effects.
tender offer, and its effects.

Industrial Property:oTheIndustrial
contractsProperty:
with CSM The
contain
a clause
toCSM
prevent
the a clause to prevent the
contracts
with
contain
Management from usingManagement
any work produced
by him
any produced
of the Company´s
from using
anyorwork
by him or any of the Company´s
copyright, experiences, copyright,
confidential
information,
design right,
registereddesign right, registered
experiences,
confidential
information,
trademark, patents, applications
forpatents,
any of applications
the intellectual
rights.
trademark,
for property
any of the
intellectual property rights.
For the CEO, this obligation
remains
effective
after remains
the termination
the the termination of the
For the
CEO, this
obligation
effectiveofafter
contract and will not be affected
end for
any the
reason.
contract should
and willthe
notcontract
be affected
should
contract end for any reason.

N/a

None,

N/a

N/a

N/a

None,

C.1.39 Please identify in
C.1.39
an aggregate
Please identify
manner
in an
andaggregate
indicate inmanner
detail the
andagreements
indicate in detail the agreements
between
the
company
between
and the
its
administrative
company and and
its management
administrative
positions
and management
or
positions oro
employees that have indemnities,
employees guarantee
that have indemnities,
clauses or golden
guarantee
parachutes,
clauses when
or golden
theyparachutes, when they
resign or are dismissedresign
wrongfully
or areor
dismissed
if the contractual
wrongfully relationship
or if the contractual
terminates
relationship
on
terminates on
the occasion of a public the
tender
occasion
offer or
of other
a public
type
tender
of transaction.
offer or other type of transaction.
Number of beneficiaries:Number
9
of beneficiaries: 9
Type of beneficiary: Executive
Type ofDirectors
beneficiary:
(2 members)
Executive and
Directors
members
(2 members)
of the CSM
and members of the CSM
“CEO Staff Members (7 members)”.
“CEO Staff Members (7 members)”.
They have the following They
significant
have the
standard
following
clauses:
significant standard clauses:
o

Indefinite Duration:oTheIndefinite
contracts Duration:
with CSM The
of the
contracts
Company
with
areCSM
of indefinite
of the Company are of indefinite
duration. For the Chief
duration.
Executive
For Officer
the Chief
a financial
Executivecompensation
Officer a financial
is
compensation is
contemplated therein contemplated
in the event therein
of termination
in the event
of the ofcontractual
termination of the contractual
relationship with the Company,
relationship
provided
withthat
the such
Company,
termination
provided
does
thatnot
such
occur
termination does not occur
exclusively due to the decision
exclusively
of the
due
Executive
to the decision
Directoroftothe
withdraw
Executive
or Director
as a
to withdraw or as a
result of a breach of theirresult
duties.
of a breach of their duties.

Non-hiring: for a specific
period afterfor
thea termination
date
of the
o Non-hiring:
specific period
after
theemployment
termination date of the employment
contract CSM will not recruit
or participate
in the
recruitment
(for him/her
or
contract
CSM will not
recruit
or participate
in the recruitment
(for him/her or
for the entity which he/she
or inhe/she
which represents
he/she performs
his he/she performs his
for therepresents
entity which
or in which
activities) of employees activities)
who, at theofdate
of termination
their
or in of their contract or in
employees
who, atof
the
datecontract
of termination
the preceding six to twelve
months, form
or have
formed
part
of or
thehave formed part of the
the preceding
six topart
twelve
months,
form
part
Company’s workforce or Company’s
that of any workforce
eDreams ODIGEO
or that Group.
of any eDreams ODIGEO Group.

o

Non-solicitation: The
with CSMThe
in all
cases establish
to
o contracts
Non-solicitation:
contracts
with CSMainduty
all cases
establish a duty to
prevent them engaging prevent
in activities
with
existing
of the
them
engaging
in customer/suppliers
activities with existing
customer/suppliers of the
Company for a determined
period of
Company
fortime.
a determined period of time.

o

Applicable Legal Provisions:
The contracts
with CSMThe
arecontracts
governedwith
by the
o Applicable
Legal Provisions:
CSM are governed by the
legal provisions applicable
in each
case. applicable in each case.
legal
provisions

o

Compliance with the
Corporate
CSM
have
o Company’s
Compliance
with theGovernance
Company’s System:
Corporate
Governance
System: CSM have
the duty to strictly observe
thetorules
andobserve
provisions
the
the duty
strictly
the contained
rules and inprovisions
contained in the
Company’s Corporate Governance
System,
to the
extent applicable
Company’s
Corporate
Governance
System, thereto.
to the extent applicable thereto.

CSM members have a three-month
notice
period
clause in their
contracts.
CSM members
have
a three-month
notice
period clause in their contracts.
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In addition,
Dana
Dunne,
CEO of the
Company,
is eligible
In addition, Dana Philip Dunne,
CEO of
the Philip
Company,
is eligible
for an
indemnity
(in casefor an indemnity (in case
of unfair
dismissal)toseverance
equivalent
to 30 days’
remuneration per year of
of unfair dismissal) severance
equivalent
30 days’ fixed
remuneration
per fixed
year of
a minimumrising
amount
of the
Eur500,000
rising
up toofthe
service (with a minimumservice
amount(with
of Eur500,000
up to
equivalent
amount
a equivalent amount of a
of 24 monthly salary payments)
maximum of 24 monthlymaximum
salary payments)

0.00
% of executive directors % of executive directors

0.00

33.33
% of proprietary directors% of proprietary directors

33.33

66.67
% of independent directors
66.67
% of independent directors
With the
regards
to the
plan
thethe
CEO
and the specific
CFO have
the following
specific clause in
With regards to the LTI plan
CEO and
theLTI
CFO
have
following
clause
in
case of
a “change
of control
”should the
present
shareholders
case of a “change of control
”should
the present
shareholders
lose
control
directly or lose control directly or
0.00
% of other external directors
0.00
% of other external directors
indirectly
a material
as a result
of anyits
transaction
by ODIGEO, its shareholders
indirectly (in a material sense)
as a(in
result
of any sense)
transaction
by ODIGEO,
shareholders
or athe
Group
in relation
third party
of Control”):
or the Group in relation to
third
party
(“Changetoofa Control”):
(i)(“Change
the non-vested
Rights(i) the non-vested Rights
have to
been
allocated to vest
him upon
will automatically
vest upon the date of the
that have been already that
allocated
himalready
will automatically
the date of the
Change
of Control,
andthat
(ii) the
Potential
Rightsallotted
that have
beenby
already allotted to him, by
Change of Control, and (ii)
the Potential
Rights
have
been already
to him,
the functions
of the
describe
the procedures and organization
Explain the functions ofExplain
the committee;
describe
thecommittee;
procedures
and organization
of anletter,
individual
invitation
letter,
be converted
means of an individualmeans
invitation
will be
converted
intowill
Rights
and will into Rights and will
rules
andas
itsthe
functioning,
as well asof
the
main
performance of the year.
rules and its functioning,
as well
main performance
the
year.
uponofthe
date of the Change of Control”.
automatically vest upon automatically
the date of thevest
Change
Control”.

Please
whether
these
contracts
haveapproved
been reported
Please indicate whether
theseindicate
contracts
have been
reported
and/or
by and/or approved by
theor
bodies
of the company or its group:
the bodies of the company
its group:
General Board
MeetingDirectors

Board
Directors
Body authorizing the clauses
Body authorizing the clauses

General
Meeting

Yes

No

Yes

No

YES

NO

YES

NO

Is the general
meeting informed of the clauses?
Is the general meeting informed
of the clauses?
X

X

Brief Description:

Brief Description:

COMPOSITION:

COMPOSITION:

The
Committee
shall three
be composed
of at least
three
(3) members
initially comprised of
The Audit Committee shall
beAudit
composed
of at least
(3) members
initially
comprised
of
(i) onefor
(1) appointment
Director nominated
for appointment
the
Board
of Directors
by the Luxgoal 3
(i) one (1) Director nominated
to the Board
of Directorstoby
the
Luxgoal
3
Ardian
thetwo
case
be and (ii)
two (2) The
independent Directors. The
Group or Ardian Group, Group
as theorcase
mayGroup,
be andas(ii)
(2)may
independent
Directors.
members of
thebe
Audit
Committee Directors.
shall be non-executive
Directors.
members of the Audit Committee
shall
non-executive
The Chair of the
Audit The Chair of the Audit
Committee
be its
selected
fromand
among
and shall be an independent
Committee shall be selected
from shall
among
members
shall its
be members
an independent
The
membersand,
of the
Audit Committee
and,
particularly,
its Chair shall be appointed
Director. The members ofDirector.
the Audit
Committee
particularly,
its Chair
shall
be appointed
into account
theirand
background
knowledge
and experience
in accounting, auditing and
taking into account theirtaking
background
knowledge
experience
in accounting,
auditing and
risk management matters.
risk management matters.
DUTIES

According
to the Articles
Association
12.6 and
12.7, Rules
the Company
Internal Rules of
According to the Articles
of Association
12.6 andof12.7,
the Company
Internal
of
Procedure
the Board
10.2
to 10.6, and
the of
Audit Committee Terms of
Procedure of the Board of
Directors,ofarticles
10.2oftoDirectors,
10.6, and articles
the Audit
Committee
Terms
the roleis:
of the Audit Committee is:
Reference, the role of theReference,
Audit Committee

C.2Committees
Board of Directors Committees
C.2 Board of Directors
C.2.1 Pleaseofdetail
all committees
of their
the board
of directors,
C.2.1 Please detail all committees
the board
of directors,
members
and the their members and the
proportion
of proprietary
andforming
independent
proportion of proprietary
and independent
directors
them:directors forming them:
AUDIT COMMITTEE
Name

Name
Position

AUDIT COMMITTEE
Position
Type

DUTIES

Type

Robert Apsey Gray

Robert
Chair Apsey Gray

Chair
Independent
Director

Independent Director

Benoît Vauchy

Benoît
Vauchy
Member

Member Director
Proprietary

Proprietary Director

Philip Clay Wolf

Philip
Clay Wolf
Member

Member Director
Independent

Independent Director

 With
respect to Internal Audit:
 With respect to Internal
Audit:
a)

a) Ensure
the independence
andAudit
efficacy
of the Internal Audit function.
Ensure the independence
and efficacy
of the Internal
function.

b)

Approve
regarding
the appointment
and
Approve decisions b)
regarding
the decisions
appointment
and removal
of the Head
of removal of the Head of
Internal Audit.
Internal Audit.

c)

c)Audit
Approve
Internal Audit annual plan.
Approve the Internal
annualthe
plan.

d)

d) ODIGEO
Supervise
and monitor
Group´sensuring
Internal that
Audit activity, ensuring that
Supervise and monitor
Group´s
InternalODIGEO
Audit activity,
is primarily
thatGroup,
are relevant
it is primarily focused onitrisks
that arefocused
relevantontorisks
ODIGEO
as welltoasODIGEO Group, as well as
receive
periodicperformed
reports ofby
allInternal
activities
performed by Internal Audit.
receive periodic reports of
all activities
Audit.

e)

Ensure Management
that Senior Executive
takes
Ensure that Seniore) Executive
takes intoManagement
consideration
the into consideration the
conclusionscontained
and recommendations
contained
in Internal Audit Management
conclusions and recommendations
in Internal Audit
Management
reports.
reports.
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f)

Ensure the Internalf)Audit
Ensure
Area has
the sufficient
Internal Audit
resources
Area has
andsufficient
has adequately
resources and has adequately 
qualified staff to carry out
qualified
its duties
staff
efficiently.
to carry out its duties efficiently.

g)

Approve the Internal
g) Audit
Approve
Charter
the Internal
and anyAudit
subsequent
Charter amendments
and any subsequent amendments
thereto.
thereto.

b)

c)

Consider the effectiveness
a) Consider
of the
theCompany’s
effectiveness
internal
of the
control
Company’s
and risk
internal control and risk
management systems, management
including information
systems, including
technologyinformation
security and
technology security and
controls, to ensure the main
controls,
risksto
are
ensure
identified
the main
and analyzed
risks are and
identified
that they
and analyzed and that they
are adequately communicated
are adequately
to whoever
communicated
the Committee
to whoever
may consider
the Committee may consider
appropriate.
appropriate.
Review with Management
b) Review
the Company’s
with Management
major financial
the Company’s
risk exposures
major financial
and
risk exposures and
the steps Managementthehas
steps
taken
Management
to monitor has
and taken
control
to such
monitor
risk and control such risk 
exposures, including the
exposures,
Group Risk
including
Assessment,
the Group
and Risk
internal
Assessment,
controls and internal controls
status reports. Verify that
statusSenior
reports.
Management
Verify thattakes
Senior
intoManagement
account thetakes into account the
findings and recommendations
findingsraised
and recommendations
in the Internal Audit
raised
reports.
in the Internal Audit reports.
To establish and c)supervise
To establish
a mechanism
and supervise
wherebya staff
mechanism
can report,
whereby staff can report,
confidentially and, if appropriate,
confidentiallyanonymously,
and, if appropriate,
potentially
anonymously,
significant potentially significant
irregularities within the irregularities
company thatwithin
they detect,
the company
in particular
that they
financial
detect,
orin particular financial or
accounting irregularities.accounting irregularities.


With respect to the external
With auditor:
respect to the external auditor:

to preparation
With respect
of economic
to preparation
and financial
of economic
information:

and

financial

a)

Oversee the integrity
a) of Oversee
the financial
the integrity
information
of the
that
financial
the ODIGEO
information
Group must
that the ODIGEO Group must
make public due to its status
makeaspublic
a listed
duecompany.
to its status as a listed company.

b)

Review significant b)accounting
Review and
significant
reporting
accounting
issues, including
and reporting
complex
issues,
or including complex or
unusual transactions andunusual
highly judgmental
transactions
areas,
and highly
and recent
judgmental
professional
areas, and
and recent professional and
regulatory pronouncements,
regulatory
and understand
pronouncements,
their impact
and understand
on the financial
their impact on the financial
statements.
statements.

c)

Evaluate any proposal
c)
Evaluate
made by
anysenior
proposal
officers
maderegarding
by senior
changes
officers
in regarding changes in
accounting practices. accounting practices.

With respect to Internal

With
Control
respect
and Risk
to Internal
Management:
Control and Risk Management:
a)



With respect
information:

With respect to compliance

Withwith
respect
the to
legal
compliance
provisions
with
andthe
internal
legal provisions and internal
rules:
rules:
To examine compliance with:
To examine
the Internal
compliance
Regulations
with: the
for Internal
Conduct Regulations
in the Securities
for Conduct in the Securities
Market, with Internal Rules
Market,
of Procedure
with Internal
and, Rules
in general,
of Procedure
with the and,
rulesinare
general,
of good
with the rules are of good
corporate governance ofcorporate
the company
governance
and make
of the
anycompany
appropriate
and proposals
make any for
appropriate proposals for
improvement.
improvement.
With respect to Business

With
Conduct:
respect to Business Conduct:
Review the procedures established
Review the by
procedures
Management
established
for the by
receipt,
Management
retentionfor
and
the receipt, retention and
treatment of complaintstreatment
received by
of the
complaints
Company
received
regarding
by the
accounting,
Companyinternal
regarding accounting, internal
accounting controls or audit
accounting
matters,
controls
and theorconfidential,
audit matters,
anonymous
and the confidential,
submission anonymous submission
by employees of concerns
byregarding
employees
questionable
of concernsaccounting
regarding questionable
or auditing matters.
accounting or auditing matters.

a)

To receive regular a)
information
To receive
from
regular
the external
information
auditor
from
on the
the external
audit plan
auditor on the audit plan
and the results of theand
implementation
the results of
thereof,
the implementation
and check that
thereof,
Senior and check that Senior
Management takes its recommendations
Management takes
into
itsaccount.
recommendations into account.

b)

Provide guidance and
b) make
Provide
recommendations
guidance and make
to therecommendations
Board of Directorstofor
the Board of Directors for
ACTIVITIES CARRIED OUTACTIVITIES
DURING FISCAL
CARRIED
YEAR
OUT
ENDED
DURING
31STFISCAL
MARCHYEAR
2019ENDED 31ST MARCH 2019
the appointment, compensation,
the appointment,
retentioncompensation,
and oversight of,
retention
and consider
and oversight
the
of, and consider the
independence of the external
independence
auditors of
of the
the ODIGEO
externalGroup.
auditors of the ODIGEO Group.
The Audit Committee informs
The Audit
the Committee
Board of Directors
informs the
about
Board
its activities
of Directors
in the
about
Board
its activities in the Board
meetings usually held meetings
immediately
usually
afterheld
eachimmediately
Audit Committee
after each
meeting.
AuditAllCommittee
related meeting. All related
Monitor the independence
c)
Monitor
of thethe
External
independence
Auditor,ofensuring
the External
adherence
Auditor,
to ensuring adherence to
documentation is made available
documentation
to the Directors,
is made available
throughto
the
the
Directors
Directors,
portal.
through the Directors portal.
current regulations on the
current
provision
regulations
of non-audit
on theservices,
provisionthe
of limits
non-audit
on the
services, the limits on the
concentration of the auditor´s
concentration
businessofand,
the in
auditor´s
general,business
all otherand,
regulations
in general, all other regulations
The main activities carried
The
out
main
by the
activities
Committee
carried
during
out by
fiscal
the year
Committee
2019 were:
during fiscal year 2019 were:
established to safeguard
established
the independence
to safeguard
of the
theauditors.
independence
Monitor
of the
the auditors. Monitor the
independence of the external
independence
auditor, should
of the external
the Company
auditor,
report
should
a change
the Company report a change
of auditor to the CNMV as
ofaauditor
significant
to the
event,
CNMV
accompanied
as a significant
by aevent,
statement
accompanied
of
by a statement ofIn relation to Internal Audit:
In relation to Internal Audit:
any disagreements with any
the outgoing
disagreements
auditorwith
andthe
theoutgoing
reasons for
auditor
the same.
and the reasons for the same.

Approval of the Internal

Audit
Approval
Planof
for
the
fiscal
Internal
yearAudit
2019.Plan for fiscal year 2019.

c)

d)

In the event of resignation
d) In the
of event
the external
of resignation
auditor,ofthe
theAudit
external
Committee
auditor, the Audit Committee 
investigates the circumstances
investigates
that may
the circumstances
have given rise that
thereto.
may have given rise thereto.

e)

On a regular basis meet
e) directly
On a regular
with the
basis
external
meet directly
auditors.
with the external auditors.

Analysis of the budgets,

Analysis
meansofand
the resources
budgets, means
of the and
Internal
resources
Audit of the Internal Audit
department.
department.

In relation to Internal Control
In relation
and Risk
to Internal
Management:
Control and Risk Management:


Review of the Group RiskReview
Assessment.
of the Group Risk Assessment.
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Review of the quarterly

Review
internal
of control
the quarterly
status internal
reports prepared
control status
by thereports prepared by the
Internal Audit department,
Internal
detailing
Audit
thedepartment,
status of alldetailing
internal the
control
status
issues,
of all internal control issues,
recommendations raised,recommendations
and corporate governance
raised, and
and
corporate
compliance
governance
issues. and compliance issues.
Review of the main
 recommendations
Review of the main
arising
recommendations
from the Internal
arising
Auditfrom the Internal Audit
reviews carried out during
reviews
fiscal year
carried
2019.
out during fiscal year 2019.
Review of the risk updates
Review
on Cybersecurity,
of the risk updates
Information
on Cybersecurity,
Security andInformation
Tax
Security and Tax
Contingencies.
Contingencies.



Analysis of the recommendations

Analysis of the
of the
recommendations
Code for Goodof Corporate
the Code for Good Corporate
Governance of Listed Companies
Governance
affecting
of Listed
the Companies
Audit Committee.
affecting the Audit Committee.



Review of the company’s

Review
Annualof
Corporate
the company’s
Governance
AnnualReport
Corporate
for the
Governance
fiscal
Report for the fiscal
year 2018.
year 2018.



Review other Corporate

Review
Documents
other
such
Corporate
as Corporate
Documents
Socialsuch
Responsibility
as Corporate Social Responsibility
Statement.
Statement.



Preparation and presentation

Preparation
to the Board
and presentation
of the Annual
to Report
the Board
on the
of the
Audit
Annual Report on the Audit
Committee activities for the
Committee
financialactivities
year ended
for the
31 March
financial
2018.
year ended 31 March 2018.

In relation to the External
In relation
Auditors:to the External Auditors:


Analysis of the Auditor

Independence
Analysis of the
Report
Auditor
issued
Independence
by the external
Reportauditor
issued by the external auditor
EY Auditores, S.L. for fiscal
EYyear
Auditores,
2018. S.L. for fiscal year 2018.



Review of the implementation

Reviewof
ofthe
theGroup
implementation
ComplianceofProgram
the Group
launched
Compliance Program launched
by Internal Audit in coordination
by Internal
with
Audit
the Legal
in coordination
and the HRwith
Department.
the Legal and the HR Department.



Analysis of the report
 onAnalysis
the management
of the report
recommendations
on the management
and quality
recommendations
of
and quality of
overall control and reporting
overall
environment
control andissued
reporting
by the
environment
external auditor
issuedEY
by the external auditor EY
Auditores, S.L. for fiscal year
Auditores,
2018. S.L. for fiscal year 2018.



Update on the online
 Compliance
Update ontraining
the online
completion
Compliance
(keytraining
areas ofcompletion
training, (key areas of training,
related Group Policies and
related
% of completion).
Group Policies and % of completion).



Review of the update
 provided
Review by
of General
the update
Counsel,
provided
of the
by major
General
legislative
Counsel, of the major legislative
developments impactingdevelopments
the Company (GDPR,
impacting
PTDthe
andCompany
PSD2). (GDPR, PTD and PSD2).



Review of tax contingencies

Review
which
of tax
exist
contingencies
at the levelwhich
of eDreams
exist atODIGEO,
the level of eDreams ODIGEO,
Presentation given by Group
Presentation
Tax Officer.
given by Group Tax Officer.




Review of the External

Audit
Review
Plan
of the
for the
External
fiscalAudit
year Plan
2019 for
prepared
the fiscal
by EY
year 2019 prepared by EY
Auditores, S.L.
Auditores, S.L.
Review of auditor's
 opinion
Review
on of
limited
auditor's
review
opinion
performed
on limited
during
review
FY18 performed
in
during FY18 in
which EY Auditores, S.L.
which
provide
EY Auditores,
audit assurance
S.L. provide
on specific
audit assurance
finance
on specific finance
procedures.
procedures.



Review of auditor’spresentation
Review of
onauditor’s
potentialpresentation
IFRS impactsonfor
potential
FY 2019.IFRS impacts for FY 2019.



Implementation of formal
Implementation
process to of
review
formal
andprocess
approveto Non
review
Audit
and approve Non Audit
Services (as per EU NASServices
regulation)
(as per
andEU
approval
NAS regulation)
of delegation
and by
approval
Audit of delegation by Audit
Committee to AC Chairman
Committee
for amounts
to AC up
Chairman
to 35%for
of amounts
average statutory
up to 35% of average statutory
audit fees for the last 3 years).
audit fees for the last 3 years).

Regarding Business Conduct:
Regarding Business Conduct:


Periodic update on issues
Periodic
relating
update
to the
onBusiness
issues relating
Code oftoConduct
the Business
and Code of Conduct and
Compliance Committee. Compliance Committee.

Other Activities:

Other Activities:


None

None
Approval of the EYAuditores
Approval
S.L. of
engagement
the EY Auditores
to perform
S.L. engagement
audit reviewto
forperform audit review for
ATOL licenses purposes. ATOL licenses purposes.
Identify any director forming
Identifypart
anyofdirector
the Audit
forming
Committee
part ofhaving
the Audit
beenCommittee
appointed having been appointed
based on his/her knowledge
basedoronexperience
his/her knowledge
in the areas
or experience
of accounting
in the
or auditing,
areas of or
accounting or auditing, or
both; and indicate the both;
number
andofindicate
years the
theChair
number
of this
of years
committee
the Chair
has of
been
thisincommittee has been in
office:
office:
In relation to economic and
In relation
financial
to information:
economic and financial information:








Review of the individual

Review
and consolidated
of the individual
financial
andstatements
consolidated
forfinancial
fiscal statements for fiscal
year 2018, and of the annual
year 2018,
audit report
and of prepared
the annual
byaudit
the external
report prepared
auditor, by the external auditor,
Ernst & Young, prior to being
Ernstsent
& Young,
to theprior
Board
toof
being
Directors.
sent to the Board of Directors.

Names of the directors
with experience

Robert Apsey Gray
Names of the directors
Philip Clay Wolf
with experience
Benoit Vauchy

Robert Apsey Gray
Philip Clay Wolf
Benoit Vauchy

Review of financial information
Review of
forfinancial
investors
information
and the market
for investors
supervisory
and the market supervisory
bodies (Luxembourg Commission
bodies (Luxembourg
de Surveillance
Commission
du Secteur
de Surveillance
Financier du Secteur Financier
(CSSF) and to the Spanish(CSSF)
National
andStock
to theMarket
Spanish
Commission
National Stock
(CNMV)).
Market Commission (CNMV)).

Date of appointment
of the chairman

Date of appointment
04/ April/2014
of the chairman

04/ April/2014

Review of Investor Presentations,

Review ofreforecasts,
Investor Presentations,
guidance, and
reforecasts,
press releases:
guidance, and press releases:
Integrity and coherence of
Integrity
FFSS, and
andthe
coherence
communication
of FFSS,strategy.
and the communication strategy.

Regarding compliance Regarding
with the compliance
legal provisions
with and
the legal
internal
provisions
rules, and
and internal rules, and
corporate governance: corporate governance:


Analysis of the status
 and
Analysis
compliance
of thewith
status
Company
and compliance
corporatewith
policies.
Company corporate policies.
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NOMINATIONS AND REMUNERATION COMMITTEE
NOMINATIONS AND REMUNERATION COMMITTEE
Name

Amanda Wills

Name
Position
Amanda Wills

Chair

Position
Chair Type

Independent Director

Independent Director

Philip Clay Wolf

Philip Clay Wolf
Member

Member
Independent Director

Independent Director

Lise Fauconnier

Lise Fauconnier
Member

Member
Proprietary Director

Proprietary Director

% of executive directors
0.00
% of executive directors
% of proprietary directors
33.33
% of proprietary directors
% of independent directors
66.66
% of independent directors
% of other external directors
0.00
% of other external directors

c)

Type

d)

0.00

e)

33.33
66.66



c)
Be responsible for establishing the selection criteria, relating to selecting,
Be responsible for establishing
relating
to for
selecting,
appointingthe
and selection
setting thecriteria,
terms of
reference
any remuneration consultants
appointing and setting the
terms
of
reference
for
any
remuneration
consultants
who advise the Committee;
who advise the Committee;
d) Approve the design of, and determine targets for, any performance-related pay
Approve the design of, and
determine
targets
for,Company
any performance-related
pay annual payments made
schemes
operated
by the
and approve the total
schemes operated by theunder
Company
approve the total annual payments made
such and
schemes;
under such schemes;
e) Review the design of all share incentive plans for approval, where required, by the
Review the design of all share
plans for approval, where required, by the
Boardincentive
and/or shareholders.
Board and/or shareholders.

With respect to Nominations
With respect to Nominations

0.00

The Committee shall:

The Committee shall:

a) Regularly review the structure, size and composition (including the skills,
and composition
(including
the skills,
experience,size
independence,
knowledge,
and diversity,
including gender) of the
Explain the functions of the committee; describe the procedures and a) Regularly review the structure,
experience,
independence,
knowledge,
and
diversity,
including
gender)
of
the
Explain the functions of the committee; describe the procedures and
Board and make recommendations to the Board with regard to any changes that
organization rules and its functioning, as well as the main performance Board and make recommendations
the Board with regard to any changes that
are deemedto
necessary.
organization rulesof
and
its
functioning,
as
well
as
the
main
performance
the year.
are deemed necessary.
of the year.
b) Keep under review the leadership needs of the organisation, both executive and
b)
Keep
under
review
the
leadership
needs
of the
organisation,
executive ability
and of the organisation to
Brief Description:
non-executive,
with
a view
to ensuringboth
the continued
Brief Description:
non-executive, with a view
to ensuring
the continued
ability of the organisation to
compete
effectively
in the marketplace.
compete effectively in the marketplace.
COMPOSITION:
COMPOSITION:
 With respect to Appointments to the Board
The Remuneration and Nomination Committee shall be composed of at least three (3)
 With respect to Appointments to the Board
The Remuneration and members
Nomination
Committee
shallofbe
of atnominated
least three
initially
comprised
(i) composed
one (1) Director
for(3)
appointment to the Board
The Committee shall assess the qualifications, background knowledge and experience
members initially comprised
of (i) one
Director
appointment
to (ii)
thetwo
Board
of Directors
by(1)
the
Luxgoalnominated
3 Group orfor
Ardian
Group and
(2) Independent Directors.
The
Committee
shall
assess
the to
qualifications,
background
knowledge
and experience
of Directors by the Luxgoal
Group or of
Ardian
Group and (ii) and
two Nomination
(2) Independent
Directors.
necessary
sit on the Board
of Directors,
defining, accordingly,
the duties and qualifications
The3members
the Remuneration
Committee
shall all be Non-Executive
necessary
to
sit
on
the
Board
of
Directors,
defining,
accordingly,
the
duties
and
qualifications
The members of the Remuneration
and
Nomination
shall all beDirectors.
Non-Executive
required of the candidates to fill each vacancy, and decide the time and dedication necessary
Directors, the
majority
of whoCommittee
shall be independent
The Chair of the Remuneration
required
of
the
candidates
fill each
vacancy, perform
and decide
the duties.
time and
dedication
necessary
Directors, the majority ofand
whoNomination
shall be independent
Chair of
the Remuneration
fortothem
to properly
their
The
Chair may
request the Remuneration and
CommitteeDirectors.
shall beThe
selected
from
among its members and shall be an
for them to properly perform
their Committee
duties. Theto
Chair
may possible
request the
Remuneration
and
and Nomination Committee
shall beDirector.
selected from among its members and shall be an
independent
Nomination
consider
candidates
to fill vacancies
for the position of
independent Director.
Nomination Committee to
considerprovided
possible that
candidates
to fill vacancies
for Nomination
the position Committee
of
director,
the Remuneration
and
may as well
director, provided thatindependently
the Remuneration
as wellfor such position. Such
search and
for Nomination
and considerCommittee
alternativemay
candidates
DUTIES:
independently search for
and consider
candidates
for such
Such
DUTIES:
Directors
are, foralternative
the avoidance
of doubt,
to beposition.
appointed
upon a decision of the
Directors
are,
for
the
avoidance
of
doubt,
to
be
appointed
upon
a
decision
of
the
According to the Articles of Association, the Internal Rules of Procedure of the Board of
Shareholders.
According to the ArticlesDirectors,
of Association,
the
Internal
Rules
of
Procedure
of
the
Board
of
Shareholders.
and the Remuneration and Nomination Terms of Reference, the Committee
Directors, and the Remuneration
and
Nomination Terms of Reference, the Committee
To examine or organize, in the manner it deems appropriate, the succession of the Chair and
should:
To examine or organize, CEO
in theand,
manner
it deems appropriate,
the succession
of the
and for such succession to
should:
if appropriate,
make proposals
to the Board
of Chair
Directors
CEO and, if appropriate,take
make
proposals
to theand
Board
of Directors
for such succession to

With respect to Remuneration:
place
in an orderly
well-planned
manner.

With respect to Remuneration:
take place in an orderly and well-planned manner.
a) Determine and agree with the Board the policy for the remuneration of the
a) Determine and agree with
the Board
the policy for the remuneration of the
Company’s
Directors.
 With Respect to Induction and Training
Company’s Directors.
 With Respect to Induction and Training
b) Determine the total individual remuneration package of the Chair, each executive
b) Determine the total individual
remuneration
package
of themanagement,
Chair, each executive
director,
and in aggregate
senior
including bonuses, share-based
The Committee shall ensure that all new directors undertake an appropriate induction
director, and in aggregate
senior
management,
including
bonuses,
share-based
The Committee shall ensure
thattoall
new directors
an appropriate
induction and commercial issues
incentive awards and other elements of their remuneration;
program
ensure
that they undertake
are fully informed
about strategic
incentive awards and other elements of their remuneration;
program to ensure that they are fully informed about strategic and commercial issues
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affecting the Company and
affecting
the markets
the Company
in which
andit the
operates
markets
as in
well
which
as their
it operates
duties and
as well as their duties and
responsibilities as a director,
responsibilities
and consider
as aany
director,
training
andrequirements
consider anyfor
training
the Board
requirements
as a
for the Board as a
whole.
whole.








With Respect to conflicts
 With
of interest
Respect to conflicts of interest
The Committee shall:
The Committee shall:
a)

Before appointment
a) of Before
a director,
appointment
require the
of proposed
a director,appointee
require the
to proposed appointee to
disclose any other business
disclose
interests
any other
that business
may result
interests
in a conflict
that may
of result in a conflict of
interest and to report any
interest
futureand
business
to report
interests
any future
that could
business
result
interests
in
that could result in
a conflict of interest;
a conflict of interest;

b)

Consider and, if appropriate,
b) Consider
authorize
and, ifsituational
appropriate,
conflicts
authorize
of interest
situational conflicts of interest
of directors and potentialofdirectors;
directors and potential directors;



People and employees

Management
People and employees Management

Review of FY18 People
 Strategy:
Review of
Key
FY18
Achievement
People Strategy:
during Key
FY18Achievement
and
during FY18 and
people KPI´s.
people KPI´s.

Presentation of FY19
 People
Presentation
Strategyof
mission
FY19 People
and purposes
Strategyand
mission and purposes and
challenges for FY19 based
challenges
on three priorities.
for FY19 based on three priorities.

Detailed presentation
 onDetailed
diversity,
presentation
gender pay on
anddiversity,
discrimination,
gender pay and discrimination,
and upcoming projects related
and upcoming
to this. projects related to this.

Presentation of the
 HR
Presentation
meetings of
of the
the Google
HR meetings
Summitofin the Google Summit in
Mountain View.
Mountain View.

Review of HR updates
 such
Review
as: KPI´s,
of HRattrition
updatesrate,
suchbudget
as: KPI´s,
andattrition
key
rate, budget and key
replacement;
replacement;



Recommendation to
 theRecommendation
Board of the appointment
to the Board
by the
of the
Shareholders
appointment
of Mr.
by the Shareholders of Mr.
Daniel Setton as proprietary
Daniel
director
Setton to
asreplace
proprietary
Mr. Philippe
directorPoletti.
to replace Mr. Philippe Poletti.

With Respect to Board
 evaluation
With Respect to Board evaluation

The Committee shall:


The Committee shall:

Assist the Chair ofthe Board
Assist with
the Chair
the implementation
of the Board with
of an
theannual
implementation
evaluationof an annual evaluation
process.
process.
Review the results of
 theReview
Board performance
the results ofevaluation
the Board performance
process that relate
evaluation
to theprocess that relate to the
composition of the Board;
composition of the Board;

Ensure that evaluation

of
Ensure
the Board
that evaluation
is externally
of facilitated
the Board at
is externally
least everyfacilitated
three
at least every three
years;
years;




ACTIVITIES CARRIED OUTACTIVITIES
DURING FISCAL
CARRIED
YEAR
OUT
ENDED
DURING
31STFISCAL
MARCHYEAR
2019ENDED 31ST MARCH 2019

Coordination of the annual
Coordination
Board self-evaluation
of the annualprocess.
Board self-evaluation process.

C.2.2 Please complete
C.2.2the
Please
following
complete
chart
the
with
following
the information
chart with
relating
the information relating
to the number of female
to the number
directors
offorming
female the
directors
committees
forming
ofthe
thecommittees
board
of the board
of directors duringof
the
directors
last four
during
fiscalthe
years:
last four fiscal years:

The main tasks carriedThe
outmain
by the
tasks
Committee
carried out
during
by fiscal
the Committee
year 2019during
have been
fiscal the
year 2019 have been the
following:
following:
The Committee agreed toThe
recommend
Committee
toagreed
the Board
to recommend
the approvaltoof:
the Board the approval of:
Audit Committee

The following Policies
 and
TheReports
following
: Policies and Reports :

The Annual Directors
 Remuneration
The Annual Directors
Report forRemuneration
the financial Report
year for the financial year
Nominations and
ended 31 March 2018; ended 31 March 2018;
Remuneration

The Annual Reporton Remuneration
The Annual Report
and Nomination
on Remuneration
Committee
and Nomination Committee
Committee
activities for the financialactivities
year ended
for the
31 March
financial
2018;
year ended 31 March 2018;

The review and update

of
Thethe
review
Directors
and update
Remuneration
of the Directors
Policy forRemuneration Policy for
the following three yearsthe
(FY20,
following
FY21, three
FY22) years
(Pending
(FY20,
March
FY21,
2019
FY22) (Pending March 2019
meeting)
meeting)


Approval of FY2019

annual
Approvalbonus
of FY2019
structure,
annual
metrics
bonus
andstructure, metrics and
calibration of performance
calibration
rangesofslightly
performance
modified
ranges
to better
slightly modified to better
incentivize the key KPI´s.incentivize the key KPI´s.
CEO Compensation for FY2019.
CEO Compensation for FY2019.
LTI targets for FY2019.

LTI targets for FY2019.
The aggregate remuneration

The aggregate
to be paidremuneration
to the executive
to be
team
paid
for
to the executive team for
FY2019;
FY2019;

2019
Number

2018
2019

% Number
Number

2017
2018

%%
Number
Number

20162017

% %Number
Number

0

Audit Committee
0

0

0

0

0

0 0

0 0

0 0

2

Nominations and
Remuneration
66.66%
2
Committee

2

166.66%

1 2

33.33%
1

1 1

%
0

2016

% Number

0

33.33%
33.33%

%

0

0

1

33.33%

C.2.3 Please indicate,
C.2.3asPlease
the case
indicate,
may be,
asthe
theexistence
case mayof
be,
regulations
the existence of regulations
The compensation schemes:
The compensation schemes:
of the board committees,
of the board
the place
committees,
where they
the place
are available
where they
for are available for

The Annual Aggregate

The
Remuneration
Annual Aggregate
to be paid
Remuneration
to Board to be paid to Board
consultation, and any
consultation,
amendments
and made
any amendments
during the fiscal
madeyear.
during
Inthe fiscal year. In
members for financial year
members
endingfor
31financial
March 2018
yearand
ending
proposal
31 March 2018 and proposal
turn, please indicate
turn,
whether
pleaseany
indicate
annual
whether
report any
on the
annual
activities
report
ofon the activities of
for FY2019;
for FY2019;

The approval of theFY18The
bonus
approval
pay-out
of for
thethe
FY18
CEO
bonus
and the
pay-out
CFO. for the CEO and the CFO.
each committee has
each
been
committee
preparedhas
voluntarily.
been prepared voluntarily.
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The Regulations of the The
AuditRegulations
Committee of
arethe
contained
Audit Committee
in (i) the are
Articles
contained
of
in (i) the Articles
ofPlease detail those
D.2
D.2 Please
significant
detailtransactions
those significant
by their
transactions
amount orby their amount or
Association of the Company,
Association
(ii) the of
Internal
the Company,
Rules of (ii)
Procedure
the Internal
of the
Rules
Board
of Procedure of the Board
considered relevant
considered
due to their
relevant
subject
due
matter
to their
carried
subject
outmatter
between
carried out between
of Directors, and (iii) theof
Audit
Directors,
Committee
and (iii)
Terms
the of
Audit
Reference,
Committee
none
Terms
of which
of Reference, none of which
the company
of its group
or entities
and the
ofcompany’s
its group and
significant
the company’s significant
have undergone any amendments
have undergone
duringany
theamendments
financial year
during
closed
theatfinancial
31st
year closed atthe
31st company or entities
March 2019.
March 2019.
shareholders:
shareholders:



Not applicable
Not applicable
The Remuneration and
 Nomination
The Remuneration
Committee
and isNomination
regulated by
Committee
(i) the Articles
is regulated by (i) the Articles
of Association of the Company,
of Association
and; (ii)of
the
the
Internal
Company,
Rules
and;
of Procedure
(ii) the Internal
of theRules of Procedure of the
D.3 Please detail significant
D.3 Pleasetransactions
detail significant
by their
transactions
amount orby their amount or
Board of Directors, and (iii)
Board
the of
Remuneration
Directors, and
& Nomination
(iii) the Remuneration
Committee&Terms
Nomination Committee Terms
of Reference, none of which
of Reference,
have undergone
none of which
any amendments
have undergone
duringany
theamendments duringconsidered
the
relevant
considered
due to their
relevant
subject
due
matter
to their
carried
subject
outmatter
between
carried out between
financial year closed at 31st
financial
Marchyear
2019.
closed at 31st March 2019.

the company and entities
the company
of its group,
and entities
and the
of directors
its group,or
and
officers
the directors
of
or officers of
the company:
the company:

The Remuneration and The
Nomination
Remuneration
Committee
and Nomination
and the Audit
Committee
Committee
andapproved
the Auditthe
Committee approved the
annual report on its activities,
annual which
reportincludes
on its activities,
the assessment
which includes
of its functioning
the assessment
for year
of its functioning for year
Not applicable
ended March 2019 (composition,
ended March
number
2019
of(composition,
meetings, activities
number
carried
of meetings,
out). activities carried out).

Not applicable

D.4 Please report D.4
on the
Please
significant
report on
transactions
the significant
carried
transactions
out by thecarried out by the
company with other
company
entities
with
belonging
other entities
to the same
belonging
group,
to provided
the same group, provided
that they are not
that eliminated
they are in
notthe
eliminated
preparation
in the
process
preparation
of
process of
consolidated financial
consolidated
statements
financial
and do
statements
not formand
part
doofnot
theform part of the
D. RELATED PARTY
D. TRANSACTIONS
RELATED PARTYAND
TRANSACTIONS
INTER-GROUP
AND INTER-GROUP
company’s ordinary
company’s
course ofordinary
business
course
with regard
of business
to purpose
with regard
and to purpose and
conditions. In any conditions.
case, please
Inreport
any case,
on any
please
inter-group
report ontransaction
any inter-group transaction
TRANSACTIONS TRANSACTIONS
carried out with carried
entitiesout
established
with entities
in countries
established
or territories
in countries or territories
D.1. Explain the procedure
D.1. Explain
forthe
approval
procedure
of related
for approval
party and
of related
inter- party and interconsidered to be tax
considered
havens: to be tax havens:
group transactions.
group transactions.
Documents are available
Documents
for are
consultation
available onfor theconsultation
Company´s onwebsite:
the Company´s
(http://www.edreamsodigeo.com/investors/corporate-governance/rules-of(http://www.edreamsodigeo.com/investors/corporate-governance/rules-oforganization/)
organization/)

Procedure for approval
Procedure
of related
for approval
party transactions
of related party transactions

website:

Not applicable

Not applicable

D.5 Please indicate
D.5the
Please
amount
indicate
of transactions
the amountcarried
of transactions
out with carried out with
According to the Internal
According
Rules oftoProcedure
the Internal
of the
Rules
Board
of Procedure
of Directors,
of the
article
Board
6.4,ofall
Directors, article 6.4,
all related parties.
other
other related parties.
transactions between the
transactions
Company between
or a Group
thecompany
Companyonorone
a Group
side, and
company
Directors
on one
or side, and Directors or
persons, companies or organizations
persons, companies
closely or
related
organizations
to Directors
closely
on the
related
othertoside,
Directors
must be
on the other side, must Not
be applicable
at arm's length and anyatsuch
arm's
transaction
length and
with
anya such
valuetransaction
exceeding EUR
with50,000
a valuerequires
exceeding
theEUR 50,000 requires the
prior consent of the Board
prior of
consent
Directors,
of the
upon
Board
a prior
of Directors,
favourable
upon
report
a prior
of the
favourable
Audit
report of the Audit
Committee.
Committee.

Not applicable

D.6 Please detail the
D.6mechanisms
Please detailestablished
the mechanisms
to detect,
established
determine
to detect, determine
However, so as not to overwork
However,the
soBoard
as notwith
to overwork
less relevant
the Board
issues,
with
theless
Board
relevant
of Directors
issues, the Board of Directors
and resolve potential
and conflicts
resolve potential
of interest
conflicts
between
of the
interest
company
between the company
authorization is not required
authorization
for thoseisrelated-party
not required transactions
for those related-party
that simultaneously
transactions
meet
that simultaneously meet
and/or its group, and
and/or
its directors,
its group,officers
and its directors,
or significant
officers or significant
the following three conditions:
the following
(i) theythree
are governed
conditions:
by (i)
standard-form
they are governed
agreements
by standard-form
applied
agreements applied
shareholders.
shareholders.
on an across-the-board on
basis
an to
across-the-board
a large number basis
of clients;
to a large
(ii) they
number
are conducted
of clients;at
(ii)prices
they are conducted at prices
or rates generally set byorthe
rates
party
generally
acting as
setsupplier
by the party
of theacting
goodsas
orsupplier
servicesofinthe
question;
goods or services in question;
According to the InternalAccording
Rules of Procedure
to the Internal
of theRules
Board
ofof
Procedure
Directors,ofarticle
the Board
6.1. 6.2
of and
Directors,
6.3, article 6.1. 6.2 and 6.3,
and (iii) the amount thereof
andis(iii)
nothe
more
amount
than 1%
thereof
of theisCompany's
no more than
annual
1% of
revenue.
the Company's annual revenue.
when making their decisions,
when Directors
making their
must
decisions,
not be guided
Directors
by personal
must notinterests
be guided
or by
exploit
personal interests or exploit
business opportunities offered
business
to opportunities
the Company for
offered
theirto
own
theadvantage.
Company for their own advantage.
This process is executedThis
via analysis
process is
of executed
the responses
via analysis
provided
of the
by the
responses
Directors
provided
to specific
by the Directors to specific
questions in the annual certification
questions insent
the annual
to themcertification
by the General
sentCounsel.
to them by the General Counsel.
The Directors shall be subject
The Directors
to a comprehensive
shall be subject
prohibition
to a comprehensive
on competitive
prohibition
activity for
onthe
competitive activity for the
termofofthe
their
Board
membership
of Directors
of the
and Board
the term
of Directors
of their contract
and the of
term of their contract of
None of the Directors None
reported
of the
any Directors
related party
reported
or inter-group
any relatedtransaction
party or inter-group
in their
transaction in term
their of their membership
employment, if any.
employment, if any.
certifications.
certifications.
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If a Director or a person,
If company
a Directororororganization
a person, company
closely related
or organization
to the Director,
closely related
has an to the Director, has
mitigate
an
the impact of mitigate
risk materialization.
the impact of
Risks
riskare
materialization.
assigned owners
Risksresponsible
are assigned
forowners responsible for
interest contrary to thatinterest
of the Company
contraryin
toathat
matter
of the
submitted
Company
toin
the
a matter
approval
submitted
of the Board
to the approval of the Board
valuation, mitigation, andvaluation,
action plans.
mitigation, and action plans.
of Directors, the Director
ofshall
Directors,
be obliged
the Director
to inform
shall
thebe
Board
obliged
of Directors
to informthereof
the Board
andoftoDirectors thereof and to
aggregates
Corporate
all Risk
critical
Mapstrategic,
aggregates
compliance
all critical
(legal,
strategic,
regulatory,
compliance
and (legal, regulatory, and
have his declaration recorded
have his
in the
declaration
minutes recorded
of the meeting.
in the minutes
Such interested
of the meeting.
DirectorSuch
shallinterested Director The
shallCorporate Risk Map The
tax),
andfinancial
market risks
reporting,
with and
a potential
market impact
risks with
on a
Group
potential
Strategic
impact on Group Strategic
not deliberate or vote not
on the
deliberate
matter.orAtvote
the on
nextthe
following
matter. Shareholders'
At the next following
Meeting, Shareholders'
in
Meeting,
in financial reporting,tax),
Objectives.
It takes into consideration
Objectives. It takes
all brands
into consideration
across all geographies
all brandsand
across
markets,
all geographies
and is
and markets, and is
accordance with article accordance
57 of the 1915
withLaw,
article
before
57 of
any
theother
1915 resolution
Law, before
is any
put to
other
vote,
resolution
a
is put to vote,
a
fundamental element in
a the
fundamental
Group’s decision-making
element in the Group’s
processes.
decision-making processes.
special report shall be made
special
on any
report
transactions
shall be made
in which
on any
any
transactions
of the Directors
in which
mayany
have
ofhad
the Directors may havea had
an interest conflicting with
an that
interest
of the
conflicting
Company.
with that of the Company.

D.7 Is more than one
D.7Group
Is more
company
than one
listed
Group
in company
Spain? listed in Spain?
YES ☐

YES ☐

NO ☒

NO ☒

The Corporate Risk Map
Theprioritizes
Corporaterisks
Risk according
Map prioritizes
to impact
risks(financial,
according operational,
to impact (financial, operational,
regulatory and reputational)
regulatory
and likelihood
and reputational)
of occurrence
and likelihood
(based on
of the
occurrence
quality of
(based
the on the quality of the
following factors: Internal
following
Controls
factors:
and Processes,
Internal Controls
People, and
Technology
Processes,
andPeople,
Audit &Fraud
Technology and Audit &Fraud
History).
History).
Tax risks are incorporated
Tax
within
risksthe
areumbrella
incorporated
of the
within
Corporate
the umbrella
Risk Map
ofin
the
the
Corporate
same way
Risk
as Map in the same way as
any other risk, and scored
any
and
other
prioritized
risk, and
according
scored and
to probability
prioritized and
according
impact.to probability and impact.

Please indicate whether
Please indicate
the respective
whether areas
the respective
of activityareas
and of activity and
The Company has set upThe
a Compliance
Company has
Program
set up in
a order
Compliance
to ensure
Program
internal
in order
programs
to ensure
and internal programs and
eventual business
eventual
relations
business
between
relations
them have
between
been them
publicly
have been publicly
policy decisions meet the
policy
standards
decisions
set meet
by government
the standards
lawsset
and
byregulators,
government
to laws
increase
and regulators, to increase
defined with precision,
definedaswith
wellprecision,
as those as
of well
the listed
as those
dependent
of the listed dependent
employee compliance risk
employee
awareness,
compliance
and torisk
minimize
awareness,
risks and
of non-compliance.
to minimize risks
Theof non-compliance. The
company with the company
other group
with
companies;
the other group companies;
Compliance Program is based
Compliance
on:
Program is based on:

Not applicable

Not applicable

a)
b)

Please define the Please
eventual
define
business
the eventual
relationsbusiness
betweenrelations
the parent
between the parent
company and the listed
company
subsidiary
and thecompany,
listed subsidiary
and between
company,
the latter
and between the latter c)
and the other group
and
companies.
the other group companies.

d)

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

e)
f)
Please identify thePlease
mechanisms
identifyprovided
the mechanisms
to resolve
provided
eventual
toconflicts
resolve eventual conflicts
g)
of interest between
of the
interest
listedbetween
subsidiary
theand
listed
thesubsidiary
other group
and the other group
h)
companies:
companies:
i)
j)

Formation of a Compliance
a) Formation
Committee
of ato
Compliance
centrally manage
Committee
the program
to centrally manage the program
Identification of allb)areas
Identification
of compliance
of all
andareas
regulatory
of compliance
risk directly
and relevant
regulatory
to risk directly relevant to
the business
the business
Identification of a subject
c)
Identification
matter expert
of within
a subject
thematter
Group and
expert
assignation
within thetoGroup
them and assignation to them
of responsibility for management
of responsibility
of that area
for management
of compliance
of risk
that area of compliance risk
Periodic risk assessments
d) Periodic
of each
risk
area
assessments
of compliance
of each
risk area
and reporting
of compliance
of therisk and reporting of the
principal risks to the Board
principal
of Directors
risks to the Board of Directors
Implementation of control
e) Implementation
procedures to of
mitigate
controlthe
procedures
risks where
to mitigate
possible the risks where possible
Online compliance training
f)
Online
for all
compliance
employees
training for all employees
Update and effective
g) communication
Update and effective
of Groupcommunication
Policies
of Group Policies
Facilitating employee
h) reporting
Facilitating
of compliance
employee risks
reporting
detected
of compliance risks detected
Ensuring there is a i)clearly
Ensuring
definedthere
case is
management
a clearly defined
process
case
and
management
escalation and
process and escalation and
reporting process of the reporting
results of process
investigations
of the results
performed
of investigations performed
Periodic control andj) monitoring
Periodicof
control
compliance
and monitoring
with Group
ofpolicies
compliance
and auditing
with Group
of policies and auditing of
this by Internal Audit
this by Internal Audit

E.2 Identify the bodies
E.2 Identify
within the
the company
bodies within
responsible
the company
for creating
responsible
and for creating and
executing the Riskexecuting
Management
the Risk
and Control
Management
System,
and
including
Control System,
tax
including tax
compliance risk: compliance risk:
E.1 Explain the scope
E.1 of
Explain
the company's
the scopeRisk
of the
Management
company's Risk
and Control
Management and Control
System, including System,
those of including
a tax nature:
those of a tax nature:

E. SYSTEMS OF CONTROL
E. SYSTEMS
ANDOF
RISK
CONTROL
MANAGEMENT
AND RISK MANAGEMENT

The Board of Directors ofThe
theBoard
Company
of Directors
has ultimate
of theresponsibility
Company hasfor
ultimate
establishing
responsibility
the basicfor establishing the basic
principles and the general
principles
framework
andof
the
action
general
for framework
the main risks
of action
to be identified,
for the main
evaluated,
risks to be identified, evaluated,
and controlledmanaged
appropriately,
and controlled
Risk Management
appropriately,
is theRisk
responsibility
Management
of is
Senior
the responsibility of Senior
The Company Risk Management
The Company
process
Risk involves
Management
the identification,
process involves
measurement,
the identification,
and
measurement,managed
and
Management.
Management.
prioritization of risks. It prioritization
is an exerciseof
that
risks.
enables
It is an
the
exercise
Company
that
toenables
assess how
the Company
significant
to assess how significant
each risk is in relation each
to therisk
achievement
is in relation
of overall
to the achievement
goals, and anticipate,
of overallcontrol,
goals, and
and anticipate, control, and
manages the most relevant
manages
risksthe
viamost
adequate
relevant
procedures,
risks via and
adequate
contingency
procedures,
plans and
to contingency plans to
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In accordance with the InArticles
accordance
of Association,
with the Articles
the Audit
of Committee
Association,ofthe
theAudit
Company
Committee
is
of the Company• is
responsible for “periodically
responsible
reviewing
forthe
“periodically
adequacy reviewing
and effectiveness
the adequacy
of internal
and effectiveness
controls
of internal controls
and the Risk Management
and System
the RiskinManagement
order to ensure
System
that inthe
order
maintorisks
ensure
are that
identified,
the main risks are identified,
•
managed and adequately
managed
understood,
and adequately
including discussions
understood, with
including
the auditors
discussions
on any
with the auditors on any
•
significant weaknesses in
significant
the internal
weaknesses
control system
in thedetected
internal control
during the
system
audit.
detected during the audit.
•
The Audit Committee isThe
assisted
Audit Committee
by the Internal
is assisted
Audit Department
by the Internal
in these
Auditfunctions.
Department in these functions.
•
Specifically, the activities
Specifically,
inherent to
theInternal
activities
Audit
inherent
in relation
to Internal
to the Audit
Risk Management
in relation to the Risk Management
System of the Company
System
are toofprovide
the Company
a guarantee
are toinprovide
relationa to
guarantee
adequacyinand
relation
the to adequacy and the
effectiveness of the Internal
effectiveness
Control Systems,
of the Internal
the RiskControl
Management
Systems,
System
the Risk
andManagement
the internal System and the internal
•
audit system.
audit system.
•
Risk is managed on a continuous
Risk is managed
basis by
on the
a continuous
Company Chief
basis Executive
by the Company
Officer and
Chiefthe
Executive Officer and the
•
Heads of each corporate
Heads
functional
of eacharea,
corporate
in accordance
functional
with
area,
their
in respective
accordancescope
with of
their respective scope of
activity.
activity.
•
The Risk Assessment exercise
The Riskis Assessment
prepared with
exercise
the input
is prepared
of all key
with
stakeholders
the input of
in all
thekey stakeholders in the
•
business, and where necessary
business,
with
and
advice
wherefrom
necessary
external
with
experts
advice
(legal,
fromregulatory,
external experts
and tax
(legal, regulatory, and tax
specialists).
specialists).
•
•
E.3 State the primary
E.3 risks,
State the
including
primary
taxrisks,
compliance
including
risks,
tax and
compliance
those risks, and those
•
deriving from corruption
deriving
(with
fromthe
corruption
scope of (with
thesethe
risks
scope
as set
of out
these
in risks as set out in
Royal Decree-LawRoyal
18/2017),
Decree-Law
to the extent
18/2017),
that to
they
theare
extent
significant,
that they are significant,•
which may affect the
which
achievement
may affectof
the
business
achievement
objectives:
of business objectives:

Processing, storage,
•
useProcessing,
and disclosure
storage,
of personal
use and data,
disclosure
and prevention
of personalofdata,
data and prevention of data
breach, and potential liabilities
breach, arising
and potential
as a result
liabilities
of governmental
arising as a result
and/orofindustry
governmental and/or industry
regulation.
regulation.
Changes in search
• engineChanges
algorithms
in search
and search
engine
engine
algorithms
relationships.
and search engine relationships.
Intense competition
• for advertising
Intense competition
and metasearch
for advertising
revenue.and metasearch revenue.
Innovation, product
• diversification,
Innovation,the
product
abilitydiversification,
to keep up with
therapid
ability
technological
to keep up with
and rapid technological and
industry trends, and the success
industryof
trends,
execution
and the
of these
success
changes.
of execution of these changes.
Dependence on• significant
Dependence
third party
on significant
supplier third
relationships
party supplier
for; content,
relationships for; content,
commissions, incentive commissions,
payments, advertising
incentive and
payments,
metasearch
advertising
revenue,
andsystems,
metasearch revenue, systems,
processing, and fees.
processing, and fees.
Competitive landscape
•
of
Competitive
the travellandscape
industry, rapidly
of the travel
changing
industry,
market,
rapidly
with many
changing market, with many
players.
players.
Adverse tax events.
•
Adverse tax events.
Human capital retention
•
Human
of highly
capital
skilled
retention
personnel
of highly
and ability
skilled
topersonnel
attract and
and
retain
ability to attract and retain
executives and other qualified
executives
employees.
and other qualified employees.
Evolving customer
• demand,
Evolving
self-sufficiency,
customer demand,
fee sensitivity,
self-sufficiency,
and increased
fee sensitivity,
awareness
and increased awareness
due to the evolution of social
due to
media.
the evolution of social media.
Reliance on the value
•
and
Reliance
strength
onof
the
our
value
brands,
and and
strength
increased
of ourcosts
brands,
of maintaining
and increased costs of maintaining
and enhancing brand awareness.
and enhancing brand awareness.
The ability to successfully
•
The grow
abilitythe
to business
successfully
via grow
merger
theorbusiness
acquisition,
via and
merger
the or acquisition, and the
optimization of cost and optimization
the efficiencyofofcost
integration
and the of
efficiency
new businesses.
of integration of new businesses.
Exposure to risks•associated
Exposure
with booking
to risks associated
and payment
with
fraud.
booking and payment fraud.
Protection of our
• Intellectual
Protection
Property
of ourand
Intellectual
against infringement
Property andofagainst
third party
infringement of third party
intellectual property rights.
intellectual property rights.
International operations
•
International
involving additional
operations
risksinvolving
and our exposure
additionaltorisks
these
and
risks
ourwill
exposure to these risks will
increase as we further expand
increase
ouras
international
we further expand
operations.
our international operations.

The main risks that mayThe
adversely
main risks
affect
thatour
may
business,
adversely
financial
affect condition
our business,
and results
financialofcondition and results of
operations are:
operations are:
Risks Related to Our Financial
Risks Related
Profile: to Our Financial Profile:
•
Impairment of goodwill
•
and
Impairment
other intangible
of goodwill
assets.
and other intangible assets.
•
Significant leverage
• and Significant
financial products
leverage
subject
and financial
to restrictive
products
debt
subject
covenants.
to restrictive debt covenants.
General economic
• and political
Generalconditions
economic in
and
the
political
core countries
conditions
in which
in the core
we operate
countries in which we operate
•
Risks associated •with currency
Risks associated
fluctuations.
with currency fluctuations.
(such as Brexit).
(such as Brexit).
Changes in current
• laws,Changes
rules andinregulations
current laws,
andrules
other
and
legal
regulations
uncertainties
and other legal uncertainties
The occurrence •of events
The affecting
occurrence
travel
of events
safety, affecting
such as travel
naturalsafety,
disasters
suchand
as natural disasters and
E.4 Please identifyE.4
whether
Pleasethe
identify
entitywhether
has a risk
the
tolerance
entity has
level,
a risk tolerance level,
political and social instability.
political and social instability.
for tax risks.
including for tax risks.
Deterioration in the
• financial
Deterioration
conditioninorthe
restructuring
financial condition
of operations
or restructuring
of one or more
of operations of one including
or more
of our major suppliers. of our major suppliers.
Risks are evaluated on the
Risks
basis
areofevaluated
quantitative
on the
andbasis
qualitative
of quantitative
factors based
and qualitative
on the impact
factors based on the impact
Conditions required
• for obtaining
Conditionsand
required
maintaining
for obtaining
certain and
licenses
maintaining
or accreditations,
certain licenses or accreditations,
and the likelihood of occurrence.
and the likelihood
The results
of of
occurrence.
the Corporate
The results
Risk Assessment
of the Corporate
exercise
Risk
areAssessment exercise are
especially IATA.
especially IATA.
consolidated
into a heat
consolidated
map, scaling
into impact
a heat and
map,probability.
scaling impact
Seniorand
Management
probability. Senior Management
Exposure to seasonal
•
fluctuations
Exposure toand
seasonal
impactfluctuations
on comparability
and impact
of quarterly
on comparability
and
of quarterly
and
proactively aims to ensure
proactively
that adequate
aims to
risk
ensure
management
that adequate
measures
risk are
management
in place tomeasures
address are in place to address
yearly results
yearly results
Dependence on the
• levelDependence
of Internet penetration
on the level of Internet penetration
all key risks. These are all
defined
key risks.
as allThese
thoseare
above
defined
the “tolerance
as all those
curve”
abovein the
the“tolerance
heat map curve” in the heat map
(falling into the “medium(falling
to highinto
impact”
the “medium
– “medium
to to
high
high
impact”
probability”
– “medium
quartile).
to high probability” quartile).

Risks Related to the Travel
Risks
Industry
Related(Outside
to the Travel
Company
Industry
control):
(Outside Company control):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Risks Related to Our Business:
Risks Related to Our Business:
•

Failures in technology
•
Failures
due to insystem
technology
interruption
due to orsystem
cyberattack,
interruption
and the
or cyberattack, and
the risks, which should
For critical
For critical
they risks,
materialize,
which should
would have
they a
materialize,
significant would
potential
have
impact
a significant
on
potential impact on
effectiveness of response
effectiveness
plans.
of response plans.
the achievement of the the
Group’s
achievement
objectives,
of specific
the Group’s
tolerance
objectives,
levelsspecific
are defined,
tolerance
indicating
levels are defined, indicating
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action guidelines, timeframe
action to
guidelines,
achieve, timeframe
people in to
charge,
achieve,
follow-up
people indicators;
in charge, the
follow-up indicators;procedures
the
followed
procedures
by the company
followed in
byorder
the company
to ensure
inthat
order
the
to ensure that the
frequency and content isfrequency
also established
and content
for any
is also
information
established
to be
forprovided
any information
to governing
to be provided to governing
board of directorsboard
responds
of directors
to any new
responds
challenges
to any
that
new
arise:
challenges that arise:
bodies for follow-up andbodies
decision-making
for follow-up and decision-making
Each of the risks is assigned
Eachto
ofathe
Senior
risksManagement
is assigned to
owner
a Senior
in the
Management
business responsible
owner in the
forbusiness responsible for
The exercise is performed
The
periodically
exercise isso
performed
that Management
periodically
canso
evaluate
that Management
and react to
can
other
evaluate and react to other
managing it on an ongoing
managing
basis, reporting
it on an ongoing
back; key
basis,
risk reporting
indicatorsback;
usedkey
to measure
risk indicators
the used to measure the
risks that may have subsequently
risks that changed
may haveinsubsequently
profile and increased
changedin
insignificance.
profile and increased in significance.
level of risk, business initiatives
level of risk,
currently
business
in place,
initiatives
and where
currently
necessary,
in place,business
and where
action
necessary, business action
plans for the future to further
plans mitigate
for the future
the risk.
to further mitigate the risk.
Furthermore, with regards
Furthermore,
to tax riskswith
the Company
regards todoes
tax risks
not apply
the Company
aggressive
does
taxnot
planning
apply aggressive tax planning
and strives to be compliant
andwith
strives
all tax
to be
compliance
compliantrules.
with all tax compliance rules.
Risks are tracked and reported
Risks are
on tracked
a continual
and basis
reported
as part
on aof
continual
the weekly
basis
CSM
as meetings
part of the
the
weekly CSM meetings the
CEO has with all his direct
CEO
reports.
has with
In the
all his
event
direct
of materialization
reports. In the event
of a major
of materialization
risk, the Board
of a major risk, the Board
would be notified timely,would
on an ad-hoc
be notified
basis
timely,
eitheron
via
ancall
ad-hoc
or meeting.
basis either via call or meeting.

E.5 Please indicateE.5
what
Please
risksindicate
have materialized
what risks have
during
materialized
the fiscal year,
during the fiscalThe
year,
Board & Audit Committee
The Board
are&updated
Audit Committee
on a quarterly
are updated
basis byonthe
a quarterly
CEO & Senior
basis by the CEO & Senior
including tax risks.including tax risks.
Management team on business
Management
and operational
team on business
risk challenges,
and operational
by the General
risk challenges,
Counsel on
by the General Counsel on
Risks that have materialized
Risksduring
that have
the fiscal
materialized
year include:
during the fiscal year include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

changes in the legal & regulatory
changes in risk
the environment,
legal & regulatory
and by
risk
theenvironment,
Head of Internal
and by
Audit
theon
Head of Internal Audit on
risks arising from changes
risks
in internal
arising from
control
changes
environment.
in internal control environment.

Events affecting travel
•
safety
Eventsand
affecting
reducing
travel
traveller’s
safety appetite
and reducing
for travel
traveller’s
included;
appetite for travel included;
On an annual basis the Audit
On an
Committee
annual basis
is provided
the Auditwith
Committee
a detailed
is provided
session by
with
theaGroup
detailed
Taxsession by the Group Tax
the Boeing 737-Max
•
crashes
the Boeing
of Lion
737-Max
Air in October
crashes 2018,
of Lion
andAirEthiopian
in October
Airlines
2018, inand Ethiopian Airlines in
Officer on the tax environment,
Officer on by
the the
tax General
environment,
Counsel
by on
thethe
General
legal Counsel
& regulatory
on the legal & regulatory
March 2019, which also resulted
March 2019,
in the
which
withdrawal
also resulted
of thisin
model
the withdrawal
of aircraft,of
adversely
this model of aircraft, adversely
environment.
environment.
affecting the operations affecting
of a number
theof
operations
carriers. of a number of carriers.
terrorist attacks such
•
as terrorist
the multiple
attacks
bombings
such asinthe
Sri multiple
Lanka. bombings in Sri Lanka.
A formal Group Risk Assessment
A formal Group
exercise
Risk
is Assessment
performed on
exercise
an annual
is performed
basis, involving
on an annual
all
basis, involving all
meteorological events
•
such
meteorological
as the Indonesia
eventsearthquake
such as theand
Indonesia
tsunamiearthquake
in September
and tsunami in September
Senior Management team
Senior
risk Management
owners. This is
team
shared
risk with
owners.
the This
Senior
is Management
shared with the
team,
Senior Management team,
2018, California wildfires
2018,
in California
July & August
wildfires
2018,in and
July Tropical
& August
Cyclone
2018, Idai
and in
Tropical Cyclone Idai in
Audit Committee and Board
AuditofCommittee
Directors who
and Board
will review,
of Directors
and provide
who will
further
review,
input
and
where
provide further input where
Mozambique in March 2019
Mozambique in March 2019
relevant, and serves as relevant,
one of the
and
main
serves
drivers
as one
in determining
of the mainthe
drivers
Internal
in determining
Audit planned
the Internal Audit planned
Continued political
• and social
Continued
instability
political
in Africa
and social
and the
instability
Middle East.
in Africa and the Middle East.
activities.
activities.
Rising oil prices • in the Rising
final quarter
oil prices
of in
thethe
fiscal
finalyear
quarter
whichofhave
the fiscal
put increased
year which have put increased
pressure on carriers already
pressure
in financial
on carriers
difficulty
already
such
inas
financial
Norwegian
difficulty
Air. such as Norwegian Air.
risk areas that require
Forspecialist
risk areasknowledge
that require
(such
specialist
as tax knowledge
and local legal
(suchorasregulatory
tax and local legal or regulatory
Reduced content• availability
Reduced
and content
crisis management
availability and
withcrisis
the liquidation
management
of carriers
with the liquidation of For
carriers
matters)
matters)
may beexternal
used to advisors
provide expert
may beassessment.
used to provide expert assessment.
such as WOW (Iceland),such
Germania
as WOW
(Germany),
(Iceland),FlyBmi
Germania
(UK),(Germany),
Jet AirwaysFlyBmi
(India),(UK),
and Jet Airways (India),
and external advisors
Cobalt (Cyprus).
Cobalt (Cyprus).
Periodic by
updates
Internal
areControls
performed
& Compliance
by Internalto
Controls
obtain updates
& Compliance
of theto obtain updates of the
Continued commercial
•
and
Continued
intellectual
commercial
property
and
disputes
intellectual
with property
Ryan Air, disputes
as well as
with Ryan Air, as Periodic
well as updates are performed
status and continued relevance
status and
of the
continued
key risks
relevance
and of mitigating
of the keymeasures
risks andimplemented
of mitigating to
measures implemented to
crisis management required
crisistomanagement
deal with flight
required
cancellations
to deal with
resulting
flightfrom
cancellations
industrialresulting from industrial
address them.
address them.
action of pilots and cabinaction
staff. of pilots and cabin staff.
Increased contractual
•
complexities
Increased contractual
with Meta Search
complexities
partners.
with Meta Search partners.
GDS Surcharge: As
• part of
GDS
efforts
Surcharge:
to drive
Asdirect
part of
bookings,
efforts to
Lufthansa
drive direct
introduced
bookings,
a €16
Lufthansa introduced a €16
distribution fee on all GDS
distribution
bookingsfee
in on
2015,
all and
GDS IAG
bookings
(Britishin Airways
2015, and
and
IAG
Iberia)
(British Airways and Iberia)
implemented a similar charge
implemented
in 2017.a Most
similar
recently,
charge in
in April
2017. 2018,
Most Air
recently,
France-KLM
in April 2018, Air France-KLM
rolled out its own fee (€11
rolled
oneout
wayitsorown
€22fee
roundtrip)
(€11 onefor
way
flights
or €22
notroundtrip)
booked directly
for flights not booked directly
with its airlines, though
with
theitsgroup
airlines,
*hasthough
established
the group
agreements
*has established
with Expedia,
agreements with Expedia,
Travelport and AmadeusTravelport
allowing their
and customers
Amadeus allowing
to avoid their
the surcharge.
customers to avoid the surcharge.
Significant increases
•
in regulatory
Significant environment
increases in regulatory
and consumer
environment
regulationand
in some
consumer
of regulation in some of
the geographic locations,the
in particular
geographic
inlocations,
the UK and
inFrance.
particular in the UK and France.

E.6 Explain the response
E.6 Explain
and the
monitoring
responseplans
and monitoring
for all major
plans
risks,
for all major risks,
including tax compliance
including risks,
tax compliance
of the company,
risks, of
as the
wellcompany,
as the as well as the
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takes
senior
into management
account the findings
takes into
andaccount
recommendations
the findingsofand
its recommendations of its
F. INTERNAL SYSTEMS
F. INTERNAL
OF CONTROL
SYSTEMS
ANDOFRISK
CONTROL
MANAGEMENT
AND RISK
INMANAGEMENT IN that senior managementthat
reports.
reports.
RELATION TO THERELATION
PROCESS TO
OF THE
ISSUING
PROCESS
FINANCIAL
OF ISSUING
INFORMATION
FINANCIAL INFORMATION

To establish and supervise

To aestablish
mechanism
and whereby
supervisestaff
a mechanism
can report,
whereby
confidentially
staff can
and,
report, confidentially and,
if appropriate, anonymously,
if appropriate,
potentially
anonymously,
significant irregularities
potentially significant
within the company
irregularities within the company
(SCIIF)
(SCIIF)
that they detect, in particular
that they
financial
detect,
or accounting
in particularirregularities.
financial or accounting irregularities.

Please describe the
Please
mechanisms
describethat
the form
mechanisms
the control
thatand
form
risk
the control and risk
management systems
management
in relation
systems
to the process
in relation
of issuing
to the process
financialof issuing financial
Group Internal Audit Department
Group Internal Audit Department
information (ICFR)information
of your entity.
(ICFR) of your entity.

F.1 Control environment
F.1 Control
of the
environment
entity
of the entity

The Group Internal AuditThe
department
reports
to the
Audit Committee,
and
it in its
Group Internal
Audit
department
reports to
theassists
Audit Committee,
and assists it in its
mandate of monitoringmandate
the effectiveness
of the
internal
control
and risk
of monitoring
thecompany´s
effectiveness
of the
company´s
internal control and risk
management systems. This
is achieved
via the This
performance
of internal
controls, financial
management
systems.
is achieved
via the performance
of internal controls, financial
and operational reviews,and
which
result inreviews,
periodic which
reportsresult
on deficiencies
and
the
operational
in periodic detected
reports on
deficiencies
detected and the
actions plan proposed toactions
remediate
planthem.
proposed to remediate them.

Please report on, indicating
Please report
the principal
on, indicating
characteristics,
the principal
atcharacteristics,
least:
at least:

Governance Risk Compliance
Department
Governance
Risk Compliance Department

F.1.1. The bodies F.1.1.
and/orThe
functions
bodiesresponsible
and/or functions
for: (i)responsible
the existence
for: (i) the existence
The main responsibilitiesThe
of the
Governance
Risk Compliance
department
main
responsibilities
of the Governance
Risk are:
Compliance department are:
and regular updating
andof
regular
a suitable,
updating
effective
of a suitable,
ICFR; (ii) effective
its
ICFR; (ii) its
implementation; and
implementation;
(iii) its monitoring.
and (iii) its monitoring.
Maintenance and -update
of the internal
controls
financial
Maintenance
and update
of framework
the internalover
controls
framework over financial

reported information with
input from
control owners
reported
information
with input from control owners
Advice and assessment
of the and
relevance,
and degree
compliance
Group
Advice
assessment
of theofrelevance,
andwith
degree
of compliance with Group
Policies and Procedures (with
oversight
from the (with
Compliance
Committee)
Policies
and Procedures
oversight
from the Compliance Committee)
Monitoring compliance
with
internalcompliance
controls over
Financial
Monitoring
with
internalStatements
controls over Financial Statements
Training of Finance -personnel
on internal
controls
and best
practice
Training
of Finance
personnel
on internal
controls and best practice
Supporting the Group
Audit Department
with testing
procedures with testing procedures
- Internal
Supporting
the Group Internal
Audit Department
Follow up on corrective
actions
by the actions
Group Internal
Audit
Follow proposed
up on corrective
proposed
by the Group Internal Audit

The following bodies are
The
responsible
following for
bodies
maintaining
are responsible
and supervising
for maintaining
the eDreams
and supervising
ODIGEO the eDreams ODIGEO
ICFR framework:
ICFR framework:
Board of Directors
Board of Directors
The Board of Directors of
eDreams
(hereinafter
referred
to (hereinafter
as the Company),
is the
The
Board ofODIGEO
Directors
of eDreams
ODIGEO
referred
to as the Company), is the
organizational body uponorganizational
which rests the
final
responsibility
ensuring
there is an adequate
body
upon
which restsfor
the
final responsibility
for ensuring there is an adequate
internal controls framework
andcontrols
risk management
place to manage
financially
internal
framework process
and riskinmanagement
process
in place to manage financially
reported information. reported information.
Other bodies – Finance &Other
Controlling
bodiesFunction
– Finance & Controlling Function

The Board of Directors isThe
responsible
approving
the risk control
and management
policy,and
as management policy,
Board of for
Directors
is responsible
for approving
the risk control
as
The functional
teams within
primarily
Finance
& Controlling
headed
by &
the
The eDreams
functionalODIGEO,
teams within
eDreams
ODIGEO,
primarily
Finance
Controlling headed by the
well as the periodical monitoring
of the
internal
information
andinternal
control systems.
well as the
periodical
monitoring
of the
information and control systems.
Chief Financial Officer (aChief
member
of theOfficer
Board),
play of
a critical
role in
ICFR
as athey
are role in ICFR as they are
Financial
(aalso
member
the Board),
also
play
critical
responsible for the documentation,
and updatemaintenance,
of the various
procedures
responsiblemaintenance,
for the documentation,
and
update ofthat
the various procedures that
govern their operations,govern
and for
identification
the for
tasks
to be carried
out,tasks
as well
as carried out, as well as
their
operations,ofand
identification
of the
to be
assigning ownership for assigning
them.
ownership for them.
The Articles of Association
Internal
Rules of Procedure
of theRules
Board
Directorsof
state
that of Directors state that
Theand
Articles
of Association
and Internal
ofof
Procedure
the Board
the primary duty of thethe
Audit
Committee
shall
to support
the shall
BoardbeoftoDirectors
primary
duty of
the be
Audit
Committee
support in
theitsBoard of Directors in its
F.1.2. The existence
F.1.2.
of,The
especially
existence
in connection
of, especially
withinthe
connection
financialwith the financial
supervisory duties.
supervisory duties.

Audit Committee

Audit Committee

reporting process,reporting
the following
process,
components:
the following components:

The Audit Committee is responsible
for supervising
the Internal
Control System.
Among Control
its
The Audit Committee
is responsible
for supervising
the Internal
System. Among its
functions with respectfunctions
to the internal
controltoand
systems,and
as reporting
Delegatedsystems, as Delegated 
with respect
the reporting
internal control
Committee of the Board of
Directors,ofare
following:
Committee
thethe
Board
of Directors, are the following:



To manage and report
risks
identified
as consequence
of the monitoring
of
 the
To main
manage
and
report the
main risks identified
as consequence
of the monitoring of
the efficiency of the company
internal controls
by Internal
Audit.
the efficiency
of the company
internal
controls by Internal Audit.
To ensure the independence
and efficacy
of the Internal
function;
the function; propose the

To ensure
the independence
and Audit
efficacy
of the propose
Internal Audit
selection, appointment, selection,
reappointment,
and removal
of the Head
ofremoval
Internal of
Audit;
appointment,
reappointment,
and
the Head of Internal Audit;
propose the department’s
budget;
receive
regular reports
its activities;
and verify
propose
the
department’s
budget; on
receive
regular reports
on its activities; and verify

The departments
 and/or
The departments
mechanisms
and/or
are inmechanisms
charge of: (i)
are
the
in charge of: (i) the
design and review
design
of the
and organizational
review of thestructure;
organizational
(ii)
structure; (ii)
defining clear lines
defining
of responsibility
clear lines and
of responsibility
authority, with
andanauthority, with an
appropriate distribution
appropriate
of tasks
distribution
and functions;
of tasksand
and(iii)
functions; and (iii)
deploying procedures
deploying
so this
procedures
structuresois this
communicated
structure is communicated
effectively throughout
effectively
the company,
throughout
withthe
particular
company,
regard
withto
particular regard to
the financial reporting
the financial
process.reporting process.
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• Overseeing compliance
• Overseeing
with the Business
compliance
Codewith
of Conduct
the Business
and other
Code laws,
of Conduct and other laws,
Code
of conduct,

Codeapproving
of conduct,
body, approving
dissemination
body, and
dissemination and
policies, that
rulesset
and
theregulations
frameworkthat
for set
ethical
the business
framework for ethical business
instruction, principles
instruction,
and values
principles
covered
and
(stating
valueswhether
covered it
(stating whether itpolicies, rules and regulations
behaviour.
behaviour.
makes specific reference
makes specific
to record
reference
keeping
to and
record
financial
keeping and financial
• Making recommendations
• Making
on ethical
recommendations
issues
on ethical issues
reporting), body reporting),
in charge of
body
investigating
in charge breaches
of investigating
and
breaches and
• Interpretation of the • Code
Interpretation
of Conduct
of inthetheCode
resolution
of Conduct
of any
in questions,
the resolution of any questions,
proposing corrective
proposing
or disciplinary
corrective
action.
or disciplinary action.
including when disciplinary
including
measures
when
are
disciplinary
involved. measures are involved.
• Preparation of periodic• summary
Preparation
reports
of periodic
to the summary
Audit Committee
reports and
to the
Executive
Audit Committee and Executive
‘Whistle-blowing’

‘Whistle-blowing’
channel, for the channel,
reportingfor
to the
the reporting
audit
to the audit
Management.
committee of anycommittee
irregularities
of any
of airregularities
financial or accounting
of a financial or accountingManagement.
nature, as well as
nature,
breaches
as well
of the
as breaches
code of conduct
of the and
code of conduct and
malpractice withinmalpractice
the organization,
within stating
the organization,
whether reports
stating whether reports
Code of Conduct
Code of Conduct
made through thismade
channel
through
are confidential.
this channel are confidential.
The Company
has two main
The codes
Company
of conduct
has twoissued
main codes
to employees
of conduct
on issued
joining to
theemployees
Company, on joining the Company,
Training
and refresher
Training courses
and refresher
for personnel
courses
involved
for personnel
in
involved
in
and available for furtherand
consultation
available for
on further
the Corporate
consultation
intranet
on as
thewell
Corporate
as the Corporate
intranet as well as the Corporate
preparing and reviewing
preparing
financial
and reviewing
information
financial
or evaluating
information or evaluating
website. Employees are required
website. to
Employees
read themare
and
required
sign asto
acknowledgement.
read them and sign as acknowledgement.
ICFR, which address,
ICFR, atwhich
least,address,
accounting
at least,
rules, accounting
auditing, rules, auditing,
internal control and
internal
risk management.
control and risk management.
Internal Regulations for Conduct
Internal Regulations
in the Securities
for Conduct
Markets:in the Securities Markets:

This Internal Regulations
(amendment
approved by
the Board approved
on November
11th,
2016),
This
Internal Regulations
(amendment
by the
Board
on November 11th, 2016),
forms part of the Company´s
governance
and governance
sets out thesystem
standards
formscorporate
part of the
Company´ssystem
corporate
and of
sets out the standards of
performance that Company
employees
must
observeemployees
and respect
withobserve
regardsand
to Securities
performance
that
Company
must
respect with regards to Securities
At an Executive level theAt
Board
an Executive
of Directors
level
asthe
advised
Boardby
ofthe
Directors
Remuneration
as advised
andby
Nomination
the Remuneration and Nomination
Markets. As a publicly-traded
company,
it is the duty and
intention
theduty
Company
and the of the Company and the
Markets.
As a publicly-traded
company,
it isofthe
and intention
Committee is responsible
Committee
for the appointment
is responsible
andfor
removal
the appointment
of senior personnel.
and removal
Theof
design
senior personnel. The design
eDreams ODIGEO Group eDreams
to behaveODIGEO
at all times
the utmost
andthe
transparency,
Groupwith
to behave
at alldiligence
times with
utmost diligence and transparency,
and review of the organizational
and review
structure
of the organizational
as a whole is astructure
responsibility
as a whole
that rests
is a responsibility
with the
that rests with the
reducing to a minimum any
risk ofto
conflict
of interest,
and
investors ensuring that investors
reducing
a minimum
any risk
ofultimately
conflict ofensuring
interest, that
and ultimately
Company CEO, who ensures
Company
that all
CEO,
departments
who ensures
arethat
adequately
all departments
resourced
are
and
adequately
fully aligned
resourced and fully aligned
receive proper and timelyreceive
information,
benefit
of the integrity
the market.
properfor
andthe
timely
information,
for theofbenefit
of the integrity of the market.
with the overall Company
with
goals.
the overall Company goals.
Organizational Structure
Organizational Structure

Business Code of Conduct
Business Code of Conduct
On a Finance departmental
On a level,
Finance
thedepartmental
Chief Financial
level,
Officer
the and
Chiefthe
Financial
Group Officer
Controller,
and the Group Controller,
together with the HR function,
togetherare
with
responsible
the HR function,
for ensuring
are responsible
that; the team
for ensuring
is adequately
that; the team is adequately
The Business Code of The
Conduct
is applicable
all employees
anywhere
the worldanywhere in the world
Business
Code of to
Conduct
is applicable
to all inemployees
staffed, that all personnel
staffed,
involved
that in
allthe
personnel
preparation
involved
of the
in financial
the preparation
statements
of the
of financial
the
statements ofemployed
the
or otherwiseemployed
engaged by
the eDreams
ODIGEO
and also
extends
to and also extends to
or otherwise
engaged
by Group,
the eDreams
ODIGEO
Group,
Group are appropriatelyGroup
qualified,
are appropriately
and that they qualified,
have received
and that
the necessary
they have training
receivedand
the necessary trainingseconded
and
and temporary
employees,
party employees,
contractors,third
and party
any other
person or
seconded
and third
temporary
contractors,
and any other person or
updates on International
updates
Financial
on Reporting
International
Standards,
Financiallocal
Reporting
GAAP, Standards,
and in principles
local GAAP,
of
and in principles
of
organization representing
or acting on
behalf of the
Company.
The code
is designed
organization
representing
or acting
on behalf
of the
Company.toThe code is designed to
internal control of financial
internal
information.
control of financial information.
provide a frame of reference
forathe
integrity
of conduct
withintegrity
respect of
to;conduct
confidentiality
of
provide
frame
of reference
for the
with respect
to; confidentiality of
data and information, the
treatment
of intellectual
property,of
privacy
and data
protection,
data
and information,
the treatment
intellectual
property,
privacy and data protection,
The Group Human Resource
The Group
function
Human
is responsible
Resource function
for the maintenance
is responsible
and
forcontinuous
the maintenance and continuous
transparency, communication
with thecommunication
media, relationships
with
competitors
and fellow
transparency,
with the
media,
relationships
with competitors and fellow
update of the detailed Group
updateorganizational
of the detailed
chart,
Group
which
organizational
is availablechart,
to allwhich
employees
is available
for
to all employees for
employees, corporate social
responsibilities,
of interest, andconflicts
the reporting
of anyand the reporting of any
employees,
corporateconflicts
social responsibilities,
of interest,
consultation on the corporate
consultation
intranet.
on the corporate intranet.
infringements.
infringements.
A Compliance CommitteeAhas
Compliance
been formed
Committee
to address
has been
concerns
formed
andto
questions
address related
concerns
toand
the questions related to the
All new employees receive
a copy
of the Business
of of
Conduct
and online
All new
employees
receive Code
a copy
the Business
Codecompliance
of Conduct and online compliance
application of the Code of
application
Conduct as
ofwell
the Code
as assist
of Conduct
in the evaluation
as well asof
assist
any concerns
in the evaluation
raised of any concerns raised
training as part of the
on-boarding
are required
to read
and required
sign
training
as part process
of the and
on-boarding
process
and are
to read and sign
by employees relating toby
any
employees
matter regarding
relating the
to any
Code.
matter
The Compliance
regarding the
Committee
Code. TheisCompliance
made
Committee is made
acknowledgement.
acknowledgement.
up of; the Chief People Officer,
up of; the
General
ChiefCounsel
People Officer,
and the General
Head of Counsel
Internal and
Audit
the
& Head
Compliance,
of Internal Audit & Compliance,
and one delegated senior
and
member
one delegated
from each
senior
of their
member
respective
from each
teams.
ofDecisions
their respective
are taken
teams. Decisions are taken
On an annual basis, an organization-wide
communication
is sent reminding
employees
On an annual basis,
an organization-wide
communication
is sentofreminding employees of
by a majority of its members.
by a majority of its members.
the Business Code of Conduct
and the Code
link toofwhere
it can
located
the Intranet.
the Business
Conduct
andbe
the
link toon
where
it can be located on the Intranet.
The Compliance Committee
TheisCompliance
responsibleCommittee
for the following:
is responsible for the following:
“Whistle-blowing” channels
“Whistle-blowing” channels
• Ensuring the Code of Conduct
• Ensuring
is communicated
the Code of Conduct
widely is
and
communicated
suggesting any
widely
amendment
and suggesting any amendment
deemed necessary
deemed necessary
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Per the Internal Rules ofPer
Procedure
the Internal
of the
Rules
Board
of of
Procedure
Directors,
of article
the Board
10.3 of
c, Directors,
the role ofarticle
the 10.3 c, the role ofDuring
the fiscal year 2019 the
During
online
fiscal
Compliance
year 2019
Training
the online
Program
Compliance
was delivered
Trainingto
Program
all internal
was delivered to all internal
Audit Committee is to establish
Audit Committee
and supervise
is to establish
a mechanism
and supervise
whereby astaff
mechanism
can report,
whereby staff can report,
employees throughout the
employees
Group, tothroughout
complement
theexisting
Group, Group
to complement
Policies inexisting
the most
Group
critical
Policies in the most critical
confidentially and, if appropriate,
confidentially
anonymously,
and, if appropriate,
potentially
anonymously,
significant irregularities
potentially significant
within
irregularities within
areas of compliance relevant
areasto
ofthe
compliance
Company,relevant
and further
to the
cultivate
Company,
an ethical
and further
culture
cultivate
acrossan ethical culture across
the company that they detect,
the company
in particular
that they
financial
detect,
or accounting
in particularirregularities
financial or accounting irregularities
the organization. The courses
the organization.
included inThe
thecourses
online Compliance
included in Training
the online
Program
Compliance
were Training Program were
selected to improve employee
selected
awareness
to improve
in employee
the most significant
awarenesscompliance
in the mostrisk
significant
domains.
compliance risk domains.
The Business Code of Conduct
The Business
expressly
Code
states
of Conduct
that any
expressly
employee
states
who that
has knowledge
any employee
of who has knowledge
of include: Ethics and
which
which
Behaviours,
include:Data
Ethics
Governance,
and Behaviours,
Legal Data
and ITGovernance,
& CyberSecurity.
Legal and
TheIT & CyberSecurity. The
any questionable or possibly
any questionable
illegal actionsoraffecting
possibly the
illegal
Company
actionsisaffecting
required the
to report
Company
suchis required to report courses
such
provided by a renowned
courses provided
supplier SAI
by aGlobal,
renowned
and whose
suppliercontent
SAI Global,
has been
and whose
vettedcontent
by
has been vetted by
actions promptly.
actions promptly.
legal experts are complemented
legal experts
by the
are associated
complemented
Group
by Policy
the associated
documentGroup
and made
Policy document and made
available online via the Cornerstone
available online
LMS via
System.
the Cornerstone LMS System.
The Company has an internal
The Company
whistleblowing
has an internal
channelwhistleblowing
(“Confidential Channel”)
channel (“Confidential
through
Channel”) through
which all employees canwhich
address
all employees
their queries
can
and
address
report their
confidentially
queries and
andreport
anonymously.
confidentially and anonymously.
F.2 Risk assessment
F.2in
Risk
financial
assessment
reporting
in financial reporting
In addition, the following
In channels
addition, of
thecommunication
following channels
are available
of communication
to employees:
are available
via the to employees: via the
corporate
website, corporate
intranet
website,
HUB,
andintranet
a
generic
HUB,
and
e-mail a address,
generic
e-mail
address,
Please report, at least,
Please
on:
report, at least, on:
(compliancecommittee@edreamsodigeo.com)
(compliancecommittee@edreamsodigeo.com)

F.2.1. the main characteristics
F.2.1. the mainofcharacteristics
the risk identification
of the risk
process,
identification process,

All complaints are investigated,
All complaints
The Company
are investigated,
prohibits retaliation
The Company
against
prohibits
any employee
retaliation
foragainst any employee for
including risks of error
including
or fraud,
risksstating
of errorwhether:
or fraud, stating whether:
reports made in good reports
faith, and
made
it also
in good
protects
faith, the
andrights
it also
of protects
the employee
the rights
beingof the employee being
investigated.
investigated.



The process exists

The
andprocess
is documented:
exists and is documented:

The Compliance Committee
The Compliance
holds quarterly
Committee
meetings
holds
(andquarterly
ad-hoc meetings
meetings for
(andserious
ad-hoc meetings for serious
issues), to analyze theissues),
complaints
to analyze
submitted;
the complaints
minutes aresubmitted;
prepared minutes
as documentary
are prepared as documentary
As explained above in Section
As explained
E, eDreams
aboveODIGEO
in Section
has E,
a Corporate
eDreams ODIGEO
Risk Assessment
has a Corporate Risk Assessment
evidence of the meetings.
evidence of the meetings.
Procedure which is executed
Procedure
on a periodic
which is
basis.
executed on a periodic basis.
Significant breaches of the
Significant
Business
breaches
Code ofof
Conduct
the Business
and corrective
Code of actions
Conductproposed
and corrective
are actions proposed are
This details
risk mapping
the risks
procedure
identified
details
by thethe
organization,
risks identified
which
by are
the organization, which are
reported to the Audit Committee
reportedon
to athe
timely
Auditbasis.
Committee
A summary
on a timely
of the basis.
Compliance
A summary
Committee
of the Compliance Committee This risk mapping procedure
classified
categories;
into the
compliance,
following categories;
market, operational,
compliance,
andmarket,
quality operational, and quality
highlights is presented highlights
to the Audit
is Committee
presented to
asthe
partAudit
of the
Committee
quarterlyas
Internal
part ofControls
the quarterly Internal Controls classified into the following
of financial information. of
Each
financial
risk is assigned
information.
a probability
Each risk is
ofassigned
occurrence
a probability
score, andof
anoccurrence score, and an
presentation.
presentation.
impact (monetary and operational)
impact (monetary
score, and
and operational)
the results are
score,
analyzed
and thebyresults
Senior are analyzed by Senior
Management, who will Management,
provide feedback
who regarding
will provide
mitigating
feedback
business
regarding
actions
mitigating
in
business actions in
Training
Training
place, actions to be implemented
place, actions
and accepted
to be implemented
levels of tolerance.
and accepted levels of tolerance.
The Company is firmly The
committed
Company
to isand
firmly
proactively
committed
encourages
to and proactively
continuous encourages
refresher continuous refresher
A mapping
of exercise
the risksisidentified
performed
in the
of the
ICFR
risks
business
identified
processes
in the ICFR business processes
training on key accounting
training
policyon
and
key
legislation
accounting
changes
policy for
andall
legislation
employees
changes
directly
for
involved
all employees directly involved A mapping exercise is performed
(Revenue, Procurement,(Revenue,
HR & Payroll,
Procurement,
Treasury,
HRIT& General
Payroll, Computer
Treasury, Controls,
IT General Computer Controls,
in the preparation of financially
in the preparation
reported data.
of financially reported data.
Financial Reporting, Entity
Financial
Level &Reporting,
COSO) controls
Entitymatrices
Level & COSO)
to the controls
Corporate
matrices
Risk Map
to the Corporate Risk Map
Training requirements are
Training
determined
requirements
internally
areby
determined
Finance Line
internally
Managers
by Finance
and Human
Line Managers and Human to ensure all control riskstoare
ensure
included.
all control risks are included.
Resources on the basis Resources
of performance
on thereviews.
basis ofTraining
performance
agendas
reviews.
are set
Training
in coordination
agendas are set in coordination
with advice on regulatory
with
andadvice
accounting
on regulatory
policy changes
and accounting
from external
policy advisors
changes (external
from external advisors (external

The process  covers
The process
all financial
covers reporting
all financial
objectives,
reporting objectives,
auditors, consultants, and
auditors,
otherconsultants,
relevant accounting
and otherand
relevant
compliance
accounting
subjectand
matter
compliance subject matter (existence
and (existence
occurrence;and completeness;
occurrence;
valuation;
completeness;
valuation;
experts).
experts).
presentation, disclosure
and comparability;
rights and and rights and
presentation,
disclosure andand
comparability;

obligations),
and with
is what
updated
frequency.
and with what frequency.
During the fiscal year key
During
Company
the fiscal
Finance
yearControlling
key Company
Legal
Finance
and Compliance
Controllingpersonnel
Legal and Compliance personnel obligations), is updated
have attended monographic
haveseminars
attendedand
monographic
webinars on
seminars
key regulatory,
and webinars
governance,
on key risk,
regulatory,
and governance, risk, and
compliance, and IFRS subject
compliance,
matter and
(GDPR,
IFRSPSD2,
subject
Corporate
matter Social
(GDPR,Responsibility
PSD2, Corporate
andSocial
Non- Responsibility and Non- The risk identification procedure
The risk identification
and ICFR controls
procedure
process
and cover
ICFR controls
all the financial
process cover all the financial
Financial Information Reporting),
Financialprovided
Information
by external
Reporting),
consultants.
provided by external consultants.
reporting objectives of:
reporting
existence
objectives
and occurrence,
of: existence
completeness,
and occurrence,
valuation,
completeness, valuation,
presentation, disclosure presentation,
and fraud. The
disclosure
formal Corporate
and fraud.
Risk
TheMap
formal
is produced
Corporate
onRisk
an Map is produced on an
The Company subscribesThe
to various
Company
publications
subscribeswhich
to various
offerpublications
up-to-date information
which offer on
up-to-date
the
information on the
annual basis, and an informal
annualupdate
basis, exercise
and an informal
to risk scores
updateand
exercise
continued
to risk
relevance
scores and continued relevance
evolution of the business
evolution
and regulatory
of the business
environment
and regulatory
of the activities
environment
performed
of the
by activities
the
performed by the
is performed every 6 months.
is performed every 6 months.
Group and on International
Group
Financial
and onInformation
International
Standards
Financialand
Information
internal control.
Standards and internal control.
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A specific process

A specific
is in place
process
to is
define
in place
the scope
to define
of the scope F.3.1.
of Procedures F.3.1.
for reviewing
Proceduresand
for authorizing
reviewing and
the authorizing
financial
the financial
Consolidation, with
Consolidation,
reference towith
thereference
possible to
existence
the possible
of
existence information
of
and description
information
ofand
ICFRdescription
to be disclosed
of ICFR
to to
the
bemarkets,
disclosed to the markets,
complex corporate
complex
structures,
corporate
special
structures,
purpose special
vehicles,purpose vehicles,
stating who is stating
responsible
who inis each
responsible
case, together
in each with
case, the
together with the
holding companies,
holding
etc. companies, etc.
documentation and
documentation
flow charts ofand
activities
flow charts
and controls
of activities
(including
and controls (including
those addressing those
the risk
addressing
of fraud) the
forrisk
each
of type
fraud)offor
transaction
each type of transaction
may materially
that affect
may materially
the financial
affect
statements,
the financial
including
statements, including
The Consolidation perimeter
The Consolidation
of eDreams ODIGEO
perimeter
is subject
of eDreams
to revisions
ODIGEOduring
is subject
eachto revisions during that
each
quarterly closing.
quarterly closing.
procedures for theprocedures
closing of for
accounts
the closing
and for
of the
accounts
separate
andreview
for the separate review
of critical judgments,
of critical
estimates,
judgments,
evaluations
estimates,
and projections.
evaluations and projections.



Group Controlling reporting
GrouptoControlling
the Chief Financial
reporting Officer
to the periodically
Chief Financial
review
Officer
any periodically review any
changes in the Group’s structure
changes in
together
the Group’s
with structure
the Grouptogether
Legal & with
Tax Departments;
the Group Legal & Tax Departments;
Review & AuthorizationReview
of Financial
& Authorization
Information:of Financial Information:
together they are responsible
together for
they
analyzing
are responsible
companies
forthat
analyzing
enter and
companies
exit thethat enter and exit the
perimeter. Both the formation
perimeter.
and Both
acquisition
the formation
of companies,
and acquisition
as well asoftheir
companies,
sale or as well as their sale or The Group reports consolidated
information to
the Commission
The Group financial
reports consolidated
financial
informationdeto the Commission de
dissolution, are subject dissolution,
to an internal
areauthorization
subject to anprocess
internalthat
authorization
permits the
process
clear that permits the clear Surveillance du Secteur Financier”
(CSSF)
in Luxembourg,
to the
Spanish National
Surveillance
du Secteur
Financier”and
(CSSF)
in Luxembourg,
and to the Spanish National
identification of all entries
identification
and exits toof
and
allfrom
entries
theand
consolidation
exits to andperimeter.
from the consolidation perimeter.
Securities Market Comissions
(CNMV)
on Comissions
a quarterly(CNMV)
basis. This
is
Securities
Market
on a information
quarterly basis.
This information is
prepared by the Groupprepared
Controlling
who reportdepartment
directly to who
the Chief
by department
the Group Controlling
report directly to the Chief
Financial Officer. The department
performs
a series
of period
end control
activities
to end control activities to
Financial Officer.
The
department
performs
a series
of period
The process addresses
The process
other addresses
types of other
risk (operational,
types of risk (operational, ensure the accuracy andensure
completeness
of the
financial
information
reported,
the accuracy
and
completeness
of the
financialgiving
information reported, giving
technological, financial,
technological,
legal, reputational,
financial, legal,
environmental,
reputational, environmental, particular attention to areas
that involve
judgment,
projections.
The
particular
attention
to areasestimation,
that involveand
judgment,
estimation,
and projections. The
consolidated financial information
reviewedinformation
and approved
by the CEO,
Audit
consolidatedisfinancial
is reviewed
and approved
by the CEO, Audit
etc.) insofar as they
etc.)
may
insofar
affectas
the
they
financial
may affect
statements.
the financial statements.
Committee, and the Board
prior to release
to Board
the stock
market.
Committee,
and the
prior
to release to the stock market.
The Company Risk Management
The Company
ModelRisk
covers
Management
four key areas
Model
of covers
risk: four key areas of risk:
o
o
o
o



ICFR Framework

Operational (technological,
o Operational
reputational,
(technological,
etc.)
reputational, etc.)
Quality of Financial Information
o Quality which
of Financial
includes
Information
risks associated
which includes
with therisks associated with the
accuracy, completeness accuracy,
and publication
completeness
of reporting
and information.
publication of reporting information.
Compliance (legal & oregulatory,
Compliance
industry
(legal
related,
& regulatory,
financial,
industry
fiscal, and
related, financial, fiscal, and
corporate governance) corporate governance)
Market (Sector related,
o strategic)
Market (Sector related, strategic)

Finally, which of the
Finally,
company’s
whichgoverning
of the company’s
bodies is
governing
responsible
bodies is responsible
for overseeing thefor
process
overseeing the process
The Board of Directors, through
The Board
theof
Audit
Directors,
Committee,
through
oversees
the Audit
theCommittee,
process, asoversees
defined the process, as defined
in Article 10.3 of the Internal
in Article
Rules10.3
of Procedure
of the Internal
of theRules
Board
ofof
Procedure
Directors.of“The
the Board
role ofof Directors. “The role of
the Audit Committee with
the
respect
Audit Committee
to the internal
withcontrol
respectand
to the
reporting
internal
systems
controlisand
to reporting systems is to
manage and report the main
manage
risksand
identified
report the
as amain
consequence
risks identified
of the as
monitoring
a consequence
of the of the monitoring of the
efficiency of the company
efficiency
internal controls
of the company
by Internal
internal
Audit.
controls by Internal Audit.

F.3 Control activities
F.3 Control activities
Please report, indicating
Please report,
their principal
indicating
characteristics,
their principal
oncharacteristics,
whether
on whether
you have at least: you have at least:

ICFR Framework

The
Company
ICFR model
consists
of Financial
Control Matrix that includes
The Company ICFR model
consists
of Financial
Risk
and Control
Matrix Risk
that and
includes
the six
main business
cycles
considered
relevant
forFinancial
the preparation of the Financial
the six main business cycles
considered
relevant
for the
preparation
of the
Statements
Entity Level Controls (ELC):
Statements plus Entity Level
Controlsplus
(ELC):
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

o
Financial
Close
Reporting and Group Consolidation
Financial Close Reporting
and Group
Consolidation
o
Procurement
and accounts payable management;
Procurement and accounts
payable management;
o receivable
Revenue and
accounts receivable management;
Revenue and accounts
management;
o
Treasury;
Treasury;
Human Resources & Payroll;
Human Resources &o Payroll;
o
Corporate IT
Corporate IT
o (ELC):
Entity
Level
Controls
(ELC): These controls work
Entity Level Controls
These
controls
work
transversally,
and are
designed to supervise the
transversally, and are designed
to supervise
the
effectiveness
of the internal
control framework as a whole,
effectiveness of the internal
control framework
as a whole,
The Company
classifies
in accordance with the COSO
The Company classifies ELC´s
in accordance
withELC´s
the COSO
control
framework,
which considers the following
control framework, which
considers
the following
components:
components:

Environment of control;

Environment of control;

Evaluation of the risk;

Evaluation of the risk;
Control activities;

Control activities; 

Information and communication;

Information and communication;

Supervision;

Supervision;
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The six main business cycles
The six
aremain
divided
business
into sub-processes,
cycles are divided
adapted
into sub-processes,
to the particularities
adapted to the particularities
The Group has implemented
The Group
an internal
has implemented
controls framework
an internal
overcontrols
IT systems
framework
that support
over IT systems that support
the relevant
impacting the
financial
statements.
This model
of the business operations
of the
of each
business
country
operations
or region.ofThe
each
Financial
countryRisk
or region.
and Control
The Financial
MatricesRisk and Control Matrices
the relevant processes impacting
theprocesses
financial statements.
This
model is
based on COSO
and is based on COSO and
COBIT (ISACA
recommendations)
andControls
includes(hereinafter
an IT General
Controls
are structured in the following
are structured
way:
in the following way:
COBIT (ISACA recommendations)
and includes
an IT General
ITGC),
risk (hereinafter ITGC), risk
incorporated
into the
Corporate
business
as well as policies and procedures
matrix incorporated intomatrix
the Corporate
IT business
cycle,
as wellITas
policiescycle,
and procedures
o Control objectives: Control
o Control
requirements
objectives:
which
Control
must
requirements
be fulfilled in
which
eachmust
activity
be of
fulfilled in each activity
of to mitigate risksin
order to IT
mitigate
risks related to IT and security.
in order
related
and security.
the process. They are intended
the process.
to ensure
Theythe
arereliability
intended of
to the
ensure
financial
the reliability
information,
of the financial information,
Internal
works
closely
withITthe
IT Security and
Office,
IT Development and IT Operations,
covering the premises covering
of; integrity,
the premises
existence of;
andintegrity,
occurrence,
existence
valuation
and and
occurrence, valuation Internal
and
Audit works closely
withAudit
the IT
Security
Office,
Development
IT Operations,
identifying
critical
thereporting
financial process,
statements
measurement, presentation
measurement,
and disclosure,
presentation
and rights
and
and
disclosure,
obligation.and rights and obligation.
identifying critical systems
impacting
the systems
financial impacting
statements
and reporting process, and
evaluating
design and of
operating
effectiveness
thematrix
key controls
the design and
operatingthe
effectiveness
the key controls
in theof
ITGC
with in the ITGC matrix with
o Risks: The resultingo impact
Risks:ofThe
theresulting
control objective
impact ofnot
thebeing
control
in place
objective
on the
not being in place onevaluating
the
respect
these systems.
This the
contributes
to ensure
the of
quality
respect
to these systems.
This to
contributes
to ensure
quality and
reliability
the and reliability of the
capacity of the Group to capacity
achieve its
of financial
the Groupinformation
to achieve its
goals,
financial
including
information
the risk of
goals, including the risk
of
information
information reported to the
markets. reported to the markets.
fraud.
fraud.
o Control: Policies, procedures,
o Control:
andPolicies,
other actions
procedures,
generally
and other
incorporated
actions within
generally
the incorporated within the
The ITGC
matrix
is comprised
of the following main areas:
The
of the
following
main areas:
business process, designed
business
to ensure
process,
achievement
designedof
tothe
ensure
control
achievement
objective over
of the
the
control objective over
theITGC matrix is comprised
financial statements and/or
financial
to prevent
statements
fraudulent
and/or
activities.
to prevent
Thefraudulent
controls are
activities.
sub- The controls are sub Physical
& Logical
Securityand
of Systems,
Programs, and Data
of Systems,
Programs,
Data
categorized as; prevent or
categorized
detect depending
as; prevent
on the
or detect
stage of
depending
the business
on the
process
stage at
of the business process at Physical & Logical Security
 Program
Program
Changes and Program Development
 Program Changes and
Development
which they are executed,which
and manual,
they aresemi-automated
executed, and manual,
or automated,
semi-automated
as definedorbyautomated, as defined by
 Computer Operations
 Computer Operations
the means by which theythe
aremeans
executed.
by which
Business
theycontrol
are executed.
ownersBusiness
have been
control
assigned
owners have been assigned
for each control activity. for each control activity.
o Control Evidence: oTheControl
documentation
Evidence:kept
Thebydocumentation
the control owner
kept by
(company
the control owner (company
Physical & Logical Security
of Systems,
Programs,
Data
Physical
& Logical
Securityand
of Systems,
Programs, and Data
personnel), to ensure that
personnel),
the controls
to ensure
framework
that can
the controls
be monitored
framework
and audited
can beon
monitored and audited on
a periodic basis.
a periodic basis.
This area contains the controls
required
to ensure
the following:
This area
contains
the controls
required to ensure the following:
Ownership & Responsibility:
Ownership & Responsibility:
o
o
o

o

Computing facilities
i. are Computing
appropriately
facilities
managed
are in
appropriately
order to ensure
managed
that in order to ensure that
physical access is appropriately
to authorized restricted
personnelto
and
physical restricted
access is appropriately
authorized personnel and
Business control owners
are responsible
for the are
timely
executionfor
of the
the timely
controls
o Business
control owners
responsible
execution of the controls
the necessary environmental
conditions
are maintained
to operate
the necessary
environmental
conditions
are maintained to operate
defined within the framework.
defined within the framework.
Information Systems. Information Systems.
Governance, Risk, and
areRisk,
responsible
for the supervision,
maintenance
o Compliance
Governance,
and Compliance
are responsible
for the supervision, maintenance
ii.
Systems are adequately
ii.
Systems
configured
areand
adequately
monitored
configured
to ensureand
sufficient
monitored to ensure sufficient
levels of information system
to safeguard
against
unauthorized
levelssecurity
of information
system
security
to safeguard against unauthorized
and update of the internal
controls
and
updateframework.
of the internal controls framework.
access to systems or modifications
to programs
and data that
could
access to systems
or modifications
to programs
and data that could
Internal Audit is responsible
for the
review
and testing
thereview
framework
of internal
o Internal
Audit
is responsible
forofthe
and testing
of the framework of internal
result in incomplete, inaccurate,
invalid processing
or recording
of
result in incomplete,
inaccurate,
invalid processing
or recording of
controls over financial information
to financial
validate whether
theytoare
effective
in design
controls over
information
validate
whether
they are effective in design
financial information. financial information.
and operation. All issuesand
identified
are All
validated
with the control/process
owner,
operation.
issues identified
are validated with
the control/process owner,
Program Changes and Program
ProgramDevelopment
Changes and Program Development
and the necessary remediation
plansremediation
and timingsaction
agreedplans
with and
them.
and theaction
necessary
timings agreed with them.
The results of the periodic
review
are periodic
shared with
Management,
o TheICFR
results
of the
ICFR Company
review are
shared with the
Company Management, the
Software development and
procedures
are based
onprocedures
an Agile methodology
approach
Software
development
and
are based on
an Agile and
methodology approach and
Audit Committee, and the
Board,
who areand
committed
to providing
the resources
Audit
Committee,
the Board,
who are committed
to providing the resources
the controls defined ensure
following:
the the
controls
defined ensure the following:
required to assist with remediation.
required to assist with remediation.

The Group uses an automated
tool,
Archer
GRC (Governance
Risk and
The Group
uses
an automated
tool, Archer
GRC Compliance),
(Governance to
Risk and Compliance), to
manage the controls framework,
evaluation
design and
operatingofeffectiveness,
and
manage the
controls of
framework,
evaluation
design and operating
effectiveness, and
control issues identified.control issues identified.

i.

i.
ii.

Changes to eDreams
i.
ODIGEO
Changes
applications
to eDreams
and
ODIGEO
software
applications
are properly
and software are properly
aligned to business objectives
and
with current
aligned
to compliant
business objectives
andlegislation.
compliant with current legislation.
Software developments
ii.
Software
and system
developments
changes areand
appropriately
system changes
testedare appropriately tested
and monitored to minimize
the likelihood
of system
and monitored
to minimize
the disruption,
likelihood of system disruption,
unauthorized alterationsunauthorized
and other errors
which could
negatively
alterations
and other
errorsimpact
which could negatively impact
the accuracy and completeness
of financial
informationofprocessing
the accuracy
and completeness
financial information processing
activities.
activities.

F.3.2. Internal control
F.3.2. Internal
policies and
control
procedures
policies and
for IT
procedures
systems for IT systems
(including secure (including
access, control
secure of
access,
changes,
control
system
of changes,
operation,system operation,
continuity and segregation
continuityofand
duties)
segregation
giving support
of duties)
to key
giving
company
support to key company
processes regarding
processes
the preparation
regarding and
the publication
preparation of
and
financial
publication of financial
Computer Operations Computer Operations
information.
information.
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Fortoall outsourced processes,
For allService
outsourced
Levelprocesses,
Agreements
Service
(SLA) Level
have to
Agreements
be defined,(SLA)
agreed
have
and
to be defined, agreed and
Information systems
i. areInformation
adequately systems
operatedare
andadequately
monitoredoperated
in order to
and monitored in order
ensure
system
availability and data integrity.
ensure system availability
and data
integrity.
signed
in the contract with the vendor.
signed in the contract with
the vendor.
ii.
Incidents arising ii.
during Incidents
the course
arising
of normal
duringbusiness
the course
operations
of normal
arebusiness operations are
The SLA’sare
outsourced
processes
are through
monitored
through the vendor evaluation
The SLA’s outsourced processes
monitored
periodically
theperiodically
vendor evaluation
resolved in a timely manner.
adequately resolved in a adequately
timely manner.
problem in the
SLA or deliverables
escalated
accordingly
and may result in
process.
Any problem inprocess.
the SLAAny
or deliverables
is escalated
accordinglyisand
may result
in
iii.
A Business Continuity
iii. and
A Business
Disaster Recovery
ContinuityPlan
and is
Disaster
in placeRecovery
in order Plan
to is in place in order
to
ensure
business
operations in case of a contingency.
ensure business operations
in case
of a contingency.
actions taken with the vendor.
corrective actions taken corrective
with the vendor.
During
FY19 eDreams
ODIGEO completed
a Cybersecurity
During FY19 eDreams ODIGEO
completed
a Cybersecurity
Risk Analysis
covering: Risk Analysis covering:
When
the Group
outsources
relevant
processes
for the information
preparation to
of financial information to
When the Group outsources
relevant
processes
for the
preparation
of financial
 Classification
of criticality.
applications in terms of criticality.
 Classification of applications
in terms of
independent
expert, it ensures
professional
the required
an independent expert, an
it ensures
the professional
has thethe
required
levels has
of technical
and levels of technical and
 cybersecurity
Definition ofcontrol
a general
 Definition of a general
set.cybersecurity control set.
legal competence.
In addition,
Non-Disclosure
(NDA´s) are signed off timely.
legal competence. In addition,
Non-Disclosure
agreements
(NDA´s) are agreements
signed off timely.
 effectiveness
Evaluation of of
operating
effectiveness
 Evaluation of operating
cybersecurity
controls.of cybersecurity controls.

i.

addition,ofthe
process
the new
andwas
back
office systems was fully
In addition, the roll-outIn process
theroll-out
new middle
andofback
officemiddle
systems
fully
F.4 Information and
F.4
communication
Information and communication
enabling
standardization
processes,
efficiency gains, and improved
implemented, enabling implemented,
the standardization
of the
processes,
efficiencyofgains,
and improved
quality of controls.
quality of controls.

Please report, indicating
Please report,
their principal
indicating
characteristics,
their principaloncharacteristics,
whether
on whether
you have at least: you have at least:
Management
alsofocus
continued
to strongly
focus and
reinforce
compliance with PCI Standards
Management also continued
to strongly
and reinforce
compliance
with
PCI Standards
(Payment
Card
Industry Data
Standards)
allGroup.
key systems across the Group.
(Payment Card Industry Data
Security
Standards)
of allSecurity
key systems
acrossofthe

F.4.1. The entity F.4.1.
has The
a specific
entity function
has a specific
in charge
function
of defining
in charge of defining
following
companies
have
successfully
the PCI
DSS FY19,
v3.2 certification during
FY19,
The following companiesThe
have
successfully
obtained
the
PCI DSS v3.2obtained
certification
during
and
maintaining and
accounting
maintaining
policies
accounting
(accounting
policies
policies
(accounting
area
policies area
ensuring
that the company
has implemented
appropriate
security
measures to store, process
ensuring that the company
has implemented
appropriate
security measures
to store,
process
or department) or
anddepartment)
settling doubts
and settling
or disputes
doubts
over
or their
disputes over their
anddata
transmit
data
in its e-commerce
Vacaciones eDreams. S.L.,
and transmit cardholder
in its cardholder
e-commerce
operations:
Vacaciones operations:
eDreams. S.L.,
interpretation, which
interpretation,
is in regular
which
communication
is in regularwith
communication
the team with the team
eDreams International eDreams
Network International
SL, eDreams Network
LLC, eDreams
INC, eDreams
Srl, Viagens
SL, eDreams
LLC, eDreams
INC, eDreams Srl, Viagens
in AB,
charge of operations.
in charge
A manual
of operations.
of accounting
A manual
policies
of accounting
regularly policies regularly
eDreams.Lda, Geo TraveleDreams.Lda,
Pacific PTY Ltd,
Opodo
Limited,
GmbH,
Opodo
Srl, Opodo
Travellink
AB,Opodo Srl, Travellink
Geo
Travel
PacificOpodo
PTY Ltd,
Opodo
Limited,
GmbH,
Go Voyages SAS and Go Voyages
Trade
SAS
Go Voyages
SAS
and Go Voyages Trade SAS
updated and communicated
updated and
to all
communicated
the company’s
to operating
all the company’s
units. operating units.
Group Controlling, reporting
Groupdirectly
Controlling,
to the
reporting
Chief Financial
directly Officer,
to the Chief
is responsible
Financial for
Officer,
the is responsible for the
definition, update
and dissemination
of accounting
and resolution of interpretation
definition, update and dissemination
of accounting
policies, and
resolution policies,
of interpretation
doubts
or conflicts.
is a constant
flow of
information
between
is a constant
flowThere
of information
between
this
Group function
and this Group function and
F.3.3. Internal control
F.3.3. Internal
policies and
control
procedures
policies for
andoverseeing
proceduresthe
for overseeingdoubts
the or conflicts. There
theOperations
different Finance
and Operations
teams,
who are proactively
to escalate all
the different Finance and
teams, who
are proactively
encouraged
to escalate encouraged
all
management of management
outsourced activities,
of outsourced
and of
activities,
the appraisal,
and of the appraisal,
doubts theyofhave
in the application
of accounting
and financial reporting policies.
doubts they have in the application
accounting
and financial
reporting policies.

calculation or valuation
calculation
services
or valuation
commissioned
services
from
commissioned
independentfrom independent
experts, when these
experts,
may materially
when these
affect
maythe
materially
financial
affect
statements.
the financial statements.
Groupa Controlling
maintains
a library
of key
accounting
policies
which are updated when
Group Controlling maintains
library of key
accounting
policies
which
are updated
when

necessary
to or
reflect
changes accounting
in local or international
accounting
rules. This library is available
necessary to reflect changes
in local
international
rules. This library
is available
The Company outsourcesThe
a number
Company
of activities.
outsources a number of activities.
onaccessible
a Group shared
folder, accessible
to allinstakeholders
involved
in of
the drafting and review of
on a Group shared folder,
to all stakeholders
involved
the drafting and
review
financial information. financial information.
When the
an services
activity or
the services
of an independent expert,
When the Company outsources
anCompany
activity oroutsources
engages the
of engages
an independent
expert,
measures are taken to verify
the competence,
and level
of internal
controls.
measures
are taken totechnical
verify thecapacity,
competence,
technical
capacity,
and level of internal controls.
Trainingperiodically
sessions are
periodicallypersonnel
(by Groupand
Controlling
personnel and by external
Training sessions are provided
(byprovided
Group Controlling
by external
This can take a variety This
of forms:
Service
Level of
Agreement
conditions,
such as certifications such
can take
a variety
forms: Service
Level certifications
Agreement conditions,
as
subject
matter
experts)
Finance Managers
Controllers
subject matter experts) to
Finance
Managers
andtoControllers
in order and
to keep
them upintoorder
date to keep them up to date
ISAE3402 and SSAE16, etc…
depending
on the outsourced
activity.
ISAE3402
and SSAE16,
etc… depending
on the outsourced activity.
the interpretation
and application
of any legislation
changes inand
accounting
with the interpretation with
and application
of any changes
in accounting
rules. legislation and rules.
Finance Managers
Controllers
then responsible
for cascading this knowledge
These Finance ManagersThese
and Controllers
are thenand
responsible
forare
cascading
this knowledge
The Group ProcurementThe
Policy
has Procurement
a dedicated section
detailing
a common
framework
Group
Policy has
a dedicated
section
detailingand
a common framework and
down to their teams.
down to their teams.
requirements for outsourcing
activities.
The
Policy provides
clearThe
guidance
on the criteria
requirements
for
outsourcing
activities.
Policy provides
clear that
guidance on the criteria that
must be followed in selection
of followed
an outsourced
supplier,
keyoutsourced
clauses that
need tokey
be included
must be
in selection
of an
supplier,
clauses that need to be included
The Group’s
external auditor,
for consolidated
statements
subsidiary statutory accounts,
The Group’s external auditor,
for consolidated
statements
and subsidiary
statutoryand
accounts,
in the agreement, and ongoing
monitoring and
procedures
should be
followed.that
During
FY19be
a followed. Duringrequest
in the agreement,
ongoingthat
monitoring
procedures
should
FY19 a and review that request
and review
that theby
financial
data reported
by these
subsidiaries follow the principles
the financial
data reported
these subsidiaries
follow
the principles
detailed review was performed
Legalwas
to ensure
all main
outsourcer
agreements
detailedby
review
performed
by Legal
to ensure
all main contained
outsourcer agreements contained
the Group’s
Accounting
Policies, in the annual audit.
enshrined in the Group’s enshrined
AccountinginPolicies,
in the
annual audit.
adequate Data Protectionadequate
and IT Security
clauses. and IT Security clauses.
Data Protection
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•
•
F.4.2. Mechanisms in standard format for the capture and
preparation of financial information, which are applied and used in all
standard
formatfinancial
for the capture and
units within the F.4.2.
entity Mechanisms
or group, andinsupport
its main
•
of financial
are applied and used in all
statements and preparation
accompanying
notes information,
as well aswhich
disclosures
concerning ICFR. units within the entity or group, and support its main financial
•
statements and accompanying notes as well as disclosures
All of the significant group
entities operate
on the same single middle and back office systems
concerning
ICFR.

Receives and reviews the financial information that the Company must periodically
make public to markets and to regulatory bodies
Receives regular information
from
the
external
oninformation
the audit plan
•
Receives
and
reviews
theauditor
financial
thatand
the the
Company must periodically
results of the implementation
thereof,
and
checks
that
Senior
Management
takes
its
make public to markets and to regulatory bodies
recommendations into
• account.
Receives regular information from the external auditor on the audit plan and the
Guides and supervises the
activities
of implementation
the Internal Audit
Area, including;
approval
of Management takes its
results
of the
thereof,
and checks
that Senior
the annual plan and monitoring
of senior management
recommendations
into account.actions on recommendations
raised as a result of reviews.
•
Guides and supervises the activities of the Internal Audit Area, including; approval of
Examines compliance with:
the Internal
Regulations
forofConduct
in the Securities
the annual
plan and
monitoring
senior management
actions on recommendations
Market, with Internal Rules
of
Procedure
and,
in
general,
with
the
rules
are
of
good
raised as a result of reviews.
corporate governance
of
the company
and make
proposals
•
Examines
compliance
with: any
the appropriate
Internal Regulations
forfor
Conduct in the Securities
improvement.
Market, with Internal Rules of Procedure and, in general, with the rules are of good

(AGM and AXAPTA respectively), and this coupled with centralization in FY18 & FY19 of the
Finance function has contributed
to standardize
gain efficiency,
andsingle
improve
the and back office systems
All of the significant
groupprocesses,
entities operate
on the same
middle
corporate
governance
of thesupervises
company and
any the
appropriate proposals for
The
Internal Audit
Department,
and make
monitors
quality of controls.
(AGM and AXAPTA respectively), and this coupled with centralization in FY18 & FY19 of
theAudit Committee, via theimprovement.
effectiveness
of the Company´s internal control system, and ICFR. The Audit Committee is
Finance function has contributed to standardize processes, gain efficiency, and improve
the
At month end, in order toquality
reportof
allcontrols.
financial information, all individual entity trial balances are
regularly updated by theThe
Head
of Internal
Auditvia
on the
the Internal
design and
operating
assessment
Audit
Committee,
Audit
Department,
supervises and monitors the
uploaded to the HFM (Hyperion consolidation system) using the FDM module of HFM. Several
of the effectiveness of effectiveness
the ICFR, anyofweaknesses
detected
courseand
ofICFR.
the The Audit Committee is
the Company´s
internalduring
controlthe
system,
checks are performed inAtthe
FDMend,
module
to validate
and completeness
of the entity trial balances
Internal
Audit work, andregularly
on remediation
or Head
actions
address
month
in order
to reportthe
allaccuracy
financial information,
all individual
are
updatedplans
by the
of already
Internal undertaken
Audit on thetodesign
and operating assessment
local trial balance, before
it
is
transferred
to
the
consolidation
system
“HFM”.
The
HFM
system
the weaknesses detected.
uploaded to the HFM (Hyperion consolidation system) using the FDM module of HFM. Several
of the effectiveness of the ICFR, any weaknesses detected during the course of the
is managed centrally andchecks
uses one
single
accounting
plan.
are performed in the FDM module to validate the accuracy and completeness of the
Internal Audit work, and on remediation plans or actions already undertaken to address
The Internal Audit Plan
the assessment
of the ICFR is presented to the Audit
local trial balance, before it is transferred to the consolidation system “HFM”. The HFM system
thefor
weaknesses
detected.
The ICFR internal control
system evaluates
foraccounting
the local subsidiary
month
Committee for final validation and approval before execution, in order to ensure that it
is managed
centrally control
and usesactivities
one single
plan.
end closing process as well as the consolidation closing process conducted by the Group
addresses and covers allThe
theInternal
Committee's
aligned withofthe
Auditconcerns
Plan forand
theisassessment
theGroup
ICFR Risk
is presented to the Audit
Controlling Department. The ICFR internal control system evaluates control activities for the local subsidiary month
Assessment.
Committee for final validation and approval before execution, in order to ensure that it
end closing process as well as the consolidation closing process conducted by the Group
addresses and covers all the Committee's concerns and is aligned with the Group Risk
The
Committee's
procedures
are documented in the minutes of each meeting held.
F.5 Supervision of Controlling
the functioning
of
the
system
Department.
Assessment.

Please report, indicating
their principal
on system
at least:
F.5 Supervision
of thecharacteristics,
functioning of the

b) Internal Audit Function.The Committee's procedures are documented in the minutes of each meeting held.
Internal Audit activity is carried out by the Group Internal Audit Department. The Head of

Internal Audit Function.
F.5.1. Describe thePlease
ICFRreport,
monitoring
activities
undertaken
by the
indicating
their principal
characteristics,
on at least:Internal Audit reportsb)
directly to the Audit Committee Chair, and will report any issues
audit committee together with a description of the internal audit
raised as a result of the execution
of itsactivity
annualiswork
planout
and
submitInternal
a presentation
Internal Audit
carried
byshall
the Group
Audit Department. The Head of
F.5.1.
Describe
the
ICFR
monitoring
activities
undertaken
by
the
function whose competencies shall include supporting the audit
at the end of each financial
quarter
summarizing
activity
issues arising,
Internal
Audit
reports directly
to undertaken,
the Audit Committee
Chair,and
and will report any issues
audit
committee
together
with
a
description
of
the
internal
audit
planned activity for the following
committee in its role of monitoring the internal control system,
raised as quarter.
a result of the execution of its annual work plan and shall submit a presentation
function
whose
supporting the audit
at the end of each financial quarter summarizing activity undertaken, issues arising, and
including ICFR. Also,
describe
thecompetencies
scope of theshall
ICFR include
assessment
With regards to the ICFRplanned
monitoring
activities,
the Groupquarter.
Internal Audit Department is
activity
for the following
committee
its role of
thecharge
internal
conducted in the year
and theinprocedure
for monitoring
the person in
to control system,
responsible for:
including State
ICFR. also
Also,whether
describe
the
scope of
communicate its findings.
the
company
hasthe
an ICFR assessment
With regards to the ICFR monitoring activities, the Group Internal Audit Department is
•
Performing
Independent
of the internal control model for financial
conducted
in
the
year
and
the
procedure
for
the
person
in
charge
to
action plan specifying corrective measures for any flaws detected,
responsibleassessments
for:
reporting (ICFR).
communicate
its of
findings.
State alsoimpact
whether
and whether it has
taken stock
their potential
on the
its company has an
•
Performing tests of•management’s
for assertions.
Performingbasis
Independent
assessments of the internal control model for financial
action
plan
specifying
corrective
measures
for
any
flaws
detected,
financial information.
•
Performing design and operating
effectiveness
testing
on internal controls for the
reporting (ICFR).
and whether it has taken stock of their potential impact on its Group companies in• scope.
Performing tests of management’s basis for assertions.
a) ICFR monitoring activities
undertaken
by
the
Audit
Committee.
•
Supporting
in
the
identification
of control
and reviewing
management
plans
financial information.
•
Performing
designgaps
and operating
effectiveness
testing
on internal controls for the
The Audit Committee is
advisory
bodyactivities
through which
the Board
of Directors
executes
•
a)the
ICFR
monitoring
undertaken
by the
Audit Committee.
the maintenance and supervision of the ICFR. As part of this function, and to achieve the
objectives of the Board, the
TheCommittee:
Audit Committee is the advisory body through which the Board of Directors executes •
the maintenance and supervision of the ICFR. As part of this function, and to achieve the
objectives of the Board, the Committee:

for correcting control gaps.
Group companies in scope.
Performing follow-up
reviews
to ascertain
whether of
control
gaps
been
•
Supporting
in the identification
control
gapshave
and reviewing
management plans
adequately addressed. for correcting control gaps.
Acting as coordinator
between
management
and the to
external
auditor
as tocontrol gaps have been
•
Performing
follow-up reviews
ascertain
whether
discussions of scope andadequately
testing plans.
addressed.
•

Acting as coordinator between management and the external auditor as to
discussions of scope and testing plans.
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The Audit Committee meets as many times as its Chair deems necessary for the fulfillment of
its obligations, at least four (4) times per year to obtain and analyze the information necessary
The Auditto
Committee
meetsof
asthe
many
times
as its Chair
deems necessary
for the fulfillment of
c) Scope of evaluation of the Internal Control System with regard to Financial
to discharge the duties entrusted
it. Any member
Board
of Directors,
company
officer
its obligations,
least may
four (4)
per year
to obtain
and analyze
the information necessary
Reporting
or employee of the eDreams
ODIGEO at
Group,
be times
requested
to attend
meetings
of the
c) Scope of evaluation of the Internal Control System with regard to Financial
to discharge
the duties
entrusted tomay
it. Any
member
the Boardofofthe
Directors, company officer
Committee on requirement
of its Chair.
The Committee
require
theofpresence
Reporting
During FY19 Internal Audit
completed a review of the ICFR controls design and operating
or employee of the eDreams ODIGEO Group, may be requested to attend meetings of the
external auditor in its meetings.
effectiveness in the critical business processes at all in scope Group entities (including
Committee on requirement of its Chair. The Committee may require the presence of the
During
FY19
Internal
Audit
completed
a
review
of
the
ICFR
controls
design
and
operating
information systems).
external auditor
its meetings.
The Group Finance Department
and theinAudit
Committee, represented by the Internal Audit
effectiveness in the critical business processes at all in scope Group entities (including
function, encourage total collaboration and coordination with the Group’s external auditors. As
information
systems).
The determination of scope
entities
depended on factors such as; contribution to Group
The Group
Finance
Department
and periodic
the Audit
Committee,
a result, it has direct contact
with the
Management,
holding
meetings
bothrepresented
to obtain by the Internal Audit
Revenue Margin, EBITDA, and whether the entity was newly acquired or had a prior history of
function,
encourage
total
collaboration
and coordination
the Group’s external auditors. As
the
necessary information
to carry
out its task
and
to communicate
any controlwith
weaknesses
The
determination
of
scope
entities
depended
on
factors
such
as;
contribution
to
Group
control issues.
a result,
it has direct
with the
Management,
holding
periodic
identified
its auditing
work. contact
The external
auditor
will report
to the
Audit meetings both to obtain
Revenue Margin, EBITDA, and whether the entity was newly acquired or had a prior history
of as a result of
the necessary
information
carry out
its Internal
task andControl
to communicate
Committee on “gaps” and/or
improvements
detectedtorelating
to the
System. any control weaknesses
control
issues.
All key ICFR controls were scoped in; some non-key controls rated as effective last year were
identified as a result of its auditing work. The external auditor will report to the Audit
rotated out of scope.
on “gaps”
improvements
detected relating
to the Internal Control System.
Aswere
explained in section Committee
F.5.1. Internal
Audit and/or
provides
the Audit Committee
with a quarterly
All key ICFR controls were scoped in; some non-key controls rated as effective last year
report detailing all significant internal control weaknesses and Management´s action plan to
rotated
outout
of scope.
A validation exercise was
carried
of the status of all issues identified in the prior year,
As explained in section F.5.1. Internal Audit provides the Audit Committee with a quarterly
remediate.
performing retest and validation of all control issues reported by Management as remediated.
report detailing all significant internal control weaknesses and Management´s action plan to
A validation exercise was carried out of the status of all issues identified in the prior year,
F.6 Other relevantremediate.
information
performing
retest
andfor
validation
of all control
issues
reported
by Management
as remediated.
The results of this review
serve as the
basis
the supervision
of the
internal
controls
over
financially reported data.
F.6 Other
relevant
information
There
information
worth noting
with respect to the Internal Control
The results of this review serve as the basis for the supervision of the internal controls
overis no other relevant
System for Financial Reporting.
financially
reported data.
d) Communication of results
and corrective
measure action plans.
There is no other relevant information worth noting with respect to the Internal Control
System for Financial Reporting.
d) Communication
of results
and corrective
action plans.
F.7 External audit report
Internal Audit Management
informs Financial
Management
and themeasure
Audit Committee
of all
significant internal controls weaknesses detected during the ICFR reviews carried out during
Management
informs
and the Audit CommitteePlease
of all report on: F.7 External audit report
the year, as well as theInternal
degree Audit
of execution
of action
plansFinancial
and anyManagement
mitigating measures
internal controls
detectedinduring
thecontrols
ICFR reviews carried out during
implemented during thesignificant
months subsequent
to the weaknesses
review. Weaknesses
internal
Please
report
on:
thereviews
year, as
as the degree
of medium
execution
action
plans on
and
any mitigating measures
F.7.1. State whether
the ICFR
information
supplied to the market has
identified in Internal Audit
arewell
categorized
as; high,
or of
low;
depending
the
implemented
during
the
months
subsequent
to
the
review.
Weaknesses
in
internal
controls
significance they may have if an error materializes in the financial statements. Management
been reviewed by the external auditor, in which case the
F.7.1. State whether the ICFR information supplied to the market has
identified
in
Internal
Audit
reviews
are
categorized
as;
high,
medium
or
low;
depending
on the
are required to set out action plans for remediation, business owners, and estimated due dates
corresponding
report
should be attached. Otherwise, explain the
significance they may have if an error materializes in the financial statements. Management
been reviewed by the external auditor, in which case the
for remediation.
reasons
for the absence of this review.
are required to set out action plans for remediation, business owners, and estimated due
dates
corresponding report should be attached. Otherwise, explain the
for
remediation.
Internal Audit performs quarterly update reviews with Management on the status of all open
reasons
the absence
this
review.
The eDreams ODIGEO Group
has notfor
requested
a specific of
report
from
the external auditors on
issues. This updated information is included in the Quarterly Internal Controls status update
ICFR information sent to markets, in consideration of the fact that said auditors have already
Internal Audit
Audit with
performs
quarterly
updatethe
reviews
with Management
presentation shared by Internal
Senior
Management,
Audit Committee,
and theon the status of all open
eDreams
ODIGEO
Group hasaccording
not requested
a specific
report
from the external auditors on
conducted
a review ofThe
internal
control,
developed
to the
technical
auditing
issues.
This
updated
information
is
included
in
the
Quarterly
Internal
Controls
status
update
Board.
ICFR information sent to markets, in consideration of the fact that said auditors have already
standards
presentation shared by Internal Audit with Senior Management, the Audit Committee, and
the as part of the audit review process.
conducted a review of internal control, developed according to the technical auditing
F.5.2. A discussionBoard.
procedure whereby the auditor (pursuant to TAS),
standards as part of the audit review process.

the internal audit function and other experts can report any
F.5.2. A discussion procedure whereby the auditor (pursuant to TAS),
significant internal control weaknesses encountered during their
the internal audit function and other experts can report any
review of the financial statements or other assignments, to the
significant internal control weaknesses encountered during their
company’s senior management and its audit committee or board of
review of the financial statements or other assignments, to the
directors. State also whether the entity has an action plan to correct
company’s senior management and its audit committee or board of
or mitigate the weaknesses found.
directors. State also whether the entity has an action plan to correct
or mitigate the weaknesses found.
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4. The company should
4. The
draw
company
up and implement
should draw
a policy
up andofimplement
communication
a policy
and
of communication and
contacts with shareholders,
contacts
institutional
with shareholders,
investors
institutional
and proxy advisors
investorsthat
and proxy advisors that
complies in full with market
complies
abuse
in full
regulations
with market
and
abuse
accords
regulations
equitable
and
treatment
accords equitable treatment
to shareholders
in the
tosame
shareholders
position. in the same position.
Please indicate the degree
Please indicate
of monitoring
the degree
of theofcompany
monitoring
withofrespect
the company
to the with respect to
the
recommendations of recommendations
the Unified Code ofofGood
the Unified
Governance.
Code of Good Governance.
This policy should beThis
disclosed
policyon
should
the company’s
be disclosed
website,
on thecomplete
company’s
with
website,
detailscomplete with details
of how it has been put
ofinto
howpractice
it has been
and put
the into
identities
practice
of the
andrelevant
the identities
interlocutors
of the relevant interlocutors
In the event that a In
recommendation
the event that isa not
recommendation
followed or isisfollowed
not followed
partially,
or is followed partially,
or those
those
implementation
charged with its implementation
please include a detailed
please
explanation
include a detailed
of its reasons
explanation
in such
ofaits
manner
reasons
that
in the
such a manner that
the charged withorits

G. DEGREE OF MONITORING
G. DEGREE OF RECOMMENDATIONS
MONITORING OF RECOMMENDATIONS
OF
OF
CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

shareholders, the investors
shareholders,
and the
the investors
market inand
general
the market
have sufficient
in general have sufficient
Complies ☒
Complies ☒
☐
Explain ☐ ☐
Explain ☐
information to evaluate
information
the company’s
to evaluate
procedures.
the company’s
Explanations
procedures.
of a general
Explanations of a general
nature will not be acceptable.
nature will not be acceptable.
5. The Board of Directors
5. The should
Board of
not
Directors
make a proposal
should not
to make
the general
a proposal to the general
meeting
for the delegation
meetingof
for
powers
the delegation
to issue shares
of powers
or convertible
to issue shares or convertible
1. That the Bylaws of
1. the
Thatlisted
the Bylaws
companies
of the
notlisted
limit companies
the maximum
not number
limit theofmaximum number
of
without pre-emptive
securities without
subscription
pre-emptive
rights subscription
for an amount
rights for an amount
votes the same shareholder
votes themay
same
cast,
shareholder
or containmay
other
cast,
restrictions
or contain
that
other
make
restrictions that securities
make
20% of capital
exceeding
at the
20%
time
ofof
capital
such delegation.
at the time of such delegation.
difficult the taking of
difficult
control
the
of taking
the company
of control
through
of thethe
company
acquisition
through
of its
the acquisition exceeding
of its
shares on the Market.shares on the Market.
When a Board approves
Whenthe
a Board
issuance
approves
of shares
the or
issuance
convertible
of shares
securities
or convertible securities
Complies ☒
Complies
☐☒
☐
without pre-emptive
without
subscription
pre-emptive
rights,subscription
the companyrights,
should
the
immediately
company should immediately
post a report on its post
website
a report
explaining
on its website
the exclusion
explaining
as envisaged
the exclusion
in
as envisaged in
2. When a dominant and
2. When
subsidiary
a dominant
company
and are
subsidiary
both listed,
company
they should
are both
listed, they should provide
provide
company legislation.
company legislation.
detailed disclosure on:
detailed disclosure on:
a) The activity they engage
a) The activity
in and any
they
business
engage dealings
in and any
between
business
them,
dealings
as well
between them, as well
Complies ☒
Complies ☒
☐
Explain ☐ ☐
Explain ☐
as between the listedas
subsidiary
between the
andlisted
other subsidiary
group companies.
and other group companies.
6. Listed companies6.drawing
Listed companies
up the following
drawing
reports
up theon
following
a voluntary
reports
or on a voluntary or
b) The mechanisms inb)place
The mechanisms
to resolve possible
in placeconflicts
to resolve
of interest.
possible conflicts of interest.
compulsory basis should
compulsory
publish
basis
them
should
on their
publish
website
them
well
onin
their
advance
website
of well in advance of
☐
Explain ☐ Not
☒ ☐ Not applicable
Complies ☐
Complies ☐
☐ applicable
Explain
☒annual general the
the
meeting,
annual
even
general
if their
meeting,
distribution
even if
istheir
not obligatory:
distribution is not obligatory:
3. During the annual3.general
thegeneral
Chair ofmeeting
the Board
verbally
During meeting
the annual
the should
Chair of
the Board should verbally
a)
inform shareholdersinform
in sufficient
detail of
most relevant
of relevant
the
b)
shareholders
in the
sufficient
detail ofaspects
the most
aspects of the
company’s corporate
governance,
supplementing
the supplementing
written information
company’s
corporate
governance,
the written information
c)
circulated in the annual
corporate
governance
report. Ingovernance
particular: report. In particular:
circulated
in the
annual corporate
d)
a) Changes taking place
since thetaking
previous
annual
meeting.
a) Changes
place
sincegeneral
the previous
annual general meeting.
b) The specific reasons
forspecific
the company
a given
b) The
reasonsnot
forfollowing
the company
not Good
following a given Good
Governance Code recommendation,
any alternativeand
procedures
Governance Codeand
recommendation,
any alternative procedures
followed in its stead.followed in its stead.
Complies ☒

Complies ☒

☐

☐
Explain ☐

Explain ☐

a) independence.
Report on auditor
Report on auditor independence.
Reviews of the b)
operation
Reviews
of of
thethe
Audit
operation
Committee
of the
and
Audit
the Committee
nominationand the nomination
and remuneration committee.
and remuneration committee.
c) report
Audit Committee
Auditon
Committee
third-party
report
transactions.
on third-party transactions.
d) Report
Report on corporate
socialon
responsibility
corporate social
policy.
responsibility policy.
Complies ☒

Complies ☒

☐

Explain ☐ ☐

Explain ☐

Note: No report has Note:
been prepared
No reportby
has
the
been
Audit
prepared
Committee
by the
in relation
Audit Committee
to third in relation to third
party transactions with
party
directors
transactions
and significant
with directors
shareholders
and significant
as noneshareholders
occurred
as none occurred
during the fiscal year.during
(See relevant
the fiscal
section
year. (See
D in relevant
this report).
section D in this report).
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c)
7. The company should
7. The broadcast
company should
its general
broadcast
meetings
its general
live on meetings
the
live on the
corporate website. corporate website.
Complies ☐

Complies
☒☐

☒

d)

Put all these items
c)
Put
or alternative
all these items
proposals
or alternative
to the vote
proposals
applying
to the vote applying
the same voting rules
the same
as forvoting
those rules
submitted
as forby
those
the Board
submitted
of by the Board of
Directors, with particular
Directors,
regard
withto
particular
presumptions
regardortodeductions
presumptions or deductions
about the direction about
of votes.
the direction of votes.
After the general
d) meeting,
After thedisclose
general the
meeting,
breakdown
disclose
of the
votes
breakdown
on
of votes on
such supplementary
such
items
supplementary
or alternativeitems
proposals.
or alternative proposals.

To date the Company has
To not
datetransmitted
the Company
general
has not
shareholders’
transmittedmeetings
general shareholders’
live on its website,
meetings live on its website,
although, if requests to although,
do so were
the Company
would study
if received
requestsfrom
to doshareholders,
so were received
from shareholders,
thethis
Company would study this
possibility and would make
every effort
to implement
this effort
measure.
In any event
asmeasure.
soon as the
possibility
and would
make every
to implement
this
In any event as soon as the
Complies ☒ Partially complies
Complies☐
☒ Partially
Explaincomplies
☐
Not☐applicable
Explain
☐☐
Not applicable ☐
AGM is finalized all decisions
voted
on are
toon
theare
CNMV
via "Relevant
Fact",
and via "Relevant Fact", and
AGM is
finalized
allcommunicated
decisions voted
communicated
to the
CNMV
the company also makesthe
them
available
onmakes
its corporate
web page.
company
also
them available
on its corporate web page.
11. In the event that11.
a company
In the event
plans
that
toapay
company
for attendance
plans to pay
at the
forgeneral
attendance at the general

meeting, it shouldmeeting,
first establish
it should
a general,
first establish
long-term
a general,
policy in
long-term
this
policy in this
8. The Audit Committee
8. The
should
Audit strive
Committee
to ensure
should
that
strive
the Board
to ensure
of Directors
that the Board of Directors
respect.
respect.
can present the company’s
can present
accounts
the company’s
to the general
accountsmeeting
to the without
general meeting without
limitations or qualifications
limitations
in or
the
qualifications
auditor’s report.
in the
In auditor’s
the exceptional
report. case
In the exceptional case Complies ☐

Complies ☐

☐

Explain ☐

Not
☐ applicable
Explain
☒ ☐

Not applicable ☒

that qualifications that
exist,
qualifications
both the Chair
exist,
of the
bothAudit
the Chair
Committee
of theand
Audit
theCommittee and
12.the
The Board of Directors
12. The should
Board of
perform
Directors
its duties
shouldwith
perform
unityits
ofduties
purpose
with unity of purpose
auditors should give
auditors
a clearshould
account
give
to ashareholders
clear account
ofto
their
shareholders
scope andof their scopeand
andindependent and
judgement,
independent
according
judgement,
the same
according
treatment
the to
same
all treatment to all
shareholders in theshareholders
same position.
in the
It should
same be
position.
guidedItatshould
all times
be guided
by the at all times by the
content.
content.
company’s best interest,
company’s
understood
best interest,
as theunderstood
creation ofasa the
profitable
creation of a profitable
business that promotes
businessitsthat
sustainable
promotes success
its sustainable
over time,
success
while over time, while
Complies ☒
Complies ☒
☐
Explain ☐ ☐
Explain ☐
maximizing its economic
maximizing
value.its economic value.
9. The company should
9. The
disclose
company
its conditions
should disclose
and procedures
its conditions
for and
admitting
procedures for admitting
In pursuing
the corporate
In pursuing
interest,
the corporate
it should not
interest,
only abide
it should
by laws
not only
and abide by laws and
share ownership, the
share
right
ownership,
to attend the
general
rightmeetings
to attendand
general
the exercise
meetings
orand the exercise
or
regulations and conduct
regulations
itselfand
according
conducttoitself
principles
according
of good
to principles
faith,
of good faith,
delegation of voting
delegation
rights, and
ofdisplay
voting them
rights,
permanently
and display on
them
its permanently
website.
on its website.
ethics and respect ethics
for commonly
and respect
accepted
for commonly
customs accepted
and good customs
practices,
and good practices,
but also strive to reconcile
but also its
strive
owntointerests
reconcilewith
its own
the legitimate
interests with
interests
the legitimate interests
Such conditions and
Such
procedures
conditions
should
and procedures
encourage shareholders
should encourage
to attend
shareholders to attend
of its employees, suppliers,
of its employees,
clients and
suppliers,
other stakeholders,
clients and other
as well
stakeholders,
as
as well as
and exercise their rights
and exercise
and be applied
their rights
in a non-discriminatory
and be applied in a non-discriminatory
manner.
manner.
with the impact of its
with
activities
the impact
on the
of its
broader
activities
community
on the broader
and thecommunity
natural
and the natural
environment.
environment.
Complies ☒
Complies ☒
☐
Explain ☐
☐
Explain ☐
Complies ☒

Complies ☒

☐

Explain ☐ ☐

Explain ☐

13.the
The Board of Directors
13. The Board
shouldofhave
Directors
an optimal
shouldsize
have
to an
promote
optimalitssize to promote its
10. When an accredited
10. When
shareholder
an accredited
exercises
shareholder
the right exercises
to supplement
the right
the to supplement
functioning
efficient
and maximize
functioning
participation.
and maximize
The participation.
recommendedThe recommended
agenda or submit agenda
new proposals
or submitprior
newtoproposals
the general
priormeeting,
to the the
general meeting,efficient
the
range is accordingly
range
between
is accordingly
five and fifteen
between
members.
five and fifteen members.
company should: company should:
a)
b)

Complies ☒
Complies
☐ ☒
☐
Immediately a)
circulate
Immediately
the supplementary
circulate the items
supplementary
and new items and new
proposals.
proposals.
14. The Board of Directors
14. The should
Board of
approve
Directors
a director
should selection
approve apolicy
director
that:
selection policy that:
Disclose the model
of attendance
the model
cardof
orattendance
proxy appointment
card or proxy
or
appointment or
b) Disclose
remote voting formremote
duly modified
voting form
so that
duly
new
modified
agendasoitems
that and
new agenda items and a)
a) verifiable;
Is concrete and
Is concrete and verifiable;
alternative proposals
alternative
can be voted
proposals
on in the
cansame
be voted
terms
onas
in those
the same terms as those b)
b) appointment
Ensures that
Ensures that
or re-election
appointment
proposals
or re-election
are
proposals are
submitted by the Board
submitted
of Directors.
by the Board of Directors.
based on a prior analysis
based of
onthe
a prior
Board’s
analysis
needs;
of and
the Board’s needs; and
Favors a diversity
of
Favors
knowledge,
a diversity
experience
of knowledge,
and gender.
experience and gender.
c)
c)
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The results of the prior
The results
analysis
of of
the
Board
prior needs
analysis
should
of Board
be written
needs up
should
in be written 18.
up in
Companies should
18. Companies
disclose the
should
following
disclose
director
the following
particulars
director
on
particulars on
the nomination committee’s
the nomination
explanatory
committee’s
report,explanatory
to be published
report,
when
to be
thepublished when
thewebsites and keep
their
their them
websites
regularly
and keep
updated:
them regularly updated:
general meeting isgeneral
convened
meeting
that will
is convened
ratify thethat
appointment
will ratify and
the reappointment and reelection of each director.
election of each director.
a)
a) professional
Background and
Background
experience.
and professional experience.
b) Directorships b)
held Directorships
in other companies,
held in listed
other or
companies,
otherwise,
listed or otherwise,
The director selection
The policy
director
should
selection
pursue
policy
the should
goal ofpursue
havingthe
at least
goal of having at least
and other paid activities
and other
theypaid
engage
activities
in, of whatever
they engage
nature.
in, of whatever nature.
30% of total board30%
places
of total
occupied
board
byplaces
womenoccupied
directors
bybefore
women
the
directors
year
before the year
c)
c) director
Statement of the
Statement
class
ofto
the
which
director
theyclass
belong,
to which
in
they belong, in
2020.
2020.
the case of proprietary
the case directors
of proprietary
indicating
directors
the
indicating the
The nomination committee
The nomination
shouldcommittee
run an annual
should check
run an
on annual check on
shareholder they represent
shareholder
or have
theylinks
represent
with. or have links with.
compliance with the
compliance
director with
selection
the director
policy and
selection
set out
policy
its and set out its
d) Dates of their d)
first Dates
appointment
of theiras
first
a Board
appointment
memberas
and
a Board member and
findings in the annual
findings
corporate
in thegovernance
annual corporate
report.governance report.
subsequent reelections.
subsequent reelections.
e)
Shares held ine)theShares
company,
heldand
in the
anycompany,
options on
and
the
any options on the
Complies ☒
Complies ☒
☐
Explain ☐ ☐
Explain ☐
same.
same.
15. Proprietary and
15.independent
Proprietary directors
and independent
should constitute
directors should
an
constitute an
Complies ☒
Complies ☒
☐
Explain ☐ ☐
Explain ☐
ample majority onample
the Board
majority
of Directors,
on the Board
whileofthe
Directors,
number while
of
the number of
executive directorsexecutive
should be
directors
the minimum
should practical
be the minimum
bearing in
practical bearing in
mind the complexity
mind
of the
the complexity
corporate group
of theand
corporate
the ownership
group and the ownership
interests they control.
interests they control.
19. Following verification
19. Following
by theverification
nominationbycommittee,
the nomination
the annual
committee, the annual
corporate governance
corporate
reportgovernance
should disclose
report the
should
reasons
disclose
for the reasons for the
Complies ☒
Complies ☒
☐
Explain ☐ ☐
Explain ☐
appointment of proprietary
appointment
directors
of proprietary
at the urging
directors
of at
shareholders
the urging of shareholders
controlling less than
controlling
3 percentless
of capital;
than 3 percent
and explain
of capital;
any rejection
and explain
of a any rejection of a
16. The percentage16.
ofThe
proprietary
percentage
directors
of proprietary
out of all
directors
non-executive
out of all non-executive
request for a
formal
Boardrequest
place from
for ashareholders
Board place from
whose
shareholders
equity stakewhose
is
equity stake is
directors should be
directors
no greater
shouldthan
be the
no greater
proportion
thanbetween
the proportion
the
between formal
the
equal to or greater
equal
thantothat
or greater
of others
than
applying
that ofsuccessfully
others applying
for asuccessfully for a
ownership stake ofownership
the shareholders
stake ofthey
the represent
shareholders
andthey
the remainder
represent and the remainder
proprietary directorship.
proprietary directorship.
of the company’s capital.
of the This
company’s
criterion
capital.
can be
This
relaxed:
criterion can be relaxed:
a)
b)

Complies ☒

Complies ☒

☐

Explain ☐

Not☐applicable
Explain
☐☐

Explain ☐

Not applicable
☐
Explain
☐ ☐

Not applicable ☐

a)
In large cap companies
In large
where
capfew
companies
or no equity
where
stakes
few or
attain
no equity stakes attain
the legal threshold the
for legal
significant
threshold
shareholdings.
for significant shareholdings.
20. Proprietary directors
20. Proprietary
should resign
directors
when
should
the shareholders
resign when the
theyshareholders they
In companies b)
with In
a plurality
companies
of with
shareholders
a plurality
represented
of shareholders represented
represent dispose represent
of their ownership
dispose ofinterest
their ownership
in its entirety.
interest
If such
in its entirety. If such
on the Board but not
onotherwise
the Boardrelated.
but not otherwise related.
shareholders reduce
shareholders
their stakes,
reduce
thereby
their losing
stakes, some
thereby
of losing
their
some of their
entitlement to proprietary
entitlement
directors,
to proprietary
the latter’s’
directors,
number
the should
latter’s’benumber should be
Complies ☒
Complies
☐ ☒
☐
reduced accordingly.
reduced accordingly.

17. Independent directors
17. Independent
should bedirectors
at least half
should
of all
beBoard
at least
members.
half of all Board members.

Complies ☒

Complies ☒ ☐

Not applicable ☐

However, when the
However,
company
whendoes
the not
company
have a
does
large
not market
have a large market
21. The Board of Directors
21. The should
Board of
not
Directors
proposeshould
the removal
not propose
of independent
the removal of independent
capitalization, or capitalization,
when a largeorcap
when
company
a large
hascap
shareholders
company has shareholders
directors before the
directors
expiry of
before
their the
tenure
expiry
as mandated
of their tenure
by the
asbylaws,
mandated by the bylaws,
individually or concertedly
individuallycontrolling
or concertedly
over 30
controlling
percent of
over
capital,
30 percent of capital,
except where they
except
find just
where
cause,
they based
find just
on a
cause,
proposal
basedfrom
on the
a proposal from the
independent directors
independent
should occupy,
directors
at least,
should
a third
occupy,
of Board
at least,
places.
a third of Board places.
nomination committee.
nomination
In particular,
committee.
just cause
In particular,
will be just
presumed
cause when
will be presumed when
Complies ☒

Complies
☐ ☒

☐

directors take up directors
new posts
take
or up
responsibilities
new posts orthat
responsibilities
prevent them
that prevent them
allocating sufficient
allocating
time to the
sufficient
work oftime
a Board
to the
member,
work of
oraare
Board
in breach
member, or are in breach
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of their fiduciary duties
of their
or fiduciary
come under
duties
oneor
ofcome
the disqualifying
under one ofgrounds
the disqualifying grounds
24. Directors who give
24. Directors
up their place
who before
give uptheir
theirtenure
place before
expires,
their
through
tenure expires, through
for classification for
as classification
independent enumerated
as independent
in the
enumerated
applicablein the applicable
resignation or otherwise,
resignation
should
or state
otherwise,
their reasons
should state
in a letter
their to
reasons
be sent
in a letter to be sent
legislation.
legislation.
to all members of the
to all
Board.
members
Whether
of the
or not
Board.
such
Whether
resignation
or not
is such
disclosed
resignation is disclosed
as a material event,
as the
a material
motivating
event,
factors
the motivating
should be factors
explained
should
in thebe explained in the
The removal of independent
The removal
directors
of independent
may alsodirectors
be proposed
may also
whenbea proposed when
a corporate governance
annual
annual corporate
report.governance report.
takeover bid, merger
takeover
or similar
bid, merger
corporate
or similar
transaction
corporate
alterstransaction
the
alters the
Complies ☒
Complies ☒☐
Explain ☐
Not applicable
☐
Explain
☐ ☐
Not applicable ☐
company’s capital structure,
company’sprovided
capital structure,
the changes
provided
in Board
themembership
changes in Board membership
ensue from the proportionality
ensue from the
criterion
proportionality
set out in recommendation
criterion set out in
16.
recommendation 16.
Complies ☒

Complies
☒ ☒

☒

25. The Nominations
25. The
Committee
Nominations
shouldCommittee
ensure that
should
non-executive
ensure that non-executive
directors
have sufficient
directors
timehave
available
sufficient
to discharge
time available
their responsibilities
to discharge their responsibilities
22. Companies should
22. Companies
establish rules
should
obliging
establish
directors
rules to
obliging
disclose
directors
any
to disclose
any
effectively. The Board
effectively.
of Directors
The Board
regulations
of Directors
shouldregulations
lay down the
should lay down the
circumstance that circumstance
might harm the
thatorganization’s
might harm the
name
organization’s
or reputation,
name or reputation,
maximum
number of
maximum
companynumber
Boardsof
oncompany
which directors
Boards can
on which
serve.directors can serve.
tendering their resignation
tendering as
their
theresignation
case may be,
as the
and,case
in particular,
may be, and,
to in particular,
to
inform the Board of
inform
any criminal
the Board
charges
of anybrought
criminalagainst
charges
them
brought
and the
against them and the
Complies ☐
Complies ☐
☒
Explain ☐ ☒
Explain ☐
progress of any subsequent
progress trial.
of any subsequent trial.
The Internal Rules of Procedure
The Internal
of the
Rules
Board
of Procedure
of Directors,
of the
articles
Board6.3
of and
Directors,
6.6 required
articles 6.3 and 6.6 required
The moment a director
The moment
is indicted
a director
or tried is
forindicted
any of the
or tried
offences
for any
stated
of the offences stated
that each Director shall
that
inform
each the
Director
Boardshall
of Directors
inform the
of any
Board
other
of Directors
boards on
ofwhich
any other boards on which
in company legislation,
in company
the Board
legislation,
of Directors
the Board
should
of Directors
open an should open an
such Director holds a such
position,
Director
and holds
such Director
a position,
shall
and
ensure
such Director
that he/she
shalldevotes
ensure that he/she devotes
investigation and, investigation
in light of the
and, particular
in light of
circumstances,
the particular
decides
circumstances, decides
sufficient time and effort
sufficient
to perform
time and
his/her
effort duties
to perform
in respect
his/her
of duties
the Company
in respect of the Company
whether or not he or
whether
she should
or not
behe
called
or she
onshould
to resign.
be called
The Board
on toshould
resign. The Board should
efficiently.
efficiently.
give a reasoned account
give a reasoned
of all such
account
determinations
of all suchin determinations
the annual
in the annual
Sideline activities, such
Sideline
as Board
activities,
of Directors
such as
mandates
Board ofoutside
Directors
themandates
Company outside
and
the Company and
corporate governance
corporate
report.governance report.
Group, require the approval
Group,
ofrequire
the Board
the of
approval
Directors.
of the Board of Directors.

Complies ☒

Complies ☒

☐

Explain ☐ ☐

Explain ☐

The Director SelectionThe
Policy
Director
statesSelection
that the Policy
Board states
will take
that
into
theconsideration
Board will take
best
into consideration best
practice recommendations
practice
of 2recommendations
outside mandatesoffor
2 outside
Executive
mandates
Directors,
forand
Executive
3 to 4 Directors, and 3 to 4
23. Directors should
23. express
Directors
their
should
clearexpress
opposition
theirwhen
clear they
opposition
feel a when they feel a
outside mandates for Non-Executive
outside mandates
Directors.
for Non-Executive Directors.

proposal submittedproposal
for the Board’s
submitted
approval
for the
might
Board’s
damage
approval
the corporate
might damage the corporate
interest. In particular,
interest.
independents
In particular,
and independents
other directors
and
notother
subject
directors
to
not subject
to FY19 none of our Directors
During
During FY19
exceeded
none ofthe
ouraforementioned
Directors exceeded
guidelines.
the aforementioned guidelines.
potential conflicts potential
of interest
conflicts
should strenuously
of interest should
challenge
strenuously
any decision
challenge any decision
26. The Board should
26. The
meetBoard
with should
the necessary
meet with
frequency
the necessary
to properly
frequency to properly
that could harmthat
the could
interests
harmof the
shareholders
interests of
lacking
shareholders
Board
lacking Board
perform its functions,
perform
eightits
times
functions,
a year eight
at least,
times
in a
accordance
year at least,
withina accordance with a
representation.
representation.
calendar and agendas
calendar
set atand
the agendas
start of the
set year,
at thetostart
which
of each
the year,
director
to which each director
When the Board makes
When material
the Board
or makes
reiterated
material
decisions
or reiterated
about which
decisions
a
about which
may apropose the addition
may propose
of initially
the addition
unscheduled
of initially
items.unscheduled items.
director has expressed
director
serious
has expressed
reservations,
serious
then reservations,
he or she must
then
draw
he or she must draw
Complies ☒
Complies ☒
☐
Explain ☐ ☐
Explain ☐
the pertinent conclusions.
the pertinent
Directors
conclusions.
resigningDirectors
for such causes
resigning
should
for such
set causes should set
out their reasons inout
thetheir
letter
reasons
referred
in to
the
inletter
the next
referred
recommendation.
to in the next recommendation.
27. Director absences
27. should
Directorbeabsences
kept to ashould
strict minimum
be kept toand
a strict
quantified
minimum and quantified
in the
the annual corporate
in the governance
annual corporate
report.governance
In the event
report.
of absence,
In the event of absence,
The terms of this The
recommendation
terms of thisalso
recommendation
apply to the also
secretary
applyof
tothe
the secretary of
directors should delegate
directors their
should
powers
delegate
of representation
their powers of
with
representation
the
with the
Board, even if he orBoard,
she is not
even
a if
director.
he or she is not a director.
appropriate instructions.
appropriate instructions.
Complies ☒

Complies ☒☐

Explain ☐

Not applicable
☐
Explain
☐ ☐

Not applicable ☐

Complies ☒

Complies ☒

☐

Explain ☐ ☐
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28. When directors
28.orWhen
the secretary
directors or
express
the secretary
concerns express
about some
concerns about of
some
strategic issues,ofand
strategic
approve
issues,
and review
and approve
refresher
andcourses
review for
refresher
each courses for each
proposal or, in the proposal
case of directors,
or, in the about
case of
the
directors,
company’s
about
performance,
the company’s performance,
director, when circumstances
director, when
so advise.
circumstances so advise.
and such concernsand
aresuch
not concerns
resolved at
arethe
notmeeting,
resolvedthey
at the
should
meeting,
be
they should be
Complies ☒
Complies ☒
☐
Explain ☐ ☐
Explain ☐
recorded in the minute
recorded
book if
inthe
theperson
minuteexpressing
book if the them
person
soexpressing
requests. them so requests.
34. When a lead independent
34. When adirector
lead independent
has been appointed,
director has
the
been
bylaws
appointed,
or
the bylaws or
Board of DirectorsBoard
regulations
of Directors
shouldregulations
grant him should
or her the
grant
following
him or her the following
powers over and powers
above those
over conferred
and aboveby
those
law: conferred
Chair the by
Board
law: of
Chair the Board of
29. The company should
29. The
provide
company
suitable
should
channels
providefor
suitable
directors
channels
to obtain
for directors to obtain
Directors
in the absence
Directors
of in
the
the
Chair
absence
or Vice-Chair
of the Chair
give or
voice
Vice-Chair
to the give voice to the
the advice they need
thetoadvice
carry they
out their
needduties,
to carry
extending
out theirifduties,
necessary
extending
to
if necessary
to
concerns of non-executive
concerns directors;
of non-executive
maintaindirectors;
contacts maintain
with investors
contacts with investors
external assistanceexternal
at the company’s
assistance
expense.
at the company’s expense.
and shareholders and
to shareholders
hear their views
to hear
and their
develop
views
a balanced
and develop a balanced
Complies ☒
artially
Complies
complies
☒
☐
artially
Explain
complies
☐ ☐
Explain ☐
understanding of understanding
their concerns,of especially
their concerns,
those to
especially
do withthose
the to do with the
company’s corporate
company’s
governance;
corporate
and coordinate
governance;
theand
Chair’s
coordinate
succession
the Chair’s succession
30. Regardless of 30.
the Regardless
knowledge of
directors
the knowledge
must possess
directors
to carry
must out
possess to carry
out
plan.
plan.
their duties, they their
should
duties,
also they
be offered
should refresher
also be offered
programs
refresher
when programs when
Complies ☐
Partially Complies
complies ☐
Partially
Explain
complies
☐
☐Not applicable
Explain☒☐
Not applicable ☒
circumstances so advise.
circumstances so advise.
Complies ☒

Partially
Complies
complies
☒ ☐

Partially
Explain
complies
☐
☐
Not applicable
Explain
☐☐

Not applicable ☐

35. The Board Secretary
35. The
should
Boardstrive
Secretary
to ensure
should
that
strive
the to
Board’s
ensure
actions
that the Board’s actions
and decisions are informed
and decisions
by the
are
governance
informed by
recommendations
the governance of
recommendations
the
of the
31. The agendas of
31.Board
The agendas
meetingsofshould
Board clearly
meetings
indicate
shouldonclearly
which indicate on which
Good Corporate Governance
Good Corporate
Code ofGovernance
relevance to
Code
the of
company.
relevance to the company.
points directors must
points
arrive
directors
at a decision,
must arrive
so they
at acan
decision,
study the
so they
matter
can study the matter
Complies ☒
Complies
☐ ☒
☐
beforehand or gather
beforehand
together the
or gather
material
together
they need.
the material they need.
Complies ☒

Complies
omplies
☒
☐

Explain
omplies
☐ ☐

Explain ☐

36. or
The Board in full
36. The
should
Board
conduct
in fullanshould
annualconduct
evaluation,
an annual
adopting,
evaluation, adopting,
For reasons of urgency,
For reasons
the Chair
of urgency,
may wish
thetoChair
present
may decisions
wish to present
or
decisions
where
where
action
necessary,
plan to correct
an action
weakness
plan todetected
correct weakness
in:
detected in:
resolutions for Board
resolutions
approvalfor
that
Board
wereapproval
not on the
that
meeting
were not
agenda.
on theInmeeting agenda.
In necessary, an
such exceptional circumstances,
such exceptional
their
circumstances,
inclusion willtheir
require
inclusion
the express
will require the express
a) The quality and
a)efficiency
The quality
of the
and
Board’s
efficiency
operation.
of the Board’s operation.
prior consent, duly prior
recorded,
consent,
of the
duly
majority
recorded,
of directors
of the majority
present.
of directors present.
The
membership
performance
ofand
its committees.
membership of its committees.
b) The performance
b) and
The diversity of
Themembership
diversity of Board
and competences.
membership and competences.
c)
c)Board
Complies ☒
Complies ☒
☐
Explain ☐ ☐
Explain ☐
The
theperformance
Chair of theofBoard
the Chair
of Directors
of the Board of Directors
d) The performance
d) of
and the company’s Chief
and the
Executive.
company’s Chief Executive.
32. Directors should
32. be
Directors
regularly
should
informed
be regularly
of movements
informed
in of
share
movements in share
Thecontribution
performance
ofand
individual
contribution
directors,
of individual directors,
e) and
ownership and of the
ownership
views ofand
major
of the
shareholders,
views of major
investors
shareholders,
and rating
investors and ratinge) The performance
with particular attention
with particular
to theattention
Chair ofto Board
the Chair of Board
agencies on the company
agencies
andon
its
the
group.
company and its group.
committees.
committees.
Complies ☒

Complies ☒

☐

Explain ☐ ☐

Explain ☐

The evaluation of Board
The evaluation
committees
of should
Board committees
start from the
should
reports
start from the reports
33. The Chair, as the
33.person
The Chair,
charged
as the
with
person
the efficient
chargedfunctioning
with the efficient
of the functioning of
the
they send the Board
they
of send
Directors,
the Board
whileofthat
Directors,
of the Board
while that
itselfof the Board itself
Board of Directors,Board
in addition
of Directors,
to the functions
in addition
assigned
to the functions
by law and
assigned
the
by law and
the start from the
should
should
report
start
of the
from
nomination
the reportcommittee.
of the nomination committee.
company’s bylaws, company’s
should prepare
bylaws,
andshould
submitprepare
to the Board
and submit
a schedule
to theofBoard a schedule of
meeting dates and meeting
agendas;dates
organize
and and
agendas;
coordinate
organize
regular
and coordinate
evaluationsregular evaluations
Every three years,Every
the three
Board years,
of Directors
the Board
should
of engage
Directorsanshould engage an
of the Board and,ofwhere
the Board
appropriate,
and, where
the company’s
appropriate,
Chief
the Executive
company’s Chief Executive
external facilitator
external
to aid facilitator
in the evaluation
to aid in process.
the evaluation
This
process. This
Officer; exercise leadership
Officer; exercise
of the leadership
Board and of
be the
accountable
Board andfor
beits
accountable for
its
facilitator’s
independence
facilitator’s
should
independence
be verifiedshould
by thebe
nomination
verified by the nomination
proper functioning;proper
ensurefunctioning;
that sufficient
ensure
timethat
is given
sufficient
to thetime
discussion
is given to the discussion
committee.
committee.
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Any business dealings
Any business
that the facilitator
dealings that
or members
the facilitator
of its or
corporate
members of its corporate
42. The Audit Committee
42. Theshould
Audit Committee
have the following
should have
functions
the following
over andfunctions over and
group maintain with
group
the maintain
company with
or members
the company
of itsor
corporate
membersgroup
of its corporate group
above those legallyabove
assigned:
those legally assigned:
should be detailed in
should
the annual
be detailed
corporate
in thegovernance
annual corporate
report.governance report.
1. With respect to internal
1. With control
respect and
to internal
reporting
control
systems:
and reporting systems:
The process followed
The and
process
areas
followed
evaluated
andshould
areas be
evaluated
detailedshould
in thebe detailed in the
a) Monitor the preparation
a) Monitor
andthe
thepreparation
integrity ofand
the the
financial
integrity
information
of the financial information
annual corporate governance
annual corporate
report.governance report.
prepared on the company
prepared
and,
on where
the company
appropriate,
and, where
the group,
appropriate,
checkingthe group, checking
Complies ☒
Complies ☒ ☐
Explain ☐
☐
Explain ☐
for compliance with
forlegal
compliance
provisions,
withthe
legal
accurate
provisions,
demarcation
the accurate
of thedemarcation of the
consolidation perimeter,
consolidation
and the
perimeter,
correct application
and the correct
of accounting
application of accounting
37. When an Executive
37. When
Committee
an Executive
exists, its
Committee
membership
exists,
mixits
bymembership
director
mix by director
principles.
principles.
class should resemble
class that
should
of the
resemble
Board.that
The of
secretary
the Board.
of the
The Board
secretary of the Board
b) Monitor the independence
b) Monitor the
of the
independence
unit handling
of the internal
unit handling
audit the internal audit
should also act as secretary
should also
to the
act as
Executive
secretary
Committee.
to the Executive Committee.
function; propose the
function;
selection,
propose
appointment,
the selection,
re-election
appointment,
and removal
re-election and removal
of the head of the internal
of the head
audit
of service;
the internal
propose
audit
the
service;
service’s
propose
budget;
the service’s budget;
Complies ☐ Partially complies
Complies☐☐ Partially
Explain complies
☐ Not applicable
☐
Explain
☒ ☐ Not applicable ☒
approve its priorities
approve
and work
its priorities
programmes,
and work
ensuring
programmes,
that it focuses
ensuring that it focuses
primarily on the main
primarily
risks the
on the
company
main risks
is exposed
the company
to; receive
is exposed
regular to; receive regular
report-backs on itsreport-backs
activities; and
on verify
its activities;
that senior
and management
verify that senior
are management are
38. The Board should
38. be
Thekept
Board
fully
should
informed
be kept
of the
fully
business
informed
transacted
of the business transacted
acting on the findings
acting
andon
recommendations
the findings andof
recommendations
its reports.
of its reports.
and decisions made
and
by decisions
the Executive
madeCommittee.
by the Executive
To thisCommittee.
end, all Board
To this end, all Board
members should receive
members
a copy
should
of the
receive
committee’s
a copy of
minutes.
the committee’s minutes.
c) Establish and supervise
c) Establish
a mechanism
and supervise
whereby
a mechanism
staff canwhereby
report, staff can report,
confidentially and,confidentially
if appropriate
and,
andif feasible,
appropriate
anonymously,
and feasible,
anyanonymously, any
significant irregularities
significant
that they
irregularities
detect in the
thatcourse
they detect
of their
in duties,
the course
in of their duties, in
financialparticular
or accounting
financial
irregularities.
or accounting irregularities.
39. All members of39.
theAll
Audit
members
Committee,
of theparticularly
Audit Committee,
its Chair,
particularly
should beits Chair, shouldparticular
be
appointed with regard
appointed
to their
with
knowledge
regard to
and
their
experience
knowledge
in accounting,
and experience in accounting,
2. With regard to the
2. external
With regard
auditor:
to the external auditor:
auditing and risk management
auditing and matters.
risk management
A majoritymatters.
of committee
A majority
places
of committee places
should be held by independent
should be held
directors.
by independent directors.
Investigate the
Investigate
giving rise
the issues
to the giving
resignation
rise to
of the
the resignation of the
a.
a. issues
Complies ☐

PartiallyComplies
complies☐☐

Complies ☒

Partially
Explain complies
☐
Not
☐ applicable
Explain☒
☐

Complies ☒

☐

Explain ☐ ☐

Not applicable ☒

Explain ☐

b.

40. Listed companies
40. should
Listed companies
have a unitshould
in charge
have
ofathe
unit
internal
in charge
audit
of the internal audit
function, under thefunction,
supervision
under
of the
the supervision
Audit Committee,
of the to
Audit
monitor
Committee,
the
to monitor the c.
effectiveness of reporting
effectiveness
and control
of reporting
systems.
andThis
control
unit systems.
should report
This unit should report
functionally to the functionally
Board’s non-executive
to the Board’s
Chair
non-executive
or the Chair of
Chair
the or
Audit
the Chair of the Audit
Committee.
Committee.
d.
Complies ☒

Complies ☒

☐

Explain ☐ ☐

Explain ☐

41. The head of the
41. unit
The handling
head of the
the unit
internal
handling
audit the
function
internal
should
audit function should e.
present an annual present
work programme
an annual to
work
the programme
Audit Committee,
to the inform
Audit Committee,
it
inform it
directly of any incidents
directly
arising
of any
during
incidents
its implementation
arising during its
and
implementation
submit an
and submit an
activities report at the
activities
end ofreport
each year.
at the end of each year.
Complies ☒

Partially Complies
complies ☒
☐

Partially
Explain ☐
complies
Not
☐applicable
Explain☐
☐

Not applicable ☐

external auditor, should
external
thisauditor,
come about.
should this come about.
Ensure that the
Ensure thatof
the
the
remuneration
external auditor
of the
does
external
not auditor does not
b.remuneration
compromise its quality
compromise
or independence.
its quality or independence.
Ensure that the
Ensure that
notifies
the company
any change
notifies
of external
any change of external
c. company
auditor to the CNMV
auditor
as a to
material
the CNMV
event,
as accompanied
a material event,
by a accompanied by a
statement of any statement
disagreements
of any
arising
disagreements
with the outgoing
arising with the outgoing
auditor and the reasons
auditor
forand
thethe
same.
reasons for the same.
Ensure that the
Ensure
auditor
that the
has
external
a yearlyauditor
meeting
has
with
a yearly
the meeting with the
d.external
Board in full to Board
inform init full
of the
to inform
work undertaken
it of the work
and undertaken and
developments in the
developments
company’s risk
in the
andcompany’s
accountingrisk
positions.
and accounting positions.
Ensure that the
Ensure and
that the
theexternal
companyauditor
and the
adhere
external
to auditor adhere to
e. company
current regulationscurrent
on theregulations
provision of
onnon-audit
the provision
services,
of non-audit services,
limits on the concentration
limits onof
the
the
concentration
auditor’s business
of the and
auditor’s
other business and other
requirements concerning
requirements
auditor concerning
independence.
auditor independence.
Complies ☒

Complies
☐ ☒

☐
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43. The Audit Committee
43. The should
Audit Committee
be empowered
shouldtobemeet
empowered
with anyto meet with any c. Ensure that risk
c. Ensure
control that
and risk
management
control and
systems
management
are
systems are
company employeecompany
or manager,
employee
even ordering
or manager,
theireven
appearance
orderingwithout
their appearance without
mitigating risks effectively
mitigatinginrisks
the frame
effectively
of theinpolicy
the frame
drawn
of the policy drawn
the presence of another
the presence
senior officer.
of another senior officer.
up by the Board of Directors.
up by the Board of Directors.
Complies ☒

Complies
☐ ☒

☐

Complies ☒

Complies ☒

☐

Explain ☐ ☐

Explain ☐

44. The Audit Committee
44. The
should
Audit be
Committee
informedshould
of any be
fundamental
informed of
changes
any fundamental changes
47. Appointees to the
47.nomination
Appointeesand
to the
remuneration
nominationcommittee
and remuneration
or of thecommittee or of the
or corporate transactions
or corporate
the company
transactions
is planning,
the company
so the committee
is planning,can
so the committee
nomination
can
committee
nomination
and remuneration
committee and
committee,
remuneration
if separately
committee, if separately
analyse the operation
analyse
andthe
report
operation
to theand
Board
report
beforehand
to the Board
on itsbeforehand on
constituted
its
– should
constituted
have the –right
should
balance
have of
theknowledge,
right balance
skills
of and
knowledge, skills and
economic conditions
economic
and accounting
conditions
impact
and accounting
and, when impact
applicable,
and, the
when applicable,
experience
the
for theexperience
functions for
theythe
arefunctions
called on
they
to discharge.
are called The
on to discharge. The
exchange ratio proposed.
exchange ratio proposed.
majority of their members
majorityshould
of their
bemembers
independent
should
directors.
be independent directors.
Complies ☒

Complies ☒☐ Explain ☐

Not applicable
☐ Explain
☐☐

Not applicable ☐

Complies ☒

Complies ☒

☐

Explain ☐ ☐

Explain ☐

45. Risk control and45.
management
Risk controlpolicy
and management
should identify
policy
at least:
should identify at least:
a.

b.
c.
d.

48. Large cap companies
48. Large should
cap companies
operate separately
should operate
constituted
separately constituted
nomination and remuneration
nominationcommittees.
and remuneration committees.
The different a.types
Theofdifferent
financialtypes
and non-financial
of financial and
risk non-financial
the
risk the
company is exposed
company
to (including
is exposed
operational,
to (including
technological,
operational, technological,
Complies ☐
Complies
☐ ☐
Not applicable
☐ ☒
Not applicable ☒
financial, legal, social,
financial,
environmental,
legal, social,
political
environmental,
and reputational
political and reputational
49. of
The nomination49.
committee
The nomination
should consult
committee
withshould
the company’s
consult with
Chair
the company’s Chair
risks), with the inclusion
risks), with
underthe
financial
inclusion
or under
economic
financial
risks of
or economic risks
and Chief Executive,
and especially
Chief Executive,
on matters
especially
relating
on to
matters
executive
relating to executive
contingent liabilities
contingent
and otherliabilities
off-balance-sheet
and other risks.
off-balance-sheet risks.
directors.
When there
directors.
are vacancies
When there
on the
are Board,
vacancies
any on
director
the Board,
may any director may
The determination
The
of determination
the risk level of
thethe
company
risk level
seesthe
as company sees
as
b.
approach the nomination
approach
committee
the nomination
to propose
committee
candidates
to propose
that it might
candidates that it might
acceptable.
acceptable.
suitable. consider suitable.
The measuresc.in place
The measures
to mitigateinthe
place
impact
to mitigate
of identified
the impact
risk of identifiedconsider
risk
events should theyevents
occur. should they occur.
Complies ☒
Complies ☒
☐
Explain ☐ ☐
Explain ☐
The internal d.
control
The and
internal
reporting
control
systems
and reporting
to be used
systems
to
to be used to
control and manage
control
the and
above
manage
risks, the
including
abovecontingent
risks, including contingent
liabilities and off-balance-sheet
liabilities and risks.
off-balance-sheet risks.
50. The remuneration
50. committee
The remuneration
should operate
committee
independently
should operate
and independently
have
and have
Complies ☒
Complies ☒
☐
Explain ☐ ☐
Explain ☐
the following functions
the following
in addition
functions
to thosein
assigned
additionby
tolaw:
those assigned by law:

46. Companies should
46. establish
Companies
a risk
should
control
establish
and management
a risk controlfunction
and management function
in the charge of one
inof
the
the
charge
company’s
of oneinternal
of the company’s
department
internal
or units
department
and
or units and
under the direct supervision
under the direct
of thesupervision
Audit Committee
of the or
Audit
some
Committee
other
or some other
dedicated Board committee.
dedicatedThis
Board
function
committee.
should
This
be function
expressly
should
charged
be expressly charged
with the following responsibilities:
with the following responsibilities:
control that
and risk
management
control and
systems
management
are
systems are
a. Ensure that risk
a. Ensure
functioning correctly
functioning
and, specifically,
correctly that
and, major
specifically,
risks the
that major risks the
company is exposed
company
to are correctly
is exposed
identified,
to are correctly
managed
identified,
and
managed and
quantified.
quantified.
in the preparation
activelyof
in risk
the preparation
strategies and
of risk
in strategies and in
b. Participate actively
b. Participate
key decisions aboutkey
their
decisions
management.
about their management.

the standard
to the Board
conditions
the standard
for senior
conditions
officer for senior officer
a) Propose to the Board
a) Propose
contracts.
contracts.
with the
compliance
remuneration
with policy
the remuneration
set by the policy set by the
b) Monitor compliance
b) Monitor
company.
company.
the remuneration
review policy
the remuneration
for directorspolicy
and for directors and
c) Periodically review
c) Periodically
senior officers, including
senior officers,
share-based
including
remuneration
share-based
systems
remuneration systems
and their application,
and their
and application,
ensure that and
theirensure
individual
that their individual
compensation is proportionate
compensationtoisthe
proportionate
amounts paid
to the
to other
amounts paid to other
directors and seniordirectors
officers and
in the
senior
company.
officers in the company.
interest
conflicts
do not
of undermine
interest do the
not undermine the
d) Ensure that conflicts
d) Ensureof that
independence of any
independence
external advice
of any
theexternal
committee
advice
engages.
the committee engages.
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e) Verify the information
e) Verifyon
thedirector
information
and senior
on director
officers’
andpay
senior officers’ pay b)
contained in corporate
contained
documents,
in corporate
including
documents,
the annual
including the annual
directors’ remuneration
directors’
statement.
remuneration statement.
c)
Complies ☒

Complies
y complies
☒
☐

y
Explain
complies
☐ ☐

Explain ☐

51. The remuneration
51.committee
The remuneration
should consult
committee
withshould
the company’s
consult with
Chair
the company’s Chair
and Chief Executive,
and
especially
Chief Executive,
on matters
especially
relatingon
tomatters
executive
relating
directors
to executive directors
and senior officers.and senior officers.
Complies ☒

Partially
Complies
complies
☒
☐

Partially
Explain
complies
☐ ☐

Explain ☐

d)
e)

52. The terms of reference
52. The terms
of supervision
of reference
and of
control
supervision
committees
and control
shouldcommittees should
be set out in the Board
be setofout
Directors
in the Board
regulations
of Directors
and aligned
regulations
with those
and aligned with those f)
governing legally governing
mandatorylegally
Board mandatory
committeesBoard
as specified
committees
in the
as specified in the
preceding sets of preceding
recommendations.
sets of recommendations.
They should include
They
at should
least the
include at least the g)
following terms: following terms:

Oversee the b)
communication
Oversee theand
communication
relations strategy
and relations
with
strategy with
shareholders and shareholders
investors, including
and investors,
small and
including
mediumsmall and mediumsized shareholders.sized shareholders.
Periodically evaluate
Periodically
the effectiveness
evaluate the
of the
effectiveness
company’s of the company’s
c)
corporate governance
corporate
system,
governance
to confirm system,
that it isto
fulfilling
confirmits
that it is fulfilling its
mission to promote
mission
the corporate
to promote
interest
the corporate
and catering,
interest
as and catering, as
appropriate, to the
appropriate,
legitimateto interests
the legitimate
of remaining
interests of remaining
stakeholders.
stakeholders.
Review the company’s
corporate
the company’s
social responsibility
corporate social
policy,
responsibility policy,
d) Review
ensuring that it is geared
ensuring
to value
that itcreation.
is geared to value creation.
Monitor corporate
Monitor
responsibility
corporate social
strategy
responsibility
and practices
strategy and practices
e) social
and assess compliance
and assess
in theircompliance
respect.
in their respect.
Monitor and f)
evaluate
Monitor
the and
company’s
evaluateinteraction
the company’s
with its
interaction with its
stakeholder groups.stakeholder groups.
Evaluate all aspects
of the non-financial
all aspects ofrisks
the non-financial
the company is
risks the company is
g) Evaluate
exposed to, including
exposed
operational,
to, including
technological,
operational,
legal,
technological,
social,
legal, social,
environmental, political
environmental,
and reputational
political
risks.
and reputational risks.
Coordinate non-financial
and diversity
non-financial
reporting
and diversity
processes
reporting
in
processes in
h) Coordinate
accordance with accordance
applicable legislation
with applicable
and international
legislation and international
benchmarks.
benchmarks.

a) Committees should
a) Committees
be formed should
exclusively
be formed
by non-executive
exclusively by non-executive h)
directors, with a majority
directors,
of independents.
with a majority of independents.
should
independent
be chaired
directors.
by independent directors.
b) They should be chaired
b) Theyby
appoint
Board
theshould
members
appoint
of such
the members
committees
of such committees
c) The Board should
c) The
with regard to the
with
knowledge,
regard toskills
the knowledge,
and experience
skillsofand
its experience of its
Complies ☒
Complies ☒
☐
Explain ☐ ☐
Explain ☐
directors and eachdirectors
committee’s
and each
termscommittee’s
of reference;
terms
discuss
of reference; discuss
The corporate social
54. The
responsibility
corporate social
policy
responsibility
should statepolicy
the principles
should state the principles
their proposals andtheir
reports;
proposals
and provide
and reports;
report-backs
and provide
on their
report-backs on54.
their
commitments the
or company
commitments
will voluntarily
the company
adhere
will voluntarily
to in its dealings
adhere to in its dealings
activities and workactivities
at the first
and Board
work at
plenary
the first
following
Board plenary
each
following or
each
with stakeholder groups,
with stakeholder
specifying at
groups,
least: specifying at least:
committee meeting.committee meeting.
They may
advice,
engage
when
external
they advice,
feel it necessary
when they feel it necessary
d) They may engage
d) external
The goals of its
The goals
social
of its
responsibility
corporate social
policy
responsibility
and the
policy and the
a)
a) corporate
for the discharge offor
their
thefunctions.
discharge of their functions.
support instruments
support
to be deployed.
instruments to be deployed.
should
proceedings
be recorded
should
and abecopy
recorded
made and a copy made
e) Meeting proceedings
e) Meeting
The corporate
with regard
strategy
to sustainability,
with regard to
thesustainability, the
b) The corporateb)strategy
available to all Board
available
members.
to all Board members.
environment and social
environment
issues. and social issues.
Concrete practices
Concrete
in matters
practices
relative
in to:
matters
shareholders,
relative to: shareholders,
c)
c)
Complies ☒
Complies ☒☐
Explain ☐
Not applicable
☐
Explain
☐☐
Not applicable ☐
employees, clients,
employees,
suppliers, clients,
social welfare
suppliers,issues,
social the
welfare issues, the
53. The task of supervising
53. The task
compliance
of supervising
with corporate
compliance
governance
with corporate
rules, governance rules,
environment, diversity,
environment,
fiscal responsibility,
diversity, fiscal
respect
responsibility,
for
respect for
internal codes of internal
conduct codes
and corporate
of conduct
social
and responsibility
corporate social
policy
responsibility policy
human rights and the
human
prevention
rights and
of illegal
the prevention
conducts. of illegal conducts.
should be assigned
should
to one
beBoard
assigned
committee
to one or
Board
splitcommittee
between several,
or split between several, d) The methods d)
or systems
The methods
for monitoring
or systems
thefor
results
monitoring
of the the results of the
which could be the
which
Auditcould
Committee,
be the Audit
the nomination
Committee,committee,
the nomination
the
committee, the
practices referred practices
to above referred
and identifying
to aboveand
andmanaging
identifying and managing
corporate social responsibility
corporate social
committee,
responsibility
wherecommittee,
one exists,where
or a one exists, or a
related risks.
related risks.
dedicated committee
dedicated
established
committee
ad hoc established
by the Boardad
under
hoc by
itsthe
powers
Board
ofunder its powers of e)
The mechanisms
The
supervising
mechanisms
non-financial
for supervising
risk, ethics
non-financial
and
risk, ethics and
e) for
self-organisation, with
self-organisation,
at the least the
with
following
at the least
functions:
the following functions:
business conduct. business conduct.
Channels for f)
stakeholder
Channelscommunication,
for stakeholderparticipation
communication,
and participation and
f)
Monitor compliance
Monitor
with the
compliance
company’s
with
internal
the company’s
codes of internal codes of
a)
a)
dialogue.
dialogue.
conduct and corporate
conduct
governance
and corporate
rules. governance rules.
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g)

Responsible g)
communication
Responsible practices
communication
that prevent
practices
thethat prevent theb)
manipulation of information
manipulationand
of protect
information
the and
company’s
protect the company’s
honour and integrity.
honour and integrity.
Complies ☒

Complies ☒

☐

Explain ☐ ☐

Explain ☐

c)
55. The company 55.
should
The company
report on should
corporate
report
social
on responsibility
corporate social responsibility
developments in itsdevelopments
directors’ report
in its
ordirectors’
in a separate
report
document,
or in a separate
using andocument, using an
internationally accepted
internationally
methodology.
accepted methodology.
Complies ☒

Complies ☒

☐

Explain ☐ ☐

Explain ☐

Promote the b)
long-term
Promote
sustainability
the long-term
of the
sustainability
company and
of the company and
include non-financial
include
criteria
non-financial
that are criteria
relevantthat
for are
the relevant for the
company’s long-term
company’s
value, such
long-term
as compliance
value, such
with
as its
compliance with its
internal rules and
internal
procedures
rules and
and its
procedures
risk control
and and
its risk control and
management policies.
management policies.
Be focused onc)achieving
Be focused
a balance
on achieving
betweena the
balance
delivery
between
of
the delivery of
short, medium and
short,long-term
medium objectives,
and long-term
such objectives,
that
such that
performance-related
performance-related
pay rewards ongoing
pay rewards
achievement,
ongoing achievement,
maintained over sufficient
maintained
timeover
to appreciate
sufficient time
its contribution
to appreciate its contribution
to long-term value
to long-term
creation. This
value will
creation.
ensureThis
thatwill ensure that
performance measurement
performance
is not
measurement
based solely
is on
notone-off,
based solely on one-off,
occasional or extraordinary
occasional
events.
or extraordinary events.

56. Director remuneration
56. Director
should
remuneration
be sufficient
should
to attract
be sufficient
individuals
to attract
with
individuals with
the desired profile
theand
desired
compensate
profile the
and commitment,
compensate the
abilities
commitment,
and
abilities and
responsibility that responsibility
the post demands,
that the
butpost
not so
demands,
high as but
to compromise
not so high as to compromise
□
Explain □
Not
□ applicable
Explain□□
Not applicable □
the independent judgement
the independent
of non-executive
judgement
directors.
of non-executive directors.
59. A major part 59.
of variable
A major remuneration
part of variable
components
remuneration
should
components
be
should be
Complies ☒
Complies
☐ ☒
☐
deferred for a long
deferred
enough
forperiod
a long
to enough
ensure period
that predetermined
to ensure that predetermined
performance criteria
performance
have effectively
criteria
been
have
met.
effectively been met.
57. Variable remuneration
57. Variable
linked
remuneration
to the company
linkedand
to the
the company
director’s and the director’s
performance, the award
performance,
of shares,
the
options
award or
of any
shares,
other
options
right to
oracquire
any other right to acquire
Complies ☒
Complies ☒
☐
Explain ☐ ☐ Not applicable
Explain ☐
Not applicable ☐
shares or to be remunerated
shares or on
to be
theremunerated
basis of share
onprice
the basis
movements,
of shareand
price movements, and
60. Remuneration linked
60. Remuneration
to company linked
earnings
to company
should bear
earnings
in mind
should
any bear in mind any
membership of long-term
membership
savings
of long-term
schemes such
savings
as schemes
pension plans
such as pension plans
qualifications stated
qualifications
in the external
stated
auditor’s
in the report
external
that
auditor’s
reducesreport
their that reduces their
should be confined should
to executive
be confined
directors.
to executive directors.
amount.
amount.
The company mayThe
consider
company
the may
share-based
consider remuneration
the share-based
of nonremuneration of nonComplies ☒
Complies ☒ ☐
Explain ☐
☐ Not applicable
Explain ☐ ☐
Not applicable ☐
executive directorsexecutive
provided directors
they retain
provided
such shares
they retain
until the
suchend
shares
of until the end of
their mandate.
their mandate.
61. A major part of executive
61. A majordirectors’
part of executive
variable remuneration
directors’ variable
should
remuneration
be
should be
linked to the award
linked
of shares
to theoraward
financial
of shares
instruments
or financial
whoseinstruments
value is
whose value is
This condition, however,
This condition,
will not apply
however,
to shares
will not
that
apply
the director
to shares
must
that the director must
linked to the share linked
price. to the share price.
dispose of to defraydispose
costs related
of to defray
to their
costs
acquisition.
related to their acquisition.
Complies ☒

Complies ☒

☐

Explain ☐ ☐

Explain ☐

Complies ☒

Partially
Complies
complies
☒ ☐ Partially
Explain
complies
☐
☐ Not applicable
Explain ☐ ☐

Not applicable ☐

58. In the case of variable
58. In the
awards,
case of
remuneration
variable awards,
policies
remuneration
should include
policies should include
62. Following the 62.
award
Following
of shares,
the share
awardoptions
of shares,
or other
sharerights
options
on or other rights on
limits and technicallimits
safeguards
and technical
to ensure
safeguards
they reflect
to ensure
the professional
they reflect the professional
shares derived from
shares
the remuneration
derived fromsystem,
the remuneration
directors should
system,
not
directors
be
should not be
performance of theperformance
beneficiariesof
and
thenot
beneficiaries
simply the general
and not simply
progress
the
ofgeneral progress
of
allowed
to transferallowed
a number
to of
transfer
sharesaequivalent
number ofto
shares
twiceequivalent
their annual
to twice their annual
the markets or the company’s
the markets
sector,
or theor
company’s
circumstances
sector,ofor
that
circumstances
kind.
of that kind. fixed remuneration,fixed
or toremuneration,
exercise the share
or to exercise
options or
the
other
share
rights
options
on or other rights on
shares for at least three
shares
years
for at
after
least
their
three
award.
years after their award.
In particular, variable
In particular,
remuneration
variable
items
remuneration
should meetitems
the following
should meet the following
conditions:
conditions:
The above condition
The
will
above
not apply
condition
to any
will
shares
not apply
that the
to any
director
shares
must
that the director must
dispose of to defraydispose
costs related
of to defray
to their
costs
acquisition.
related to their acquisition.
Be subject to
andpredetermined
measurable performance
and measurable performance
a) Be subject toa)predetermined
criteria that factor
criteria
the risk
that assumed
factor the
to risk
obtain
assumed
a givento obtain a given
Complies ☐
Complies ☐ ☐
Explain ☒
Not
☐ applicable
Explain
☐☒
Not applicable ☐
outcome.
outcome.
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Executive Directors can Executive
be awarded
Directors
shares as
canpart
be awarded
of the company’s
shares asPerformance
part of the company’s
Share
Performance Share
H. OTHER
Plan. No holding period has
Plan.
been
No established
holding period
in the
hasremuneration
been established
policy,
in the
however:
remuneration policy, however:



INFORMATION
H. OTHER OF
INFORMATION
INTEREST OF INTEREST

1. If any relevant aspect
1. If any
exists
relevant
on the
aspect
subject
exists
of corporate
on the subject
governance
of corporate governance

There is a period defined

There
from the
is a date
period
of defined
vesting from
to thethe
date
date
of delivery
of vesting
ofto
the
the date of delivery of the
at the company or at
at entities
the company
of theor
group
at entities
that has
of the
not group
been reflected
that has in
not been reflected in
shares. Should the beneficiary
shares.
leave
Should
thethe
company
beneficiary
during
leave
thatthe
period
company
the shares
during that period the shares
the rest of the sections
the rest
of of
this
the
report,
sections
but of
is this
necessary
report,tobut
include
is necessary
in
to include in
may be lost according tomay
the Terms
be lostand
according
Conditions
to the
of Terms
the Plan.
and Conditions of the Plan.
order
to reflect a order
more to
complete
reflect and
a more
reasoned
complete
information
and reasoned
on theinformation on the

eDreams’
ODIGEO
Executive
hold aofsignificant
percentage of
the
eDreams’ ODIGEO Executive
Directors
already
hold a Directors
significantalready
percentage
the
Company’s
shares
asofreported
in section
A.3 of the
Annual
.
Company’s shares as reported
in section
A.3
the Annual
Remuneration
Report
. Remuneration Report
structure
and governing
structure
practices
and governing
at the entity
practices
or its
at group,
the entity
please
or its group, please
To date,
the ongoing
followed
byhas
thebeen
Executive
Directors has been only
to them briefly.detail them briefly.
To date, the ongoing practice
followed
by the practice
Executive
Directors
only to
detail
sellretention
shares toapplicable.
cover the tax retention applicable.
sell shares to cover the tax

2. Within this section,
2. Within
anythis
other
section,
information,
any other
clarification
information,
or clarification or
related
embellishment
to the above
related
sections
to the
of the
above
report
sections
may also
of the
bereport may also be
63. Contractual arrangements
63. Contractual
should
arrangements
include provisions
should that
include
permit
provisions
the
that permitembellishment
the
included to the extent
included
they are
to the
relevant
extentand
they
non-repetitive.
are relevant and non-repetitive.
company to reclaim
company
variable
to components
reclaim variable
of remuneration
components when
of remuneration when
pleaseSpecifically,
indicate whether
please the
indicate
company
whether
is subject
the company
to laws is subject to laws
payment was out payment
of step with
was the
out director’s
of step with
actual
theperformance
director’s actual
or
performanceSpecifically,
or
other than Spanishother
law on
than
theSpanish
subject law
of corporate
on the subject
governance
of corporate
and, asgovernance and, as
based on data subsequently
based on data
foundsubsequently
to be misstated.
found to be misstated.
appropriate, include
appropriate,
such information
includethat
suchit information
is required to
that
furnish
it is required
and
to furnish and
which
that
is different
required in
from
thisthat
report.
required in this report.
Complies ☐ Partially
Complies
complies
☐ ☐ Partially
Explain
complies
☒
Not
☐ applicable
Explain ☒☐
Not applicable ☐which is different from
In line with the company’s
In lineRemuneration
with the company’s
Policy the
Remuneration
company will
Policy
consider
the company
including will consider including
3. The company may
3. also
The company
indicate whether
may alsoitindicate
has voluntarily
whetheradhered
it has voluntarily
to
adhered to
“Clawback” or “Malus” clauses
“Clawback”
in any
or “Malus”
new contracts
clauses or
in schemes
any new signed
contracts
withorExecutive
schemes signed with Executive
other codes of other
ethical codes
principles
of ethical
or good
principles
practices,
or whether
good practices, whether
Directors.
Directors.

international, sectorial
international,
or of another
sectorial
scope.
orAs
ofappropriate,
another scope.
identify
As appropriate,
the
identify the
code in question and
codethe
in question
date of adherence.
and the date
In particular,
of adherence.
indicate
In particular, indicate
64. Termination payments
64. Termination
should not
payments
exceed ashould
fixed amount
not exceed
equivalent
a fixed amount equivalent
the company
whether
has adhered
the company
to thehas
Code
adhered
of Bestto
Tax
thePractices
Code of Best
of Tax Practices of
to two years of theto
director’s
two years
total
of the
annual
director’s
remuneration
total annual
and should
remuneration
not
and should whether
not
th
20th July, 2010.
be paid until the be
company
paid until
confirms
the company
that he confirms
or she has
thatmet
he the
or she has met 20
the July, 2010.
predetermined performance
predetermined
criteria.
performance criteria.
Point 1.
Point 1.
Complies ☒

Complies ☒ ☐

Explain ☐

Not
☐ applicable
Explain ☐
☐

Not applicable ☐
SECTION C1.23

SECTION C1.23

Article 10.9 establishes that
Article
“Independent
10.9 establishes
Directors
that shall
“Independent
only be re-elected
Directors shall
to the
only
extent
be re-elected to the extent
that the aggregated timethat
served
the aggregated
by such independent
time served
Director
by such
(i.e.
independent
taking into Director
account, (i.e.
for taking into account, for
the avoidance of doubt, the
the sum
avoidance
of the of
time
doubt,
served
theby
sum
such
of independent
the time served
Director
by such
forindependent
each of
Director for each of
his/her terms as independent
his/her
Director)
terms as
does
independent
not exceed
Director)
a perioddoes
of twelve
not exceed
(12) consecutive
a period of twelve (12) consecutive
Financial Years (equivalent
Financial
to fourYears
(4) mandates)”
(equivalent to four (4) mandates)”
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SECTION C.1.26

SECTION C.1.26

As consequence the “Commission
As consequence
de Surveillance
the “Commission
du Secteur
de Surveillance
Financier” (CSSF)
du Secteur
is theFinancier” (CSSF) is the
supervisory body on transparency
supervisory for
body
eDreams
on transparency
ODIGEO and
for the
eDreams
company
ODIGEO
is subject
and the
to company is subject to
Below is the data on attendance
Below is of
theeach
dataand
on attendance
every one ofofthe
each
directors
and every
at the
onemeetings
of the directors
of
at the meetings
of transparency obligations
limited
limited transparency
provided in the
obligations
Spanish provided
implementing
in theregulations
Spanish implementing
of the
regulations of the
the Board of Directors and
theits
Board
committees
of Directors
during
and
financial
its committees
year (From
during
1st financial
April 2018year
to 31st
(From 1st April 2018 toTransparency
31st
Directive. Please
Transparency
find below
Directive.
a summary
Please
offind
these
below
obligations:
a summary of these obligations:
March 2019):
March 2019):
Transparency obligations
Transparency obligations
Board

RemCo

Board
AC

Philip Clay Wolf (Independent
PhilipDirector
Clay Wolf
during
(Independent
all FY) Director8/8
during all FY)7/7

8/8
5/5

Robert Apsey Gray (Independent
Robert Apsey
Director
Grayduring
(Independent
all FY) Director
8/8 during all FY)

8/8
5/5

Amanda Wills (Independent
Amanda
Director
Wills
during
(Independent
all FY) Director during
8/8 all FY) 7/7

8/8

Dana Philip Dunne (Executive
DanaDirector
Philip Dunne
during
(Executive
all FY) Director8/8
during all FY)

8/8

David Elizaga Corrales (Executive
David Elizaga
Director
Corrales
during
(Executive
all FY) Director
8/8 during all FY)

8/8

Lise Fauconnier (Proprietary
Lise Fauconnier
Director during
(Proprietary
all FY) Director 8/8
during all FY) 7/7

8/8

Benoit Vauchy (Proprietary
Benoit
Director
Vauchy
during
(Proprietary
all FY) Director during
8/8 all FY)

8/8
5/5

Pedro Lopez (ProprietaryPedro
Director
Lopez
during
(Proprietary
all FY) Director during
8/8all FY)

8/8

Philippe Michael Poletti (Proprietary
Philippe Michael
Director
Poletti
since
(Proprietary
21st
Director since 21st
5/5
November 2018)
November 2018)

5/5

Daniel Setton (Proprietary
Daniel
Director
Setton
from
(Proprietary
21st November
Director from 21st November
3/3
2018)
2018)

3/3

RemCo

7/7

AC Financial information

5/5

Financialinformation
Subject to Luxembourg regulations.
Subject to Luxembourg regulations.
(annual, Half-yearly and (annual, Half-yearly
and
 To be submitted
as aTorelevant
fact (hecho
be submitted
as a relevant fact (hecho
quarterly)
quarterly) relevante) to the CNMV. relevante) to the CNMV.

Qualifying shareholdingsQualifying
 shareholdings
Subject to Luxembourg regulations.
Subject to Luxembourg regulations.
and
net
short
positions
and
net
short
positions
5/5
 There is no obligation toThere
submit
information
is any
no obligation
to submit any information
to the CNMV, provided that
it does
notprovided
constitute
to the
CNMV,
that it does not constitute
a relevant event (hecho relevante).
a relevant event (hecho relevante).

7/7
Treasury stock

7/7
5/5

Treasurystock
The disclosure and limits
of the
treasury
stock
is of the treasury stock is
 The
disclosure
and
limits
subject to Luxembourg subject
regulations.
There is noregulations. There is no
to Luxembourg
obligation to submit any
information
to theany information to the
obligation
to submit
CNMV.
CNMV.
 However, the company follows
thethe
guidelines
However,
companyoffollows the guidelines of
the CNMV on treasury stock,
whichonistreasury
currentlystock, which is currently
the CNMV
included in the internal included
Regulations
for internal
ConductRegulations for Conduct
in the
in the Security Markets of
ODIGEO.
ineDreams
the Security
Markets of eDreams ODIGEO.

The Code of Best Tax Practices
of July,
20 Tax
2010Practices
is a Spanish
based
which has
been
The Code
of Best
of July,
20 document
2010 is a Spanish
based
document which has been
developed for Spanish Tax
Payers. for
TheSpanish
Company
adopted
eDreams
Group
developed
Taxhas
Payers.
Thethe
Company
hasODIGEO
adopted
the eDreams ODIGEO Group
Tax Principles which contain
elementswhich
whichcontain
the company
considers
relevant
for considers
the
Tax Principles
elements
which the
company
relevant for the
Organization of the Management
of its
the wayofitits
determines
the
tax
position
in
Organization
oftax
theaffairs,
Management
tax affairs,
the
way
it determines
the tax position in
its Financial Statements,its
asFinancial
well as the
level of transparency
in the
communication
with
Taxcommunication with Tax
Statements,
as well as the
level
of transparency
in the
Authorities. These Group
Tax Principles
overlap
with other
codes
of Best
Authorities.
Thesecontain
Group Tax
Principles
contain
overlap
withTax
other codes of Best Tax
Practices which have been
published
in various
countries
(including
Spain).
Practices
which
have been
published
in various
countries (including Spain).

Notes: The denominator Notes:
indicates
Thethe
denominator
number of indicates
meetings the
heldnumber
during of
themeetings
period ofheld during the period of
Please
there
indicate
have been
whether
directors
there who
have have
been voted
directors
against
whoor
have voted against or
the year in which the director
the yearserved
in which
as such
the director
or as a served
member
asofsuch
the or
respective
as a member of the respective Please indicate whether
abstained in relation to
abstained
the approval
in relation
of thisto
Report.
the approval of this Report.
Committee.
Committee.
Point 2 and 3.

Point 2 and 3.

YES ☐

YES ☐

Reasons
Without prejudice of compliance
Without prejudice
with Spanish
of compliance
Corporate Governance
with Spanishrules,
Corporate
the Company
Governance
is rules, the Company is Name or corporate name
Name
of the
or corporate name of the
(against,
at time subject to the atLuxembourg
time subject
Transparency
to the Luxembourg
Laws, i.e.Transparency
pursuant to Laws,
the Directive
i.e. pursuant to the Directive director that did not vote
in favor
director
that did not vote in favor
abstention, non2004/109/EC of 15 December
2004/109/EC
2004 onofthe
15 harmonization
December 2004ofon
transparency
the harmonization
requirements
of transparency
in
requirements in
of the approval of thisof
Report
the approval of this Report
attendance)
relation to information relation
about issuers
to information
whose securities
about issuers
are admitted
whose securities
to trading
areonadmitted
a
to trading on a
regulated market (the “Transparency
regulated market
Directive”),
(the “Transparency
which has been
Directive”),
implemented
which has
in Spain,
been implemented in Spain,
N/A
N/A
N/A
listed companies are entitled
listed companies
to chooseare
to entitled
be subject
to choose
to the relevant
to be subject
transparency
to the relevant transparency
provisions of the Member
provisions
State in which
of thethe
Member
issuerState
has its
in registered
which the issuer
office (Luxembourg)
has its registered
or office (Luxembourg) or
in which it has its securities
in which
admitted
it has to
itstrading
securities
(Spain).
admitted
The Company
to tradinghas
(Spain).
chosen
ThetoCompany
be
has chosen to be
subject to Luxembourg regulations.
subject to Luxembourg regulations.

☒

☒

Reasons
Explain
the
(against,
reasons
abstention,
nonattendance)

Explain the
reasons

N/A
N/A
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